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ABSTRACT
Risen With Healing in Her Wings: An Ecclesiological Ethnography of Three Young
Congregations in St. Paul, Minnesota
by
Catrina Louise Ciccone
This dissertation assumes that death and resurrection is the rhythm of life for all
disciples of Jesus Christ, and that this baptismal pattern of dying in Christ and being
raised to new life in Christ plays itself out in many penultimate iterations across our lives
until our ultimate Death and Resurrection. As such, living in a cultural climate in which
the white North American Christendom Church is captive to an ecclesiology of death,
fixated upon and anxious about its imminent demise, this dissertation seeks to provide a
counter-narrative: an ecclesiology of the resurrection occurring in this new missional era,
a minority report grounded in the messy lived experience of actual congregations,
witnessing to the Holy Spirit’s raising of the church to new life on its margins.
Working in an emerging mode of research known as theological ethnography, the
author conducted three-to-five year ethnographic apprenticeships among three faith
communities in St. Paul, Minnesota (one ELCA Lutheran, one Old Catholic, one
Nondenominational Evangelical), each founded in 2008-2009. This dissertation seeks
primarily to partner with these three faith communities and their respective participants in
attending to, drawing forth, and articulating their collective and individual embodied
theological wisdom. The work of Mary McClintock Fulkerson provides the foundational
framework of the dissertation, as it explores how these communities are doing theology
that matters at the scene of various wounds sustained by their people at the hands of the
Christendom Church, and how these communities make space for their participants to
ii

appear among the body of Christ. Ann Swidler’s understanding of culture as a toolkit,
which operates differently among settled versus unsettled peoples, serves as an additional
conversation partner in articulating the deconstructive and reconstructive wisdom of these
communities. The work of Kathleen Cahalan informs the structure of the final chapter as
it discusses the contours of a resurrection ecclesiology through communal practices of
resurrection common across these three congregations who, like Christ, continually dwell
in the margins, pour themselves out and give themselves away, and dismantle the
hierarchies.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The church of Christ, in every age beset by change, but Spirit led,
must claim and test its heritage and keep on rising from the dead.1
Waking Up to a Mortal Wound
In the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries the United States is
experiencing a period of profound change. Epistemology and understanding of truth is
shifting, racially and religiously the nation is becoming ever more diverse and ever more
aware of its pluralism, and our patterns of organizing and interacting with each other are
evolving.
Where once “White Christian America was big enough, cohesive enough, and
influential enough to pull off the illusion that it was the cultural pivot around which the
country turned—at least for those living safely within its expansive confines,” 2 today the
Church’s identity, role, and existence in the world is changing as rapidly as the world
itself. Many scholars in many different fields have been trying to name, note, or describe
what they are witnessing. Sociologist Robert Putnam speaks of a decline in public

1 Fred Pratt Green, “The Church of Christ in Every Age,” in Evangelical Lutheran Worship, Pew
edition (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 2006), 729.
2

Robert P. Jones, The End of White Christian America (New York, NY: Simon & Schuster,

2016), 39.

1

2
participation following the superior commitment of a long civic generation; 3 philosopher
Charles Taylor traces what he finds to be an iterative process of secularization, a steady
shifting of social imaginaries leading to the supernova of religious possibilities we
experience today in what he calls the Age of Authenticity; 4 while theologians such as
Darrell Guder and Patrick Keifert illustrate three waves of disestablishment of the
Christian church in the North American context.5 Whatever language one uses to describe
it, whatever particular theoretical frames are most useful for making sense of it, the
bottom line remains the same: the world and the Church are both changing, unsettling
previously dominant white Christian (and especially Mainline Protestant) North
Americans.
The effect of this unsettling is evident in the populist literature populating social
media. Every week I watch as headlines such as “10 reasons why Millennials are leaving
the church,” “The number of the religiously unaffiliated continues to grow,” and “If it
doesn’t stem its decline, Mainline Protestantism has just 23 Easters left,” gain wide
readership among my friends and colleagues in ministry. Each of these is a variation on a
regular theme, which is generally clothed in either reflective contemplation (“Is
Christianity dying?”) or in fear-filled alarmism (“Christianity is dying!”). There is an

3 Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (New
York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 2000).
4

Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,

2007).
5 Darrell L. Guder and Lois Barrett, Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in
North America, The Gospel and Our Culture Series (Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing
Company, 1998); Patrick R. Keifert, We Are Here Now: A New Missional Era, a Missional Journey of
Spiritual Discovery (Eagle, ID: Allelon Publishing, 2006).

3
ecumenism in the sharing; if nothing else, it seems the unsettled Church can find unity in
its shared worries.
The reality is, looking at hard numbers, 6 in terms of both their numerical strength
and cultural influence, white, institutionalized forms of the Christian church in North
America are indeed dying. And if my social media feed is any indication, this is a source
of great anxiety among my fellow Christians and Christian leaders, and cause for much
weeping and gnashing of teeth. We (as an ordained Lutheran minister, I claim
membership in this unsettled tribe of white formerly dominant mainline churches) lament
the loss of White Christian America’s “golden age in the 1950s, after the hardships and
victories of World War II and before the cultural upheavals of the 1960s,”7 when the
Baby Boomers were children and that shiny new Sunday school addition was a dire
necessity for raising the teeming hoards of the next generation in the faith. We beamed
for the camera and broke ground with golden shovels, oblivious to the fact that the
academic and cultural experts of the time were already predicting a coming precipitous
decline.
We are desperate to return to those times, in part because we aren’t sure how else
to operate. As Lutheran scholar Jessicah Krey Duckworth observes, “having been formed
by their mid-twentieth century experiences of establishment, of cultural support for their
presence and work, congregations and denominations largely lack the tools or practices

6 Pew Research Center, “Religious Landscape Study,” Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public
Life Project (blog), May 11, 2015, http://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/. Pew Research
Center, “U.S. Public Becoming Less Religious,” Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public Life Project
(blog), November 3, 2015, http://www.pewforum.org/2015/11/03/u-s-public-becoming-less-religious/.
7

Jones, The End of White Christian America, 38.

4
necessary to minister without the culture’s supporting role.” 8 What’s more, with every
generation, we seem to lose hold of ever more of our influence, not only over the world
but—even worse—over our own children. We claim to be an Easter people and yet, we
are absolutely terrified of this death. This fear often leads us to what researcher Robert P.
Jones describes as “the greatest threat to White Christian America’s descendants…the
siren song of nostalgia.”9 It also drives us to live out of our perceived scarcity and
limitation, constantly reorganizing the deck chairs on this institutional Titanic, grasping
frantically at every life raft we suspect might save us, trying to force a “resurrection by
human power rather than divine spirit” which, as Jones notes, “always produces a
monstrosity.”10
But Christians are an Easter people. We know, believe, confess, and hope, that
death never gets the final word, that God, often in ways unimaginable and inexplicable,
always raises the dead to new life. To be a disciple of Jesus is to produce theology that
matters precisely at the scene of our wounds.11 To be a part of the Body of Christ is to
participate in the death and Resurrection of our Lord, it is to die daily to the old self and
be raised by the Triune God to new life. I am drawn to the leaders, to the scholars, in the
Church, who remind us of this.

8 Jessicah Krey Duckworth, Wide Welcome: How the Unsettling Presence of Newcomers Can Save
the Church (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2013), 20.
9

Jones, The End of White Christian America, 230.

10

Jones, 231.

11 Mary McClintock Fulkerson, Places of Redemption: Theology for a Worldly Church (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2007), 13.

5
Presbyterian scholar Michael Jinkins is just such a leader. Around the turn of the
last century he wrote a book on ecclesiology titled The Church Faces Death:
Ecclesiology in a Post-Modern Context. In this book, which is a collection of linked
essays, Jinkins admonishes that the Church “can only know this power [of resurrection]
in actually facing its death.”12 This is a risky proposition, however, because resurrection
is always a thing hoped for, but never guaranteed, it is an “impossibility” which “cannot
be counted on in the normal course of events.”13 To this point, Jinkins perceives, the
Church’s anxiety about our inevitable death “has produced little more than a careening
between the paralysis of our leadership and our frantic reshuffling of the same old
institutional objectives and structures.”14 Alternatively, Jinkins argues, this confrontation
with our own death could be received as “a divine gift” which could “occasion a
profound reformation of the church” as we wrestle out the question of how we shall “live
toward this end.”15 Ultimately, Jinkins contends, “only by letting go of our grasp on
institutional survival can we possibly recover our vocation.” 16

12 Michael Jinkins, The Church Faces Death: Ecclesiology in a Post-Modern Context (New York,
NY: Oxford University Press, 1999), 14. Most of the scholars I reference in this section are white Mainline
Protestants. Their writings refer to or address “the Church” in a universal sense, but it is important that we
keep their social location in mind, and acknowledge that much of their critiques and proposed solutions are
actually directed to white Constantinian forms of Christianity, especially in North America. Further, I
recognize many different scholars from varying social locations, speaking to varying contexts, make strong
arguments for disestablishment (notably, Latino/a liberation theologians speaking to a majority Roman
Catholic South American context). I am drawing on the particular scholars I have chosen precisely because
most of them are speaking an internal critique to the context in which both they and I live, and which I
have been studying.
13

Jinkins, 14.

14

Jinkins, 14.

15

Jinkins, 14, 19.

16

Jinkins, 14.
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Douglas John Hall, a professor and pastor in the United Church of Canada, shares
Jinkins’ desire for the Church to confront and embrace our decline head on, though he
clothes his argument in language of disestablishment rather than death. Hall spoke and
wrote passionately about this as the twentieth century was drawing to its close, compiling
a series of lectures he had given into a short but provocative publication titled The End of
Christendom and the Future of Christianity. In it, Hall articulated both the expansive
Christendom narrative Christianity lived for more than a millennia, and laid out the
reality of the great period of change through which we are presently living, in which the
Christian church in North America is undergoing a steady and increasing
disestablishment.17 Hall minces no words in this brief but powerful book, critiquing the
compromises Christianity made under Christendom, as well as white dominant mainline
Christians’ apparently willful blindness to the changes now underfoot. Hall perceived the
North American Christian church of the late twentieth century as either lamenting the
loss of power and attempting to reclaim the privileges of establishment, or sticking its
head in the sand and allowing this disestablishment to be steadily done unto it. Rather
than acquiesce to either of those ditches, Hall challenged the Church to a third way: to
deliberately “disestablish ourselves and in the process recover something of our genuine
mission in the world.”18
For purposes of my argument in this dissertation, I want to point out the
connection between Hall’s view and a theology of embracing death in the sure and
17 As previously noted, for thorough descriptions of this disestablishment see Guder and Barrett,
Missional Church, Keifert, We Are Here Now, and Wade Clark Roof and William McKinney, American
Mainline Religion: Its Changing Shape and Future (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987).
18 Douglas John Hall, The End of Christendom and the Future of Christianity, Christian Mission
and Modern Culture (Harrisburg, PA: Trinity Press International, 1997), 36.

7
certain hope of resurrection. Such “intentional disengagement from the dominant culture
. . . is the necessary precondition for a meaningful engagement of our society,” according
to Hall, and if we “lose our life, ecclesiastically speaking, then we may in fact gain our
life as Christ’s living body.” 19 The situation before us provides “an opportunity that has
seldom presented itself in Christian history: namely, the opportunity actually to become
the salt, yeast, and light that the newer Testament speaks of as the character of Christ’s
disciple community”20—but only if we embrace our disestablishment and choose to live
toward this inevitable death by voluntarily moving ourselves to the margins of society.
Writing in this century, and building off of Douglas John Hall’s corpus of work,
Lutheran pastor and scholar Jessicah Krey Duckworth points to the reality that “the
church has become ‘professional,’ hoping that being professional will reinforce its
established position within the public sphere.”21 In all manner of contexts,
“congregational life today for many Christians is much more an experience of
organizational membership,” but in “eagerly reflecting business or economic models that
reward being greater, bigger, stronger, faster, and progressive, congregations actively
avoid and deny death.”22 Yet, Duckworth argues, “to be a Christian church is to practice

19

Hall, 43. Emphasis original.

20

Hall, 49.

21

Duckworth, Wide Welcome, 10.

22

Duckworth, Wide Welcome.
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being a people under the cross,”23 an ecclesia crucis which “exists not to live but to die in
being sent and scattered, propelled out into the world.” 24
Duckworth draws on the metaphor of building sand castles to describe
participation in the ecclesia crucis. Sand is a temporary medium, which the ocean will
inevitably disperse that it might be formed as something new with the morrow. The joy of
building sand castles is not in the completion of a structure that you expect to be
permanent and unshakeable. Rather, joy is found in “the process of living and building”
the castle with others.25 So too, the Church was never meant to be permanent, but is
always being dispersed and reformed, always a community in process. “By pretending to
be established or trying to be permanent, churches will ultimately dry out and crack under
the heat of the sun,” Duckworth states, but those who embrace their life together under
the cross do not need to fear “the falling sand castle because joy comes from the fluidity
and movement of newcomers and established members being and becoming disciples of
Jesus Christ alongside one another.”26
Donald MacKinnon, an Anglican scholar and priest, writing thirty years prior to
Hall and Jinkins and forty-five years prior to Duckworth, made strikingly similar
arguments when invited to give the Gore Memorial Lectures at Westminster Abbey.

23

Duckworth, 9.

24

Duckworth, 9.

25

Duckworth, 2.

26

Duckworth, 2.
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MacKinnon, speaking in late 1968, was witnessing the end of Christendom underway 27
and saw that end as a hopeful thing for the future of the Church, as the “imperatives” and
“opportunities of the post-Constantinian world” would be “to liberate our basic theology
from the inherited infection of centuries of acquiescence in an objectively false situation
vis-à-vis public authority.”28
Like Hall, MacKinnon also pulled no punches in his critique of the Church under
Christendom, arguing that “at the heart of the Christian story we may see the opposition
of Christ and Caiaphas,”29 that is, the leader who scrounges the margins in search of lost
and wayward sheep versus the leader who is willing to sacrifice the innocent to maintain
their power and control. “Empirical study of Church history reveals how often and at
what depth of commitment the way of the Church has been that of Caiaphas rather than
Christ,”30 MacKinnon boldly charges. The Church, in short, has become simultaneously
too wounded and too wounding under the auspices of Christendom, and needs a new
understanding of both itself and its role in society. Rather than simply admonishing the
Church, however, MacKinnon also provides a theological means by which to accomplish
this reframing: through the lens of kenosis applied to both the theory and the practice of

27 As I noted earlier, leaders in both Christianity and/or academia were foretelling the decline of
the Church precisely during the time period which today’s average white Protestant parishioner considers
the Church’s heyday.
28 Donald M. MacKinnon, The Stripping of the Altars: The Gore Memorial Lecture Delivered on 5
November 1968 in Westminster Abbey and Other Papers and Essays on Related Topics, Fontana Library
Theology and Philosophy (London: Collins; Fontana, 1969), 10.
29

MacKinnon, 28.

30

MacKinnon, 29.

10
ecclesiology. 31 That is, through living into not only an attitude but also an embodiment of
radical self-emptying (and the vulnerability that inherently comes with such life), the
Church will discover the renewal of its mission. It is by living such an “exposed life . . .
stripped of the kind of security that tradition, whether ecclesiological or institutional,
easily bestows,” that the Church can actually be present to the world.32
Though he does not reference MacKinnon, decades later Jinkins would echo this
call to ecclesiological kenosis, “In and through divine vulnerability we come to know
God’s character and consequently what it means to say the word ‘church.’ God is the one
who gives Godself away in the most outrageous extravagance and who calls together a
community to worship and to follow God in precisely this same lavish way.” 33
MacKinnon, Duckworth, Hall, and Jinkins are describing what they see as the
Church’s task or opportunity in what Lutheran theologian Patrick Keifert calls the “New
Missional Era.”34 But where MacKinnon and Hall speak on a more abstract level
regarding what the Church ought to do or be, I am more interested in the trajectory
advocated by Jinkins, Duckworth, and Keifert, to look concretely at what the Church in
these tumultuous times is doing and being. Specifically, I chose to apprentice myself to
three congregations in the Twin Cities area, each ten years or younger (and thus, born

31 MacKinnon, 16. MacKinnon draws on and develops the work of Catholic scholar Robert Adolfs
for this argument.
32

MacKinnon, 34, 39.

33

Jinkins, The Church Faces Death, 47.

34 Keifert, We Are Here Now. Like Hall, instead of dwelling in the past glories of Christendom, or
using language that centers itself in a bygone era (for example, post-Christendom, post-modern), Keifert
invites congregations into an honest assessment of where they are now, along with discerning what
preferred and promised future the Holy Spirit is calling and equipping them to live into.
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precisely in the midst of this period of disestablishment and rapid change), and each
related in complicated but formative ways to the three major North American Christian
traditions with historically majority white membership (Catholicism, Mainline
Protestantism, and Evangelicalism).35 This apprenticeship offers exemplary case studies
of the disestablished church in three different iterations. Said differently, I am interested
in the new ecclesiological life that is rising from the ashes of the
institutional/morphological death of the white Christendom Church, and I’d like to know
what congregations born in this new apostolic age look like.
One congregation, Light of God, affiliates with The Old Catholic Church, though
many of its participants are ecclesial refugees from sundry Roman Catholic parishes in
the area. Another congregation, Humble Walk, affiliates with the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ELCA), though those participating in this community reflect a
variety of upbringings in faith, to include Baptist, Assemblies of God, Presbyterian,
agnostic, atheist, as well as many Lutherans. The third congregation, Bloom, comes out
of the Evangelical movement, founded with the assistance of an Evangelical churchplanting organization. Like many faith communities in that tradition it does not affiliate
in any formal way with a denomination, but self-identifies as part of a network of
churches centered around a “grace based theology.” Much like Humble Walk, those
participating in Bloom have a diversity of faith backgrounds, though their histories skew
more towards the Evangelical tradition in both its denominational and nondenominational expressions.

35

Religion.

This follows a logic similar to that espoused by Roof and McKinney, American Mainline
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Chapter 2 provides a more extensive introduction to each congregation, along
with their founding story and history to date. For the purposes of our conversation in this
chapter, I will note that their founding stories turned out to be remarkably similar, of
pastors continually encountering people who have been pushed to the margins of the
Christendom Church, and from those experiences increasingly convicted to do church
and be church differently. As part of that being church differently, all three communities
live a rather disestablished existence, intentionally owning no property and being led by
part-time clergy. Some of the pastors work only for the church at less than full-time hours
and pay, and some of them are bi-vocational, making the bulk of their income as a prison
chaplain, a hospice chaplain, or a bartender. Additionally, each of these congregations is
pushing back on a number of doctrinal and/or cultural norms within their respective
stream of Christianity. For example, the Catholics are ordaining women, LGBT, and
married persons, in addition to practicing open Eucharist; the Lutherans are
experimenting with full-bodied and artistic engagement of the Gospel, letting the
physically and intellectually most vulnerable members of the community set the
community’s pace; and the Evangelicals are striving to de-politicize their faith and seek a
robust communal discernment of truth. I don’t believe any of these communities set out
to save the Church. But I do believe each are signs of the resurrection happening in our
midst.
The Research Question
Assuming that Mary McClintock Fulkerson, drawing on the work of Charles
Winquist, is right, that “theologies that matter arise out of dilemmas—out of situations
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that matter…creative thinking originates at the scene of a wound,”36 then how are these
three congregations, born in this new apostolic age, producing theologies that matter—in
explicit and implicit, verbal and embodied ways—in response to the wounding-ness and
the wounded-ness of both the Christendom Church and the particular denominational
manifestations within which these congregations stand? In the course of exploring this
question, I have employed an emerging mode of research known as “theological
ethnography.” This developing research practice attempts to address a second kind of
woundedness, a methodological wound within the Academy regarding how one
researches the Church.
Importance to the Church
The question I am pursuing is important to the Church on multiple levels. First, as
Michael Jinkins, Nicholas Healy, and others argue, it is important for the Church, in both
the congregational and universal sense of itself, to present itself to the world honestly, to
understand itself in all its messy, scandalous, and concrete particularity, to look and listen
for the incarnate witness it bears to our Triune God in situ, and to embrace the “prophetic
critique and pastoral comfort from other churches who in their concrete otherness call us
to task and bless us.”37 This project is one attempt to honor these needs.
Second, if the reformed church is indeed ever reforming, then it is also beneficial
to the Church in a broader sense to pay attention to the possibilities happening at its
reforming edges, to attend carefully to how these three new congregations are living and
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producing theology within the context of this new missional era. As Patrick Keifert notes,
pride of place in such attending should be given precisely to new mission developments,
as they are more likely to develop spiritual ecosystems that are not caught up in the
Christendom establishment mentality. 38 Relatedly, this study should help to deepen the
Church’s understanding of the cultural conditions that give rise to the need for the
particular reformations that are emerging in the Church at this time.
Third, this study is important to the particular congregations I have been studying,
as well as the specific members of the body of Christ therein, insofar as it is a
collaboration in the articulation of their embodied theological wisdom. This process has
helped my research partners more fully appear to themselves, both as individuals and as
faith communities. 39 Such space to appear, “to be seen, to be recognized, and to recognize
the other” is, in Mary McClintock Fulkerson’s words, not only “what is needed to counter
the diminishment and harm associated with obliviousness” but also “essential to a
community of faith as an honoring of the shared image of God.” 40
Importance to the Academy
This study is also important to the Academy on a number of levels, primarily as it
contributes to a new and important mode of missional ecclesiology grounded in careful
qualitative research in congregations. This will be more fully articulated in the literature

38 Patrick R. Keifert, “The Return of the Congregation: Missional Warrants,” Word & World 20,
no. 4 (Fall 2000): 374, 378.
39 In the ongoing collaboration of the study, and particularly in providing feedback on the
dissertation text, multiple research partners have expressed gratitude: for being seen and heard, for the gift
of fresh language or structure to communicate their experience, for the opportunity to reflect on their
experience and their community, and for the ability to see their community anew in light of this reflection.
40
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review, but in recent years, a number of scholars have drawn attention to ecclesiology’s
penchant for systematic, typological, and cleanly abstract writing about the Church which
pays little to no attention to the messy realities of the particular, material congregations
which make up the Church.41 At the same time, a different set of scholars has drawn
attention to theology’s absence in much of the study of the concrete church, as scholars in
the fields of congregational studies and practical theology have opted for sociologically
robust but theologically thin methodologies, often providing a thick but agnostic
description of a situation and adding theological reflection almost as an afterthought. 42
An emerging mode of theological work sometimes called “theological
ethnography”43 is an attempt to redress this situation by producing ecclesiology grounded
in the concrete realities of the Church through explicitly theological, disciplined modes of
studying particular congregations. This study, both in terms of its topic and design, is a
contribution to this emerging way of doing missional ecclesiology.

41 For a robust critique of such “blueprint ecclesiologies” see Nicholas M. Healy, Church, World,
and the Christian Life: Practical-Prophetic Ecclesiology, Cambridge Studies in Christian Doctrine
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
42 See Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, “Five Misunderstandings About Practical Theology,”
International Journal of Practical Theology 16, no. 1 (2012): 5–26; Pete Ward, “Introduction,” in
Perspectives in Ecclesiology and Ethnography, ed. Pete Ward, Studies in Ecclesiology and Ethnography
(Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2012), 1–10; John Swinton, “‘Where Is Your
Church?’ Moving toward a Hospitable and Sanctified Ethnography,” in Perspectives on Ecclesiology and
Ethnography, ed. Pete Ward, Studies in Ecclesiology and Ethnography (Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 2012), 71–92; James Nieman, “Congregational Studies,” in The Wiley-Blackwell
Companion to Practical Theology, ed. Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, Wiley-Blackwell Companions to
Religion. (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012), 133–42; Christian Smith et al., “Roundtable on the
Sociology of Religion: Twenty-Three Theses on the Status of Religion in American Sociology—A Mellon
Working-Group Reflection,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 81, no. 4 (December 1, 2013):
903–38, https://doi.org/10.1093/jaarel/lft052.
43 A helpful overview can be found in Timothy K. Snyder, “Theological Ethnography: Embodied,”
The Other Journal, May 27, 2014, https://theotherjournal.com/2014/05/27/theological-ethnographyembodied/ and Natalie Wigg-Stevenson, “What’s Really Going on: Ethnographic Theology and the
Production of Theological Knowledge,” Cultural Studies, Critical Methodologies 17 (2017),
https://doi.org/10.1177/1532708617744576.
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It follows, then, that developing new modes of doing missional ecclesiology will
also be important in relation to the disciplines with which Luther Seminary’s
Congregational Mission and Leadership program has historically been in conversation.
The Gospel in Our Culture Network (GOCN) made its foray into the field of ecclesiology
with Missional Church, trying to bring a missiological framework (reflecting the
paradigm shift that had occurred from “church with a mission” to “missional church”) 44
to the basic understanding of the church (ecclesiology). As such, it is subject to Nicholas
Healy and others’ critiques of ecclesiology being too abstract and failing to sufficiently
address the concrete church.
This was actually a common question that pushed back upon Missional Church
after its publication: what do such churches actually look like, how do we know them
when we see them?45 Treasure in Clay Jars: Patterns in Missional Faithfulness, was a
response to these questions, a series of case studies in churches identified either as
missional, or as working toward a missiological ecclesiology. Treasure calls for precisely
more of such study:
It will be obvious to the reader that the sample reflects only a narrow slice of all
the congregations of God’s people across North America. Sooner rather than later,
one would hope, additional inquiries such as this will tap still more diverse
congregations, augmenting the stories to be told and the lessons to be learned. 46

44 For a fuller articulation of this paradigm shift, see David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission:
Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, Twentieth anniversary ed., American Society of Missiology Series
No. 16 (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2011).
45 For example, see Craig Moran, “Reviews,” Word & World 19, no. 3 (1999): 326–30; Dennis A.
Smith, “Book Reviews,” International Review of Mission 87, no. 347 (1998): 574–75.
46 Lois Y. Barrett, Treasure in Clay Jars: Patterns in Missional Faithfulness, The Gospel and Our
Culture Series (Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2004), 156.
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This dissertation adds to a growing literature helping to fill this gap.47 It also adds
to the diversity of the body of Christ represented in this scholarship, because the scholars
behind Treasure studied no Lutheran congregations, nor Evangelical or postEvangelical/Emergent congregations. This GOCN led study did include a few Roman
Catholic congregations, but in a quite different era: before the eruption of the clergy sex
abuse scandal within Catholicism. 48
Furthermore, this dissertation provides a more methodologically robust answer to
this call. The co-authors of Treasure dropped into each of their case studies for a brief
four day study of observation and interviewing. I have immersed myself in these three
congregations for ten months under formal Institutional Review Board supervision, and
in informal ways have been participating in their ecclesial lives over the duration of the
past three to five years.49
Similarly, this dissertation is a distinctive addition to the kinds of studies done in
the Congregational Mission and Leadership literature at Luther Seminary. Many of the
CML dissertation projects have not engaged the congregations they were studying over
this length of time. Those that did involve a more sustained engagement over time have
drawn upon a number of qualitative research methods, including action research,
grounded theory, and phenomenology. This dissertation will be the first to engage the
literature and attempt the mode of research known as theological ethnography.

47 For example, see the plethora of DMin Theses and PhD Dissertations produced within Luther
Seminary’s Congregational Mission and Leadership program.
48 Additionally, though its members are comprised primarily of Roman Catholic refugees, the
particular congregation I am looking at affiliates with the Old Catholic Church, which is a different
ecclesial body than the Roman Catholic Church.
49
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Key Theories and Literature Review
Articulating the Wound
As previously noted, Mary McClintock Fulkerson memorably states that
“Theologies that matter arise out of dilemmas—out of situations that matter . . . creative
thinking originates at the scene of a wound.”50 As I reflected upon my preliminary
investigations of the three congregations, as well as the literature of theological
ethnography, I found this framework of creative theology emerging from places of
woundedness to be a helpful and unifying thread. As such, this dissertation project
attends to the theology originating at the scene of two interrelated but distinct wounds—
one organizational and one methodological.
The organizational wound manifests itself in response to both a broader
woundedness inherent to white Western Christianity51 as well as the particular
woundedness within the Roman Catholic, Mainline Lutheran, and Evangelical traditions.
In my introductory remarks about each congregation above, I have already hinted at some
of the ways I believe these communities are theologically responding to some specific
wounds of their respective traditions. 52
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51 For critical articulations of some contours of this woundedness, see Willie James Jennings, The
Christian Imagination: Theology and the Origins of Race (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2010);
Manuel A. Vasquez, More than Belief: A Materialist Theory of Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2011).
52 Catholics who are ordaining women and LGBT persons, and practicing open Eucharist;
Lutherans experimenting with full-bodied engagement of the Gospel, and letting the physically and
intellectually most vulnerable/least-developed members of the community determine the community’s
pace; Evangelicals de-politicizing their faith and seeking robust communal discernment of truth.
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I suspect that many of the commonalities I have noticed across the three
congregations point to the broader woundedness or death occurring within the white
Christendom Church, as well as the new life that is emerging within these communities’
responses. For example, as already noted none of these three congregations own property,
and as such, do not have to direct massive amounts of resources to the cause of
maintaining a facility. This in itself is an embrace of a marginalized or disestablished
form of existence, especially relative to much of white Mainline Christianity in this
context.53 Ministerially this means time, money, energy, and talents are free to engage
with the persons present in their context and respond to their needs. 54 Attitudinally it
means these congregations are not operating out of an anxious scarcity or deficit
mentality. 55 The combination of both the limits and the freedoms of being without
property requires communal nimbleness and creates an environment conducive to
innovation.
Another example of a commonality across all three congregations is the
decentralization of power. The fact that all of the communities’ paid leaders are only part
time likely aids this reality, but there is also an intentionality in the “official” leaders
continually giving away their power, as well as a symbiotic willingness among the

53 I don’t believe any of the three congregations are consciously familiar with Douglas John Hall’s
call for the Church to disestablish itself, but they are nevertheless living this admonishment out in
discernably concrete ways. See Hall, The End of Christendom and the Future of Christianity.
54 Here again, embodied echoes of Hall, “disengagement from the dominant culture…is the
necessary precondition for a meaningful engagement of our society.” See Hall, 43, emphasis original. This
is also resonant with Donald MacKinnon, who argued that only by living an exposed life could the Church
be truly present to the world. See MacKinnon, The Stripping of the Altars.
55 For an articulation of the anxiety overwhelming Mainline Protestantism, see Chapter 1 of
Jinkins, The Church Faces Death.
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community members to step into leadership for their community’s sake. There is a broad
desire among all three congregations to forgo hierarchical organization, as well as a broad
desire to freely give away the goods of the church. 56 I suspect implicit within this
behavior is a critique of the way Church hierarchy has operated and pastoral authority has
been yielded throughout most of the Christendom Church. 57
This dissertation also attends to the theology originating at the scene of a
methodological wound, which takes the form of a disconnection between theory and
practice, between the world of abstract theology and the world of embodied theology.
The wound is multifaceted and is articulated differently depending upon which side of
the divide a scholar tends to operate. Those on the theoretical side fear the messiness and
un-systematic-ness of embodied theology, so their tendency is to impose order and
produce systematic thought.58 The wound then manifests in taking such systematicity to
the point of abstraction, disconnected from embodied theology/belief, becoming what
Bonnie Miller-McLemore has called “the anti-practical bias that has ruled the Western
academy.”59 From the practical side of the divide, scholars’ theological or faith

56 All three practice weekly communion with an explicitly open table; all three regularly
encourage their participants to give the grace received at the table away to those they encounter beyond the
table.
57 Again, without being consciously aware of the scholarly invitation, these communities are
nevertheless embodying Donald MacKinnon’s call for ecclesiological kenosis. See MacKinnon, The
Stripping of the Altars.
58 For a fuller articulation of the differing practices of academic theology and everyday theology,
see Chapter 4 in Kathryn Tanner, Theories of Culture: A New Agenda for Theology, Guides to Theological
Inquiry. (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1997).
59
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commitments are held under a hermeneutic of suspicion. 60 Already on guard due to the
social sciences “soft” reputation within the Academy, scholars fear their work being
received as even softer by fellow academics if their beliefs are perceived to influence
their results. The wound thus manifests as a methodological atheism, where a scholar’s
theology is either checked at the door, or tacked on at the end after the thick description
of a situation has been conducted more “objectively.”61
Scholars from various disciplines articulate this woundedness. The particularities
of their critiques and laments may differ, but they are all variations on an overarching
theme: they long to reconcile the disconnect between the theological goods produced by
academic theologians and other scholars of religion, and those produced by/in the
everyday lives of practicing Christians.
For example, Roman Catholic theologian Nicholas Healy surfaced this
woundedness in the field of ecclesiology, lamenting that it “has become highly
systematic and theoretical, focused more upon discerning the right things to think about
the church rather than orientated to the living, rather messy, confused and confusing body
that the church actually is.” 62 This has led to what Healy described critically as “blueprint
ecclesiologies,”—attempts to capture or distill “the most essential characteristics of the

60 See Robert A. Orsi, Between Heaven and Earth: The Religious Worlds People Make and the
Scholars Who Study Them (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005); Miller-McLemore, “Five
Misunderstandings About Practical Theology.”; Smith et al., “Roundtable on the Sociology of Religion.”
61 See Miller-McLemore, “Five Misunderstandings About Practical Theology.”; Smith et al.,
“Roundtable on the Sociology of Religion.”; Swinton, “‘Where Is Your Church?’ Moving toward a
Hospitable and Sanctified Ethnography.”
62
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church” into one word or idiom that is “suitable for all times and places.” 63 Anglican
scholar David Ford raised a similar critique around the theology of communion, noting
“most theological inquiry into what happens in the Eucharist leads into discussing real
presence, Eucharistic sacrifice, valid ministry, and so on.”64 While these topics in and of
themselves are not bad, Ford’s frustration is that they are often discussed in “abstraction”
from the “complex ecology” of Eucharistic practice as it is “freshly embodied in different
contexts.”65
Perhaps worse, as Roman Catholic theologian Ada María Isasi-Díaz argues, when
systematic theology does turn to lived experience, especially the experiences of
marginalized groups, this wisdom is objectified, “molded to fit into the accepted forms of
theological discourse.”66 Rather than allowing “fresh answers” and “new questions” to
emerge from those situated “outside the traditional theology which is controlled by the
dominant group,” lived experience is manipulated “to fit the parameters established by
traditional questions and ‘old’ answers.”67
Lutheran theologian Patrick Keifert described this methodological woundedness
as a captivity to both the university system and the maintenance of Christendom, with the
effect of eliminating the congregation as “the primal center for the study of theology and
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productive center of theology and theological education.” 68 Roman Catholic historian
Robert Orsi echoed this critique as he recalled a chilly evening of fieldwork at a South
Chicago shrine to St. Jude:
This is what research in religion means, I fume, to attend to the experiences
and beliefs of people in the midst of their lives, to encounter religion in its
place in actual men and women’s lived experience, in the places where they
live and work. Where are the theologians from the seminaries on the South
Side, I want to know, with all their talk of postmodernism and narrativity?
When will the study of religion in the United States take an empirical and so
more realistic and humane direction?69
Presbyterian theologian Mary McClintock Fulkerson depicted this methodological
wound in terms of the insufficiency of academic theological categories in the face of a
living theological situation. Her two-and-a-half year sojourn with Good Samaritan United
Methodist Church in Durham, North Carolina, brought these inadequacies into sharp
relief, as she quickly discerned the theoretical toolkit with which she was equipped had
little to no purchase among the congregation, who “spoke in aphorisms and trite sayings”
rather than “explicit theological terms when it came to explaining what they did.”70
Furthermore, the academic categories did not have the capacity to attend to the “wide
spectrum of ‘elements and items’ [which] must be recognized as constituting a situation,”
the theological loci had no way to take account of such aspects as “hidden inheritances,
habituated bodies with desires and, implicitly, affective and visceral reactions,” nor “the
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‘powers’—the local and the political, as well as the global” that were present and at work
in any given situation.71
Roman Catholic priest and scholar David Mellott was also brought up short by
this methodological wound while immersed in a community of practicing Christians.
Schooled in Europe according to what Paolo Freire would describe as the “banking
model” of education, 72 Mellott was shaped by a system that supposed he
arrived at the university with no knowledge of theology, and that when I
graduated, I would be an expert in theology . . . the hope was that I would go forth
from the university and pass on that knowledge to the people in my parishes and
my classrooms who were similarly uneducated. I was charged to tell them what
we assumed they didn’t know.73
However, Mellott’s experiences as both a parish priest and a classroom lecturer
continually challenged these formative assumptions, exposing the raw edge of the wound
not only in the discipline of theology itself, but also in the pedagogy by which the
theological tradition was handed down to the next generation of scholars.
Disciples of Christ pastor and theologian Bonnie Miller-McLemore, in her
presidential address to the International Association of Practical Theology, names this
methodological wound as it is experienced on the other side of the divide, regarding the
tendency of practical theologians to “tack theology on at the end” with much hesitation
“to move beyond objective, empirical, fact-finding research to theological insight and
disclosure.”74 She longs for a practical theology that has clarity about “how our
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descriptive and interpretive work is theological from the beginning, how what we see and
describe is shaped by specific confessional sensitivities and religious context.” 75
Theology from the Wound
Theological ethnography is a theological and methodological response to this
two-fold wounding I have articulated above. It is a mode of research and writing that
draws on disciplinary tools from theology, sociology, anthropology, philosophy, and
other disciplines, drawing in people from these various fields who are attempting to
construct “a new space in which we desire to work”76—a space that is an intentional
borderland between theology and ethnography, a space that is a balm to both the
organizational wound within the Church and the methodological wound within the
Academy.
Nicholas Healy provided some of the early theoretical groundwork for this
movement by proposing an “ecclesiological ethnography developed within a
theodramatic horizon”77 as an antidote to the abstract “blueprint ecclesiologies” that he
finds endemic to the wound. He assumes such ecclesiological ethnography would operate
out of the principles of much postmodern ethnographic practice in terms of privileging
the voice of insiders,78 and providing a robustly thick description “with rigorous attention
to detail, nuance, process and relationship” but cautions that “it cannot adopt a ‘thin’
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agnostic theory for doing so.”79 Rather, ecclesiological ethnography should be explicitly
and intentionally theological all the way through, and should be inclusive and
collaborative, speaking to “more than just a few authoritative church people.”80
While a strong advocate for such “practical-prophetic ecclesiology,” and a
foundational thinker for the emerging space and practice of theological ethnography,
Healy has not conducted much ethnographic research on the concrete church himself.
Historian Robert Orsi, who does have a long history of ethnographic investigation
undergirding his work, has also become a foundational thinker for this developing mode
of research. Orsi’s influence reaches deeper and broader, in many respects, as scholars
draw on him not only for theoretical footings but also for methodological know-how. He
speaks of his own doubts and fumbles in the process of conducting field research, to
include a blunt question from a woman he was interviewing, Clara, who asked him if he
had ever prayed to St. Jude himself. When Orsi honestly answered no, she marveled
“Then how do you expect to understand what we’re doing when we pray to St. Jude?” 81
Clara then invited Orsi to apprentice himself to the practice of Jude’s devout, making him
promise that someday, when he was feeling hopeless, he would pray to the saint, “not just
because I asked you to or because you think it’ll help your research, but in order to
experience the saint as his devout do.”82 Through the course of his research practice, Orsi
has learned “to stand in an attitude of disciplined openness and attentiveness before a
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religious practice or idea of another era or culture on which we do not impose our wishes,
dreams, or anxieties.”83
This attitude of openness was highly influential on David Mellott in his study of
fellow Catholics whose practices were very foreign to him: the Penitente Brotherhood of
Arroyo Seco. Like Orsi, Mellott also shares his early blunders in ethnographic
interviewing, admitting he originally “treated the field site as if it were a library,”
believing ethnographic research was a matter of taking “the questions you would
normally pose to a book—in this case about a set of practices—but instead pose them to a
person of the group of people who perform them.” 84 But in the course of conducting the
research, Mellott’s attitude, understanding, and practice of ethnography changed. The
impetus behind this shift is the deepening relationship between Mellott and his key
informant, Penitential brother Larry Torres. Over time their encounters became
characterized by a growing and mutual vulnerability: “We were listening to each other.
He was no longer my ‘informant.’ We became conversation partners . . . offering each
other a space and context in which we could reflect on and discern our own lives and the
presence of God.”85
Mellott came to see that “ethnographic research can go beyond gathering data and
learning to see more clearly.” 86 Drawing upon Benedictine liturgical theologian Aidan
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Kavanaugh’s distinction between primary and secondary theology, 87 Mellott realized that
“ethnographic research can also be a primary act of theology. It can become a form of
prayerful beholding and attentiveness.” 88 This articulation of ethnographic research as a
theological act in itself is an important and early step in the move toward articulating the
practice of theological ethnography. 89 Mellott began opening up space for this practice
not only conceptually, but also methodologically. For, as he notes, in order for
ethnography to be an act of primary theology,
The researcher must set aside whatever constructs or behavioral patterns that
would privilege his or her voice or participation in the field. The point is not for
the researcher’s voice to become silent, but to enter into dialogue with the
participants’ voices. Consequently, the “disciplined openness” that is required of
the researcher becomes a crucial element in establishing a context in which each
voice can be heard.90
Healy, Orsi, and Mellott are only a few examples of the growing number of
systematic theologians, practical theologians, and ethicists who are “grasping for
something beyond the confines of their tidy disciplines and academic training.” 91 They
are exploring and experimenting with both theoretical concepts and research practices, in
an explicit attempt at healing the methodological wound through a concrete and

87 Aidan Kavanagh, On Liturgical Theology: The Hale Memorial Lectures of Seabury-Western
Theological Seminary, 1981, The Hale Lectures of Seabury-Western Theological Seminary, 1981 (New
York, NY: Pueblo Publishing Company, 1984).
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thoroughly theological mode of understanding lived experience in and as church in the
world. Much of this nascent scholarship, as well as the conversations sketching out the
contours of this emerging research practice, tended to coalesce around the conferences of
the Ecclesiology and Ethnography network. But the publication of Ethnography as
Christian Theology and Ethics, co-authored and co-edited by Lutheran scholars Christian
Scharen and Aana Marie Vigen, remains one of the fullest articulations of theological
ethnography to date. The central conviction of the book resonates strongly with the
arguments Healy, Orsi, and Mellott had already been making: “to do theology and ethics
well, scholars need to explore them in visceral ways, within embodied communities, and
in particular contexts.”92 But from the book’s opening preface, Scharen and Vigen go
beyond Mellott in their argument for ethnography as a form of theology, emphasizing its
incarnational capacity:
Ethnography is a way to take particularity seriously—to discover truth revealed
through embodied habits, relations, practices, narratives, and struggles. And as it
is joined with a theological sensibility, our conviction is that each particular life,
situation, or community is potentially, albeit only partially, revelatory of
transcendent divine truth.93
They are clear, however, that the “traditional and predominant use of social
science by theology”—a Geertzian “thick description” to which “normative conclusions
about what ought to be are later applied”—is not what they have in mind. 94 Rather, their
own theological convictions regarding incarnation (“human beings, albeit imperfectly,
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are incarnate images of God (imago Dei))”95 lead them to contend “that the situation or
context of study has embedded and embodied within its life substantive contributions to
theology and ethics.”96 As such, and echoing both Orsi and Mellott (though also drawing
heavily upon the theory and practice of sociologist Loïc Wacquant),
the normative and/or theological conclusion cannot come solely from the
researcher no matter how well s/he attends to the ethnographic data. Rather,
what is normative is revealed through the partnership between the
researcher and his/her collaborators. Said differently, rather than pairing
ethnographic facts to universal theological truth, the ethnographer—through
apprenticeship to the situation/people—aids in the articulation of those
embedded theological convictions as primary theology itself. 97
Ethnography conducted in this fashion can be understood as a form of
discipleship, rooted in Jesus’ call to love and serve the neighbor.98 In this mode, the
researcher functions more as a participant witness than a participant observer.99 The
distinction is important, according to ethnographer Deborah Gordon, not only because “a
witness is less an observer than a teller—that is, one who translates what s/he sees and
hears for an audience,”100 but also because the concept of witness invokes the longstanding American Christian tradition of personal testimony: “In participant witnessing,
the lines between ethnographer and informant blur as each hears the other in a way the
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Scharen and Vigen, 19.
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Scharen and Vigen, xxiii–xxv.
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Scharen and Vigen, 23.

100 Deborah A. Gordon, “Border Work: Feminist Ethnography and the Dissemination of Literacy,”
in Women Writing Culture, ed. Ruth Behar and Deborah A. Gordon (Berkeley, CA: University of
California Press, 1995), 383.
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encourages self-representation.”101 As Scharen and Vigen elaborate, “This kind of
collaboration means that all involved attend to one another—hear one another into a
fuller sense of being—and all participate in the resulting representation. The
ethnographer is not the sole authority.”102
Key to such theological ethnography, as noted above and reiterated throughout the
book, is the decentering of the self, intentionally contesting and confronting the
researcher’s own biases and sites of privilege in order to make space for and truly receive
the other. Echoing anthropologist Ruth Behar, the authors note that “there can be
something redemptive—healing—about being displaced through ethnographic study.”103
Christian Scharen would continue to build on the work begun in Ethnography as
Christian Theology and Ethics, pushing to articulate more clearly what he refers to there
as “carnal theology.” In the chapter “Ecclesiology ‘From the Body’: Ethnographic Notes
toward a Carnal Theology,” Scharen directly responds to the articulation of the
methodological wound surfaced by David Ford, taking up Ford’s call for “theologically
informed ethnography” around the practice of the Eucharist, via three brief case studies
of the “fresh embodiments” of Christian faith in context. But Scharen wants to push
beyond Ford’s “too simple dichotomy of anthropology (ethnography) and sacramental
theology (ecclesiology),” arguing instead for an ethnography that is “theologically
‘charged’ from the first.” If such a theologically-charged ethnography is achieved, “then
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102 Scharen and Vigen, Ethnography as Christian Theology and Ethics, 23. For more on hearing
another into a fuller sense of being, see Nelle Morton, The Journey Is Home (Boston, MA: Beacon Press,
1985).
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the careful work of theological description might itself be a mode of theology, in this
case, ecclesiology.”104
In the process, Scharen sketches out another important foundation for the practice
of theological ethnography, drawing a distinction between theology of the body and
theology from the body. Scharen argues that theology of the body is what underlies much
current practice of participant observation, as the researcher remains objectively detached
from the environment s/he is studying. Though one can certainly gain some
understanding through such an approach, it “takes as axiomatic the observers’ outsider
perspective”105 and often perpetuates the methodological wound of “an intellectualist
reading, as in the hermeneutic tradition, trapped in the scriptural metaphor of social
action as text.”106 Additionally, theology of the body also underlies much of what
Nicholas Healy critically refers to as “blueprint ecclesiologies”—systematic, theoretical,
abstract, idealized accounts of the church, which “frequently display a curious inability to
acknowledge the complexities of ecclesial life in its pilgrim state.”107
Drawing on the phenomenological theory of Marcel Merleau-Ponty, the
sociological theory of Pierre Bourdieu, and the ethnographic practice of Bourdieu’s

104 Christian Batalden Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘from the Body’: Ethnographic Notes toward a
Carnal Theology,” in Perspectives on Ecclesiology and Ethnography, ed. Pete Ward (Grand Rapids, MI:
W.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2012), 56.
105

Scharen, 66.

106 Loïc Wacquant, “Carnal Connections: On Embodiment, Apprenticeship, and Membership,”
Qualitative Sociology 28, no. 4 (December 1, 2005): 466, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11133-005-8367-0;
Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘from the Body,’” 66.
107 Healy, Church, World, and the Christian Life, 37. In a brilliant illustration of this disjunction,
Healy points to Jean-Marie Tillard’s ecclesiology of communion, which declares the Eucharist to be the
most essential manifestation of “communion,” even as the lived reality of Eucharistic practice is often quite
segregated (by factors of race, class, gender, denomination, political affiliation, etc.) and thus underscores
the lack of communion within the body of Christ.
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student, Loïc Wacquant, Scharen pushes instead for a theology from the body, “requiring
submitting ourselves to the sometimes difficult and painful apprenticeship in context that
allows forging the corporal and mental dispositions that make up the competent
worshiper in the crucible of congregational life.”108
This dissertation project is an attempt at such an apprenticeship, in the hope of
better understanding the new life and creative theology emerging out of the
organizational death and woundedness of white Mainline Christianity. It has done so by
means of a developing mode of research called theological ethnography, which is itself a
form of new life and creative theology emerging from certain methodological wounds
within the Academy, named above. I approached this project with the understanding that
a deep and humble attention to the imago Dei incarnate in the three selected communities
is itself a mode of theology, as is a careful and collaborative articulation of the full stretch
of theologizing109 that I have witnessed within these living situations.
Biblical and Theological Formations
At the heart of this dissertation is an understanding of the church’s death as being
caused by its own sin, and a holy listening to the resurrection of the church, under the
power of the Holy Spirit, in new forms. This dissertation involves a careful attending to,
and learning the contours of, three particular manifestations of that rebirth. This rebirth is
not completely discontinuous from what has gone before, and yet is distinctly new. Its
impact on people’s participation in Christian community is profound and important to
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understand at a very grounded level. The practice of theological ethnography, which is
“less an analysis of Christian practices than it is an analysis from Christian practices,”110
urges researchers to be explicit about their theological commitments, and the theological
nature of their projects, from the outset, as a means of acknowledging that “we carry into
the reflection on experience a theologically shaped perspective,”111 and as such
“theological reflection is not something brought in after a situation has been described; it
is a sensibility that initiates the inquiry at the outset.”112 As I do this work, which turns
“its focus away from theological traditions enshrined in texts toward theological
traditions embodied in practice,”113 I am conscious that I am both deeply formed by and
interpretively draw upon a few key theological categories.
Perichoresis
In recent decades there has been a renaissance of Trinitarian theology in general,
and a reclamation of the ancient Greek concept of perichoresis in particular.114
Perichoresis has multiple nuances of meaning, paradoxically conveying “both mutual

110 Wigg-Stevenson, “What’s Really Going on: Ethnographic Theology and the Production of
Theological Knowledge.” Emphasis original.
111 Pete Ward, Introducing Practical Theology: Mission, Ministry, and the Life of the Church
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2017), 4.
112

Fulkerson, Places of Redemption, 13.

113 Wigg-Stevenson, “What’s Really Going on: Ethnographic Theology and the Production of
Theological Knowledge.”
114 A full rehearsal of this renaissance is beyond the scope of this project. Lutheran scholar Gary
Simpson provides a helpful summary of some of the major movements of this resurgence, as well as their
historical and potential contributions to the ongoing development of the missional church, in his essay “A
Reformation Is a Terrible Thing to Waste: A Promising Theology for an Emerging Missional Church,” in
The Missional Church in Context: Helping Congregations Develop Contextual Ministry, ed. Craig Van
Gelder, Missional Church Series (Grand Rapids, MI: W.B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2007), 65–93.
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resting in one another and dancing round with one another,” as well as the reality that
“each person [of the Trinity] is indwelling and room-giving at the same time.”115
Perichoresis is both the very is-ness of the Triune God’s unity, 116 and the means by which
the Triune God engages the world. Importantly, “there are neither leaders nor followers
in the divine dance, only an eternal movement of reciprocal giving and receiving, giving
again and receiving again,”117 and this is not only the ontology of the immanent and
economic God but is also “the ideal of human beings whose communion with each other
reflects the life of the Trinity.” 118
Methodologically, the embodiment of this perpetual mutual reciprocity is what
grounds theological ethnography and makes space for the experience of becoming
“conversation partners . . . offering each other a space in which we could reflect on and
discern our own lives and the presence of God.”119

115 Jürgen Moltmann, “Perichoresis: An Old Magic Word for a New Trinitarian Theology,” in
Trinity, Community, and Power: Mapping Trajectories in Wesleyan Theology, ed. M. Douglas Meeks
(Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 2000), 114. Additional meanings Moltmann notes are “whirl or
rotation,” as well as “going from one to another, walking around, handing around . . . encircling,
embracing, or enclosing,” 112.
116 “By virtue of their perichoresis the divine persons exist so intimately with one another, for one
another, and in one another that they constitute a single, unique, and complete unity by themselves.”
Moltmann, 117.
117 Catherine Mowry LaCugna, God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life, 1st ed. (San Francisco,
CA: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991), 272.
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Kenosis120
The perichoretic Trinity is a “kenotic community,” perpetually “‘emptying’
themselves into one another,” while simultaneously emptying themselves out into, and
making space within themselves for, the world. 121 The most tangible manifestation of this
kenotic divestment came in the incarnation of Jesus Christ. Christ in turn empties himself
to create space for the Other to dwell in Him, and continuously gives us not only himself
but also the divine gifts of mercy, grace, healing, forgiveness, and new life. The Church,
as the body of Christ in the world, and the individual members therein, as Christ’s
disciples, are called to continue this radical self-emptying and self-giving for the sake of
the Other,122 out of a longing to be in communion with one another. 123 Kenosis as a
practice is a means of participating in the perichoretic Trinity. 124
Methodologically, kenosis is a discipline of apprenticeship, a way to “set aside
whatever constructs or behavioral patterns that would privilege [the researcher’s] voice or
participation in the field,”125 a means of emptying myself to make room for these

120 I am aware kenosis has a troublesome history both in Christology as well as some longstanding
biblical scholarship around Philippians 2. A full rehearsal of these issues is beyond the scope of this
project. My use of the concept is grounded instead in the work of Donald MacKinnon, who extends kenosis
to the realm of ecclesiology, encouraging the Church to divest itself of the security of its Constantinian
establishment, and David Fredrickson, who interprets Christ’s self-emptying in Philippians 2 as motivated
by profound love for and passion to be in communion with humans.
121
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123 David E. Fredrickson, Eros and the Christ: Longing and Envy in Paul’s Christology, Paul in
Critical Contexts (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2013).
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communities and their practices to dwell in me, and I in them. It is also a way of decentering myself so that the theological truth expressed in this project is a true
collaboration between myself and my research partners.
Incarnation
Humanity is made in the image of this perichoretic, kenotic, Triune God, and the
Bible repeatedly testifies to God’s deep and abiding love for this world. God so loved this
world, in fact, that the Word, in whom and through whom all things were made, took on
human flesh and dwelled among us, in scandalously particular ways. Jesus did not speak
of healing or forgiveness in abstraction, but acted concretely in a given situation: he
healed individuals of their diseases, he forgave individuals for their sins. Similarly, Jesus
didn’t talk about the kingdom of God in abstraction, but rather pointed to the incarnate
world, telling earthy, grounded parables as to what the kingdom was like.
Methodologically, “rather than mine knowledge out of the site,” incarnation calls
me “to produce—or better, co-produce—knowledge from my embodied location within
it,”126 trusting that the finite can bear the infinite. It also calls me to honor and love the
world as Christ does, to look and listen carefully for the image of the Triune God who
dwells therein, to tell earthy, grounded stories that show what a missional church is like,
without veering into an idealized, universal essence or typology of what a missional
church is.

126 Natalie Wigg-Stevenson, “Reflexive Theology: A Preliminary Proposal,” Practical Matters,
no. 6 (Spring 2013): 5.
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Research Methodology and Design
I employed a sequential exploratory theological ethnographic methodology,
conducting case studies of three different congregations in the span of one year. My
selection of these three congregations is based upon what ethnographers Diane LeCompte
and Jean Schensul refer to as “comparable case selection” in which “the researcher
chooses cases because of their similarity along central characteristics of interest.”127 As
previously noted, all of these congregations have been founded in the first decade of the
twenty-first century; all of them rent space for worship and gathering in St. Paul,
Minnesota; all of them are served by part-time clergy; all of them are resisting or
dissenting from certain structural and cultural aspects of the larger ecclesial traditions in
which they are situated; and all of them are experimenting in various ways with the
habitus128 and the cultural toolkit 129 they have inherited from these traditions. 130
The leadership of each congregation gave me provisional verbal consent to study
their community for my dissertation prior to my proposal being submitted to the faculty,
followed by written consent after my proposal was approved in December 2015. My
formal period of study under the supervision of Luther Seminary’s Institutional Review

127 Margaret Diane LeCompte and Jean J. Schensul, Designing & Conducting Ethnographic
Research: An Introduction, Second edition, The Ethnographer’s Toolkit, Book 1 (Lanham, MD: AltaMira
Press, 2010), 160.
128 Pierre Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1977).
129 Ann Swidler, “Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies,” American Sociological Review 51,
no. 2 (1986): 273–86, https://doi.org/10.2307/2095521.
130
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Board was from March 30, 2016 through January 31, 2017, though informally I had been
participating with and studying these congregations for several years prior to this. 131
In the winter of 2016, I began embedding myself for intensive observant
participation132 in each congregation. Because the three congregations gather for worship
at different times (Saturday evening, Sunday morning, and Sunday evening), and are not
overly programmed, it was possible to study all three simultaneously. This time as a
participant witness133 entailed robust involvement in the life of the congregation,
including worship, community dinners and fellowship events, Lenten small groups,
service projects, leadership meetings, etc. I recorded field notes of these experiences as
close as possible to the time of each event (these field notes included: taking “scratch
notes” in a small notebook or taking photos with my phone’s camera when doing so was
not obtrusive; using the digital recording application on my phone to take voice notes as
immediately after an event as possible; and writing up a detailed set of field notes within
24 hours of the experience).134 I also captured community artifacts such as bulletins,
newsletters, websites, meeting notes, etc.

131 This is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2, but I began my involvement with the Lutheran
church in the spring of 2012, with the Old Catholic church in the winter of 2012 (this research was under
the auspices of the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project), and with the Evangelical church in the fall of
2014.
132 Loïc Wacquant, “Habitus as Topic and Tool: Reflections on Becoming a Prizefighter,”
Qualitative Research in Psychology 8 (2011): 87–88. In pushing for the logic of observant participation,
Wacquant encourages the ethnographer to “‘go native’ but ‘go native armed,’ that is, equipped with your
theoretical and methodological tools, with the full store of problematics inherited from your discipline, with
your capacity for reflexivity and analysis.”
133 Scharen and Vigen, Ethnography as Christian Theology and Ethics; Mellott, I Was and I Am
Dust; Gordon, “Border Work: Feminist Ethnography and the Dissemination of Literacy.”
134
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In the spring of 2016, over the course of two weekends I distributed a
questionnaire, the purpose of which was two-fold. First, it collected basic demographic
data, to aid me in providing a richer and more robust description of the people affiliating
with the congregation. Second, it asked some open-ended short answer questions
(including the question, “Please tell me a six word story about [congregation]”),135 to
help me discern generative themes or metaphors to explore with each congregation, as
well as helping to identify individuals (“key informants,”136 or, as I prefer to think and
speak of them, key collaborators or research partners137) I would like to follow up with
for more in-depth interviewing.
In May 2016 I interviewed each of the founding pastors and then began the
process of interviewing key collaborators, which would steadily continue through
January 2017. I ultimately interviewed seven people at the Lutheran church (three
couples, one individual), six people at the Old Catholic church (two couples, two
individuals), and six people from the Evangelical church (two couples, two

135 I got the idea for the six word story from Michele Norris’ work on The Race Card Project,
where she invites people to send her a six word sentence about their experience of race. I was intrigued by
how much can be communicated in such an economy of words. The phrasing of the question was slightly
altered at Light of God to “Please tell me something about [congregation] in six words or less.” This
phrasing better fit their patterns of communication. For more on the Race Card Project, see “Welcome to
The Race Card Project! Send Your Six Words on Race,” accessed June 20, 2018,
https://theracecardproject.com/.

136 In ethnographic research, “the collection of data progresses through observations and chains of
conversations and informants, and the emphasis on sampling is not adequacy in a statistical or numerical
sense but in identifying events and people that contribute to the narrative.” Balaji Parthasarathy, “The
Ethnographic Case Study Approach,” The Global Impact Study (blog), accessed November 22, 2015,
http://www.globalimpactstudy.org/2008/07/the-ethnographic-case-study-approach/.
137 This language comes from feminist epistemological developments in the field of ethnography. I
prefer it precisely for the way it accentuates the mutuality between my research partners and I, and the fact
that we are co-producing theological knowledge in this project. See Virginia Olesen, “Early Millennial
Feminist Qualitative Research,” in The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research, ed. Norman K. Denzin
and Yvonna S. Lincoln, 3rd Ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, 2005), 235–78.
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individuals).138 My selection of these research partners was based upon my own
participant witnessing and the answers provided to the congregational questionnaire, with
an eye toward conversing more in-depth with a diverse cross-section of the
congregation.139 These interviews were recorded, with permission, through an application
on my phone. I also took field notes to capture elements of the conversation that were not
picked up by the recorder (nonverbal levels of communication, general feeling of the
room, etc.). I personally transcribed every recording.
Given the mode of research which I have chosen to employ, I understand my own
body as my primary research tool, and understand I must tend not only to what I am
learning in my physical apprenticeship to these communities, but also to the hidden
inheritances and wounds which I carry within my own flesh. 140 The particularities of my
own social location include being: white, cisgender female, queer, late Generation X, a
life-long Lutheran and ordained pastor within the ELCA, a native Minnesotan, from a
working/lower-middle class background, extensively educated, and newly married. As
Natalie Wigg-Stevenson notes, “This self shapes not only my interpretations of what is
happening in my field of study, but even what is visible to me as the field itself.” 141 It is
thus important that I maintain a self-reflective vigil both to the ways these pieces of my

138 Couples were interviewed together. My data set also includes two focus group interviews (a
total of ten people) with the Old Catholic Church conducted by the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project.
139 Because children are an integral presence and contribution to the narrative of the Lutheran
congregation, my original hope was to find a way to include them as key collaborators in my research in
that place. This hope ran up against the hard reality that children are rightfully considered a vulnerable
population, and trying to include them as research partners would have cumbersomely delayed my IRB
approval process. Thus only adults were interviewed.
140
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own experience may blind or bias me in this work,142 and to the ways they are a resource
for understanding and interpreting these congregational situations. 143 It is equally
important to pay attention to the ways these communities salve the wounds I myself have
sustained from the church. Throughout the course of the ethnographic research, I
recorded field notes and maintained a journal to track reflections, observations, questions,
and my own changes in thought, perception, and analysis of these communities over time.
Analysis of data in ethnographic research is a recursive, iterative process. 144 As
such, these field notes and journal entries, as well as the congregational survey, in-depth
interview transcripts, and congregational artifacts have been continually revisited
throughout the designated time of study in the field and beyond. I tried to follow
researcher John Creswell’s advice of always reading through a unit of data (an interview
transcript, an event’s field notes, a journal entry, etc.) in its entirety, to get a sense of the
whole, before cutting it up or coding it into more discrete units of analysis. 145 Creswell
also advises sticking to a manageable number of codes.146 LeCompte and Schensul advise
to begin by “chunking” the data into “bins”—a process they compare to strategies in

142 For example, being an ordained woman in a tradition that has been ordaining women for fortyplus years, and having experienced the leadership of women pastors since I was fifteen years old, it is a
challenge to put myself in the head and heart space of middle-age-to-elderly Catholics seeing women in
priestly leadership for the first time in their lives.
143 For example, though my body and my social location cedes me a large amount of privilege and
status within the majority culture of the Twin Cities, my queerness sensitizes me to the reality of
oppression by majority cultures. This enables me to notice and name oppression that those who have more
intersectional power and privilege than myself may be oblivious to.
144
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145 John W. Creswell, Qualitative Inquiry & Research Design: Choosing among Five Approaches,
2nd ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, 2007), 150–51.
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assembling a jigsaw puzzle147—then iteratively sorting to finer grained levels of detail.
Since coding as a practice emerges out of the data gathering process, the themes arose as
I delved into the research proper, and changed as I responded to what I found. I initially
coded using hard copies of texts and colored pencils, then pulled similarly coded chunks
into word documents to make them more manageable.
Though the interviews themselves were times of meaningful connection, true to
my novice/advanced beginner state as an interviewer148 (particularly in my earliest
interviews) I was often fixated on the “rules” of interviewing and distracted by concerns
as to whether I was doing it “right.” As a result, I was not able to attend to my research
partners as deeply as I would have liked in the interviews themselves. However, I found
the practice of transcribing the interviews, when I could return to our conversation and
deeply and attentively listen to my partners without the distraction of trying to perfect my
interviewing skills, to be awe-inspiring holy ground. Similarly, I found the practice of
reading through and coding the interviews, when I could pause to reflect and take notes
upon the embodied wisdom my collaborators were sharing, to be another even deeper
layer of holy beholding. All of these practices—interviewing, transcribing, and coding—

147 First you create differing piles of similar materials, for example of all the edge pieces, or
grouping various similar colors together. Then you work to assemble the edge into a frame, and create the
pieces of the picture contained within those smaller groupings of similar colors. Finally you work to bring
those smaller groupings together to reveal the whole picture. See LeCompte and Schensul, Designing &
Conducting Ethnographic Research, 199–200.
148 For a good summary of the novice-to-expert trajectory of the Dreyfus model of learning, see
Bent Flyvbjerg, Making Social Science Matter: Why Social Inquiry Fails and How It Can Succeed Again
(Oxford: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 10–20. For the full explication of the model see Hubert L.
Dreyfus and Stuart E. Dreyfus, Mind Over Machine: The Power of Human Intuition and Expertise in the
Era of the Computer (New York, NY: Free Press, 1986).
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are inherently perichoretic, calling me to simultaneously dwell in another’s story while
making hospitable space in myself for them to dwell in me.
The conversations seeking official written consent included a discussion of
confidentiality. Because of theological ethnography’s commitment to incarnational
particularity, I was explicit up front that I sought permission to use the congregations’
real names and locations in the writing of the dissertation (lest I must scale back the
richness of description due to the need to protect congregational identities), but the
decision was ultimately in the hands of the community. 149 Because the pastoral
leadership of all three are publicly identified, this means they each needed to grant
permission to utilize their real names and identifying factors as well. The identities of
congregational collaborators, however, are always masked.
Hard copies of all data collected in this research have been kept either in a
locked file cabinet within a locked office at Luther Seminary or in my personal home.
Computerized data has been kept on my personal computer and password protected. Only
I, my dissertation team consisting of Dr. Mary Hess, Rev. Dr. Christian Scharen, and
Rev. Dr. Gary Simpson, and a dissertation consultant, Rev. Dr. Eileen Campbell-Reed,
have had access to these raw data for the duration of the dissertation project. Upon
completion of the dissertation, only I will have access to these data, which will be
destroyed 10 years from the completion of the dissertation.

149 The Old Catholic community’s founding story involves reporting abuse that was ignored. As a
catalyzing event for the community’s conception, it feels very important to convey that part of the story.
Yet given the delicate nature of it, and that people who have no way of granting permission for its sharing
are involved, the community and I have mutually decided it is best to mask their communal identity as well
as their priests’ identities. The Lutheran and Evangelical congregations have agreed to utilizing their real
identities.
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Ecclesiology In Via
Bishop Sean, the founding priest of the Catholic community, is fond of saying,
“the church is a people who, not a place where.”150 As the body of Christ that is full of
particular human bodies, all communities of faith are ever changing their bodily
composition: as babies are born and elders die; as milestones such as marriage, divorce,
relocation, and retirement impact people’s lives; as seasons of curiosity and apathy
around engaging one’s faith wax and wane. As a body of bodies, all communities of faith
are also ever changing their habits and practices of being church together—albeit some in
more dramatic ways and at a much faster pace than others. As you will learn in the next
chapter, in their brief ten years of existence, and even in the three to five years that I have
been affiliating with them, these three communities of faith have changed in significant
ways over time. Thus as we turn now to attending to and articulating the contours of new
life springing up in these particular congregations, we do so conscious that this work is
like a photo album, capturing a long season in the life of particular sets of people who are
called into life together and are ever on the way.
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Bishop Sean, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 8, 2016.

CHAPTER 2
ORIGINS AND EVOLUTIONS
This chapter will provide an in-depth introduction to the three communities at the
heart of this dissertation, exploring the origin stories, histories, and activities of Humble
Walk, Light of God, and Bloom, respectively. It will also describe what a typical worship
service looks like among each group, the physical context in which they reside, their
demographic composition, and a history of my own involvement with each of these
communities, along with recent developments in their life together.
Humble Walk Lutheran Church
Humble Walk’s origin story is simultaneously intentional and accidental. Pastor
Jodi and her husband Nate, eventually joined by their two children, had lived in the West
Seventh neighborhood of St. Paul for a decade when they started preparing for Jodi’s
graduation from seminary. They planned to open themselves to the Holy Spirit’s call, and
with Jodi’s North Dakota farm girl roots, assumed they would land somewhere far away
and rural.
As Jodi finished up her classes and the family steadily prepared themselves to
move, Jodi began to think about “my actual neighbors,”—the people whom she’d lived
among for a decade, whom she knew were unaffiliated with any local congregation and
yet “the questions were still there, the conversations just took place in our alley, rather
than in a church, and since I was the token faith representative, I was really safe and
46
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people would ask me questions.” Though there were numerous churches in the vicinity
of the neighborhood, for many and various reasons there seemed to be a disconnect
between the neighbors and the local congregations. Planning to move away, thinking of
the neighbors she was leaving behind, Jodi began to wonder “My God, could there be a
place for them? And could I be a part of creating that place?”1
At the same time, Jodi was noticing that a number of her friends, who had worked
for the church or for parachurch service organizations (as youth directors, camp
counselors, social workers, etc.), many of whom had strong creative impulses and artistic
personalities, were very frustrated by deep longings that weren’t being fed by traditional
congregations. In conversations with Jodi, these friends often felt there was no room for
them, or there was no one else like them, in traditional faith communities.
Jodi held a series of one-on-one meetings over the course of the summer, asking
people “who were really outside the church” what it was that they were looking for. She
was clear her investigation was grounded in a genuine curiosity about “what is this other
faith that is not in this bubble?” and was decidedly not for the purpose of “I’ll create it for
you and then you come.” By the end of the summer she invited everyone to an idea party,
again being clear this was not “Come and let’s start a church” or “sneaky way of getting
you in” but merely “How about we just learn each other’s names, and see what happens.”
In the course of all this conversation, Jodi discovered people were looking for something
other than their grandmother’s church—though not too far from grandma’s church,
either, but something just a little else. 2

1

Pastor Jodi Houge, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, April 10, 2012.

2

Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2012.
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As summer turned over to fall and the neighborhood went from gathering in
alleys, porches, and yards, to being cooped up in their homes over a long Minnesota
winter, Jodi thought to herself, “It’s now or never,”—if she was going to do something to
help forge this group into an actual community, she had to act. She talked to a
neighborhood coffee shop and got permission to use their space for an hour after they
closed every Sunday evening, and she told all of her neighbors and friends, who gathered
together the first time on a Sunday in October 2008. Jodi expected the gathering to be a
lot of adults in their late twenties and early thirties, a service full of quiet and
contemplation. Instead, a lot of neighbors with small children came, “and it was chaos!”3
Humble Walk continued meeting in the coffee shop for three months, but the
space was not working for anyone. They regrouped for a month, meeting in one another’s
homes and sharing meals together, before finally landing at the Pilney, a historic Flatironesque building directly on West Seventh. Around this time, Jodi approached Patricia Lull,
then the Dean of Students at Luther Seminary, to confess, “I don’t want to screw up my
assignment paperwork, but I think I accidentally started a church.” 4 Dean Lull helped
Jodi arrange a meeting with Peter Rogness, then the Bishop of the St. Paul Area Synod of
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA). Bishop Rogness “grinned wryly”
upon hearing of the accidental mission start, but was willing to take “a leap and a risk” to
see how this budding community might unfold. 5 Humble Walk became an official
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Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2012.
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Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2012.

5

Pastor Jodi Houge, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 3, 2016.
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Authorized Worshiping Community of the St. Paul Area Synod, which meant receiving
financial support and the ability to call and ordain Jodi as their pastor.
The community continued their weekly Sunday evening meetings at the Pilney, in
a space with windows looking directly onto West Seventh, for the next two years.
Committed to being a “church without walls,”6 in addition to this weekly worship,
Humble Walk experimented with other ways of being present and building community in
their neighborhood. Some of the experiments involved a bus stop on West Seventh,
across the street from a health clinic, where Humble Walk would distribute free coffee
and donuts and initially celebrated Ash Wednesday by offering the imposition of ashes to
anyone passing through who asked for them. Some of the experiments involved a
neighborhood bar called Shamrock’s, where the community facilitated a monthly
“Theology Pub,” where folks could gather to discuss matters of faith and spirituality.
Some of the experiments involved neighborhood parks, where the community would
offer activities and crafts for the young people of the neighborhood. Some of the
experiments involved community service, such as “Summer Homework,” where Humble
Walk would learn of a neighbor’s needed home repair project and work with the neighbor
to make the repair, providing a free meal on the front lawn, for both workers and any
passerby who wanted to join, every day of the project.
Another expression of this commitment to being a “church without walls” is the
deliberate deconstruction of the traditional concept of church membership, as too often

6 Humble Walk means this in the most robust sense possible. They are quite literally a church
without walls in terms of not owning a physical property. This opens the entire neighborhood to hold
potentiality as a place where being church/doing church happens. They also strive to dismantle the
intangible yet functional “walls” that too often exclude people from participation in the church.
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membership functions as an exclusionary “wall” that limits access and participation in the
life of the church. From the beginning, Humble Walk has been radically inclusive,
purposely destabilizing the tendency to distinguish between “insiders” and “outsiders” by
insisting “You are already in” just by virtue of showing up wherever and whenever the
community is gathered. This opens an expansive welcome for newcomers while it
simultaneously reconstructs the understanding of old-timers, for in this light, none of the
above-named experiments were a form of “outreach” to the neighborhood, but rather,
repeated experiences and experiments of being church together with fellow brothers and
sisters in Christ.7
Humble Walk remained at the Pilney even after outgrowing the space, because
they weren’t sure where to go next. Ultimately the building kicked Humble Walk out,
forcing them to look for a new home. The community had offers from partners “up in
Minneapolis and in way far away St. Paul, ‘of course you can use this space if you need
it,’ but we didn’t want to leave the neighborhood in order to make that happen.” 8 So they

7 To best reflect this communal reality, I refer to Humble Walk participants, not Humble Walk
members. At the same time that everyone is already “in,” there are definite differences between Humble
Walkers in terms of the depth and frequency of participation, so I think and write about the community in
terms of concentric circles, with a “core” (the deepest commitment of resources and most frequent
participation, making up much of the week-to-week life of the community), a “semi-core” (regular
commitment and participation but not with the same intensity of the core), and participants (more
sporadic/occasional participation and commitment). Over the five years I have been participating with the
Humble Walk community, I have moved back and forth through these differing circles, as have many other
participants.
8 Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2016. Built up around what was originally a fur trading path
between Fort Snelling and the Upper Landing of St. Paul, the West Seventh neighborhood is a
predominantly working class area that has long served as a gateway community for immigrants. It sits
below the wealthy enclave of Summit Hill, along the western bluffs of the Mississippi River, southwest of
downtown St. Paul, southeast of downtown Minneapolis. It is named for the arterial road which dissects it,
running parallel to the Mississippi.
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spent the summer of 2011 worshipping in a large, nearby regional park before landing at
a storefront called Acme Scenic Arts in the fall.
My Initiation
My own journey with Humble Walk began the following spring of 2012. Mentors
Chris Scharen and Eileen Campbell-Reed suggested I hone my ethnographic skills by
selecting a congregation I was unfamiliar with and practicing participant observation and
taking field notes. I chose Humble Walk, both because I’d heard interesting things
through the Lutheran grapevine and was curious about them, but also for convenience.
They met Sunday evenings, so I could practice studying them and still participate in my
regular Sunday morning congregation. I spent the spring semester of 2012 participating
with Humble Walk weekly, including all Holy Week services, and interviewed Pastor
Jodi.
Acme Scenic Arts was an unassuming storefront on West Seventh, across the
street from a pawn shop, tucked into the middle of a block with a bar, a coffee shop, an
art gallery, other unmarked storefronts, and a couple of private homes. The space itself
was a large and open rectangle with very tall walls covered in art, wooden floors, a
stamped tin ceiling, and windows that looked directly on to West Seventh. On my first
arrival I was met by children running in and out of a doorway, next to which was a
maroon colored sandwich board with hand-painted white letters saying “the beginning is
near.” Jodi was standing just inside the doorway, and greeted me warmly and
enthusiastically as I stepped inside. We chatted for a few moments, and I could sense her
pinning our various points of connection (we have a number of friends in common) on
her mental map. Then she excused herself to finish preparing for worship.
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At this time of my initial participation with Humble Walk, the Sunday evening
crowd was regularly sixteen to twenty people. They weren’t always the same people
every week, but of whoever happened to gather, consistently a quarter of them were
children, and another quarter were students at Luther Seminary or clergy from area
Lutheran congregations.
In the spring of 2012, Humble Walk’s main activity was the weekly Sunday
gathering at Acme Scenic Arts (which was occasionally led by a guest artist or multiweek artist-in-residence), along with monthly theology pub nights at Shamrock’s. The
community kicks off every summer with an outdoor Blessing of the Bicycles celebration,
a tradition going back to their very beginnings. 9 This particular year it included a
drumming circle and was held at a new community arts center that had opened in the
neighborhood, known as Art House North. Summers also include something Humble
Walk calls “Wild Week”—a full week of free outdoor activities, art-making, and crafts
for young people, hosted in a neighborhood park adjacent to an elementary school. In the
summer of 2012 the community also started a new experiment called “Beer and
Hymns”—an old fashioned hymn sing led by a pick-up band (which included myself) in
the back room of Shamrock’s.
Beer and Hymns grew in popularity and shifted from a summer experiment to a
monthly event running on a school season calendar (September-May). I continued to play
with the pick-up band at the bar, regularly through the 2012-2013 season, more
sporadically through the 2013-2014 season. In 2013, the community ran a Kickstarter
campaign to record a CD of the new worship music they had commissioned from their

9

Their thurible is made of bicycle gears, designed and built by Jodi’s husband Nate.
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guest artists over the past couple of years, and I not only backed the campaign, I am one
of the back-up vocalists on the recording. Through this time I would also occasionally
join the community for Sunday evening worship at Acme. I also participated in much of
the Holy Week celebrations.
A Surprising Relocation
At the time I first started hanging out with Humble Walk, the imposing and
castle-like Schmidt Brewery, just a block up the street from Acme Scenic Arts, sat
abandoned, having brewed its last vat of beer a decade prior. A sign facing West Seventh
promised immanent conversion to lofts and restaurants, but there was no indication from
the outside that any such work was underway. In late 2012 the old brewery was indeed
purchased by a developer, converted, and reopened in December 2013 as the Schmidt
Artist Lofts, designed to be affordable live-work space for multiple kinds of artists.
In the wake of these changes in the neighborhood, the owner of Acme Scenic Arts
decided to convert her space from a studio to a store, and notified Humble Walk it was
time to move on in the spring of 2014. Committed to staying in the neighborhood, unsure
if there was enough resilience in the community to survive another summer in the
regional park, Jodi spent a panicked month asking anyone and everyone for meeting
space, including the leaders of every brick and mortar church building in the
neighborhood, as well as several businesses.
Jodi: It was a whole litany of No. No. Ohhh no. Oh no no no no no no no. Then it
came to where we had Holy Week, that was our last thing. We did an ending
litany of goodbye to Acme, hello new space. At the point that we did that, we
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didn’t actually know where the new space was, because for the Sunday coming
up, we still didn’t have a place. 10
Paula, a clergy colleague and participant in the Humble Walk Facebook group,
reiterated her earlier suggestion of Sholom Home East, a Jewish skilled nursing care
facility tucked away on the tony edge of the mostly working class neighborhood. 11
Jodi was not excited about the thought of meeting in a nursing home, and doubted
that a Jewish nursing home would be interested in hosting a group of Christians to meet
for weekly worship, but she was out of other options. So she met with the resident rabbi,
who was surprisingly excited about the possibility. The nursing home did have some
permanent and transitional Christian inhabitants, and he saw this as a way of providing
for their spiritual care. Jodi, coming in to the meeting with stereotypes of nursing homes
as run down and reeking of urine, found herself equally surprised by the beauty and
cleanliness of the facility, and the gracious enthusiasm of the rabbi. She recalls asking
herself, “What is happening? Because it has been no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, and
then, from the rabbi in the nursing home, I get a Yes!”12
Sholom became Humble Walk’s main base of operations from the spring of 2014
until the fall of 2016. Often the community would gather in the spacious Mains
Auditorium, directly across the lobby from the main entrance, with a Pentecost-y carpet
(burgundy and gold in a large, swirling, fiery-looking pattern) and large windows looking
out on West Seventh. Sometimes they would be hidden further away in the cozy Nosh

10

Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2016.

11 Sholom sits on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi River, surrounded by an organic food co-op,
a charter school whose curriculum emphasizes a classical education, and upscale, top-of-the-market new
townhome and apartment developments.
12

Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2016.
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Nook, with its hardwood floor, kitchenette, and windows looking out on the parking lot.
The rabbi’s gracious hospitality continued throughout the community’s tenure, from the
forethought to attend to the Christian calendar and order palms for Palm Sunday (which
Pastor Jodi routinely forgets to do), to the forgiveness extended when the community
inadvertently broke the kosher-ness of the space.
During this tenure at Sholom Home, in the fall of 2015, I started ramping up my
participation once more, and acquired verbal permission from the community leaders to
study the congregation as part of my dissertation research. I returned to weekly, “core”
participation in the community in February 2016.
During this time, Humble Walk’s regular attendance ranged from twenty-seven to
thirty-three people most weeks, about a third of whom were children. 13 Four of us
(including myself) were either current students or recent graduates of Luther Seminary.
Twenty-two of us (again including myself) are what I would call “core” participants, with
a consistent weekly presence through this time. The remainder were a rotating group of
semi-core participants, participants, and/or first-timers. The vast majority of the core
lived in the West Seventh neighborhood and were racially homogenous; participants
would both be “read” and self-identify as white. 14 A fifth of the core identified as LGBT.
Two thirds were women and one third were men. Half of the core at this time were
Generation X, a third were children, and the remainder were either Baby Boomers or
Millennials.

13 Of the three congregations in the study, Humble Walk has the largest amount of children
participating, both in terms of raw numbers and overall percentage of the community.
14 Humble Walk has had, and continues to have, participants who are racial and ethnic minorities,
but none were participating consistently during my official period of study.
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Worship at Sholom
The gathered community sat in the round for worship, 15 with an altar table in the
middle of the room, surrounded by movable seating (four quadrants of chairs in a
diamond pattern when in the Mains Auditorium, and a continuous circle with a partial
outer ring when in the cozier Nosh Nook). Families didn’t necessarily sit together but
frequently interspersed with each other in this arrangement. On top of the altar would be
a seasonally appropriate cloth, a brass cross, two light grey pottery chalices (one holding
wine, the other holding grape juice), a light grey pottery paten holding a crusty loaf of
bread and some rice crackers, a deep orange watering can (which serves as an offering
receptacle), a clear glass jar partially filled with small smooth river stones, and a small
white wide-lipped ceramic bowl also full of small smooth river stones. 16
Humble Walk’s worship itself follows the basic ordo of gathering, word, meal,
and sending. Elements of the service vary by church season, but in a typical service, the
community is always welcomed and begins with the words “Wherever you are on your
journey of faith, God meets you here,” followed by the invocation. Then there is a song,
followed by a spoken liturgy, written specifically for (and sometimes by) the community
(this varies with the season). Then a reading from scripture (generally only one reading
from the Revised Common Lectionary, most often the gospel), followed by the sermon.

15 Initially at Sholom Home, the community set the altar table up in front of the windows looking
out on West Seventh, arranging chairs to face the altar/window in two block-like sections with a center
aisle. Sitting in the round was an experiment begun in early 2016. Jodi announced on the first Sunday of the
new arrangement that the community needed to live into the experiment six weeks in a row before
assessing it. Humble Walk stayed in the round for the remaining duration of their time at Sholom Home.
16 Other items were also on the altar as appropriate to the season. For example, during Advent the
altar also held a small carved wooden Nativity set and four blue electric candles to serve as an advent
wreath (Sholom Home forbade open flame candles).
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Before the sermon, the preacher invites the community to procure paper and markers to
draw while listening, and provides a drawing prompt. After the sermon, the preacher
invites those who would like to share their artwork to do so, then another song, followed
by the prayers of the people. Then Pastor Jodi speaks the Words of Institution, the
community prays the Lord’s Prayer together, then communion is served by intinction,
with Jodi dispensing the bread and two assistants (often children) serving the wine/grape
juice. 17 People come to receive communion as they are ready, and can place their offering
in the watering can on the altar as they return to their seats. After communion, a seasonal
benediction is spoken, followed by community announcements and sharing of
Milestones.18 A final song is sung, and then a dismissal is spoken. This also varies by
season but the communal response is always “Okay, we will.”
Humble Walk uses a simple paper bulletin to guide the community through the
service, and the community speaks/leads the majority of the liturgy themselves
(volunteers take highlighted leader bulletins when they arrive and speak their highlighted
portion at the appropriate point in the service). 19 Sometimes a sheet of song lyrics is

17

In some seasons there is also a spoken liturgy leading up to the words of institution.

18 Jodi invites anyone who has something to share with the community to come forward and form
a line, while explaining that Milestones are things, good or bad, that are happening in your life that you
would like Humble Walk to know about. People of all ages come forward and, one by one, take a polished
river stone from the wide-lipped white bowl on the altar, share what they have to say, then drop the stone in
a large clear glass jar Jodi is holding as the community shouts “Milestone!” The glass jar, which also
otherwise sits on the altar, grows fuller and fuller through the year, until it is emptied for a fresh start on the
first Sunday of Advent.
19 Jodi welcomes and begins us with the invocation. Whoever is preaching (most often Jodi)
generally reads the scripture and gives the sermon, though occasionally a young person will read the
scripture for the preacher. Jodi leads us into the prayers of the people and provides a petition to conclude
them, but otherwise all prayers spoken aloud are offered spontaneously by the gathered body. Jodi speaks
the words of institution. Everything else is led by the people from the pews. The song leader is part time
staff, responsible for selecting and leading music in worship, as well as lining up Guest Artists once a
month. This role has been filled by different people over time, but most recently (and still currently) by an
actress and musician named Carolyn, whose family is part of the “core” participants.
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provided and sometimes song leader Carolyn teaches songs with relatively simple lyrics
during the service.
Communal Life beyond Worship
Beyond the weekly Sunday gathering, in 2015 and 2016 Humble Walk continued
their bar life at Shamrock’s. They discontinued the Theology Pub experiment, but the
monthly Beer and Hymns gathering remains wildly popular and explosively joyful. 20 The
community also began hosting quarterly storytelling nights at the bar. Akin in format to
The Moth Radio Hour, a theme is chosen, six volunteers are recruited ahead of time and
given an opportunity to workshop their stories with one another, then they speak their
truth to whoever gathers in the back room of the bar. A local musician provides their
interpretation of the theme in song in between each story. Beyond the bar, in this time
Humble Walk also experimented with a community garden, and continued to offer Wild
Week in a neighborhood park.
Humble Walk has no formal governance structure. They receive their nonprofit
status through the St. Paul Area Synod and have never formed an official board or
council. Offerings and expenses are processed through the Synod, a volunteer treasurer
works with the Synod to keep the community’s financial records. Seasonal worship as
well as activities in the community are planned by ad hoc committees composed of and
led by participants who have the energy, enthusiasm, and time for the task at hand. Large

20 Beer and Hymns continues to run on a September to May schedule, but the community hosted
an emergency Beer and Hymns gathering in July 2016 in the wake of the Pulse nightclub shooting. In
December the hymns sung are all Christmas carols, and the evening begins with The Humblest Little Pub
Pageant Ever, written by Carolyn’s husband Ethan, a playwright and actor.
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group decisions are made by consensus after a time of reflection in which participants of
all ages have voice and vote.
Blessings and Challenges of Sholom
Humble Walk enjoyed many benefits in their symbiotic relationship with Sholom
Home. As Jodi told me, to “really keep the humble in Humble Walk” is “to always be at
the mercy of someone’s hospitality and graciousness,” that is simply “part of our DNA,”
but the move to Sholom took this “even one step further,” to receive such hospitality
from a different faith tradition. This was a profound gift whose significance is understood
and appreciated even by children like her nine year old. 21 Further, just as the rabbi
learned and tended to the Christian calendar, Humble Walk learned and tended to the
Jewish calendar. Also, for a community whose age demographic skews heavily to those
age fifty and younger, it was nice to suddenly have elders join them for worship. As
importantly, it was a financial blessing to the community to be free from paying rent for a
couple of years.
But there were significant difficulties presented by this arrangement with Sholom
as well. Jewish holy days and rituals rightfully had preferential claim on the Mains
Auditorium, but the shuffling between there and the Nosh Nook could make the
community difficult to find. More importantly, another significant piece of Humble
Walk’s DNA is breaking bread together, and to respect the kosher-ness of Sholom
(especially after the inadvertent breaking of kosher early on) this meant a constant hunt
for alternative spaces to host meals. Humble Walk also values making art together, and

21 Pastor Jodi Houge, interview, 2016. These sentiments were echoed by other members of the
community, particularly parents of young children, as I interviewed them.
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the large number of children who participate combined with parental nervousness about
potential spills or damage to Sholom led the community to seek other venues for these
activities as well. Though deliberately a “church without walls” from the beginning, this
frequent shuffling around added a new layer of physical unsettledness to the community
and increased confusion about where exactly the community might be found for any
given event. Further, while it was nice to have elders join worship on occasion, in reality
this happened far less frequently than originally hoped, and the amount of adaptation
asked of those coming from very traditional church backgrounds was great. The majority
of Christian Sholom residents did not return after their first experience, and some even
asked to leave in the middle of worship. 22 Further, though the rabbi was exceedingly
gracious, I often wondered how the Jewish residents felt about Humble Walk being there.
I was especially conscious of this whenever I carried the paten and chalice—clear
Christian symbols—down the hall to wash them out in the bathroom after worship.
Perhaps most importantly, though Sholom had been the most gracious host to date, there
remained the reality that Humble Walk had no formal agreement with them, and could
once again be given a month’s notice to vacate.
New Possibilities Emerge
In light of both these benefits and challenges at Sholom, when an opportunity to
move to Art House North23 arose in the spring of 2016, the community seriously wrestled

22 The one notable exception to this is Phoebe and her husband Richard, who attended regularly
once Phoebe was admitted to the memory care unit in early 2016.
23 Art House North is a former church building that has been turned into a community arts center,
thanks to the vision and dedication of nationally known, locally based Christian musician Sara Groves and
her husband Troy.
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with the decision. Jodi first introduced the possibility via Facebook in June 2016,
acknowledging the opportunity felt like a long-awaited answer to prayer, while also
particularly mindful of and asking people to consider “how will this affect our
youngest—and the ones for whom a move is the hardest?”
Discussion ensued both on Facebook and face-to-face. It would be the
community’s eighth move in eight years. On the one hand, parents acknowledged a move
would be hard on their young ones (and some adults shared the dislocation would be hard
on them as well!). On the other hand, there was excitement about the possibility that
worship, meals, and art-making could all happen in the same space—this would
hopefully tamp down the energy draining logistical chaos of finding space for and
keeping track of the community among multiple other venues.
The move would also put Humble Walk more squarely back into the center of the
West Seventh neighborhood, both physically and sociologically, surrounded by modest
hundred year old houses whose price points were $50,000-$70,000 below the summer
2016 Twin Cities median home value, and whose owners average a $40,000-$42,000
annual income against a metro-wide median of $69,111.24 As importantly, for the first
time in their eight years of existence, instead of begging their way into a gathering space,
Humble Walk was being intentionally sought out and invited into this space. Owners
Troy and Sara Groves, who relocated to the West Seventh neighborhood from the suburbs

24 According to Zillow, the median home price in the Twin Cities metropolitan area in August
2016 was $228,400.00: “Minneapolis-St Paul Metro MN Home Prices & Home Values,” Zillow, accessed
August 22, 2016, https://www.zillow.com:443/minneapolis-st-paul-metro-mn_r394865/home-values/.
Neighborhood median income data from “St. Paul, Minnesota (MN) Income Map, Earnings Map, and
Wages Data,” accessed August 22, 2016, http://www.city-data.com/income/income-St.-PaulMinnesota.html. Metropolitan income data from “Minneapolis Minnesota Household Income | Department
of Numbers,” accessed August 22, 2016, http://www.deptofnumbers.com/income/minnesota/minneapolis/.
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when they bought the Art House property in 2012, see how Humble Walk cares about
and supports the surrounding community, and they wanted to support Humble Walk in
this gospel work. Rather than a symbiosis of mutual need, the move could launch a
symbiosis of mutual mission, and psychologically speaking, it felt like a little more solid
ground under the community’s feet.
For the summer of 2016, a new experiment was launched, to meet and make art
together in the regional park on Sunday evenings, and try six weeks of dinner church on
Tuesday nights at the Art House North, as a means of trying the space on. 25 In midAugust the community gathered for a final discussion and to make a decision about what
to do. The meeting was open to every participant, announced multiple times both in
person in worship and via the Facebook group. Twenty-one people (mostly “core” or
“semi-core” participants) came to the meeting, six of them children. Everyone present
had both voice and vote. Humble Walk unanimously decided to move to Art House North
beginning in September.
Some things were definitely lost with the move, notably, the long wooden pews of
Art House are not conducive to sitting in the round, and I’ve noticed in this more
“traditional” configuration families now tend to sit together rather than interspersed with
one another. But many things have been gained, including the ability to experiment with
candlelit contemplative worship formats, and the capacity to host monthly potlucks after
worship. Since the move the “core” community of Humble Walk has also grown, as some
people who were occasional or “semi-core” participants have become more deeply

25 The community garden was discontinued, as no one in the community had the time and energy
to lead it that season.
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involved in the new space, while several new people have also become regular “core”
participants. By December 2016 participation in weekly worship had grown to a
consistent thirty-seven to forty people a Sunday. 26 In the 2016-2017 season at
Shamrock’s the community also experimented with gathering on different days of the
week, which allowed them to host Beer and Hymns the night after the 2016 election as
well as celebrate Ash Wednesday 2017 in the bar.
My apprenticeship to Humble Walk commenced in the spring of 2012, and my
knowledge and experience of the community builds continuously from this beginning of
my participation in it. In the chapters to come I will draw on the full range of my
experiences with Humble Walk, though my analysis will primarily come from the period
that my participation was under the official supervision of Luther Seminary’s
Institutional Review Board, from March 31, 2016-January 31, 2017.
Light of God Catholic Community
Bishop Sean had trained for the Roman Catholic priesthood at a local seminary in
the late 1980s, but withdrew from the process two hours before he was to be ordained a
transitional deacon. Though he had discerned he was not called to the strictures of the
priesthood, he finished his Master of Divinity degree with his classmates, and soon went
to work as the Director of Religious Education and Faith Formation at a parish in
suburban Minneapolis. He spent seven years in that position, but left it once he and his
wife started having children, because the job did not pay enough to support a family.

26 The community has continued to grow in the months since my official IRB authorized study
period ended. For Advent 2017, Humble Walk experimented with a candlelit Holden Village Evening
Prayer service followed by the annual Advent soup suppers. There were regularly fifty to sixty people
participating in these evenings.
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After several years working in construction, Sean was approached at the
beginning of the century by a priest serving a suburban St. Paul parish, who “offered me
a decent salary, for once, in ministry,”27 and a position of Pastoral Associate (functionally
the work was associate pastor, but such a title could not be conferred without a priestly
ordination). Sean took the job, and though he and the priest were “polar opposites on
almost everything” they had a “synergistic relationship” and worked very well together.
The priest “kind of ignored the fact that I wasn’t ordained and kind of treated me like I
was” which “was really nice, actually, to be that affirmed.” Sean would ultimately serve
this role in this parish for six years, and was ordained a permanent deacon of the Roman
Catholic Church in 2003.
Light of God Catholic Community’s founding is the product of both a steadily
growing sense of incongruence between Sean’s beliefs and the official teachings of the
Roman Catholic Church, and a clear moment of crisis that forced him to make a decision
to either remain with the church or leave it.
Sean described the growing cognitive dissonance between his lived experience
and the church’s official doctrines thus:
Sean: In all of that ministry I was always running into people who are on the edge
of the church. Usually it was because of marital status, sexual orientation,
something about relationship. And while I understand the church’s tradition and
teaching on all of that, it really didn’t jive with my lived experience. So I kept
running into that, the more I served as an associate pastor, the more intense that
got… ministry with people on the edge was constant in my life. I don’t know why
God did that to me. I blame it all on God.

27 Bishop Sean, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 18, 2016. All quotations
from Sean in this section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
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The crisis began to unfold when the priest who had made Sean a Pastoral
Associate was moved to another parish in the Archdiocese, about an hour outside of the
city. A new priest was assigned to Sean’s parish, and for a variety of reasons, he and the
new priest did not get along well. The more they worked together, the more Sean
discovered this new priest had “some real severe anger issues.” Things hit rock bottom
the day Sean witnessed the priest physically assault the parish youth director, a woman
eight months pregnant at the time: “He grabbed her by the throat and slammed her up
against the wall,” an action Sean described as “just one culminating incident of his
anger.” Distraught, feeling caught between not wanting to leave his job and not being
able to tolerate the behavior he was witnessing, Sean called the director of the permanent
deaconate to tell him what was going on. The director advised Sean to “keep your mouth
shut.” This was all happening at the same time that the hierarchical cover-up of priestly
sexual abuse was coming to light in the broader church and public (though no such
scandal had yet broken in Minnesota).
Unable to keep his mouth shut, Sean sought an appointment with then-Archbishop
Harry Flynn. At first denied, he doggedly persisted until securing an appointment six
months in the future. Sean entered that meeting with a file documenting the priest’s
abusive behavior, telling the Archbishop “I’m not asking that you get rid of him, but I’m
asking that you get him some help, because I think he’s a good priest inside.” Without
opening the file folder, the Archbishop pushed it back across the table to Sean with the
words “If I wanted your opinion, I would have asked for it.” Sean was flabbergasted. 28

28 Perhaps important to note that Archbishop Flynn had, ironically, established a national
reputation as a “healer bishop” because of his work in the Louisiana diocese addressing the first sexual
abuse scandal to surface in the US Catholic Church. Because of this reputation, in 2002 he had also been
called upon to help the diocese of Boston in the wake of the sexual abuse and cover-up surfaced by the
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Sean: I said, it’s all documented there. He said, if I wanted your opinion I would
have asked for it. What?! Now all the clerical abuse stuff I’m seeing—oh my
God, so this is how it works. No wonder kids are getting abused. This is nuts. This
is an abuse of authority. I was too involved in the system to see it before.
As he awoke to see the Roman hierarchy in this new light, the dissonance Sean
was feeling with the official teachings of the church began to feel intolerable: “I really
started to think: I’m running into all these people, I can’t do this. It’s contrary to what my
faith is saying, and my experience of God is saying. It’s just opposite of everything that
I’m running into. It’s too many incongruencies for me.” Yet both practical realities and a
deep sense of calling to ministry remained:
Sean: At that point I’m thinking, well shit, I’m going to lose my job, I have a
family to support, my education is all ministry. I can’t teach in a seminary, they’re
not going to let that happen. Plus the whole trend at the seminary was major more
conservative and (chuckles) I’m not going from that [parish situation] into that
[seminary]. I’ve got to do something that’s going to be able to support my family,
and I really am feeling the call to stay in ministry, so what do I do?
Sean had served four years as an Air Force chaplain while in seminary. At fortyfour, he realized he was still young enough to enlist in the Air Force again, but he didn’t
have much time to waste (forty-five-and-a-half was the cut off for enrollment). He
recalled his first supervisor in the Air Force had been an Old Catholic priest who had
been very kind to him even as Sean had been “a Roman Catholic jerk” who frequently
told the supervisor “you’re really not a priest.” Sean called him up, recognizing, “If
nothing else, I need to apologize.” The priest greeted him with the familiar graciousness,
saying “Sean! I was wondering how many years it was going to take for you to call me.”

investigative reporting of the Boston Globe. See Laurie Goodstein, “Healer Bishops Are Sent to Ease
Churches’ Pain,” The New York Times, June 22, 2003, http://www.nytimes.com/2003/06/22/us/healerbishops-are-sent-to-ease-churches-pain.html.
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The retired chaplain told Sean more about the Old Catholic Church and helped
him secure the contact information for the three Old Catholic Bishops who were
endorsing agents of the National Conference on Ministry to the Armed Forces (NCMAF).
Coincidentally, one of the bishops—a woman—was going to be in the Twin Cities for a
conference that same week, so they could meet in person. Sean was impressed with what
he learned about the Old Catholic Church, it fit his “social construct” and was free of the
incongruencies of the Roman Catholic Church that he no longer felt able to live with. The
female bishop encouraged Sean to explore whether God was calling him to start an Old
Catholic parish in the Twin Cities, but was happy to endorse him for the Air Force if he
discerned that was the direction of his calling.
So Sean sat down and wrote out the kind of characteristics he thought a church
should have, drawing on his own instincts as well as years of listening “pretty deeply to
all those conversations with people on the edge.” The list included things like “financial
transparency,” “gender blindness,” “a church that wants to be relevant and a church that
wants to pursue justice.” Sean secured another meeting with Archbishop Flynn, because
he was “really struggling with integrity” and “maintaining ministry” in Roman
Catholicism, and “I wanted to talk to him about this whole struggle I was having with the
incongruencies and all this stuff.” When this second meeting went even worse than the
first, that “was the straw that broke the camel’s back” and confirmed for Sean the Old
Catholic Church was the path he was called to take.
In October 2007 Sean crafted a letter and sent it to twenty-six people, those whom
he had been ministering to on the margins of the church, and those whom had affirmed
his priestly gifts in the midst of his work as a permanent deacon. The letter invited them
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“to explore establishing a new Catholic Community” in the Twin Cities, “founded on the
principles of equality, respect, honesty, and transparency.” 29 He also contacted a
colleague in the Episcopal church and asked for space to hold a meeting, because he felt
it was important that the initial meeting happen in a church.
One of the couples Sean invited were very Roman Catholic and very well
connected. They took offense at what he was trying to do and gave the letter to
Archbishop Flynn. Sean says they are still friends and he understands they did this “out
of love” and because they “thought it was the right thing to do,” but their action brought
down the hammer of the Roman Catholic hierarchy. Sean received multiple phone calls
trying to talk him out of this meeting, first from the diocese, then from his closest
comrades in ministry, culminating in the chancery issuing a threat of excommunication.
Sean didn’t call off the meeting. Twelve of the twenty-six he invited showed up.
They began in prayer, then Sean laid out for them “here’s my experience, here’s my kind
of vision, here’s what I think is possible. Do you want to keep going, exploring this
option, or not?” He was prepared for them to say no, and to return to the Old Catholic
Bishop asking for endorsement as a chaplain in the Air Force. But all twelve said “Hell
yeah, let’s do it! What do we have to do?”
The group continued to meet over the next few months, always grounding
themselves in prayer and scripture as they discussed what kind of community they
wanted to be, what characteristics they wanted to value and embody, and what they
would call themselves. They decided early on they did not want to be named for a saint,
and as they wrestled with questions of “If we’re a community, what does it mean, and

29

Bishop Sean, Light of God, invitation letter, St. Paul, MN, October 15, 2007.
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what are we about? What animates us?,” the name they chose is what bubbled to the
surface. 30 Father Sean was ordained to the priesthood on January 19, 2008, by Bishop
Barbara of the Apostolic Catholic Orthodox Church, and Light of God Catholic
Community officially began meeting as a worshipping community the following
Saturday, January 26, 2008.
Geographical and Physical Context
Light of God continued to meet weekly at the Episcopal church, which was
located in a small inner ring suburb south of downtown St. Paul. Despite its proximity to
the city, the suburb strives to maintain a rural, undeveloped feel. The church property
itself sits on the south side of a busy highway, the parking lot (on the south side of the
building) is entered from a dirt road that runs along the east side of the lot. However, the
property is so heavily wooded, and the building set so far back from the highway, that
from the parking lot, and even from an outdoor chapel set up in a grove southeast of the
building, you do not realize you are so close to a heavily trafficked arterial road. The tiny
rural-esque suburb stretches to the south and east of the church property, ending abruptly
at a confluence of major freeways and a stereotypical suburban shopping district full of
big box retail stores and strip malls. To the north, immediately across the highway is an
apartment complex with a Bavarian-looking façade and heavily wooded surroundings.
Beyond that is more traditionally sized and spaced suburban housing developments, as

30 The community and I found it prudent to assign them a communal pseudonym. We chose Light
of God because it picks up on several animating facets of the community, from its origins in shining a light
on some dark practices within the Archdiocese, to the illumination of Scripture typical in many of the
priests’ homilies, to the way the homily and liturgy sends people forth empowered to be light amidst the
darkness of the world, to the frequent comment I have heard from many participants that they leave Mass
feeling light and joyful (this is almost always contrasted to memories of leaving a Roman Mass feeling
heavy and burdened).
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well as an extensive nature center. To the immediate west is another church property, and
beyond that a large park, as well as a high school with significant grounds that sits catty
corner across the highway. A retail, restaurant, and office development, built in 2005 in
the architectural style of a village square, sits on the north side of the highway about a
mile west of the church.
The building itself fits in with its wooded surroundings quite well, as its exterior
siding consists of dark brown wooden shingles. It is all on one level and in the shape of a
T. From the parking lot, you can enter at the bottom of the T and walk down a hallway
that will take you past offices, meeting rooms, bathrooms, bulletin boards, the kitchen,
and an open library. At the hub of the T is the fellowship hall, which is open to the
kitchen via a large pass through window. It is a large rectangular room with a high
vaulted ceiling and a freestanding wall covered in chalkboard paint at the north end.
From here, if you follow the west branch at the top of the T you will find an education
area full of classrooms, and if you follow the east branch you will pass accessible
bathrooms, then the narthex and nursery, before finding your way to the sanctuary. From
the parking lot you may also take a tree-lined sidewalk that runs parallel to the base of the
T and enter the facility directly at the narthex.
The sanctuary is a large rectangular room with a high vaulted ceiling entirely
composed of blonde wood. The floor is covered in large square light grey tiles that look
like marble. During the day the room is filled with natural light, as the north and south
walls contain large clear glass picture windows with transoms above and wooden flower
boxes below, transected by blonde wooden beams in the shape of a cross. The nonperishable contents of the flower boxes are changed seasonally (evergreens during winter,
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silk flowers during spring, etc.). An organ console sits on the front right side of the nave,
its pipes are installed on the back wall. There are no pews but rather sturdy wooden
chairs, bottoms padded in a light aqua fabric, some containing fold-out kneelers, that can
be linked together to form rows, all of which face the chancel in the front of the room
(which is to the east), with a wide center aisle. A baptismal font sits in the center of this
aisle near the entrance to the nave. It is a sturdy but skinny white marble pillar with a
Latin cross carved into the top, upon which sits a shallow bowl of clear blue-tinted glass
filled with water. During Mass there will also be a small dark wooden table in front of the
font, holding the communion elements until they are brought forward for the Eucharistic
liturgy. On the right side of the nave, in the rear, some of the rows have been shortened,
and in place of the chairs is an oblong area rug depicting the world and children of
varying cultures from around the globe.
The chancel area is not as wide as the rest of the room, and its ceiling, which is
also composed entirely of blonde wood, is not vaulted as high. It is further demarcated
from the rest of the room by a large exposed truss, made of blonde wooden beams and
black iron, whose function appears both practical and aesthetic. The floor of the chancel
is slightly elevated and covered in a light gray carpet. Where it meets the floor of the
nave it is arced in a semi-circle. On either side of the semi-circle are small, simple
communion rails made of blonde wood and black wrought iron legs. The lectern (to the
left) and freestanding altar (at the center) are made of the same materials, and are of an
equally modern/minimalist design. The back wall of the chancel is painted a burnt orange
color and contains a half-circle abstract stained glass window. About three quarters of the
way to the back of the chancel area is a free standing wall painted a deep yellow, behind
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which is an area that serves as the sacristy. A golden Celtic cross hangs in front of a
seasonally appropriate parament at the top center of this wall, below the stained glass
window, behind the altar. A black grand piano sits on the left side immediately in front of
this wall. On both sides of the chancel, two small rows of the padded wooden chairs face
each other, an area for the choir to sit.
Early History
In the earliest days, there were sometimes only two or three people gathered for
Mass, but the community intentionally decided, “we’re going to live church as if it’s full.
We’re going to just pretend that it’s full and do everything that we need to do that we
believe any other church needs to be doing”—though Sean admits it was “different,” “a
little unnerving,” and a “paradigm shift” to go from preaching to 3,000 people a weekend
to three. In the community’s second year, Sean made an intentional effort over several
months to end each liturgy by saying “If what you experienced here today made a
difference in your life and you want to see it make a difference in somebody else’s life, I
challenge you to invite them to liturgy. Just invite them to come and see.” The
community started to grow by this word of mouth, averaging twenty-nine worshippers a
week in 2009, with a total yearly attendance of 1,478.
Light of God’s governance structure at this time was called the Core Team. True
to their communal commitments to equality, respect, honesty, and transparency, anyone
and everyone was welcome to participate in the Core Team’s monthly meetings. It
functioned as a committee of the whole and operated by consensus, with volunteers
taking responsibility to be the point person for various tasks and ministries.
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Meanwhile, though Archbishop Flynn resigned and was replaced by Archbishop
John Nienstedt in May 2008, the Archdiocese continued to stir up trouble for the new
community. The Roman Catholic hierarchy fully excommunicated Sean,31 published an
article about the excommunication in the local Catholic newspaper (The Catholic
Spirit),32 encouraged the priests serving parishes geographically closest to Light of God
to preach against Sean and the community, and sent out three different rounds of letters to
all the parishioners of those parishes, threatening them with automatic excommunication
should they knowingly participate in the unauthorized, schismatic community. Ultimately
this aggressive strategy proved to backfire on the Archdiocese, because “every time they
would send out a letter we’d get people. Which was great! Because we had a website and
every time they’d say ‘Don’t go to Light of God!’ people would Google Light of God.”
Ironically, Sean notes, “it was really free advertising, because we couldn’t afford to
advertise anything.”
Bishop Sean’s ordination was through the Apostolic Catholic Orthodox Church
primarily because Bishop Barbara was an endorsing authority for NCMAF. But the
Apostolic Catholics were physically concentrated on the other side of the country from
Light of God, and living into the reality of being so remotely connected to their bishop
and sister parishes was a challenge. Thus in 2010, Light of God transferred their
affiliation to a different expression of Old Catholicism within the United States,
becoming part of a diocese in which they were physically located.
31 In the course of this research, I have learned there are actually five different levels of
excommunication in the Roman Catholic Church. Bishop Sean has achieved all five, with the final letter,
written in Latin, coming from Pope Benedict XVI himself on June 26, 2009.
32 This article appears to have been scrubbed from the online archives of The Catholic Spirit, but
publicly available documents indicate it ran on August 27, 2009.
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At this same time, the Archdiocese of Minneapolis and St. Paul took an
increasingly hardline stance against LGBT people, which in turn contributed to Light of
God’s further growth. In September 2010 more than 400,000 DVDs, warning of the
dangers that same-sex marriage posed to families and children, were mailed to Roman
Catholics throughout the state of Minnesota. The DVD consisted of a six-minute message
from Archbishop Nienstedt followed by a twelve-minute video produced by the Knights
of Columbus.33 It angered many who received it, either because they disagreed with the
position the church was taking and/or they felt it had been an egregious waste of
resources. In 2010, Light of God averaged 35 people a week in Mass (1,829 yearly total).
In 2011, this weekly average grew to 45 people (2,498 total yearly attendance).
In 2011, the Minnesota State Legislature decided to put the issue of marriage on
the 2012 ballot, proposing an amendment to the state’s constitution that would enshrine
the definition of marriage as between one man and one woman. In 2012, Archbishop
Nienstedt “emerged as a key financial and political force for passage of the marriage
amendment,” as he “committed more than $650,000 in church money, stitched together
a coalition of leaders from other faiths and exerted all his power within the church to
press Minnesota's million-plus Catholics to back him.”34 The Archbishop also made it
clear he would tolerate no open dissension from priests under his authority.

33 Mary Jane Smetanka, “Catholics to Get DVDs Opposing Gay Marriage,” Star Tribune,
September 21, 2010, http://www.startribune.com/catholics-to-get-dvds-opposing-gaymarriage/103494984/.
34 Rose French and Baird Helgeson, “Marriage Amendment: The Archbishop Draws the Line,”
Star Tribune, October 8, 2012, http://www.startribune.com/marriage-amendment-the-archbishop-drawsthe-line/172975931/.
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My Initiation
My own involvement with Light of God began in December 2012, shortly after
the marriage amendment had been defeated at the polls, under the auspices of my work
with the Learning Pastoral Imagination (LPI) Project. We were conducting focus group
interviews to better understand the experience of pastoral imagination from the
perspective of parishioners. We also wanted to conduct some field research to enrich and
triangulate this data. Here again, encouraged by mentors and LPI co-directors Eileen
Campbell-Reed and Christian Scharen, I utilized this as an opportunity to practice and
develop my skills in participant observation and the writing of field notes. The first night
I arrived to take field notes also happened to be one week after the community had
ordained its second priest, a divorced, white, single mother in her forties, named
Maureen. That evening’s Mass was the first time any of the community had experienced
only women on the altar.35
A Typical Mass
Light of God’s Mass is the most robustly liturgical of the three congregations I
have been studying.36 Musically it is led from the chancel by a piano and a guitar, with a
choir to support congregational singing (all volunteer musicians). The service begins with
a lay participant coming to the lectern to share words of welcome, provide a brief
introduction to the community, some announcements, and a brief introduction to the

35 At the time of Maureen’s ordination Light of God also had two resident female Deacons, Brigid
and Monica, as well as a student Deacon, Gail, interning with the community while she was going through
seminary.
36 This is a description of their Saturday evening Mass. In 2012 the community also started
offering a Thursday evening Mass for those whose schedules made Saturday evening challenging.
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themes of the evening’s scriptures. Then the community stands to sing an opening hymn,
during which the priests who are preaching and/or presiding process down the center
aisle and genuflect to the altar before moving to their seats in the front row, among the
body of worshippers.37 Then the priest stands at the head of the aisle, facing the people,
to speak a liturgical greeting, before leading the community in a corporate penitential rite
(many cross themselves during both the invocation and absolution) and an opening
prayer. The community sits and the young people and their designated instructor come
forward to receive a blessing. The community raises their hands in blessing as the priest
prays aloud for the children and their instructor, then sings “This Little Light of Mine” as
the group recesses to another room for an age-appropriate engagement with the evening’s
scriptures.
The priest takes their seat in the front row, on the right side, then a lay participant
comes forward to stand at the lectern and read a pericope from the Old Testament (Light
of God follows the Roman Catholic Lectionary cycle but uses an inclusive language
Bible). Next the cantor stands at the lectern to lead the community in a sung psalm (the
community sings the refrain and the cantor sings the verses). Then the lector returns to
read a pericope from the Epistles. After this, all stand to sing an Alleluia. If more than
one leader has vested, during the Alleluia the vested leaders stand at the head of the
center aisle and the presiding priest places their hands on the head of the preaching priest
and prays for them. Then the preaching priest stands at the lectern to read from the

37 Most recently, for most Masses one of the community’s three priests both preaches the homily
and presides over the Eucharist. Earlier in my tenure with Light of God, particularly when they had the
talents of four priests and/or deacons plus an intern to draw on, it was common that one priest would
preside (with or without assistance) and another priest or deacon would preach.
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Gospel, making the sign of the cross over the page before they begin (many of the
participants make the sign of the cross on their foreheads, lips, and heart at this time as
well). At the conclusion of the Gospel the priest kneels and kisses the Gospel, then moves
to preach from a music stand at the head of the center aisle. The congregation sits during
the homily, the choir moving from the chancel to the first row on the left.
After the homily the preacher sits in the front row and there are a few moments of
silence. Then the whole community stands to profess a creed together.38 Then a lay
participant comes to the lectern and leads the community in pre-written prayer petitions,
at the end of which the presiding priest asks “and what else do we pray for tonight,
people of God?,” which opens a time for prayers spoken aloud by the community. The
presiding priest then concludes the prayers of the people, and the community sits. The
young people and their instructor have returned to the sanctuary by this time. A hymn is
sung while baskets are passed to receive an offering. The baskets, along with the
Eucharistic elements, are brought forward by ushers, through the center aisle, during the
hymn. The presiding priest offers an inaudible prayer of thanksgiving for these gifts.
The community stands for the Eucharistic liturgy. The presiding priest stands
behind the altar, facing the community, and leads a lengthy, beautiful Eucharistic prayer
based on the writings of Hildegard of Bingen. On days when there are co-presiders they

38 On high holy days this might be the Apostle’s Creed, but on most Saturdays it is a newer creed
adopted/adapted from Sister Joan Chittister’s book In Search of Belief, which the community studied
together in their formative years. The creed itself says “We believe in God, who places joy in our souls,
dancing in our toes, and songs in our hearts. We believe God wanted gladness to flow like a river and so
created a bountiful earth with plenty for all to share. We believe in Jesus, who turned water into wine,
celebrated with outcasts and sinners, and touched the broken so that they could leap and dance. We believe
that Jesus opened doors and set an extra place so we could feast. We believe in the Holy Spirit, who
prompts us to smile, who sends us invitations to come and dine, who nudges us to openness and tenderness.
We believe the Spirit is present every time we gather to break bread and is urging us to live joyfully and
walk hopefully. Forever, we will live in the embrace of God and be a witness to resurrection joy. Amen.”
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take turns speaking their parts of the liturgy. The community has both spoken and sung
responses in this prayer. Most notably, the entire community speaks the words of
consecration. At the conclusion of the Eucharistic prayer the community joins hands to
pray the Lord’s Prayer together, communally pausing after “deliver us from evil,” while
the priest prays a set prayer, then joining back together and raising their linked hands to
the ceiling as they declare “For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are yours, now and
forever. Amen.” The community then shares a sign of peace with one another, a robust
practice, as likely to be a hug as a handshake, where a third to half of the congregation
leaves their seats and circulates through the sanctuary, greeting as many people as
possible with a sign of peace.
Then the community returns to their seats, the choir leads them in the Agnus Dei,
and the presiding priest issues a welcome to “the table of radical hospitality for the
world” to which “all are welcome.” A hymn is sung as participants come forward by the
center aisle to receive a piece of soft, wheat/molasses-flavored homemade bread from the
presider, 39 then turn to whichever side they were sitting to receive non-alcoholic wine
from lay Eucharistic ministers. Some people drink from the cup, some people intinct into
the cup, and some people commune only in one kind. At the conclusion of the rite, the
presiding priest says a prayer. Then there may be brief announcements, and sometimes a
recognition of birthdays or anniversaries, before the Mass concludes with a benediction,
sending, and recessional hymn.

39

Gluten-free hosts are also available for those who require them.
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Developments Far and Near
I would continue attending Saturday evening mass occasionally throughout 2013.
Through that year, the community held bi-monthly fellowship gatherings after mass, in
which I would also participate, in addition to attending one of the Core Team Leadership
meetings.
As it turned out, 2013 was an eventful year in Roman Catholicism, both
internationally and locally. In February, Pope Benedict XVI resigned due to failing
health, and in March the conclave elected Jorge Mario Bergoglio to become the next
Pope. He is the first Jesuit, the first from the Americas, and the first from the Southern
Hemisphere to be named Supreme Pontiff, and he took the name Pope Francis. Locally,
in April the Archdiocese Chancellor for Canonical Affairs, Jennifer Haselberger, resigned
her post after discovering a massive, decades-long cover up of clergy sexual abuse and
misconduct.40 Frustrated by the Roman hierarchy’s apparent willingness to protect priests
instead of children, she contacted Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) in July, and by
September MPR started releasing a multi-part investigative documentary about the abuse
and subsequent cover-up.41
Light of God had an eventful 2013 as well. They continued activities that were in
place upon my first arrival, including their bi-monthly all-parish fellowship after Mass; a

40 Jeff Strickler, “Vicar General of St. Paul-Minneapolis Archdiocese Resigns,” Star Tribune,
October 4, 2013, http://www.startribune.com/sudden-resignation-shines-spotlight-onarchdiocese/226359461/. Madeleine (Minnesota Public Radio) Baran, “Resignation Memo,” accessed
December 16, 2017, https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1019538-resignation-memo.html.
41 Minnesota Public Radio, Sasha Aslanian, Madeleine Baran, Mike Cronin, Will Lager, Meg
Martin, Tom Scheck, Jennifer Simonson, Amanda Snyder, Jeff Thompson, Laura Yuen, and M. P. R.
News, “Betrayed by Silence,” Minnesota Public Radio News, accessed November 2, 2017,
http://minnesota.publicradio.org/collections/catholic-church.
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weekly discussion in an area coffee shop led by Deacon Brigid; a monthly women’s
group whose activities rotate between education, service, and fellowship; a monthly
collection of items for the free store at an area social service agency; and the monthly
Core Team meeting. But there was also much new activity and structure springing up in
the Light of God community as well. They started working with Habitat for Humanity,
providing labor and meals, and inaugurating an annual plant sale to raise funds for the
project. They formed a social justice committee to put more intentionality and
organization around their justice ministry. They started a strategic planning process to
officially organize themselves as a religious nonprofit under Minnesota statute. They
began offering a children’s liturgy of the word so the young people would have an
opportunity for age-appropriate engagement with the Scriptures. And in November they
ordained their third priest, Brigid, a single white woman in her sixties. By the end of
2013, Light of God’s overall yearly attendance had grown to 3,407 (just shy of a
thousand more than their 2011 total), with an average of sixty-three people at weekly
Mass.
In 2014 Light of God ordained their fourth priest, a single white woman in her
early thirties, named Monica. They additionally celebrated the ordination of middle-aged
white lesbian, Gail, who, as a Deacon, had interned with the community while she was in
seminary and was called to serve another Old Catholic community in the same diocese.
Light of God also shared in their first First Communion celebration with young
participants, created a communications team, and completed the incorporation process.
Per Minnesota statute, as part of their incorporation the community needed to
change their governance structure and create an official leadership board, which is legally
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responsible for conducting the business of the church. The strategic planning team
decided on a six-person board, elected by the congregation to staggered three-year terms
(so two board positions turn over every year). The board is called the Circle of Servant
Leaders, and its first elected members assumed their duties beginning in January 2015. At
this time the Core Team was renamed the Ministry Action Team. It has maintained the
radically open and egalitarian nature of the Core Team, and is responsible for everything
that does not fall under the purview of the Circle of Servant Leaders. By the end of 2015,
Priest Maureen took a leave of absence and ultimately resigned due to ongoing health
concerns. In 2014 and 2015, the total yearly attendance dropped slightly compared to the
peak of 2013 (3,180 and 3,151 respectively), though the average weekly attendance
remained relatively stable, with fifty-nine (2014) and sixty-one (2015) people in Mass.
I continued to attend Mass and social events occasionally through 2014 and 2015,
securing verbal consent from community leaders to partner with me for my dissertation
research. I began more intensive participation with the community beginning in January
2016.
Early in 2016, Light of God was actively exploring the possibility of moving to a
new location. They were hoping for a true co-location or co-sharing of the space and
were no longer feeling particularly welcome at the Episcopal church. They had lived
through several extensive renovation projects over which they had no input. There were
also some minor clashes between the two congregations due to differing cultures around
communication, maintenance, and cleanliness. Light of God experimented with
celebrating Mass in some alternate locations and sought feedback from participants each
time. But by Holy Week the Episcopal church had undergone a change of leadership (at
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the levels of both clergy and laity) that evoked an abrupt about-face in their relationship
with Light of God. Through the rest of 2016 the leadership of both congregations (both
clergy and laity) made intentional strides towards better communication and collaboration
between their two communities, and now I would say they are truly co-located. In
addition to sharing some services, meals, ministries, and activities together, the sign by
the busy highway now advertises both communities equally (previously the sign
advertised the Episcopal church, with a small board tacked to the bottom to advertise
Light of God), and the narthex wall has been painted to display a greeting from both
communities that says “All who enter through these doors are welcome in the name of
Christ.” By the end of the year Light of God and the Episcopal church were coordinating
to hire a shared office administrator.
The spring of 2016 was an especially busy season at Light of God. They
celebrated with Priest Monica as she married Adam, a Buddhist priest. They rejoiced
with Priest Sean as he was elected Bishop of their diocese (though they were also a little
nervous about whether he would have to leave the parish to serve as bishop). They held a
dinner with the Episcopal church to get to know each other and their respective faith
traditions better, and discuss how they could more earnestly partner with one another.
They held their fifth annual plant sale, whose proceeds now go toward social justice
ministry more generally (as opposed to Habitat for Humanity specifically). They took
“liturgical field trips” to three area Protestant congregations known for innovating with
worship. And they held their first ever all-parish meeting, a practice they have continued
every six months hence, as a way for the leadership to provide transparency and
accountability to the entire community.
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In the summer Light of God experimented with a bicycle blessing at a public
park, and celebrated Mass on both Saturday and Sunday evenings, 42 using Sundays to
experiment a bit with worship formats. They also worked with a marketing consultant to
design a new logo, develop style guidelines, and discern their brand.
In the fall Light of God celebrated Sean’s consecration as Bishop, and continued
living into and refining their new organizational structure. The social justice committee,
wanting to put more intentionality and regularity into their efforts, created a policy and
application form for disbursement of funds. 43 The Circle of Servant Leaders lived into
their personnel responsibilities in designing the job description and interviewing
candidates for an office assistant. Together with the Episcopal church, they inaugurated a
“Sermonpalooza” benefit evening, with a panel of preachers providing extemporaneous
sermons on a topic they had drawn minutes before speaking.
Through 2016, Light of God averaged sixty people a week in Mass, a small
handful of which are children. 44 57 percent of the participants live in relatively close
proximity to the community’s gathering space (in the same zip code or neighboring
communities), while 43 percent come from further afield (primarily other parts of St.
Paul or its eastern and southern suburbs). The community is racially homogenous, with

42 Previously in the summer the community would celebrate Mass only on Sunday evenings,
returning to Saturdays in the fall.
43 The old system was more of a free-for-all, individuals could request support for a project and it
was given to them. Positively, this meant they could respond quickly to enthusiasm, but negatively it meant
that sometimes they ran out of money to support other projects later in the year. The positive of the new
system is allowing for more strategic and even-handed deployment of their resources, though the trade off
is a slower response time and perhaps not the full level of project support requested.
44 Two children are weekly participants. Five others are quite sporadic in their participation. The
total attendance for the year was 3,280.
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everyone “reading” and reporting themselves as white.45 One tenth of the regular
participants identify as LGBT.46 On any given week, two thirds of the participants are
women and one third are men. Light of God skews the oldest of my three congregations,
with three quarters of participants belonging to the Baby Boomer or Silent Generations.
The remaining participants are primarily from Generation X, with a smattering of
Millennials and children.
My apprenticeship to Light of God commenced in late winter of 2012, and my
knowledge and experience of the community builds continuously from this beginning of
my participation in it. As with Humble Walk, in the chapters to come I will draw on the
full range of my experiences with Light of God, though my analysis will primarily come
from the period that my participation was under the official supervision of Luther
Seminary’s Institutional Review Board for my dissertation project, from March 31, 2016January 31, 2017.47
Bloom
Luke is a white, straight, male in his late thirties, who comes from a large
extended family, the matriarch and patriarch of which were traveling evangelists,
spreading the gospel through music. He is one of their fifty-four grandchildren and
describes himself as “the black sheep” of the fifty-four. He was raised in northern

45 In my questionnaire, one person reported their ethnicity as Hispanic, and another reported their
ethnicity as “aboriginal,” but they both regarded themselves as white.
46 Many of the straight participants at Light of God are equally motivated by the community’s
embrace of the LGBT community, speaking openly of close LGBT relatives.
47 All of my participation at Light of God was under the supervision of Luther’s IRB, the earlier
participation having been conducted as part of the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project.
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Minnesota, in a smaller congregation48 that his parents helped to plant, which gathered in
the town community center.
Luke married his high school sweetheart, Amy, and the two were quickly joined
by their daughter Chloe. The young family moved to the Twin Cities, where they had
difficulty finding a church community. Eventually, through a family friend, they became
involved with a large suburban megachurch, and though he had “no interest ever in being
a pastor for the longest time, or even working for a church,” Luke was soon hired by this
megachurch “to help with marketing, and especially internal marketing for small groups,”
as “they were trying to develop a bigger church.” 49 Luke stayed in this position for the
next six years, and during this time participated in a two-year pastoral apprenticeship
program offered by the congregation.50 He began only intending to participate in the
introductory class because he was invited by the friend who was teaching it. To his
surprise, Luke discovered he really enjoyed what he was learning, and was persuaded to
sign up for the next class. When that was over, he noticed the next term’s course
offerings sounded awfully intriguing, “and then I was like, oh crap, I don’t think I’m
supposed to stop.” Though he kept insisting to himself “I’m in marketing,” as Luke
steadily worked his way through the apprenticeship process “it just became more and
more apparent as I was going through it, that this was for a reason. Crap. It might be
going into ministry.”

48

He defined this as 80-150 people

49 Pastor Luke Dusek, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 5, 2016. All quotations by
Luke in this section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
50 The training involved six hours of lecture-based classes a week, as well as writing papers,
hospital visits, ride-alongs on other pastoral calls, and helping to craft messages for worship.
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At the same time that Luke was discerning this calling to ministry, he was also
beginning to wrestle with the ways that the church “can alienate some people,” as he
would invite friends to the congregation, or want to invite them, and “it just didn’t work
out.” Two memorable experiences of this led him to really start questioning this model of
church. In one, a family friend who is atheist “but very open and accepting” was visiting
from out of town, and wanted to come to worship with Luke and his family. “You pay
more attention when someone is there,” he noted, and felt dismayed by “the look on her
face a couple times when statements were made, and the shock that they said certain
things.” In the other experience, Luke’s long-term neighbors, a lesbian couple “with this
beautiful family,” knew he was a pastor and asked him once if they could come with him
to his church. He had to tell them, “You wouldn’t want to do that,” and recommended a
different congregation they would find more welcoming. In the ensuing conversation,
which surfaced how Luke was in disagreement with the megachurch’s position on
homosexuality, the neighbors pressed Luke, asking why he didn’t go to this other place
he recommended.
Luke: It kicked me in the gut for so long. If I can’t invite my friends, if I can’t
invite people who don’t know Jesus, if I can’t invite my beautiful neighbors to
come and experience—what is going on here? Why are there so many places that
there are so many people you can’t invite to church?
Amidst a growing feeling that “someone needs to start something different,” Luke
started looking around to see what different kinds of church might already be out there.
He also took a trip to India in 2008, and spent time with Christian congregations that
were not founded by American missionaries but dated back to St. Thomas. “Their sense
of community was so different than I’d seen anywhere else,” Luke said, it reiterated his
sense that “church doesn’t have to be certain ways, that we can start to think of how to do
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it different.” Eventually he could no longer shake the feeling that he was being called to
start the different kind of church he was hoping to see in the world. In July 2008, after a
week of discerning prayer and retreat on the beaches of Duluth, Luke and his best friend
Timmy decided to plant this new church together.
They were very strategic in their approach to the community’s beginnings. The
goal was to officially launch the new church in September 2009, so Luke left his job with
the suburban megachurch in February 2009. He and Timmy had a cadre of ten to twelve
friends who committed to helping them through the next six months, joining them as they
visited as many different churches, and different styles of churches, as possible between
February and September. If it was a church that needed to set up their gathering space,
the team arrived early and volunteered to help, and if the help was not welcome they just
observed. After each service their group would go out for lunch and unpack the
experience together.
At the same time as this sojourn, Luke and Timmy were holding conversations
with several different church planting organizations. In the first two cases they got rather
deep into conversation before discovering these potential partner organizations were
against women in leadership and/or against welcoming and affirming LGBT persons, and
expected this new congregation would follow suit. Those being non-negotiables for the
new community, Luke and Timmy quickly put the brakes on those conversations and
ultimately chose to work with the Association of Related Churches (ARC), which helped
advise them on matters like gathering format, governing structure, and location.
They chose to plant the church in St. Paul for several reasons. Pragmatically, the
suburban megachurch Luke had worked for requested that they locate their new
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community at least 20 miles away from that congregation. Luke wanted to honor that
request and leave with his previous community’s blessing. Statistically, the data they
looked at indicated St. Paul had a surprisingly low percentage of residents who claimed
to be Christian, as well as a dearth of nondenominational churches relative to
Minneapolis. The reason for this, Luke said, is that “St. Paul was a lot more intellectual.
People wanted to question, they didn’t want answers, they wanted you to help them along
the journey.” Luke and Timmy found this fascinating. Reputationally, they learned from
the many congregations they were visiting that St. Paul was known as a “church planting
graveyard”—a challenge they personally were willing to take on, and precisely the kind
of challenge they felt their different kind of church would rise to meet.
They chose the name “Bloom” for the new community because “we wanted to
find a word that described what was happening in us, rather than describe where it was
we met. A word that described what we hope will happen inside of everyone who visits a
gathering and encounters the message we share.”51 They adopted a dandelion seed as part
of their logo.
ARC provided a governing structure, which Luke describes as “the one thing that
hasn’t switched at all since the beginning.” Bloom’s governance consists of three boards:
a board of overseers, a board of elders, and a board of trustees. Luke is a non-voting
member of each group.
The overseers (a minimum of three people) need to be spiritual leaders from
outside of the community. The majority must be senior pastors, the remainder can be

51

questions/.

“Common Questions,” Bloom, accessed May 22, 2017, http://www.whybloom.com/common-
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professors, lay pastors, or other spiritual mentors. At the time of our interview the
overseers were all male pastors (one African American, two Caucasian) but Luke was in
conversations hoping to replace one of the white male pastors with a white female
professor.52
The elders (six or seven people) serve a two-year term (staggered so that only half
the elder board turns over in a given year), must be participants in the community, and
are elected by the participants in the community. 53 The elders meet monthly and are
responsible for “the spiritual side of things:” making sure the community isn’t “straying
from our statement of faith;” planning community fellowship, service, and discipleship
events; making a point to engage participants both on Sunday mornings and throughout
the week; helping with visitations if someone is in the hospital or a family has a new
baby; covering Luke’s duties when he is on vacation or sabbatical; stepping up to lead
if/when others don’t volunteer (set up/clean up duty, facilitating prayer circles, etc.). If
Luke should ever violate pastoral ethics and trust, the elder board is tasked with calling in
the overseers and bringing in an interim pastor to provide structure for the community
while attempting to work for healing with Luke.

52 As of 2018 there has in fact been turnover in Bloom’s board of overseers. The male AfricanAmerican senior pastor remains, but the two white male pastors have been replaced by two white women:
one a professor of religion at a local Evangelical university, the other a retired Lutheran pastor.
53 In the late fall, Luke assembles a list of those who have been participating in the community for
the past year, minus those already serving as elders and the immediate family of current elders. He hands
out this list on a Sunday in late November/early December, and those in attendance can nominate two
people to become elders. Luke tallies the nominations and approaches those who received the most “votes”
about serving on the board of elders. The nominees have the right to decline the invitation. Luke also
reserves the right to disqualify a nominee if he knows pastorally they are in the midst of personal crisis and
not in a good place to serve in this capacity at the time. He has only exercised this authority a few times
(the example he gave was a couple with whom he was doing some pretty serious marriage counseling), and
he always tells the person they were nominated but gently suggests they wait for a less tumultuous season
to take on this responsibility.
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The trustees (a minimum of three people) can be from within or without the
community, and are responsible for financial matters. The state of Minnesota considers
the trustees as the nonprofit board for the Bloom community. They meet twice a year,
sharing quarterly reports in between meetings, and set the pastor’s salary, determine the
yearly budget, and must approve any leases or loans. The trustees also encourage Luke to
talk about stewardship and generosity as a spiritual discipline. 54
Early History
After months of prayer, preparation, and research, the Bloom community
officially launched in September 2009, meeting in the auditorium of a public high school
in the Lexington-Hamline neighborhood of St. Paul. To publicize the community’s
beginning, Luke and Timmy had made announcements at other area nondenominational
churches and mailed postcards to everyone who lived within a half mile radius of the
high school. They also held a number of “one-on-one coffee conversations with
connections we made with people who knew someone who might be looking for a
church.”55 On the first Sunday a local professional singer-songwriter, Nick, provided the
musical leadership, taking a chance on something new after being burned by his previous
faith community. He remembers driving to the high school that morning with his thengirlfriend, now-wife Madison, telling her “This is either going to be really awesome or

54 Luke noted this is not an official task of this board but something the group has voluntarily
taken on in light of his aversion to talking about money.
55

Pastor Luke Dusek, Bloom, clarifying email with author, St. Paul, MN, March 9, 2018.
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really weird.”56 It was awesome/weird enough that Nick kept coming back, volunteering
to help with the soundboard and becoming part of a rotating group of musical leaders. 57
About three months into that first year, Bloom ordained and added a female
associate pastor named Cara. She had no pastoral training, which gave Luke some
reservations about ordaining her and putting her in official leadership so quickly, but she
was “a phenomenal speaker” and was “putting in at least 30 hours a week” in volunteer
leadership already. So, “it made sense,” and Luke didn’t have “a strong enough no to say
no.” He decided to trust Timmy’s intuition that “this is the right thing” for the
community.
About six months into the first year, Luke said, “it was obvious that I wanted to
be bi-vocational, because I was starting to feel a real disconnect from everything that was
going on.” Luke also realized he “probably needed to [be bi-vocational], with church
finances, like ok, this is smart.” He had always wanted to have a bar, so he enrolled in
bartending school, and proactively networked with his instructors to help him break into
the field. 58
In 2010, co-pastor Timmy left the Bloom community and the country to tend to
his ailing missionary parents and their ministry in South America. In that same year,
Bloom’s relationship with ARC began to degrade. The relationship was actually a bit of a

56

Luke quipped back, “It was the weird that sold him.” Field notes, Bloom, St. Paul, MN, January

31, 2016.
57 By the end of the first year Nick would be in charge of coordinating the musical leadership for
the community. He and Madison have served as the longest-running, most committed musical team in
Bloom’s history, all on a volunteer basis.
58 His first gig was to develop bar service for a local organic restaurant’s catering division. He has
since moved on and now tends bar for a Minneapolis brewery’s restaurant.
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challenge from the beginning, as Luke and Timmy were committed to co-pastoring the
community, which did not fit the ARC model of leadership. ARC was also “much more
flashy, large” and Bloom was “urban and didn’t want to be so outwardly trying to be
flashy.” The two groups initially found ways to work through these differences.
At the time of Bloom’s founding, ARC had a history of planting churches among
a variety of Christian traditions, emphasizing “the center was Jesus” and a shared faith in
Jesus was all that was necessary to be part of the network. But in the early years of the
partnership ARC shifted to a more conservative, more restrictive position, not wanting
their church partners to be welcoming or affirming of LGBT people. This position was
not tenable to the Bloom community. What’s more, under ARC’s guidance Bloom had
continued meeting in the high school auditorium, because “they really want you in a big
auditorium to show people you can fill it up.” But even when averaging 100 people a
week (with a high amount of turnover), the high school’s 500 seat auditorium felt
cavernous.
Relocations and Innovations
In 2011, Bloom decided both to cut ties with ARC and to move to the more
intimate black box theater space in the basement of the public high school. The whole
room was painted black, with a small stage and seating in the round in a three-quarters
circle. Luke noted it was nice to be in a more right-sized space, and to sit in the round,
and kind of cool the room had a “comedy club vibe,” but the space provided its own
challenges too—there were no windows, and it was “really hard for a visitor to find it, it
was a very windy route to get there and the lights were on timers that would go out,” so
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someone from the community would have to continually walk the halls to keep the lights
on, “which was ridiculous.”
In the summer of 2012, Bloom began an experiment they called “organic church.”
They would continue to meet as the whole community in the black box theater every
other week, but were expected to form small groups, like house churches, that would
meet in each other’s homes, or in local establishments, on the alternate weeks. In total the
experiment ran for about eighteen months, and some of the small groups that formed
really took off and continue as house churches to this day (these groups do not relate to
the larger Bloom community any more). But other groups were floundering under the
experiment, and a number of people left the community in this time. In midst of the
organic church experiment, Cara, the associate pastor, experienced a personal crisis of
faith, and was withdrawing from providing assistance and leadership to the house
churches she was supposed to be relating to. Busy trying to support and equip his own
share of house churches, Luke didn’t learn the extent of Cara’s neglect of duties until a
year into the experiment. She left the Bloom community, and ultimately the faith, shortly
thereafter.
About twenty-five of those who were in the house churches that weren’t working
decided they wanted to regroup and go back to meeting as a whole community on a
weekly basis. They decided to “start from scratch,” figuring out together how they
wanted to be church going forward and spent the next six months huddled up, locking
down their social media and intentionally not inviting anybody else to join them while
they tested some ideas and lived into some new practices. They also decided they needed
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an easier-to-find, brighter location, so the community moved to the cafeteria of a public
middle school in the Macalester-Groveland neighborhood of St. Paul.
This new neighborhood, about two miles south and west of Bloom’s original
location, is a much wealthier and more walkable part of town. Where the high school sat
immediately south of Interstate 94, the middle school sits immediately south of the
mansions and tree-lined boulevard of Summit Avenue. Where the high school’s eastern
neighbor across wide, traffic-heavy Lexington Avenue was a neighborhood community
center, the middle school’s eastern neighbor across a narrow, quiet, curving street is the
campus of a nationally renowned college. Where the high school was nestled in a mostly
residential area, near a couple other traditional church buildings, with the closest
restaurant over two blocks away, the middle school sits directly on a particularly vibrant
section of Grand Avenue. Within a block in either direction, tucked in among 1920s-era
homes and apartments, is a florist, an art supply store, a hardware store, a butcher, a high
end outdoor clothing store, a quirky gift shop, a t-shirt printer, a women’s clothing store,
and a Quaker meeting house. The area also contains a plethora of restaurants running the
gamut from affordable college staples offering sandwiches, pizza, and tea, to casual
ethnic fare from Vietnam, Thailand, and the Mediterranean, to one of the oldest organic,
farm-to-table restaurants in the city.
The new meeting space was also quite a contrast to the windowless black box
basement theater. The middle school cafeteria is a large rectangular room with a polished
concrete floor, a high ceiling full of fluorescent lights, and a wall of tall windows along
the south end of the room that look out over the school lawn and bustling businesses of
Grand Avenue. The northern and western walls of the room are concrete block painted
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off-white. The eastern end of the room contains a wood paneled stage, with a projector
screen that can drop down from the ceiling hanging in front of black curtains, flanked by
aqua colored concrete block walls bearing a white seal for the International Baccalaureate
program. The entrance is in the northwest corner of the room, across the hall from a
gymnasium where paid child care is available. There is also a door in the southwest
corner that leads directly to the outside of the building. Wood-veneered cafeteria tables
with attached black plastic seats, folded in half, line the north and south walls of the
space.
The community uses forest green metal folding chairs provided by the school, and
sets them up in two slightly arced sections with a middle aisle, facing the eastern/stage
side of the room. The projector screen is pulled down and utilized throughout the service;
a black portable speaker sits on the stage underneath it. The area between the stage and
the chairs is covered with a couple of patterned throw rugs. On top of the rugs, closest to
the stage, is a plastic storage tub, on which sits a small mixing board set-up that utilizes
an iPad as its control board. A couple feet closer to the congregation is a projector on a
stand, aimed at the screen hanging from the ceiling. Another couple feet closer to the
congregation is a round high top table and a metal stool. Luke, or whoever is providing
the message for the morning, will sit on the metal stool, facing the group, and utilize the
table to hold a cup of coffee, and whatever sundry items may also be utilized that day: an
iPad or iPhone, an Apple laptop computer, a notebook, a Bible, a book. If there are
musicians for the morning, their instruments and microphones are generally set up in this
front area, to the south of this other equipment.
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Several feet behind the area set up for the congregation (in the western end of the
room) are two rectangular folding tables. On one side sits an air pot full of coffee, with
disposable cups and a bottle of creamer. Often next to this is a treat brought by a
community member (donuts, bagels, yogurt parfaits from McDonalds, cookies, etc.). On
the other side sits a small woven wicker basket, where one can leave an offering check or
a postcard with your contact information. Around the basket are various sign-up forms (to
help with set up/clean up, to bring a treat, to participate in a fellowship event or help with
a community service project, etc.), as well as pens, and blank offering envelopes and
contact postcards. In the middle of the tables sits a book in which community members
can write their birthdays and anniversaries, so the community can remember and
celebrate with them. There are also two small white floral-lipped ceramic bowls, one
containing torn pieces of bread, the other containing red wine, for communion. To the
south of these tables, a quilted blanket is spread on the floor—an area for parents who
want to keep their little ones in worship but need space for them to move around.
My Initiation (and A Typical Service)
I first encountered the Bloom community shortly after this move to the middle
school cafeteria in September 2014. For the first time in several years Bloom sent a mass
mailing to the surrounding neighborhoods, in conjunction with their move and re-launch
of the weekly Sunday gathering. My then-girlfriend (now wife) Sessily was living in the
area at the time and received one of their postcards in the mail. It was half the size of a
sheet of copy paper, on glossy cardstock. On one side was a slightly washed-out or
filtered photo looking up into the tops of some deciduous trees, over which was a light
brown circle containing the words “No judging. No politics. Just Jesus.” and the church
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web address, outside the circle, on the bottom of the photo. On the back side was a map
to the new location, a reiteration of the web address and “tag line” from the front of the
card, and a sepia-toned photo of the middle school, over which were the words “Bloom is
a small community of friends rallied around being the church instead of just attending
church. A group determined to keep Jesus and his love, acceptance, and grace as the
central message of the gospel.” This also contained the meeting time and place and
announced the next sermon series on “Renewed Hope.” Sessily knew I was still looking
for a third congregation to study for my dissertation and handed me the postcard saying,
“This looks like the kind of church you are interested in. Maybe you should go check
them out.”
The first time I visited, in mid-October 2014, I was warmly greeted by several
different members of the community who engaged me in introductory pleasantries before
the official gathering began. Luke then called us to take our seats and opened with prayer.
There were about fifteen people seated when we started, though the congregation doubled
within the first five to ten minutes of the morning. Bloom begins right away with a
message time, and that morning it entailed Luke interviewing Will, a member of the
community originally from Britain, now married to an American woman, Claire. Will
spoke openly of his first marriage and divorce, sharing the pain and abandonment he
experienced at the hands of a church that didn’t “really tend to know what to do with
divorce.” In that dark period of his life—precisely when he most needed support and
community—he was excluded from the congregation he had belonged to with his exwife, and then shamed for his divorce by the next community he attempted to join. Will
didn’t feel there was either space or forgiveness for him in the church.
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In the discussion that followed, different members of the community resonated
with different pieces of Will’s story, and explored ways they could better welcome and
support people going through a divorce. Individuals also noted more broadly how much
energy they have seen the church put into excluding people and expressed a desire for
this community to be different, to be welcoming and inclusive and self-reflective about
making sure they were not putting up barriers to God. Luke also made a point of sharing
that he does not agree with Christians who tell people that God puts them through
terrible, painful periods in their life in order to make them stronger.59
Following the discussion was what they called “the worship,” a series of three
songs (two contemporary Christian, one old-timey hymn) led by Nick and Madison. Luke
invited the community to use this time to “engage with God,” to sing, to pray, to cry, to
take communion available on the table in the back of the room. 60 Not many people sang
with the contemporary songs, but a few (including myself) joined in on the old-timey
hymn.
After the worship, there were a few announcements, including a slide that stated
what level of offering was needed to meet the monthly budget and what offerings had
been received the past three months. Then we were instructed to break into groups of six
to eight people for prayer circles. This is a time to share gratitude and praise as well as
worries and concerns, always with the option to share nothing at all. It is also a time
when newcomers can ask questions about the community. Luke joined my circle (as I
would later learn, he often joins a circle with first time participants), and when it was his
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turn he shared concerns for a friend in Duluth who was an addict and really struggling
with life. The friend had isolated himself from most others but reached out to Luke, who
was debating whether he should drive up to Duluth that day and spend time with his
friend. Luke noted a younger version of himself would have thought he needed to shun
this friend until he cleaned up his act, “because I thought it was the Christian thing to
do.”61 His thoughts and attitude had changed, but he still wasn’t sure if he could fit the
trip into his schedule, or if it was actually the right thing to do for the friend in that
moment. After everyone had an opportunity to speak or pass, the prayer circle closed in
prayer.
Some of the other members of my circle were also first timers at Bloom, and
started asking Luke questions, noting that the community’s website was pretty limited in
terms of stating what they believed. Luke responded that was intentional, and Bloom was
“not super firm on a lot of things” because “everybody has a different interpretation on
it” and “that’s how we learn and grow, in conversation with each other.” So “the only
thing we’re really firm on is Jesus and that he died for all,” the rest was up for discussion.
He further added that didn’t mean he wouldn’t share his opinion, but Luke was clear it
was his opinion, and he often brings in other opinions as a counterpoint to his own. He
noted that too many of them had experienced communities that zeroed in on one or two
Bible verses that didn’t have anything to do with being the body of Christ together, but
would end up splitting apart as a community because of their differing interpretations of
those verses.
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Already committed to studying Humble Walk and Light of God, searching for a
third congregation for my dissertation fieldwork, much in this initial visit to Bloom
perked up my ears. It was evident this was a congregation wrestling with, and pushing
back against, several of the “norms” they had inherited, and were looking for a different
way to be Evangelical—much as Humble Walk was doing within Lutheranism and Light
of God within Catholicism. Bloom was about the same size and was founded about the
same time as the other two congregations as well. They similarly didn’t own the space
they met in, and had a bi-vocational pastor. What’s more, they were openly addressing
and tending to the wounds they and others had endured at the hands of the church. From
that first visit, this felt like a really good fit as a third congregation in my dissertation
research.
Recent History
I continued to participate with Bloom intermittently through the 2014-2015 school
year. In the spring of 2015 I had coffee with Luke and broached the possibility of
studying them as part of my dissertation. He was receptive and enthusiastic. I popped in
sporadically through the summer of 2015, participating on Sunday mornings and
attending a discussion night at Luke’s home. At the beginning of the summer, the
community took on a student intern from an Assemblies of God college in Minneapolis. 62
I started participating more frequently in the fall of 2015 and the student, Kevin, was
hired as an associate pastor. I began intensive involvement with the community in
January 2016.

62 Over their history Bloom has had several interns from the various Evangelically-oriented
colleges and universities in the area.
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That same month, Nick and Madison announced they were departing from
Bloom. Taking seriously the notion to bloom where they are planted, and anticipating the
birth of their first child, they felt the need to nurture deeper connections and develop a
village of support among their more immediate neighbors in Minneapolis. As part of this
shift, they felt it best to start participating in a faith community in their own
neighborhood.63 The Bloom community was both sad to see Nick and Madison go and
understanding of their rationale. Assistant Pastor Kevin and his girlfriend Carly stepped
up to provide musical leadership in the wake of Nick and Madison’s withdrawal, though
they themselves departed from the community later that spring. 64 The resulting vacuum
of musical leadership was filled occasionally by volunteers from the community as
schedules allowed (including myself once in May) but also meant some long stretches
without any music in the Sunday morning gathering.
Bloom’s activities beyond Sunday mornings involve a lot of opportunities for
relationship- and community-building, whether meeting up for a happy hour, hanging out
together at a public festival, or a participant hosting a dinner or game night at their home.
Some of these are annual events (like a camping trip in the spring, a bonfire in the fall,
and a Christmas party in December), while others are more intermittent, the particulars

63 It was clearly not an easy decision for Nick and Madison to make. The same day they
announced their impending departure they led the community in a contemporary Christian song, “Oceans,”
with a chorus that says, “Spirit lead me where my trust is without borders/Let me walk upon the
waters/Wherever you would call me/Take me deeper than my feet could ever wander/And my faith will be
made stronger/In the presence of my Savior.” As she got to those words Madison’s eyes welled with tears
and she couldn’t continue singing. She reached for Nick’s knee, and he sang the words for her. Field notes,
Bloom, St. Paul, MN, January 31, 2016.
64 I was not present the Sunday this was announced, but second-hand accounts indicated Kevin
and Carly were struggling with the sharp break they had made with their theological upbringing, as well as
the resulting loss of friends from their previous Christian communities, that accompanied their participation
in Bloom. They felt the need to find a faith community with a larger contingent of fellow college-aged
peers.
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being determined by the interests and energies of the event planners. 65 Much of Luke’s
pastoral care is similarly highly relational, built around one-on-one engagement over
table fellowship.
Bloom also provides opportunities to engage each other in questions of faith and
discipleship. Earlier in my tenure with them this manifested as occasional roundtable
discussions on a theological topic (such as salvation), but during Lent of 2016 Bloom
reintroduced small community groups for the first time since the organic church
experiment. Learning from the hard-won wisdom of the organic church years, the groups
were intended to provide an additional midweek opportunity to engage in Christian
formation (rather than replacing the Sunday morning gathering). They were facilitated by
volunteers following a curriculum written by Assistant Pastor Kevin. The commitment
was time-bound, only for the six weeks of Lent, and participants could join one of two
groups, led by two different sets of people, meeting on two different nights in two
different parts of the city. I participated in the group meeting in the Mac-Groveland
neighborhood. The reintroduction of small groups was successful enough that the
community offered another round in the summer, and again in the fall.
Bloom also offers opportunities for serving the neighbor. In my early interactions
with the community these activities tended to be ad hoc and responsive to the particular
passions of participants. For example, at Christmas, participants purchased gifts for a
low-income family; in late winter, the community gathered at a participant’s home to
assemble bag dinners, then walked the streets of St. Paul to distribute these meals to the

65 Through 2017, after my official IRB sanctioned study period ended, the community turned
toward more consistency in this, planning a fellowship opportunity at least once a month.
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homeless; in the spring, Bloom joined in a city-wide clean up day of area parks. Desiring
a deeper connection with and means of serving the immediate community in which they
gather, Bloom began a more consistent form of service in the fall of 2016, bringing the
Sheridan Story program to the middle school.66
Bloom’s weekly attendance through 2016 ranged between twenty-five to thirtyfive people a Sunday, one fifth of whom were children, when meeting at the middle
school. On summer Sundays the community gathers at a picnic pavilion in a city park
along the Mississippi River. There weekly attendance was closer to twenty participants a
Sunday. The majority of the participants live in various neighborhoods in St. Paul,
though some come from Minneapolis or inner ring suburbs of both cities. Bloom is the
most racially diverse of the three congregations I have been studying, with a quarter to a
third of the participants being racial or ethnic minorities. A sixth of the participants
identify as LGBT. The list of potential elder candidates for 2016 was two thirds women
to one third men, but on any given Sunday the gathered community is relatively balanced
in terms of gender. The majority of participants are Millennials, with a handful of
Generation X and Baby Boomers in the mix.
My apprenticeship to Bloom commenced in the fall of 2014, and my knowledge
and experience of the community builds continuously from this beginning of my
participation in it. As with Humble Walk and Light of God, in the chapters to come I will

66 Sheridan Story packs and distributes plastic grocery bags of non-perishable food intended to
stretch a food-insecure family’s resources over a weekend, when children cannot receive a free meal at
school. A typical bag includes a filling starch (rice or pasta), a can of protein (tuna or chicken), a can of
fruit, a can of vegetables, and a can of soup. Bloom funds 20 grocery bags a week and coordinates with the
school counselor to determine which students they should be given to. Volunteers from the Bloom
community then work with the school office to discreetly distribute the groceries into the students’ lockers
(and ideally directly into their backpacks) on Friday mornings while the students are in class.
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draw on the full range of my experiences with Bloom, though my analysis will primarily
come from the period that my participation was under the official supervision of Luther
Seminary’s Institutional Review Board, from March 31, 2016-January 31, 2017.

CHAPTER 3
WOUNDING AND SPACE TO APPEAR
Theologies that matter arise out of dilemmas—out of situations that matter. The
generative process of theological understanding is a process provoked, not
confined to preconceived, fixed categories. Rather, as Charles Winquist is
reported to have said, creative thinking originates at the scene of a wound.
Wounds generate new thinking. Disjunctions birth invention—from a disjuncture
in logic, where reasoning is compelled to find new connections in thought, to
brokenness in existence, where creativity is compelled to search for possibilities
of reconciliation.1
These words by Mary McClintock Fulkerson, in her book Places of Redemption:
Theology for a Worldly Church, articulate a core premise of my research. By the time I
was writing my dissertation proposal in late 2015 I had been participating on and off with
my three study congregations for one (Bloom) to three or more years (Light of God,
Humble Walk). I had been around, building relationships and engaging in conversations
with fellow participants, long enough to sense a profound woundedness permeated many
people’s previous experiences of church.
Sometimes this woundedness was articulated in fairly direct, blunt statements,
such as when Thomas would publicly describe his arrival at Humble Walk as “the last
chance I am giving the church;” or Martha disclosing in a dinner conversation how
hurtful it was to watch her Protestant husband heavily volunteer for the good of their
parish school yet be reminded by the priest every week that he was not welcome at the

1

Fulkerson, Places of Redemption, 13.
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Eucharistic table; or Will, being interviewed by Luke the morning of my first visit to
Bloom, sharing the pain of a previous faith community withdrawing from him precisely
when he needed them most, during and after his divorce.
Other times this woundedness was expressed more subtly, lingering in, with, and
under comments of appreciation for their current community, such as Ivey’s declaration,
as people of all ages rummaged through the marker box before the sermon, that she loves
the sound of those rumbling markers and the unhurried time Humble Walk gives for the
artists to find what they need; or Stephanie telling me over a monthly pizza night at Light
of God, “They know our names here;” or Kim sharing her relief and excitement to not be
the only obviously queer person in the room on her first visit to Bloom.
Anthony described his “whole experience of Catholicism” prior to Light of God
as being “about exclusion of others,” reaching all the way back to his childhood when the
nuns teaching him in parochial school warned him not to get too close to pagan friends,
“because they’d be burning in hell.” 2 This sense of the exclusionary nature of the church
is by no means limited to its Roman Catholic expression, as over and over again, in all
three of these faith communities, I have heard stories of woundedness that, in their
essence, are stories of exclusion. The particularities of that exclusion takes on a variety of
forms, and includes the exclusion of LGBT people, of women, of African Americans and
others with non-dominant ethnic and racial backgrounds, of single people, of divorced
people, of children, of artists, of questioners, of agnostics, and so on. In some cases the
exclusion is very deliberate and grounded in official church teachings or interpretations
of the Bible. In other cases the exclusion is less deliberate in that it is not grounded in

2

Field notes, Light of God, February 1, 2014.
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official teachings or policies, but rather in unexamined cultural norms and habits. The
wounds sustained in this way are no less painful to those who bear them.
Exclusion functions to render the children of God invisible in multiple ways. In
some cases, quite often in the stories of LGBT Christians, it causes them to deliberately
hide their full selves, to make themselves invisible in order to participate in a faith
community. 3 In other cases, those in authority positions in the church either willfully
don’t see those who are officially excluded 4 or purposely require invisibility of them and
their allies.5 In yet other cases, especially where the exclusion experienced is more
cultural than doctrinal, people are made to feel invisible within their faith communities. 6
My contention is that these wounds are situations that matter, and represent a
dilemma facing the twenty-first century North American Christian church. My contention
is further that the three congregations I have been studying are doing theology that
matters, in implicit and explicit, verbal and embodied ways, precisely at the scene of
these wounds. Such wounds, as Fulkerson argues, generate new thinking. The
disjunctions of logic and brokenness of existence experienced by participants in their
previous relationship to the church are birthing innovations among these three faith

3

We will hear this in the stories of Hannah and Ruth, Esther, Cornelius, and Jo.

4 Father James Martin critiques the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church, particularly the
majority of American bishops, for such willful blindness toward the LGBT community in his recent book
Building a Bridge. See James Martin, Building a Bridge: How the Catholic Church and the LGBT
Community Can Enter into a Relationship of Respect, Compassion, and Sensitivity, First edition. (New
York, NY: HarperOne, an imprint of HarperCollinsPublishers, 2017).
5

We will hear this in the story of Tabitha.

6

We will hear this in the stories of Lydia, Jo, Jordan, and Ivey.
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communities as they seek to redress these harms through new strategies of action for
being church.7
Though manifested in ways particular to their ecclesial heritage, as well as the
specificity of the wounds their participants have sustained, across all three communities
these new strategies of action are rooted in a profound theological commitment to radical
inclusion (or what the Catholics in my study have named “radical hospitality”), and share
the quality of creating what Fulkerson describes as “a place to appear,” that is, “a place
to be seen, to be recognized and to recognize the other,” which is “essential to a
community of faith as an honoring of the shared image of God.” 8 This chapter explores
the stories of the various exclusionary wounds endured by the children of God, as well as
the healing they have found in having a place to appear among these communities of
radical inclusion.
Light of God Catholic Community
Hannah and Ruth’s Story9
Hannah and Ruth are a white lesbian couple in their forties. Both were raised in
the Roman Catholic tradition from birth, though Ruth noted that “church as a thing, as a
concept, as a reality was much more a part of my world” than it was Hannah’s. Hannah
agreed with this assessment.10 After withdrawing from the church during her

7

Swidler, “Culture in Action.” This concept is explored in greater detail in Chapter 4.

8

Fulkerson, Places of Redemption, 21.

9 Hannah and Ruth, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, October 1, 2016. All
quotations in this section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
10 Hannah shared that she, her mother, and her sister went to Mass at the local parish “because it
was what we were supposed to do” but they all stopped attending once she and her sister graduated high
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undergraduate years, Hannah began participating again while in graduate school at a
diocesan Catholic institution, at the same time that she was coming out of the closet. She
says of that time, “I was still going to Mass, because it was what I knew. It was part of
the community and it was part of the culture, so I would go, because I knew what to say
when. And I still believed, and I still had faith, so I was starting to struggle with that.”
After graduate school Hannah secured a position on the staff of an ELCA college
in the area, “not Catholic but still incredibly faithful, and daily chapel was magic there.
So I would go, often,” though, she noted, “I wouldn’t go on Sundays, because I didn’t
feel like I belonged. Because I wasn’t ELCA Lutheran, I was Catholic. But I could go to
daily chapel because that was for everybody. Which, when I say that out loud, is so not
the slightest bit the case.”
Hannah’s two years at the Lutheran college taught her, “I still believed in faith
tradition, and I needed to have some sort of ritual,” so when she moved back to the Twin
Cities she joined a small Jesuit parish in St. Paul that met in a little basement on Saturday
evenings. When this parish was merged with another and relocated to a much larger
space, she once again stopped participating “because I didn’t, it didn’t fit.” During this
time she would research other congregations online, including some area ELCA
congregations known for their rich liturgy. Hannah “knew that I liked the ELCA
Lutherans, but I couldn’t get myself there. Then this place fell in my lap.”
Ruth, raised in a more observant and conservative family, discerned a calling to
religious vocation while in college, around the same time she began discerning her sexual

school. Her father throughout this time had been what Hannah described as a “flower Catholic,” only
attending Mass for weddings, funerals, and high holy days.
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orientation. She believes the two are likely connected, saying, “growing up Catholic (in
the Roman tradition), I knew there were two vocations available to me as a female—I
could get married (to a man, of course) and have a family, or I could become a nun. I
could also, of course, remain single.” 11 Not wanting to remain single, and not seeing
marriage as an option, Ruth entered an order of Franciscan Sisters at age twenty. She left
the convent at twenty-two “with every intention of returning after a few years,” but “life
happened” and she never did go back. Ruth spent most of the remainder of her twenties
working for a couple of different organizations which she described as “super Catholic.”
She continued to wrestle with her sexuality, dating women but hiding that part of herself
from coworkers and roommates, before finally coming out at age twenty-seven.
When I asked her to tell me the story of how she came to Light of God, Ruth
insisted “the story of how I ended up here has to start with why I left the other place” and
proceeded to tell me that for many years after coming out, she would go to Mass in a
Roman church and try to be present and prayerful to the experience, but end up
“consumed with the thought of, is this going to be the day when I get so pissed off at
something someone says or does or looks at me, that I’m going to get up in the middle
and walk out?” This fear was so overwhelming, Ruth’s defenses on such high alert, that
Ruth: If you had asked me what the readings were, what the homily was about,
afterwards I would not be able to tell you because I wasn’t there. I was consumed
with the thought of, when is that final straw going to happen? Because I knew it
was going to happen, but I didn’t know what it was going to be or what it was
going to look like or who it was going to be, I didn’t know anything, I just knew it
was going to happen.

11

Ruth, Light of God, email message to author, September 22, 2017.
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The “final straw,” as it turned out, was “when the archbishop sent out his anti-gay
marriage DVD” to 400,000 people in the fall of 2010. Ruth was one of the recipients. She
brought the disc to work with her and watched it on her computer, then immediately
called her parish office and asked them to stop her automatic contributions and remove
her from the membership rolls.
Ruth: They just said Ok. That was it, and I thought, “Well, now I don’t go to
church.” I mean, it was very cut and dry for me. I did not expect to ever—when I
tell the story now I say I didn’t expect to walk into another church. It’s not
necessarily true. I didn’t expect to ever call another church home. I knew you’d
walk in a church for weddings and funerals, that’s just a part of life. That’s going
to happen. But I didn’t expect to call one home.
In 2011 Hannah and Ruth were not a couple but work colleagues at a local forprofit university, both lesbians, both having been raised Roman Catholic but neither
actively participating in a Roman Catholic parish (or any church, for that matter). Both
had heard of Light of God, Hannah because her grandmother was one of the founding
members, Ruth through her “friend, Google,” but both were afraid to go check the
schismatic congregation out by themselves. As Ruth said
Ruth: I didn’t want to come here alone the first time, because you don’t know
what you’re walking into. I had grown up in very conservative circles, you hear
stories about the evilness of these alternative churches. It’s kind of like when they
talk about gay marriage, marriage is always in quotes, because it’s not real, right?
It’s “gay marriage,” or this is a “church,” now we have “Father” Sean. So that’s
what I was expecting, that’s what I was used to, I didn’t know what to expect
here, so I didn’t want to show up alone. And you didn’t want to show up alone
either.
A fortuitous decision to split a share of pasture-raised beef, and the resulting
excursion to retrieve the food together, led to the discovery of their similar backgrounds
and mutual curiosity about Light of God. They made a plan to visit the community
together in mid-March, then go out to dinner afterward, “because we knew that we would
need to process,” as Hannah said. Through the next several months Hannah and Ruth
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continued to return to Light of God, once independently of each other, but most often
participating together. By the fall of 2011 they made a deeper commitment both to each
other (they started dating) and to the congregation (they filled out membership forms,
because Hannah wanted to start volunteering more).
Father James Martin, in critical dismay with the United States bishops’ anemic
response to the Pulse Nightclub massacre in June 2016, laments that “Even in tragedy,
the LGBT community is still invisible in many quarters of the church.” 12 We already
hear the wound of this invisibility in Hannah’s struggle with knowing that she believes
but not knowing where she fits, and in Ruth hiding her relationships with women while
working for “super Catholic” organizations. When not rendered invisible, the LGBT
community and their allies are too often the targets of hurtful condemnation or exclusion
by the church, a wound that manifests not only in its actual execution (the anti-gay DVD)
but also in the anticipation of its infliction (Ruth coming to Mass with her guard up
against an attack).
Light of God, in contrast, in a very basic, fundamental, yet profound way,
provides the LGBT community, quite literally, with space to appear, to be visible, to
show up as one’s whole self, fearfully and wonderfully made in the image of God, and be
recognized as an out, queer person of faith. This space to appear is true not merely for
individuals, but also for queer couples. Not every LGBT person who participates in Light
of God attends with their partner, and not every couple is openly affectionate, but Hannah
and Ruth sit next to each other during Mass and one often has her arm around the other’s
shoulders. They are clearly present—and comfortable being present—to the community

12

Martin, Building a Bridge, 2.
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as a couple. When I once mentioned in conversation with Hannah how I’ve noticed she
and Ruth’s relaxed and caring body language among the community, her eyes welled
with tears and she nodded in gratitude, “Yes. Exactly.”
However, Light of God provides more than mere space for Hannah and Ruth to
show up as their whole selves and demonstrably act like a couple. When the two decided
in 2014 to enter into even deeper covenantal relationship with one another, Light of God
provided space for them to sanctify their relationship through the sacrament of marriage.
Hannah frequently describes the community as “magic,” and when I asked her to unpack
that for me more concretely she took a deep breath and a long pause, then said, “I never
thought, as a lesbian, that I could get married in a Catholic church. Never thought. We
had a Full. Mass. Full honking Mass! And I never thought that that would ever happen.
That that wasn’t going to be my reality.” She went on to add, “It’s because of this place
that Ruth and I are together. It has played an integral role in our relationship and it still
does.” Ruth agreed and elaborated, “My connection with Hannah is why I have this
community. This community is why I have my connection with you. It’s completely
intertwined. You can’t separate it, because it’s not separable. Not at all.”
Not only did Light of God make space for Hannah and Ruth to fully participate in
the sacrament of marriage, the community robustly rejoiced in the couple’s nuptials.
They were married on a Friday night and “made it very clear we wanted to invite
everyone [from Light of God] but we just logistically couldn’t,” so they planned to bring
a cake to celebrate with the community after Mass the next evening. The community took
the celebration much further, throwing Hannah and Ruth a second wedding reception that
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“was nicer than the first,” complete with live music, a full meal catered by a founding
member, and an abundance of gifts.
Hannah and Ruth are conscious they are not the only ones to find healing and
liberation in their ability to appear as their whole selves, but that this also registers
healing among the broader community. As Ruth said,
Ruth: I think people come for the first time, I don’t know if they are surprised to
see us, I don’t know if they came hoping they’d see us, or someone like us.
Because it’s still new, right? It’s 2016, maybe in ten, twenty years, it won’t be a
big deal, but I don’t think a lot of people expect to see a same-sex couple
admitting to be a same-sex couple in a church space. So I think that either startles
people or it makes them grateful. And I don’t think we’re there yet, where it’s
neither. I think it’s one or the other, if people are really being honest. People
might say, “Oh it’s no big deal.” I think it’s no big deal because you’re used to us.
So for me that’s [what the church gets right]. Other communities that aren’t doing
that don’t get it.
Ruth went on to emphasize, “it’s not specifically a gay thing, it’s a whoever feels
on the outside looking in.” She lifted up Hannah’s experience at the Lutheran college,
feeling like Sunday morning services were not for her. “As long as churches are
portraying that feeling of ‘it’s not for you’ I think they’re not getting it. And until they
say everyone is welcome—that’s going to be the shift, and I don’t know that that will
happen.”
Part of the wounding that Hannah and Ruth experienced in relation to Roman
Catholicism was a foreclosure of their relationship to the divine. Ruth spoke to this
powerfully when she described showing up to Mass so on guard, anticipating immanent
attack, that nothing of the worship was getting through to her, she was not able to be
present or prayerful in those spaces. At Light of God, however, channels of divine
communion that Ruth feared had been closed off to her forever have been re-opening.
When I invited Ruth to tell me about a meaningful experience she has had with Light of
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God, she shared, “part of my history is, there’s been very distinct times in my life where
I’ve been very connected to God.” Ruth went on to describe “very profound” mystical
experiences, particularly prevalent around the time she was discerning religious vocation,
that often involved “very precise” language and guidance from scripture in answer to
prayer.
Ruth began to cry as she continued her story, which jumped forward from her
discernment days to Light of God’s fifth anniversary. Hannah was trying to craft the
prayers for that evening’s Mass13 in a way that would be meaningful for the fifth
anniversary, and asked Ruth to help her, because Ruth likes to play with words. Ruth’s
voice cracked with emotion as she told me, “I remember honing in on the word delight. It
was a very specific word, and we changed it, and I didn’t even feel intense about it then. I
just thought, that sounds good, let’s go with it.” She continued,
Ruth: So we got to Mass that weekend and I remember Sean got to his homily and
one of the first things he said was that God delights in this community. And I just
cried (voice choking up) and I thought: I still have it. You know, it sounds so
stupid, but I thought that those days were over, (voice choked up) and they’re not.
Both Hannah and Ruth express deep gratitude for the sheer existence of this faith
community. As Ruth said, when someone asked her to articulate her favorite thing about
Light of God, “I don’t know what to tell you other than I never expected to have a church
home again. And I do. So, I can’t tell you one thing that’s my favorite, it’s that it is, that
is my favorite.” Hannah elaborated, “Even when this place makes me crazy—and it does,

13 Hannah is the one who assembles and/or writes the communal petitions for the prayers of the
people every week. She draws from and modifies petitions in a Roman liturgical resource to which she
subscribes, as well as writes petitions more particular to the community and its context.
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because of how I’m wired, sometimes things make me crazy—I still come back. I can’t
imagine not ever being here.”
As important as having space to simply appear as a beloved child of God, Light of
God additionally provides Hannah and Ruth with the space to appear and function as
community leaders. They are both deeply involved and invested in keeping the
community running. They participate (and often provide leadership) in worship nearly
every Saturday night, and provide additional organizational leadership throughout the
week. In addition to curating the weekly prayers of the people, Hannah also assembles
the weekly announcements and Scriptural framing that is read at the beginning of every
Mass. Ruth is one of the community’s four sacristans. Both of them frequently assist as
Eucharistic ministers, serving the common cup of non-alcoholic wine while the presiding
priest distributes the host. Both were on the Core Team for many years, and both were
nominated and elected to the Circle of Servant Leaders the first year of its formation. 14
Ruth, who was assigned a one year term in that inaugural year, has since been elected to a
second term.
Hannah and Ruth endured years of pain being told in both explicit and implicit
ways that their fullest selves did not belong, were not welcome, and could not be blessed
among the communities that gave them the language of faith. Participation in Roman
Catholicism came at great personal cost, forcing them each to live a divided and
defensive life in relation to their faith. Light of God provides Hannah and Ruth
14 Notably, Hannah and Ruth have taken a conscious break from the Ministry Action Team due to
some personality differences with fellow participants, as a means of de-escalating their frustration before it
completely soured both individual and communal relationships. As Hannah said, “I could no longer trust
myself to bite my tongue,” and they had ample other avenues by which to contribute to Light of God’s life
together, “the community means too much for us. I didn’t want to alienate myself and then turn Ruthie.”
See Chapter 2 for a fuller description of Light of God’s governance structures.
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tremendously deep and broad healing, making space for them to live an integrated life; to
know and name their whole selves as beloved and made in the image of God; to have
their relationship honored, celebrated, and sacramentally blessed; and to contribute their
giftedness to the building up of the body of Christ.
Esther’s Story15
Esther is a white lesbian in her mid-seventies who has been with her partner for
fifty-three years. She was raised Roman Catholic and attended Roman Catholic schools
throughout her upbringing, including a degree from a local Catholic women’s university,
though she “never felt accepted” by the Roman church. A retired school teacher, Esther
and her partner moved to an inner ring suburb in 1979, at which point she was “assigned”
to the parish where Sean would ultimately arrive (in the early twenty-first century) to
serve as a deacon. Though already together for about fifteen years at the time of the
move, Esther and her partner were not out to their families or to the general public.
Almost another decade would pass before they decided to come out to Esther’s family,
but it was still not a possibility to come out to the parish. Esther remained with that
suburban parish for the next thirty years, though she described it as an “off-again, onagain experience.”
Esther: I’d wash my hands of it and then I’d go back, because I’d go and then
you’d hear some homily against gays and lesbians. They kept saying all are
welcome and they really weren’t. I felt like I really wasn’t. I taught children’s
literature, and I always had this fear in my background if they found out who I
was that they wouldn’t want me doing this. So it was hard.

15 Esther, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, November 14, 2016. All quotations in
this section are from this interview, unless otherwise specified.
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While Ruth was ever on guard for the day that someone would say something so
hurtful that she would walk out of a Mass, Esther has, while on vacation in another state,
walked out in the middle of a homily railing against gays and lesbians. The pain of the
church’s exclusionary attitude would sometimes drive Esther to look for a more accepting
religious community, but “after searching for many different Catholic churches, and other
churches, I just couldn’t find anything that compared with the richness of the Roman
Catholic Church for me,” and so she would return, for as she told me, “It’s not that I
didn’t like the church, they didn’t like me.”
It was not until Esther was in her late sixties and Sean had been serving several
years as a deacon at her suburban parish, that he asked her in a conversation, “‘what if
there could be a Catholic church that would be welcoming?’ I said, ‘You think so?’ And
he said, ‘Yeah, there’s a possibility.’ I said, ‘In my lifetime?’ (laughs) And he said yes.”
She finally broke with the suburban Roman parish after Sean’s disappearance “because
he was treated so crappy there.” She started participating in an Episcopal church that
assured her she would be welcome, until she received the letter from Sean inviting
conversation as to what a different kind of Catholic church might actually look like. She
became part of the founding core of Light of God, and has been instrumental to the
community’s functioning ever since.
Much like Hannah and Ruth, Esther is heavily invested in the community’s
continuation, and freely shares of her time and talents throughout the week. 16 As she told
me, “I am certainly more involved in this church than I’ve been in any of the others I’ve

16 I don’t think it’s a coincidence that Hannah, Ruth, and Esther, for whom the stakes of the
community’s success or failure are very high, provide so much of the day-to-day and week-to-week
leadership that keeps the parish operational.
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ever gone to,” and it’s because “absolutely, I want to be a part of it.” In the realm of
worship, she bakes the weekly communion bread, is one of the community’s four
sacristans, and schedules the weekly liturgical ministers, drawing on a pool of volunteers.
She also sometimes serves as a Eucharistic minister, or helps to count the offering after
Mass. In the broader realm of communal organization, she was active in the Core Team
from the beginning and continues to provide leadership for the Ministry Action Team,
often providing the group with an agenda and taking its meeting notes. She also serves on
the communications team and was assembling the monthly bulletin and managing the
church website until the community hired a part time administrative assistant in 2016. In
strong contrast to her experience within Roman Catholicism, where sharing her gifts and
talents was always clouded with the fear of being “found out” and subsequently rejected,
at Light of God Esther has space to appear as her whole, authentic self and to contribute
to the good of the community without fear of condemnation or rejection.
When I asked Esther to tell me about a meaningful experience she’s had with
Light of God she took a long pause before saying
Esther: I think it’s—I know it’s the first time I’ve felt totally accepted for who I
am. I haven’t ever felt that before, and I was searching for many years. Part of my
story is, I never came out to my family until twenty-eight years ago… It was a
mixed blessing because some of the negative talk that goes on stopped. They’ve
been mostly accepting. Some have been really great and others are just kind of not
talking about it. That was my family. This is—I’m overwhelmed with the feeling
of being home, being where I belong, being happy. 17

17 I find it interesting and significant that both Esther and Ruth articulated a sense of finding
“home” in this community. Several straight members of Light of God have also used the same language
both in interviews and casual conversations.
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Echoing Hannah and Ruth, Esther desires to see this kind of welcome extended to
everybody, “I want so many people to feel like I do,” and believes they will find it among
the “open arms” of Light of God.
Esther spent a lifetime hiding herself from the church that she loved, attempting to
leave it every now and then, because of the clear experience and communication that the
church did not and could not love her back. After more than six decades of living like
this, Esther has finally found healing and a spiritual home at Light of God, where she,
like Hannah and Ruth, can newly live an integrated life and contribute her giftedness to
the community without fear.
Tabitha’s Story18
As we hear in Hannah, Ruth, and Esther’s stories, the harm the Roman Catholic
Church has done to the LGBT community cuts very deep. That harm impacts not only
LGBT Catholics themselves but also the parents, siblings, and children who dearly love
them. Such is the story of Tabitha, a white, straight, married mother and grandmother in
her mid-fifties, whose wounding by the church resulted from standing in solidarity with
her gay brother.
Tabitha spent thirteen years on staff in a parish in the southwestern suburbs of
Minneapolis, working with the community’s youth.19 Deep into her tenure there, in 2005,

18 Focus Group 2, Light of God, interview by the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project, St. Paul,
MN, December 8, 2012. Tabitha, clarifying conversation with author, St. Paul, MN, October 7, 2017. All
quotations in this section are from these interviews unless otherwise specified.
19 In addition to her own story here, Tabitha shared snippets of the wounding she has witnessed
her mother endure in the church, such as being told by priests that it was her fault her son was gay, and
even receiving a letter from the Archdiocese declaring she herself “cannot really be loved by Christ . . . as
long as she continues to embrace her son and his homosexuality.” Her mother remains a Roman Catholic,
working to change the church from within. Focus Group 2, interview.
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Archbishop Flynn officially cracked down on the Rainbow Sash Movement,20 and
announced that anyone who was wearing a sash on Pentecost would be denied the
Eucharist. This did not sit well with Tabitha, who felt both that the Rainbow Sash
movement itself was being misrepresented and that the power of excommunication was
being misused.
Tabitha decided she would wear a sash on Pentecost, as an ally to her brother, in
the hope of beginning a conversation around the matter at her parish. She did not want to
blindside her priest, so she met with him ahead of time to inform him of her intentions.
He was astounded by Tabitha’s plan and asked her why she would do such a thing. After
listening to her explain her reasoning and her concerns, the priest told Tabitha that as a
staff member she could not publicly contradict the official teachings of the Church, so
she was not allowed to discuss her views of human sexuality with the parish, and if she
carried out her plan to wear the sash he would have to fire her. Tabitha struggled with
what to do, and decided at the time that she could do more good for LGBT Catholics by
fighting for their inclusion from within the structures of the Roman church. She agreed
not to wear the sash on Pentecost, and not to initiate a discussion with fellow
parishioners, but won a concession from the priest that she could share her views if others
initiated the conversation with her.

20 The Rainbow Sash Movement began in Australia and England in 1997, when some LGBT
Roman Catholics wore a sash over their left shoulder on the day of Pentecost as a visible means to
“embrace and celebrate our sexuality as a Sacred Gift.” In 2005, Cardinal Francis Arinze, then Prefect of
the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments, declared the sashes to be a
“form of protest against the church’s teachings on sexuality” and further stated that “the Mass is not an
appropriate forum for protests.” Archbishop Flynn relayed that message across the Archdiocese. See
“RAINBOWSASH.COM,” accessed October 10, 2017, http://www.rainbowsash.com/. and Alan
Cooperman, “Communion Denied to Activists,” June 5, 2006, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2006/06/04/AR2006060400773.html.
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In her struggle, Tabitha decided “I’m not going to the table until everybody is
welcomed at that table.” She and her husband Jack usually sat in the front of the
sanctuary, so she knew her withdrawal would be quite noticeable, and she admits “I had
hoped that people would ask me why,” she had stopped coming forward for the
Sacrament. But nobody asked.
A few months into this practice, Tabitha led a group of teens and adults, as well as
a fellow staff person from the parish, on a summer retreat. The retreat itself went well,
but as at home, she declined to participate in the Eucharist during their communal
worship. At the end of the retreat a parent asked Tabitha to take a group picture, handing
her their camera with a pointed comment about her “not being one of us” due to her not
participating in the Eucharist. As she relayed this part of her story, Tabitha’s face became
crestfallen and she exhaled an exasperated grunt while moving her arm like she was
being stabbed in the heart.
Knowing she was taking a risk by saying something, especially with a fellow staff
person on hand to witness, Tabitha interpreted that comment as an act of initiation and
started sharing with the group why she had been excommunicating herself for the past
several months. Some of the families were upset by this, while others appreciated her
sharing her understanding. To her surprise, when the priest found out about what had
happened he did not impose any consequences nor fire her, and the occasion did finally
spark some conversations around the issue in the parish. She continued to
excommunicate herself for a full year, but the absence of the Eucharist in her life began
to wear on her. She reassessed and felt the practice of withdrawal had made as much of
an impact on the community as it was going to, so she resumed participation in the
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Eucharist. A few months after this, Tabitha quit working for the parish in order to further
her education, but she and Jack remained active members and financial contributors until
a few years down the line, when Archbishop Nienstedt amplified the Archdiocese’s
presence in the same-sex marriage debates.
Once again they struggled for a full year with what to do. They understood that
“church is really the people” (not the Archdiocese), “but you can’t get away from the
hook that the Roman Catholic Church has on each of those parishes.” Financially
supporting the Archdiocese was increasingly not tenable for them, as Tabitha said, “we
wanted to financially support a parish whose mission was in direct line with where we
were at spiritually.” They started participating with Light of God in the spring of 2012
and made the transition completely by that fall.
Tabitha’s story illustrates the ways LGBT invisibility within Roman Catholicism
impacts a much broader constituency than LGBT Catholics themselves. Family members,
friends, and other allies are also silenced and/or rendered invisible as well. Tabitha was
wounded by her Roman priest imposing a gag order and forbidding her to wear the
rainbow sash, essentially forbidding her to appear as an ally to her brother and other
LGBT Catholics (and by extension, forbidding any LGBT members of that parish from
appearing to the parish as well). Her wounds were deepened by her chosen solidarity with
the LGBT community and her self-imposed excommunication, a sort of ecclesial hunger
strike in hope of the day that all are truly welcome at the table.
In contrast, at Light of God Tabitha is given not only the space to appear as a
public ally to her brother but is also part of a community that unqualifiedly embraces and
affirms openly LGBT participants like Hannah, Ruth, and Esther. Together they gather
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around the table of “radical hospitality” where all are welcome to partake of the
Eucharist, a fulfillment of the hope she strove and prayed for but was unable to realize
within her Roman parish.
Lydia’s story21
While Hannah, Ruth, Esther, and Tabitha all experienced exclusion grounded in
and justified by official Roman teachings on human sexuality, Lydia’s experience of
exclusion was rooted in unexamined cultural assumptions and practices that orient many
ministries around married couples with children. Lydia is of Latin American and
Scandinavian heritage,22 a straight, single woman in her late fifties. She was raised in a
way that she describes as simultaneously “strict Catholic,” in accordance with her
mother’s Latin roots, yet open minded, with occasional exposure to and participation in
her father’s Protestant heritage. Originally from the East Coast, she attended a state
university in the Mid-Atlantic and actively participated in the Newman Center while
going through school. The Newman Center was one of Lydia’s “favorite church
experiences.” She recalls feeling amazed that the Saturday evening service was “always
packed,” that she and her peers, far from familial pressures or expectations for their
involvement, so willingly devoted themselves to a faith community. She attributes their
enthusiasm to the “fantastic music” as well as the priest, who “gave a great sermon that
was relevant to our lives. Because going through our life, it’s a very difficult journey, and
so you go to church looking for some sort of help with these questions we all have.”

21 Lydia, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, November 1, 2016. All quotations in
this section are from this interview, unless otherwise specified.
22

In terms of race she identifies as white.
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Lydia admits she has spent much of her faith life since those college years looking
for the kind of community and priestly leadership similar to what she experienced at the
Newman Center. A professional in the field of marketing, she relocated to the Twin
Cities for her career in 1992, living originally in the southeastern suburbs, and started
participating in her local Roman Catholic parish, “at a time when I was still hoping to
maybe meet someone, get married, have children, still holding on to that hope.” She
found one parish she explored to be “such a family oriented church, there were only
families there. I was in a sad place and I would go and I’d cry every weekend.”
Eventually she said, “I can’t do this, this isn’t feeling good to me. Though it seemed like
a nice church, but not welcoming. None of the Catholic churches in general tend to be
very welcoming”—an impression she gathered as she visited a variety of Roman Catholic
congregations throughout the Twin Cities in search of a new home parish.
After moving to a closer inner ring suburb she eventually landed at the local
parish where Sean would be called to serve as deacon, but even there she failed to find
the connection she was longing for. As she told me, “I went there for almost seven years.
And in that whole time, no one ever said, Hey who are you? What’s your name? and
what brings you to church? I would go alone, walk in alone, sit alone, leave alone.” In
spite of this loneliness, Lydia persisted in the parish in part because “finally one day, this
gentleman appears and he would sit in the front row, and I just felt like a light was
emanating from him, he would sing the songs, and he just seemed to be so happy.” The
gentleman was Sean, the parish’s new deacon. He reminded Lydia of her college priest,
and she “would go [to Mass] with excitement now, because I would listen to his homilies
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whenever he was up for speaking them, and he was wonderful. He just spoke in a way
that touched you. I felt it was really good.”
A homily Sean gave on the prodigal son prompted Lydia to engage him in
conversation after Mass, and “right away we just clicked.” They didn’t become friends,
per se, but established enough rapport to exchange pleasantries as they encountered each
other around the parish. Then suddenly one day, “he was gone, and I never really knew
why he was gone.” Saddened and confused by Sean’s abrupt absence, Lydia nevertheless
continued involvement with the suburban parish for another year and a half, until
serendipitously learning that Sean had started his own parish nearby. “Literally the next
week, I was there,” she said. Interestingly, though most of Light of God’s participants in
those early days had been Lydia’s fellow parishioners at the suburban congregation, Sean
was the only face and name she actually knew. Despite years of being part of the same
faith community, “I never met them there ever. I’m telling you, it was a weird situation.”
Sean was definitely the initial draw, she said, “his word, his faith, his humility, his
inspiration were the things that made me want to keep coming back,” even when there
were only a handful of people at Mass, causing Lydia to question herself “Who are these
people, and what are you doing [here]?” But over time she realized the culture of Light of
God was different than that of the suburban church. She loved how, during the “sacred
part of the Mass,” they would gather “around the altar holding hands with one another,
and I just felt there was some sort of communion that happened between the people that
were there that maybe helped lay some of the bricks and foundation for this community.”
She started to get to know people,
Lydia: I started going to the Ministry Action Team meeting. At that time we used
to call it the Core Team. I would go sit there and I got to know the people a little
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bit better, and I felt like I could start to be involved. Then I said “Gee, I’ve done a
little singing, can I sing with the choir?” So little by little that’s how it happened.
When the call went out for volunteers to form a strategic planning committee “to help
create some structure for the church . . . give it the bones that it needed for basic
foundation,” Lydia stepped up, spending the next two years gathering over Saturday
mornings about once a month as the group “debated, talked, and dreamed and discussed
and learned with each other about what could be done.”
Lydia: That was a powerful experience for me, whose only involvement in church
has ever been to go to pray, to go to confession, to go to communion. I lectured
when I was a kid in our high school, but that was it. I had absolutely no touch or
tie to the workings of a church. So that was really fun . . . and it really gave me an
opportunity to get to know some of my fellow parishioners here in a really nice
way. So that was super special for me.
Lydia would go on to be nominated and elected to the first Circle of Servant
Leaders, and served as the Chair in 2016. She has freely shared her professional expertise
in marketing to help the community develop a new logo and think through how it might
best present itself to the wider public. She also provides musical leadership in Mass by
singing in the choir and frequently serving as cantor. Where in her previous experiences
of church Lydia felt alone and invisible, at Light of God she feels included, known,
connected, and loved. As she says of the community, “Hope is a good word for us.
People feel welcomed there, so you have hope. . . . I feel a part of something, I don’t feel
like I’m on the outside, I really feel part of it and that makes me feel good.”
Significantly, the core founders of Light of God were some of the same people
who attended the church Lydia had previously attended—and felt isolated from—for
years. In a living embodiment of death and resurrection, this group deliberately set out to
respond to the wounds of exclusion by creating a new and different congregational
culture grounded in the biblical/theological principle and practices of radical hospitality.
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That Lydia has found healing from the wounds of exclusion and isolation among many of
the same people testifies to the success of the community’s new strategies of action, as
well as the new and abundant life made possible in a distinctly different congregational
culture where all of God’s children are given space to appear.23
Beyond her own experiences of exclusion, Lydia has repeatedly struggled with
the exclusion she has witnessed others endure. In some instances that harm was dispensed
by individuals she referred to as “Catholics with blinders on,” people who act like their
“boxes were all checked” but show no love or forgiveness to others who they deem
morally insufficient, telling them “you’re going to hell for sure.” In other instances that
harm has been dispensed by the church itself. Clear that “I don’t want to seem too
derogatory, because [Roman Catholicism] is how I learned the language of how I pray,”
Lydia nevertheless strongly thinks the Roman church is not “in touch with reality.”
Feeling “it’s pretty easy to decipher” between “man-made rules versus God rules,” she
senses the Roman church is too fixated on following man-made rules, and lifted up
particular examples:
Lydia: I think they’re wrong in their approach to having women involved. 24 . . . I
don’t understand priests not being able to be married. I like the Old Catholic
church, [because] it’s more realistic. And the fact that women can be priests as
well. I love how everyone can be welcomed to the table, but in a Roman church
you’re not. I find that so exclusive as opposed to inclusive. So I think that’s out of
touch.

23 Esther’s story also bears witness to this, as she came from same suburban community as Lydia
but never felt welcome or safe to be out in that parish. At Light of God she feels truly welcome, as her
whole self, for the first time in her life.
24 Lydia later elaborated on this comment, “So much of their approach on women just seems so
backwards and frankly ridiculous. Why not include women and have them involved in both leadership and
pastoral roles?” Lydia, Light of God, email feedback provided to the author, St. Paul, MN, May 21, 2018.
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She further articulated her own ongoing internal struggles around this, describing
the battle between the part of herself that is “the oldest child who is the rule follower”
and the part of herself that believes in “love over everything, and acceptance.” Torn
between radical grace and radical responsibility, she often finds herself wondering,
“What are we supposed to do? Where is the line? Just tell me where the line is so I
know.” When I asked Lydia if she feels like Light of God helps her to find the line she
answered:
Lydia: It helps me actually worry less about the line. Which is good for me,
because I don’t think I’m a rigid person at all, but when you’re sort of raised by
certain ways it’s—you know what I mean? Sometimes the line that I say to myself
when I want to judge someone who’s either acting terribly or, you can see it on
TV sometimes, especially in today’s political climate, the things people say, it’s
just like, ugh. And before I get completely dismissive I’ll say, ‘We’re all doing
the best we can.’ And I actually do believe that. I think Light of God helps me
remember that we’re all on our own unique journeys, and my journey is different
than everyone else’s, and I just have to remember that we’re all just doing the best
we can. That helps me.
In his famous sermon, “You Are Accepted,” Paul Tillich speaks of how the
experience of grace, of being fully and wholly accepted ourselves, breaks open the space
to “perceive the power of grace in our relation to others and to ourselves” and to
“experience the grace of being able to accept the life of another, even if it be hostile and
harmful to us, for, through grace, we know that it belongs to the same Ground to which
we belong, and by which we have been accepted.”25 In Lydia’s story we hear a living
articulation of this sermon, and see how Light of God’s space-making practices of radical
hospitality bring healing to her wounds in multiple ways: by making space for Lydia
herself to appear; by making space for others she believes have been unjustly or

25 Paul Tillich, The Shaking of the Foundations, The Scribner Library: Lyceum Editions. (New
York, NY: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1948), 162.
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unrealistically excluded to appear; and by helping her learn to fight off the exclusionary
impulses within herself, allowing space for others to appear as their whole selves in her
life.
Stephanie and Jake’s Story26
Stephanie and Jake are a white, straight, married couple in their forties, with two
elementary aged children, Ben and Lauren. She works for a large non-profit in the city
and he works for the airline industry. They joke that they are actually the minority at
Light of God, being the straight married couple with young children, but there is truth
underneath their humor.27 Stephanie was raised Roman Catholic while Jake was raised in
the Assembly of God tradition. Stephanie struggled with Roman Catholicism’s exclusion
of women in leadership for decades, beginning with pre-adolescent frustrations that she
was not allowed to be an altar server like her male cohorts. Though she describes herself
as “not really one to fight for that sort of thing” she also didn’t give up on finding “some
other way to share my talents”—playing guitar and singing in the choir. However, the
Roman church’s categorical exclusion of women from serving as deacons or priests
continued to be a sore spot for her through early adulthood, to the point that she
occasionally considered leaving the Roman Catholic Church because of it.
Jake and Stephanie were members of the parish where Sean had been deacon,
and, like many at Light of God, made particular mention of how much meaning they
found in Sean’s homilies. After Ben was born, Jake decided to convert and was to go
26 Stephanie and Jake, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, January 13, 2017. All
quotations in this section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
27

children.

The majority of regular participants at Light of God are older than sixty and have grown
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through the RCIA process with Sean, when Sean told them he would be leaving the
parish. Within a year of Sean’s departure, a new priest was appointed to the parish who
was around their age but “acted like a ninety year old priest.” As Stephanie said, “He
spent an entire homily on how to properly address him. 28 I [thought], wow! This isn’t
really what I look for in a homily. Then he spent another homily all about the proper way
to take communion.” Jake elaborated, “Genuflection and stuff.”
Ben was a toddler at this time, so Stephanie was spending most of Mass in a
children’s room that was outside of the sanctuary.
Stephanie: Ben would just run around back there and I felt like I wasn’t getting
anything out of Mass except when I’d catch the homilies that were, “and here’s
the proper way to take communion.” (laughing) I remember saying to Jake once,
“Next week I’m going to have to put a doily on my head.” I was kind of mad.
She also found herself increasingly irritated by the liturgical changes instituted
under Pope Benedict XVI, notably shifts in language in the Eucharistic prayer from “he
died for the sins of all” to “he died for the sins of many,” because, she wonders, “which
of us are the many and which of us are excluded from the many?”
Stephanie and Jake soon hit their breaking point with the new priest and started
participating in a more progressive Roman Catholic parish that was closer to their home.
They learned about Light of God thanks to a serendipitous encounter with a musician
from their former parish who was providing music for the new community. They first
went to check it out in January 2009, and spent the next year dividing their time between
the progressive Roman parish and the schismatic Old Catholics. They joke that they were
“hedging their bets,” as Sean was officially excommunicated in this time, and the

28 He was very particular that he was not to be called “Father [shortened first name]” or “Father
[full first name]” but “Father [last name].”
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Archdiocese threatened all who knowingly followed him into the schismatic congregation
with the same fate. Again, there is profound truth underlying their humor, as they did
have to figure out if they could live into and under that threat.29 Stephanie and Jake
ultimately decided they could, and made the switch to Light of God full time in early
2010. Daughter Lauren was born shortly thereafter and became the first baby baptized by
the community.
The radical welcome of Light of God stood out to Stephanie and Jake from the
very beginning. Stephanie’s six word story about the community was “People know my
name here,” a theme she has consistently lifted up across multiple conversations through
the years, and which she elaborated on further in our interview. 30
Stephanie: The one thing that struck me when we started going was that people
were just so friendly. They would greet you. There are always greeters at the
door, but usually it’s just like “Hey.” At [progressive Roman parish] they would
write down your name, you could wear a name tag, but I never felt like people
learned our name. But people did here. You would come in the door and they
would [say] “Hey Stephanie!”
Jake added, “Yeah, it’s probably one of the things that stands out more than anything
about this church is the genuineness of the relationship between the people. Because I’ve
never felt more welcome and . . . it’s not fake, it’s not artificial.” Stephanie confirmed,
“It’s nice to be a person and not a number.”
They were grateful that genuine welcome extended even to their active toddler.
Stephanie recalls in the early days, when there would only be perhaps twenty people at
Mass, they would all gather in a circle around the altar for the consecration and “Ben

29

See Chapter 4 for a fuller discussion of this piece of their story.

30 My field notes resonate with this experience as well. On April 13, 2013, about four months after
I had initially begun participating in the community, I recorded delighted surprise that an usher handed me
a nametag with my name on it, spelled correctly, when I walked in the door.
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would be jumping up and down on the steps, embarrassing us.” In their previous
experiences of church it would have been either verbally or non-verbally communicated
to “Get that kid to the mother’s room, he’s disturbing everybody!” But at Light of God,
the communal attitude was “No that’s cool, let him do what he wants, it’s awesome to
have kids here!” As much as she appreciated the gracious space made for Ben to appear,
Stephanie notes it took a while to internalize this cultural shift in herself, “It took me a
long time to get used to that kind of mentality of, it’s ok however you are, if you have a
noisy kid or you come in jeans or whatever, it doesn’t matter.”
Beyond the welcome they felt for themselves and the space for their young family
to appear, Stephanie and Jake deeply appreciate the way this radical hospitality is
extended to many others who they’ve seen excluded from the church. They are sensitive
to how many in the LGBT community feel “unwanted and outcast” or “not able to say
anything” in “a normal Roman Catholic church.” They are glad to participate in a
community that embraces and includes, and understand this as a way of living out their
discipleship to Christ. As Jake told me, “This is the table of radical hospitality for the
world, all are welcome. I really like that, I think that’s what Jesus would want too. He
doesn’t want you to say ‘Oh you’re gay, you get out of here.’ That’s really nice. The
Roman Catholic Church, they’re more exclusive.” Stephanie jumped in to add, “Fussy.
Like if you’re divorced you don’t get to take communion, that kind of stuff. Where here,
nobody cares. It doesn’t matter where you’re coming from. Which is nice—and yeah,
probably more like what Jesus would want.”
Because of the space made for LGBT couples to appear as LGBT couples, Ben
and Lauren are growing up knowing LGBT people as faithful Christians and church
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friends. The family has become particularly good friends with fellow parishioners Curtis
and Dale, celebrating birthdays and socializing together outside of Mass. Stephanie and
Jake are grateful that Lauren and Ben “don’t think anything of Curtis and Dale living
together and being a couple,” noting what a contrast their children’s experience is to their
own upbringing, where they did not become aware of LGBT persons until adulthood.
Having struggled with the Roman Catholic exclusion of women in leadership since
childhood, Stephanie in particular is grateful their children are also growing up to think
that it’s perfectly normal to have priests who are married and/or women. 31
When I initially started participating at Light of God in 2012, Ben and Lauren
were still quite young, and Jake’s work schedule often precluded his ability to participate
in Saturday evening Mass. The sanctuary includes space designed for the inclusion of
small children, about a quarter of the way into the room from the entrance, on the right
side of the center aisle, a section of pew chairs was removed and in their place a colorful
area rug on the floor welcomes little people to crawl around and play. In the early days,
Stephanie usually sat with the kids by this rug. As Ben and Lauren have grown older,
however, and Jake’s schedule has grown more amenable, the family has steadily shared
more and more of their gifts with the community, and the community has gladly made
space for them to do so.

31 This difference in their children’s experience, and their resulting social imaginary, was
underscored in the midst of the interview. I interviewed Stephanie and Jake in their home, and the kids
were hanging out in the same room as we were talking. At one point Ben suddenly broke in with the
question, “Wait, [the Roman Catholic Church] didn’t allow priests that were married?” When his parents
explained “They still don’t, and they don’t allow women priests either” he could not fathom this and
wanted to know why. Stephanie’s frustrations with the Roman hierarchy’s exclusion of women in
leadership are also explored in Chapter 4.
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Stephanie was elected to the inaugural Circle of Servant Leaders, and has been reelected to a second term. There she is able to harness the skills she has honed in the nonprofit world for the well-being of the church. She is also a gifted guitar player, and
accompanies the Mass on a weekly basis. Noting that it’s uncommon for Midwesterners
to offer a lot of positive comments or encouragement, she registered surprised delight by
how much vocal affirmation she receives from fellow parishioners, even on days when
she doesn’t feel she’s playing very well. The community supports her not only with their
words but also with their actions. If Jake is scheduled to work on a Saturday, others in the
congregation will sit with Ben and Lauren so that Stephanie has space to continue
showing up and sharing her musical self. The encouragement of their gifts now extends
to all of their family, as Jake recently started sharing his own musical talents on the
electric bass, and Ben and Lauren have begun adding hand percussion.
Long past the days of squirmy toddlerhood, Light of God continues to make space
for Ben and Lauren to appear as well. They are often the only two children present in the
Mass, but rather than see that as a deficit (lamenting there are “only two”), the
community rejoices in their presence, and takes responsibility for providing them with
age-appropriate Christian education, offered by a rotating team of instructors. 32 On the
respective occasions of their First Communion, a large milestone in a young Catholic’s
life, they were each invited to help Esther make the communion bread that would be used
on that day. During the Mass, they each helped to bring the gifts forward, and then stood

32 Every week the community calls the children and instructor forward after the prayer of the day,
raising their hands in blessing and prayer for the nurturing of faith. Then the children and instructor depart
to another room to explore the day’s scripture together, returning to the sanctuary after the homily.
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on a step stool next to Sean as he presided over the Eucharist, helping him to break the
bread at the appropriate point in the liturgy.
Like Lydia and Esther, Stephanie and Jake’s experience testifies to the new life
made possible by a congregational culture of radical hospitality. Though they were part
of what, from Lydia and Esther’s perspectives, seemed to be the favored demographic at
the suburban parish (white, straight, married, with young children), Stephanie and Jake
nevertheless felt rather invisible (like a “number” instead of a “person”), and felt pressure
to render their young son invisible (“Get that kid to the mother’s room, he’s disturbing
everybody!”). They were also frustrated by the ways the Roman Catholic Church was
rendering others (most notably women and LGBT people) invisible through exclusionary
language, doctrine, and practices. Light of God provides healing for these wounds, and
greater integrity in their walk of discipleship, through the ways it makes space for their
own family, as well as everyone else, to appear. As Jake said, “the fact that we welcome
everyone in, that’s really good. That’s doing the Lord’s work.”
Bloom
Cornelius’ Story33
Cornelius, a white, single, gay man in his early forties, was originally raised
Roman Catholic in the Twin Cities before his family moved to a small university town in
Wisconsin and switched to a nondenominational congregation during his childhood
(though he would continue to participate with his family’s Roman Catholic parish

33 Cornelius, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, January 23, 2017. All quotations in this
section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
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whenever visiting his devout grandparents). He told me he “kind of always knew” he was
gay, even from a young age, “but it was definitely very confusing for me. I didn’t want to
admit it because I’d struggled with it so much with my faith. I didn’t want to be that way,
because, you know, that’s how I was taught.” Adding to the confusion and difficulty of
those years was the reality that there were no public role models. “You didn’t see gay
people in the media,” Cornelius noted, and being in a small town, “you didn’t know
anybody that was gay, and if you did it was hush hush. So yeah, it was very difficult for
me.”
Cornelius went to college at an Evangelical university in the Twin Cities, “where
the pressure’s there to really not be gay. So I was very closeted for a long time.” Shortly
after college, in the early years of the twenty-first century, he spent a year as a missionary
in Eastern Europe. Living in a foreign country where he didn’t speak the language or
have any friends, he said “I had a lot of time to myself” and “was kind of forced to deal
with a lot of things,” but he was not yet ready to come out more publicly when he
returned home to Wisconsin. He describes a long journey of study and research on
Christianity, the Bible, and homosexuality, “because I wanted to know. I didn’t want to
just jump and say ‘Oh it’s just God’s grace.’ I wanted to biblically be supported in it.
Because it’s how I was taught, and I didn’t just want to take things willy nilly like that.”
Cornelius didn’t start dating until his late twenties, at which point he also moved back to
St. Paul more permanently and began working as a garden/floral designer. He would not
come out to his family and friends until his mid-thirties, which he described as “a very
freeing experience. I just felt a huge load taken off of me” to not have to lie to people
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anymore, a burden he increasingly recognized was not “good for my health, good for my
soul, good for anything.”
Cornelius originally continued participating in his Wisconsin congregation for
about a year after his move, but he was feeling burned out from over-involvement there,
the forty minute drive was wearing on him, “and I was planning on coming out, but I
didn’t want to have to deal with that, I didn’t want to have to go through that scrutiny and
explain myself.” So Cornelius steadily transitioned himself out of his home congregation
and began participating in a large nondenominational Evangelical congregation in
Minneapolis. He purposely held himself back from this community as he tried to “suss
out” just how welcome or unwelcome he would be as an openly gay Christian man. He
soon learned,
Cornelius: It was not very accepting. They kind of went around it, I don’t think
they really knew totally where they stood, but enough to say that they would
accept gay people in the church but not totally support them. I had been at one of
their one-on-one meetings where you go and hear about what the church believes
in, what they are like, and they had touched on it a little. But then afterwards we
were having coffee and snacks and I heard a bunch of people making fun of the
whole—and it was some of the leadership—and I don’t even know if they really
knew what they were saying or doing, but I [thought], ohhhh, ok, yeah, I’m not
really feeling very welcome. I think it was just more like buddies, like ha ha ha,
but I don’t think they really understood totally how unwelcoming that was.
The experience caused Cornelius to think it was time to find a different church,
one that was preferably smaller and closer to his home, but most importantly a
community that “will support me,” where he could “feel accepted and not looked down
upon, feel like I can be open to the people in the congregation without feeling rejected or
having to explain myself.” Two weeks later, Luke and Timmy showed up at this
Minneapolis congregation to promote the new church they were planting in St. Paul. The
new community was calling itself Bloom, which piqued gardener Cornelius’ interest.
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What’s more, they would meet in the same neighborhood that Cornelius lived in, under
the principles of “No Judgment. No Politics. Just Jesus.” Bloom started the next week
and Cornelius was there, “I wanted to try it out because I didn’t really know where else to
go at the time.” What he experienced sparked enough interest for him to keep coming
back, but he still held the community at a cautious distance, both because of his previous
experiences of over-commitment and subsequent burnout at the church he grew up in,
and of feeling not truly accepted as a gay man in the Christian church. So for the first few
years, as he put it, “I just want to come and listen and be spiritually fed and not have to
give out or necessarily even meet new friends. I think I had a lot of walls like, ok, I don’t
want that rejection or people to necessarily know that I was gay, I just wanted to be there
in the pew for the moment.”
In those early years Cornelius did get to know pastoral leaders Luke, Timmy, and
Cara through various one-on-one invitations to coffee or breakfast, and liked how “very
welcoming” they were and how “they were really interested in who you were.” But
Cornelius still was holding back from getting closer to the larger community, and
individual members thereof. Then in the spring of 2012, Luke invited Cornelius to be on
a discussion panel. He had to think about it a bit before he gave Luke an answer, and said
“the fact that I would even agree to that was a miracle in itself,” not because he struggled
with public speaking,
Cornelius: But because it was about me. I don’t think I had ever verbalized that in
front of a group of people, or even admitting that hey I was gay. It was weird that
it was even hard for me to say that in front of people because I had never really
done that. When I had come out to people it was very private and kind of a
person-to-person thing and not, wow, here’s to a bunch of strangers. It’s a very
emotional topic for me, I can get choked up about it easily because it’s a hard
topic. So that was another thing I was really concerned about, I don’t want to be
bawling in front of a bunch of people that I don’t know. I mean, I felt safe enough
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in front of them, but I didn’t know them, so it was a huge—especially on the topic
of forgiveness. It was really challenging for me to know the right words to say
and wanting to express my experience with it without maybe sounding harsh. I
didn’t really know how it would come off, honestly.
Cornelius felt he “rambled” and “bumbled” the whole time, and “didn’t say
anything worth anything.” But to his surprise, what he said was really well received by
the community, both in the moment and long after the experience. 34 He also felt
connected in a new way to the two women he was on the panel with. He marks this
experience as a turning point that helped him have a “little more trust that, ok, they
wanted to hear what I had to say, they must find some kind of value in me,” which in turn
made him “want to jump in and get maybe a little more involved, actually coming a little
earlier, staying for prayer groups.”
Cornelius’ story is marked by many years of invisibility, hiding himself from
everyone (including himself) in an attempt to avoid both “feeling condemned by
everyone” as well as the “self-loathing” his earliest faith traditions had inscribed in him.
After becoming visible to himself, and making peace with himself as a gay Christian man
through years of self-study that enabled him to reconcile his sexual orientation with his
high view of Scripture, Cornelius longed to find a faith community in which he could be
open and visible. But, in echoes of Ruth’s story, he was showing up in Christian
communities with strong, high, reinforced defenses, and continued to render himself
invisible for fear of rejection or condemnation. At Bloom, he quite literally discovered
the space to appear as his whole, integrated self, first in one-on-one conversations with
34 In the immediate aftermath, a woman visiting that day who was still very raw from a horrible
experience coming out to her conservative family made a point of thanking Cornelius for his words and
sharing how they helped her. In the longer term, over the three years I’ve been participating with the Bloom
community, fellow core participant Will has repeatedly spoken of how impactful he found Cornelius’ panel
to be, and its decisive role in Will committing to Bloom as his faith community.
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the pastoral leaders, and eventually with the entire community through the invitation to
speak on a panel. This healing balm of acceptance opened Cornelius to deepen both his
relationships and his involvement with Bloom. As he said, Bloom “has helped me grow
so much. I think having people where it’s not a big deal, where it’s just you, and they like
you for you and they don’t care about [being gay]. It’s very moving, that’s for sure.”
Much as we heard in the story of Hannah, Ruth, and Esther at Light of God, as
important (and unfortunately all too rare) as it is for LGBT Christians simply to have this
space to appear, the space which Bloom makes for Cornelius does far more than allow
him to be visible to the community. Rather, Cornelius is supported and celebrated in the
fullness of who he is and the unique gifts that he contributes to the community. The
clearest articulation of this support happened around his invitation into Bloom’s official
leadership structure.
In 2013, Cornelius was invited to become a church elder, 35 an offer he declined
because “I was just not ready to be that involved in the church.” When he was elected
again the following year, he accepted, and became the first LGBT participant of Bloom to
serve as an elder. This created tension with some foreign missionaries Bloom was
supporting at the time, who became vocal and insistent in communicating to Luke and the
elder board that LGBT people should not be allowed to serve in leadership capacities in
the church. Cornelius felt bad, he had warned Luke that bringing him on to the elder
board “could be a big issue, and I didn’t want this to be an issue for you guys.” But Luke
and the fellow elders insisted it was good to be having the conversation and they

35

See Chapter 2 for a more thorough discussion of Bloom’s governance and nomination process.
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defended Cornelius’ giftedness and right to serve as an elder of the community. As he
described it,
Cornelius: No one had done that for me before, had stuck up for me and been that
supportive, even to the extremes Luke went to. So that might have been another
big turning point for me in the church. Like wow, they really don’t care about me
being gay, they just love me. So it was a very hard experience, because I felt bad
in a way, like this could have all been avoided if I wasn’t an elder. But it was
good too, I mean, you really showed to me the true colors of—and where really
everyone was coming from. Because I don’t know if I’ve necessarily had
conversation with everyone in the church about how they feel about it, and I don’t
really honestly know everyone’s opinion on the subject. But I knew that it’s never
been an issue for most of the people that I know, and everyone’s always loved me
and just accepted me for who I am. So that was a really good experience for me,
even though at the same time it wasn’t.
Prior to this experience, Luke and the Bloom elders had already been wondering
if they should continue financially supporting the foreign missionaries, due to both a
growing preference to direct their mission support to their own local context and their
concern with the general lack of relationship between the missionary community and
Bloom, exacerbated by the missionaries’ infrequent communications. When this
disagreement over LGBT people in church leadership arose, it helped the elder board
finally come to a decision. The board notified the missionaries they would be ending their
financial support, and redirected the money to care for the young people of the middle
school where the community meets, bringing in a much-needed supplemental nutrition
program called Sheridan Story. 36
Growing up in conservative Christian traditions, first Roman Catholicism and
then Evangelical Nondenominationalism, Cornelius did not feel free for many years to
fully be himself and fully love himself as a gay Christian man. After personally resolving
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perceived conflicts between his sexual orientation and his faith as a young adult,
Cornelius still struggled for many years to find a faith community where he could freely,
fully be himself and be welcomed, loved, and affirmed as a beloved of God and an
essential part of the body of Christ. Bloom’s steadfast, ever broadening, ever deepening
accompaniment of Cornelius over time has been profoundly healing, proving in both
word and deed he has found the community he was looking for.
Jo’s Story37
Jo, a mixed race, single, androgynous pansexual in her early sixties, was raised in
the Episcopal Church, though her paternal side of the family was strongly ensconced in
the Dutch Reform Calvinist tradition (including a grandfather who was a Reform pastor,
who became estranged from Jo’s father over his relationship with Jo’s African American
mother). She described her religious upbringing as very fear-based, “God is scary, and
God is punishing, and religion sucks, and everything is rules and rules and rules, and you
better watch yourself or else.” Raised initially in a multi-ethnic neighborhood in
Minneapolis, her family relocated to the country (now an outer ring suburb) because her
parents thought that would be safer during the racial turmoil of the 1960s. Though single
now, Jo has had two significant long-term relationships, one with a man and one with a
woman. When this second relationship ended, Jo spent the next fifteen years taking care
of her ailing mother. When the mother’s increasing needs required her to transition to a
group home, this sudden “feeling really alone” provoked an existential crisis in Jo, “a
pivotal moment of ok, what’s the point of life? What am I doing here? What’s this all

37 Jo, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, September 21, 2016. All quotations in this section
are from this interview, unless otherwise specified.
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about?” Though she had not really participated in a congregation as an adult (aside from
a period with the Unitarians, who she found “way too political”), this transition in her
mid-fifties marked the beginning of a “big spiritual exploration.”
Jo started researching faith communities online, and had clear parameters in mind:
“it had to be nondenominational, it had to be open and accepting and inclusive, it had to
be a place where I could take my time getting comfortable, don’t have to jump in, and a
place that didn’t mind I’m not married with children. Because it seems like so many
churches are all around married with children.” The first congregation Jo explored was a
suburban nondenominational church referred to her by a work colleague. 38 It started out
promising, though Jo was closeted when she first began attending. Jo also found it
challenging to find her place socially among the community. Early on she arrived at a
women’s luncheon to discover “I’ve been parked at the black women’s table. (laughs)
Ok, so I guess they for some reason decided I’m black.” Everyone else at the table was
married with children, and spent the entire luncheon talking about, and showing pictures
and videos of, their kids. Jo was miserable, internally feeling, “I’m going to kill myself.
This does not work.” Nevertheless, Jo continued trying to make inroads with the
community, but eventually the situation at this congregation “went off the rails when gay
marriage was legalized and the pastors lost their minds.” Jo had come out to the pastors
by that point and tried to personally engage them around the issue of same-sex marriage,
only to be deeply wounded by the leaders’ unequivocal condemnation.

38 Jo has had a wide-ranging career, most recently as a case worker and care provider for
vulnerable adults.
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A Google search next led Jo to a small Mainline Protestant congregation in St.
Paul that
Jo: was all kind of people who’d been there forever and were dying off or retiring
off or moving off. They desperately wanted new people. But so desperately that,
it was more like, you’re supposed to come here and you’re supposed to make our
church not die. And you’re supposed to reflect our progressive values by your
looks and your life experiences.
Jo told two stories that further elaborated her sense of being tokenized by this
community, which she found to be “way into social justice issues, but again in a really
canned way.” The first involved communal fretting over the “classic white guy Jesus”
depicted in a stained glass window at the front of their hundred-plus-year-old sanctuary,
as the progressive pastor felt it was “just displaying white privilege and white society and
white, white, white.” The congregation had a stained glass window committee that had
been working on a solution for “literally years,” and when removal proved too expensive
the community decided to install a projector that would project an image of a black Jesus
on the wall next to the white Jesus in the stained glass. “And I found it hilarious,” Jo said,
chuckling as she related this part of the story, “how earnest and sincere they were in that
this fixes the problem.” Jo, as one of the only persons of color participating in this
community, offered her perspective that “it’s a beautiful glass window, it’s representative
of the architecture at the time, and this building should be put on the historic register, you
should never be able to touch that window.” But Jo didn’t feel her opinion was actually
welcome or received.
On a similar theme, Jo related a story of how the congregation committed several
cultural faux pas when providing food for a local indigenous celebration, and received
critical feedback for neglecting to serve the elders first, along with other protocol issues.
Jo relates “they were very sensitive to the criticism, and trying to figure out how next
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year we can fix it, and we’ll get a committee and we’ll do—and again I said, why don’t
you just ask them what they’d like you to do?” But as with the stained glass discussion,
Jo felt her perspective was unwelcome and unheard.
Jo: They didn’t much like me actually bringing a non-traditional white mindset to
the table. It’s like you want it, you want me there, you want me to be this token
about all these things. But on the other hand when I present my perspective on the
stained glass window or the feeding ceremony, you’re insulted. Then they’re
talking a great deal about white privilege, and I’m like, white privilege is you
thinking that you’re supposed to make all these decisions! (laughs)
Jo’s next Google search is what led her to Bloom in the fall of 2015, which “was
quite a refreshing surprise, because it was small, intimate, at the time really great music,
diverse—and not in a manufactured way, like naturally diverse.” All the same, Jo
approached the community with significant caution:
Jo: I consider myself extremely wounded when I got there. You know, to literally
be told you’re going to hell and that you’re a mess because you finally were
honest. I’d been very closeted at the previous church, 39 and then I worked my way
up to a place of safety, where ok now I can confront some things. And then boom!
I was very afraid of, is this just going to be another experience where it looks
good on the outside but, reveal too much about yourself, guess what? There’s
going to be issues.
I was in a small community group with Jo during the Lenten season of 2016 and
can attest to both her initial carefulness about revealing too much of herself, as well as
the slow, deliberate unfurling of her full self to the small group and the larger community
over time. When asked to describe a particularly powerful experience with the Bloom
community, Jo did not point to a specific event but rather spoke of the pace with which
she discovered a sense of acceptance as significant, “to be able to come there in a really
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vulnerable place and be able to say [who I am], as quickly as I did was huge.” 40 Jo further
elaborated
Jo: I’m unusual in that everything about me is ambiguous. There’s no part of me
that falls into a nice group. I can’t say I’m gay or straight. I’m both. I can’t say
I’m black or white. I’m all over the place. I can’t say my political—I mean,
there’s nothing about me that is concrete. Very fluid. Very mercurial, you might
say. And I am totally cool with that. The rest of the world can’t cope with it.
(laughs) They cannot cope with it. I have gone to exclusively gay churches,
exclusively straight churches, didn’t fit in either place. I’ve gone to exclusively
white churches, exclusively black churches, didn’t work. That’s been kind of my
evolution, fairly recently, to finally say I just don’t care anymore. I am sick and
tired of trying to find a place to fit in. So that’s another thing about Bloom, I
would say, is I don’t feel any pressure to fit into a category at Bloom. . . . There
isn’t that sense of where is the gay table, where is the straight table, where is the
kids’ table, everybody just seems to show up how they are. And that’s very
comfortable. So I feel like I’ve made acquaintances with people across the board
there, and that’s been nice.
Jo’s story is riddled with complex layers of invisibility. There is the chosen
invisibility to hide, whether from the scary, punishing, rule-obsessed God of Jo’s youth,
or, like Cornelius, from pastors and communities whose regard for LGBT Christians is
uncertain. There is also an imposed invisibility running throughout Jo’s experience. Not
fitting neatly into binary categories of any kind, Jo consistently struggles to be seen in the
full richness of her identity among a world that constantly reads and slots her into
classifications that don’t work.

40 As a point of contrast, through her first year at Bloom Jo was also sporadically attending a very
large Baptist congregation in the outer ring suburb where she was raised, because she enjoyed the scholarly
deep dive into Biblical texts that were typical of that pastor’s messages. Jo described this community as
clear from the outset that “there was no possible way I fit in, so I didn’t have to try. I’m strictly going for
the lesson, I have no expectations of anybody liking me here, and in a year and a half of going there,
nobody ever said hello. Nobody ever greeted me, asked anything about me. So it was almost this palpable
sense of, you are different, and we’re not the least bit interested in you. But at least it was agreed from the
beginning, and I’m not interested in you, so we’re good.” At the time I interviewed Jo in September 2016
she had recently stopped participation in this community after the pastor “went crazy” in the context of the
contentious 2016 political climate.
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The incident of being “parked at the black women’s table” in the first
congregation illustrates this powerfully. In reading Jo as black, the congregation rendered
the fullness of Jo’s racial heritage and experience invisible. At the same time as being
over-attentive to this one aspect of Jo’s identity, the congregation failed to see other
important aspects of Jo’s personhood (namely, that Jo is single and childless). The
Mainline Protestant church imposed a different kind of invisibility altogether. Though
they saw Jo as a biracial, androgynous pansexual, and welcomed Jo’s presence for what it
would signal about the congregation’s inclusivity and commitment to social justice, their
interactions nevertheless rendered Jo’s perspectives and embodied experiences invisible.
The community ultimately made no space for Jo to truly appear or contribute to their life
together.
In both cases, Jo suffered what Ada Maria Isasi-Diaz has described as “invisible
invisibility,” where “those who totally ignore us do not even know they are doing so,” as
“their only point of reference seems to be themselves, their reality, their world,” which
they assume and insist is “normative in society.” 41 Being made invisibly invisible is
incredibly offensive and also traumatic, bearing the power to “make us question not only
the value of our specificity but the very reality of it.” 42
As a result of these experiences, Jo arrived at Bloom “extremely wounded” and
very protective of herself, retreating into chosen invisibility. Over time, Jo saw that Luke
and the community were not interested in policing belief or behavior, but rather made
space to appear in discussion, “where it’s a two-way dialogue, not just one voice being
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heard but everybody’s voice,” as well as space to “invite questions and difference” and be
honest about doubts. Jo also noticed the way Bloom made space for “everybody to just
show up as they are” without pressuring or assigning them to conform to a prefabricated
societal box. Encouraged, Jo discovered the space to appear as her full self, steadily
revealing herself to the community over time.
But the traumas of invisible invisibility are pervasive and deep, and were once
again triggered for Jo on the Sunday after the 2016 Presidential election. Bloom had a
guest speaker who had been scheduled for that Sunday months ahead of time. The
presenter was a white married Christian female professor from a local university, whose
academic specialty is Islam. She was invited out of a mix of the community’s genuine
interest in learning more about their neighbors’ faith as well as a close personal
connection to a fellow Bloom participant. A community potluck was to follow the service
that day.
Jo’s body language that morning was clearly agitated, at one point she left the
cafeteria during the middle of the presentation. I thought she was perhaps going to the
restroom but she was gone quite a while, and came back towards the end of the
presentation with a plastic grocery bag of food, setting it on a table in the back of the
room to contribute to the potluck, before sitting back down in her chair. At the end of the
service Luke said something to the effect of being at peace as he came to church today,
because he had seen so many bad things said and done in the past week, from colleagues
and pastors he respected, who he thought he was on the same page with but who said
terribly hateful, hurtful things in the past few days, and he was grateful to be part of a
community that can heal through all division. As Luke was saying this, my head knew
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exactly what he meant and where his comments were coming from, that he was grateful
Bloom is a community that really does strive to work together and genuinely engage each
other in their differences, listening, respecting, showing kindness, and loving each other
in the midst of disagreement. But where I was at emotionally that morning, my heart
cringed at his words, because the language felt just a little too close to the calls for
national unity being issued by those who saw themselves as the victors of the week.
The conversation around Islam had taken a full hour and a half, so Luke
suggested doing prayer circles as part of the potluck conversations. As the group started
to tear down and put away equipment for the service that was no longer needed, I went to
give Jo a hug and asked her how she was. Jo grabbed my arm and pulled me to the south
side of the room, along the glass wall looking out over the school yard, between two
folded up cafeteria tables. “I think I’m heading out of here” Jo said with a curt anger in
her voice, clearly meaning right this moment, but my gut felt there could be more in,
with, and under that statement, that Jo might be wrestling with whether she would depart
the community more permanently. Jo continued, “the last thing I needed to hear today
was a white woman explain ‘them’—the Muslims—to me.”
Jo described how she had never before felt scared to live in this country, but she
was scared now, how she had never before had a speech prepared in anticipation of being
attacked on the street, but she did now. For this faith community to sit in their “white
bubble of safety” and talk about “them” was not what Jo needed on this day. “I am done
with people speaking on behalf of other people. If there are so many moderate Muslims
in the Twin Cities why couldn’t we have invited one to come tell us about themselves and
their faith?” It was a fair question, and I had no answer. I just kept listening as Jo
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unleashed her fear, pain, and frustrations. When she had said everything she needed to
say, I took a breath and shared, “I don’t feel safe.” Jo looked at me kindly, “I know you
don’t, and I don’t either.” We stood in silence for a few moments before I added, “I think
Luke would hear this. I think you should tell Luke what you just told me.” Jo considered
my words, then agreed, “Yes, I think he would too. But I’m not going to bring it up now.
I’m going to get out of here.” I touched Jo’s arm as I said, “Take care.” “You too,” Jo
said, “Thanks for listening.”
Jo left abruptly while I meandered my way toward the door. Luke came up to me,
apologizing that he hadn’t been able to find my phone number, “I’ve been thinking about
you and your partner a lot this week, and holding you in my prayers. How are you
doing?” Tears started welling in my eyes as I mumbled “We’re hanging in there.” We
shared our dismay over the events of the week, and all that was being done in the name of
Christianity. Before moving on from our conversation I said, “Make sure you check in
with Jo today.” “Ok,” Luke said as he started scanning the room for her. “She left
already, just make sure you give her a call today,” I said. “I will. Thanks.” 43
Clearly this day struck at Jo’s deepest wounds and re-opened them. But even
though Bloom in this case triggered the wounds, the community also provided space for
Jo to appear precisely in her woundedness. Jo could appear to me in that moment, in her
raw hurt and anger, and be heard.44 She did connect with Luke later that week and he also

43 Field notes, Bloom, St. Paul, MN, November 13, 2016. Before leaving that day, I witnessed
Luke very intentionally seeking out and checking in with every Bloom participant marginalized by their
skin color and/or sexual orientation. I also overheard him say he’d been doing a lot of pastoral care the
previous week, “trying to check on all my people, especially the ones who are really scared right now.”
44 I’m conscious this raises complicated questions about my involvement with my study
congregations, and illustrates ways in which my mere presence in such small communities unavoidably
influences community practices and dynamics. When I think of this encounter in particular, I ask myself: If
I had not been there, would Jo have pulled anyone else in the community aside that day? Or would she have
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provided space for Jo to be seen and heard.45 The Sunday after Thanksgiving, Jo and
Luke co-led the message time, to talk about these concerns openly with the whole
community. In this, Bloom responded to the scene of their own wounding of Jo and made
space for her to appear.
Ashley and Alexander’s Story46
Ashley and Alexander are a straight, white, married couple in their thirties. She
works in marketing for an area hospital, while he is a software developer for a financial
institution. They were both raised in the Evangelical Free Church. Ashley’s father is a
pastor in this tradition, he served the same congregation in the Southern United States
from the time she was a toddler until she was a young adult in college. While she was
away at her freshman year of college in the Midwest, some disgruntled forces in the
congregation conspired against her father and ultimately forced him to resign his call.
Ashley describes this as an incredibly difficult and painful time for her family, not only
for the strange and hurtful behavior they endured but also for the loss of their church

simply departed in her hurt and anger? Would Luke and Jo have connected later? And if so, would Jo have
been forthright with Luke about the triggering of her wounds? I do not, and can never, know the answer to
these questions. This interaction also pulls into sharp focus the multiplicity of roles I play concurrently
among my research communities: I am officially present as an ethnographic researcher, but I am also a
pastor and a queer woman, both aspects of my identity that I inherently embody at all times. What’s more, I
have become friends with many of my fellow participants in each community. When Jo pulled me aside
that morning, I was simultaneously functioning as researcher, pastoral listener, fellow scared queer, and
friend. As Natalie Wigg-Stevenson admonishes, the reflexive theologian needs to not only be conscious of
these multiple roles but to actively negotiate them, seeking “a way to hold all my roles in some sort of loose
integration” in the moment, “allowing each role’s performance to slip fluidly into another, so that there is
space for movement and overlap between them.” See Wigg-Stevenson, “Reflexive Theology: A
Preliminary Proposal,” 11.
45 This is a contrast to the foreclosure of the leadership of the first community, that “went crazy”
over LGBT marriage equality. Jo had come out to those pastors and tried to be in conversation with them
about the issue, but the pastors flatly rejected Jo, telling her she was going to hell.
46 Ashley and Alexander, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, November 10, 2016. All
quotations in this section are from this interview, unless otherwise specified.
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family in the process. Feeling deeply wounded by what had happened, Ashley struggled
with whether she wanted to continue to be involved with any church. She initially
continued going to worship while at school, because she attended a private Christian
college “and that’s what everyone did,” but by the time she returned to the South for the
summer she said, “I’m done. I just can’t do it.”
Ashley would continue to struggle with her faith throughout her college years,
doing “a lot of soul searching, trying to figure out what I believe and why I believe it.”
On Sundays she would drive to a Barnes and Noble forty-five minutes away, listening to
sermons on tape en route, then studying and reading poetry. Ashley was holding a lot of
anger about a lot of things during her sophomore year, and a friend suggested she might
actually be angry at God. She initially dismissed the idea as “ridiculous” but one day
during the drive home from Barnes and Noble, “I just lost it. I was really angry and I
think it was one of the first moments in my life where I was able to dialogue with Him
and say, I’m pissed. And once I did that, I was like, ok. We’re ok. I’m not ok with the
church and I’m not ok with these people, but I’m ok with You.”
Ashley’s journey led her to learn who God was “outside of the context of church
and out of this construct that I had created, or had been told to create, based on all the
things that I had learned in church.” Over time she would also radically expand her
understanding of church as she “started to recognize that the church was the people
around me, the church was in my dorm room on a Wednesday night, it was a meal with a
friend at the dining hall, it was in my writing classes where we were really digging into
incredibly important works.”
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After college Ashley spent three months living in an intentional community in
England before moving to the Twin Cities in 2009. At that point she was still
“consciously stepping back” from congregational involvement, but in 2011 she decided
to try becoming involved in a church again. On the advice of a mentor from her British
community, she decided to investigate a more liturgical tradition and started attending an
Evangelical Anglican community in the southwestern suburbs of Minneapolis. She
enjoyed the teaching she found there but struggled to build relationships with her fellow
participants.
A move to St. Paul and the growing realization that “I can’t live without a
community, I need to find people who I can connect with and talk to, I need a net” led
Ashley to begin researching other faith communities online. She was very thorough about
it, creating a spreadsheet full of information she gleaned from church websites, as well as
Facebook and Twitter accounts. She was clear she was looking for a group that met on
Sunday mornings and that she was not looking for “a rock concert on Sunday, that’s just
not my thing.” Ashley stumbled across a reference to Bloom through a Yelp review of
another church she was researching, and was intrigued by Bloom’s website.
The first Sunday she showed up, in August of 2011, she “really connected with
the message” and “really loved the way that Luke approached his messages,” looking at
things “holistically” and “through context.” As she continued showing up over the next
few weeks, Ashley was impressed with the way Luke handled questions, and appreciated
how he offered perspectives that invited her to reconsider her interpretation of the
Scriptures or theological concepts at hand. She also made an “instant connection” with a
couple she met early on, after she made a passing reference to Alexander (who she was
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dating)—it turned out the wife of this couple and Alexander knew each other. From there,
she continued to meet other participants in the community and “slowly started to build a
base of relationships.”
Alexander’s family was also heavily involved in the Evangelical Free Church of
America when he was a child, his grandpa was a pastor in that tradition, while his mother
worked for the national church office supporting women’s ministries. When Alexander
was a young teenager his family moved thirty minutes away from their faith community,
making it a challenge to continue participating with the same intensity as before. The
distance also made it harder to maintain and nurture relationships with the other members
of the church. Alexander steadily drew down his involvement with the congregation, until
the day his parents allowed him to stop going altogether. As a young adult Alexander also
felt “burned” by some of his Christian friends, “because I like to party and I like to do fun
stuff” and “I got a lot of attitude, holier than thou from a lot of people looking down on
me.”
Though the judgment of his Christian friends originally led Alexander to decide
“I’m done with that,” he did spend some of his twenties “still looking a little bit” for a
faith community. He participated for a while in a “rock concert church” in Minneapolis
that his brother had helped to found, but didn’t like how he was “always my brother’s
brother” and longed to have an independent identity among the group. At the same time,
he was leery of getting too involved or too close to others, anticipating they would shame
him as quickly and easily as his other Christian friends had. In addition to these concerns,
he was working at a bar, routinely not getting home until five or six in the morning on the
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weekends, making Sunday morning services logistically impractical. He ultimately gave
up on the church for many years.
Alexander and Ashley were dating when she started going to Bloom. She would
share her experiences of the community with enthusiasm but he remained noncommittal
about joining her on Sundays. A few months after Ashley started attending, Bloom was
hosting a game night at a pub across the street from their apartment. The community hit
upon two of Alexander’s favorite things, and the location couldn’t have been more
convenient, so he finally agreed to join Ashley because he figured, “beer, board games,
how could it go wrong?” He found Luke super easy to talk to, but the thing that made the
biggest impression on Alexander that night was when one of the other participants, who
was a little bit drunk at the time, dropped an F bomb in the middle of a conversation.
Alexander remembers thinking, “Wait, he just swore and we’re at a church event? And
nobody’s looking at him oddly? What?!”
This was enough to convince Alexander to give the community a chance. He
started showing up with Ashley on Sundays and they soon became involved with a
seasonal small group, where they built deeper relationships with fellow participants,
including the swearer and his wife. Over time they would also become more heavily
involved in the life and leadership of the community, including respective turns serving
on the elder board as well as helping to re-launch the Sunday gathering after the failed
organic church experiment. Ashley also co-led one of the Lenten community groups
during my official study period.
Both Ashley and Alexander were wounded by the exclusionary actions of fellow
Christians they had long considered their friends. In Ashley’s case both her father and her
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family were literally pushed out of their faith community. The exclusion that Alexander
endured was less official and systemic, but that did not make the shaming and judgment
he bore any less hurtful. This wounding led both of them to take a long, intentional break
from Christian community for several years.
In her time away, Ashley interrogated her inherited beliefs about both God and
the church, a practice she continues to this day. Bloom makes space for such ongoing
faithful inquiry to appear, as Ashley said, “opening this up for people to actually voice an
opinion and not just sit and observe or consume, you’re actually asking for dialogue and
for people to engage with it.” Alexander agrees, noting that he finds it “utterly ridiculous”
that questioning “is not an ok thing at a lot of churches” because “there’s no better way to
get deeper into something than questioning and finding out, yeah, I totally do believe
that.”
Bloom also makes space for people to show up as they are without judgment or
apology. Alexander first experienced the truth of that acceptance during the game night at
the pub, and it made him willing to start trusting the community could hold space for him
to appear as well. The impact of this space to be himself has had deeper ramifications
than he ever could have anticipated. When I asked them to tell me about a powerful
experience they’ve had with the Bloom community, without hesitation Alexander
answered the day he spoke on a panel. Much like Cornelius, it wasn’t the public speaking
aspect of the experience that was nerve-wracking, but the “opening up to people”
especially “in front of an entire group.” As someone who doesn’t show emotions readily
and tries to “stay stoic through most situations,” Alexander approached the day with a
mental list of personal things that he wasn’t going to talk about. Much to his surprise,
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Alexander: all of a sudden all of this stuff came out. But as I was sharing, I was
thinking in my head, “I can’t believe I’m sharing this! But it’s awesome because
I’m feeling ok with it! And now I’m going to cry in front of everybody! It’s ok!”
So that was a very crazy moment for me, one of the most craziest that Bloom’s—
because I never thought I’d do that at church.
In giving Alexander the space to be himself, Bloom has not only provided healing
from the judgmental exclusion he experienced in the past, it’s also helped him learn he
can share vulnerability with others and be ok.
Both Ashley and Alexander repeatedly lifted up the awesomeness of the
acceptance they feel at Bloom, not merely for themselves, but also the acceptance they
have participated in extending and witnessed others receiving, particularly those whose
skin color and/or sexual orientation puts them in the minority. Ashley’s most powerful
experience was getting to know Heidi and Kim, who arrived at Bloom in a fairly broken
and hopeless place, caring for Heidi’s dying mother, struggling to find a faith community
that could hold space both for them to appear as a lesbian couple and for Kim to appear
as an atheist. Accompanying and supporting them as Heidi’s mother journeyed toward
death, seeing “the love and acceptance that they have felt being a part of the community,”
and the ways that has drawn them out while drawing them deeper into the Bloom
community, has “been incredible.”
Ashley and Alexander also appreciate how this acceptance operates in the midst
of the community’s differences. Echoing Jo’s sentiment that there’s no pressure to fit into
a category at Bloom, Ashley described the community as a “church for misfits,” saying,
“if you don’t fit anywhere else, you’ll fit here. And you fit because you don’t fit, and I
love that. I love that you can have so many different people under one roof who may not
get along all the time or maybe not agree, and that’s ok.”
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Acknowledging that the two of them likely could “blend in” in a “typical church,”
they are nevertheless clear that’s not the experience they desire in a faith community. As
Ashley said, “I don’t want to blend in. I want to feel seen and I want other people to feel
seen. I like that it isn’t a place where you can just sneak in and sneak out. You do have to
participate, you do have to give it some of you, and I’ve always appreciated that.”
Charlotte and Samuel’s Story47
Charlotte and Samuel are a straight, married, African American couple in their
mid- to late thirties, with a young son, Caleb. They both hold director-level positions at
area nonprofits. Charlotte is originally from Iowa and was raised in the charismatic
Missionary Baptist tradition, while Samuel grew up in the Twin Cities, next door to
grandparents who were Baptist ministers, participated in the Assemblies of God through
childhood and adolescence, explored Roman Catholicism (including a BA in Catholic
theology) and Unitarian Universalism as a young adult, and was attending a multiracial
United Methodist congregation when he and Charlotte started dating. It was clear to both
of them that neither of their respective congregations was going to work for the other, so
after they married in October of 2011, they began a long two-and-a-half year sojourn to
find “a place that worked for us as a family.”
They began by exploring traditional black churches, precisely at the same time
that Minnesota was engaged in a public debate about the definition of marriage, with
Amendment One48 set to appear on the ballot in the November 2012 election. Charlotte
47 Charlotte and Samuel, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, December 28, 2016. All
quotations in this section are from this interview, unless otherwise specified.
48 Amendment One proposed enshrining the definition of marriage as between one man and one
woman in the Minnesota State Constitution.
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and Samuel were disappointed with the way many of the more conservative black
congregations were engaging the issue, finding their response “over-politicized” and
“filled with hate.” It was not the fact that these communities took a stand, as Charlotte
said, because “I feel like everybody has the right to do that,” rather, “it was the
intentional effort to prevent others from the ability to marry that felt hateful to me.”
Samuel agreed and added, “They took it much further than it needed to be.” Charlotte
additionally felt a “strong undercurrent of some level of misogyny” that went along with
these communities’ vehemence against same-sex marriage.
Charlotte and Samuel steadily branched out their search, trying everything from
megachurches to super non-traditional churches, and all points in between. After
receiving two different postcards from Bloom, they decided to add it in to their rotation,
because “it couldn’t hurt, we were on tour.” They first arrived in the fall of 2013, when
the community was meeting in the black box theater at the high school. Bloom’s format
reminded Samuel of his days in the Assembly of God, though he “wasn’t necessarily all
gangbusters” that this was the place for them. He and Charlotte had been searching for a
faith community together long enough at that point that he anticipated she was “not going
to feel this,” so as they talked about the experience afterwards, Charlotte’s “level of
excitement about it was surprising” to him.
Charlotte recalls that two things stood out to her that morning. One was how very
welcoming the community felt. She further elaborated
Charlotte: We had visited other churches where we were very much in the
minority, and I walked in and felt that right away. People were maybe
uncomfortable or a little awkward. They were always kind, but it just felt weird.
Having someone greet me that didn’t seem nervous about the fact that we were
black (chuckles) was a good start.
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The other thing that really impressed her was that Luke had tackled a heavy topic (is hell
a real place?) and welcomed questions. “That was huge. He welcomed questions and we
had a conversation about it after the fact. And I felt comfortable enough with him to offer
feedback and he seemed receptive.” This was a stark contrast to the tradition in which
Charlotte was raised, which she described as “THUS SAITH THE LORD . . . there was
but one interpretation of these finite scriptures, and this is it, here’s how you should think
about it.” She appreciated this fresh approach, acknowledging it fits well with her own
best practices of growing “when I have the ability to challenge and hear from others.”
Samuel added his appreciation for the community’s “acknowledgement that the
scriptures have a checkered past,” having “been used to justify all kinds of things,
reinterpreted, comes from humans who have determined over the course of so much time
that this is the right book to have…there was this acknowledgement that it’s not perfect,
per se, but there’s a human element as part of what the scriptures are.”
Charlotte and Samuel chose not to participate in the organic church experiment,
using those small group Sundays to continue their sojourn among Twin Cities
congregations instead. But once Bloom rebooted to regular weekly meetings in the
middle school, Charlotte said, “it felt more like something that I could learn to figure
out.” They made a deeper commitment to the community while expecting Caleb, though
in doing so they were also clear, Samuel said, “This is it for now. It wasn’t a permanent,
we’re going to stick through this for the next twenty years.” Charlotte noted that
approach is a gift that Samuel brought to their marriage, contrasting it to her upbringing
where “you find a church and you stick there, which feels so final.” Now, she says,
“pursuing the service or the body that fits your need in that time, I think, is a much
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healthier way to think about church.” In deepening their commitment they became part of
the core that helped re-launch the community after the failed organic church experiment,
and Charlotte became an elder. She has led a Sunday morning talk, occasionally helps to
lead the music, and Samuel has been on a panel. They both occasionally coordinate
and/or host social events for the community as well.
When asked to share a powerful or meaningful experience with the Bloom
community, Charlotte spoke of the prayer circles. In our interview she particularly lifted
up the days when Samuel “shares in the prayer circle stuff we haven’t talked about at
home. That is meaningful to me, to be able to see him and hear him in a different
setting.” On the Sunday that she gave the message, Charlotte also lifted up the power of
prayer circles. Noting that her upbringing had taught her to present a strong façade to the
world as a deterrent to others detecting and capitalizing on her weaknesses, Charlotte
named the spirit of sharing and vulnerability, and the way people open up to each other
within the prayer circles, as one of the things she most loves and appreciates about the
Bloom community. 49
Samuel spoke of many things he finds meaningful at Bloom, including the day
someone was wearing a “Vote No” [on Amendment One] t-shirt,50 that the community
has used and talked about The Message translation of the scriptures, and that
“communion is open” and practiced weekly, as that harkens back to the Catholic period
of his life and how you “shared in community with one cup and bread.” But the thing

49

Field notes, Bloom, St. Paul, MN, December 20, 2015.

50 A Yes vote was to codify marriage as between one man and one woman in the state constitution.
A No vote was against amending the state constitution in this way.
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Samuel spoke about in most detail was the ability to dialogue among a wide variety of
perspectives and the openness to questioning, understanding that faith is not static but
ever evolving. He related this to the Unitarian Universalist principle of “the responsible
search for truth and meaning,”51 and sees it carried out “in the regular practice” of
welcoming those who arrive at Bloom “with the perspective of being an atheist or not
believing.” Instead of shutting down or driving out such perspectives, Bloom’s approach
is “you can be in dialogue about it,” because the community understands that while “this
is where I am today,” there is also ever “the ability to progress and change.”
Charlotte and Samuel initially launched their unexpectedly long sojourn in search
of a new faith community that would be neither “hers” nor “his” but “theirs” together as a
new family. The exclusionary forces they encountered among numerous congregations
along the way is part of what kept them on the move for multiple years, whether that
exclusion manifested as a blatant rejection of the LGBT community, an undercurrent of
misogyny, or a palpable discomfort with dark skinned bodies. Bloom made an early
positive impression in providing non-anxious space for the couple to appear in their own
skin, as well as by making space for dialogue and for multiple interpretations of the
Scriptures to appear. This encouraged Charlotte and Samuel to continue their engagement
with the community. As they deepened their involvement at Bloom, Charlotte and
Samuel both discovered and appreciated the space made for authenticity to appear,
whether through the vulnerability of sharing in the prayer circles, the curiosity of faith
journeys that are ever evolving, or the admission of and open wrestling with the

51 “4th Principle: A Free and Responsible Search for Truth and Meaning,” UUA.org, September
15, 2014, https://www.uua.org/beliefs/what-we-believe/principles/4th.
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Scriptures’ checkered past. This, in conjunction with the intentional inclusion of those
historically marginalized by the church (notably African American, LGBT people, and
atheists), convinced Charlotte and Samuel to commit to the Bloom community for this
season of their lives.
Humble Walk
Jordan’s Story52
Jordan is a bisexual, white, late-twenties, transgender man in a long-term
relationship. As a child in small town southern Minnesota, his family attended a variety
of nondenominational and Evangelical congregations, moving from Vineyard, to
Covenant, to Evangelical Free communities, all with a strong emphasis on contemporary
Christian worship music. As a pre-teen, Jordan’s parents divorced and his father started
attending a Missouri Synod Lutheran congregation, which met in a “dark drab building”
and sang hymns which, he notes, “I had never sung before.” His tween self hated the
experience and assumed that all Lutheran worship consisted of a “dark room, slow sad
songs, very solemn.”
At age fourteen he started attending an Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
(ELCA) congregation, because a girl he really liked went there and he wanted to spend
more time with her. To his surprise, things were different among this group of Lutherans,
not least of which, the building was full of light, and the congregation sang more happy,
upbeat hymns. He began to realize there was “another way to be Lutheran.” More

52 Jordan, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, June 20, 2016. All quotations within
this section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
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importantly, this faith community was exceedingly welcoming. Jordan threw himself
heavily into the life of the congregation, but was attending by himself, neither of his
parents ever joined him there. Over time he developed an extended network of Sunday
morning family, “I became this weird kid that just hung around with all these other
families, and once you got kind of adopted like that, it felt like home.” Jordan ultimately
asked to be baptized by this community at age twenty, in the summer of 2008. 53
During his college years he moved around, transferring schools and contexts
multiple times, searching—in vain—wherever he was for a faith community like his
home congregation but, “I kept coming up against churches that were very liturgical and
did the hymn thing but also had very conservative theology.” After college he came to
Luther Seminary and completed a Master of Arts in Old Testament. After his graduation
from Luther, Jordan came out publicly as trans. He was still longing to find a faith
community that combined liturgy, hymnody, and progressive, open preaching. He was
also looking for a community that met on Sunday evenings, as that time was most
compatible with his work schedule.
Jordan tried out all three of the ELCA congregations in the Twin Cities that were
meeting on Sunday nights, and discovered things he appreciated about each community,
though none of them perfectly combined the aspects he was looking for in a church
home. He attributes three factors to why he kept coming back to Humble Walk: first, his
good friend and fellow seminary graduate Becca was heavily involved with the

53 Jordan came out to family and friends at age sixteen, though he notes his sexuality was not
something he brought up much at church. So while not hiding himself, he’s not sure how many fellow
parishioners actually knew he was bisexual. His pastor definitely knew, however, “and was great about it.”
Jordan, Humble Walk, clarifying email exchange with author, December 4, 2017.
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community at the time, so he had a personal point of connection; second, “the preaching
is spot on;” and third, “I like that we do things in a more priesthood of all believers round
way.”54 Though Jordan wished Humble Walk would sing hymns more regularly on
Sunday evenings, he decided that singing a lot of hymns together in a bar once a month
was enough to satisfy that spiritual hunger, and the lack of traditional hymnody in
worship wasn’t enough to counteract the things he appreciated, that kept drawing him to
the community.
When I asked Jordan to tell me about a powerful experience he’s had with
Humble Walk, he paused thoughtfully for several seconds, then began talking about the
Sunday service in which the community helped him to remember his baptism and
officially claimed him by his new chosen name. “That was a big deal,” he said, “the fact
that Jodi was totally on board to do it,” and invited Jordan to write the liturgy for the
ritual, combined with the reality that “everybody I talked to who was part of the Humble
Walk community was excited about it for me” and “excited to be a part of it” (he
specifically contrasted this to the possibility the community might merely have
begrudgingly agreed to allow the ceremony during worship).
Jordan continued, reflecting on how the character of the Humble Walk
community was important to the experience as well. His family was coming to the
service, it would be their first time at Humble Walk, and as the day drew closer he found
himself growing increasingly nervous, wanting to make sure everyone got along great
and everything went perfectly. But once he walked into the worship space at Sholom

54 Jordan specifically contrasted this to the model of “pastors up here, you’re down here” he
experienced in the other two communities.
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Home, he realized, “I can let go, things are going to go the way they’re going to go, and I
don’t have to micro-manage everything.” Jordan further elaborated,
Jordan: The reason I was able to do that was because I knew that the other people
in the community were going to step up and do their thing. Jodi was going to do
her thing, Nate did the music, he was going to do his thing, and it was going to be
great. I also knew that, if something went wrong, everybody was going to be fine
with it, and everybody was going to work around it, and it was going to be ok.
Jordan noted this is a contrast to most of the other churches he has been in,
“where once you are inside the liturgy, people don’t want things to go wrong, because it
breaks that sort of magic spell.” But “at Humble Walk, we have that, but we also have
little kids running around and screaming, and those things don’t have to be mutually
exclusive. So it creates a very safe place for things to go wrong and it to be okay.”
In our interview, Jordan spoke of his experiences of exclusion, which he
acknowledged happens “sometimes without meaning to and sometimes on purpose.”
When he first spoke the word exclusion I anticipated the stories that would follow would
revolve around sexuality and gender identity. To my surprise, the experiences he focused
on had to do with communion and baptism:
Jordan: Because I wasn’t baptized until I was twenty, I had this looooong period
at which the churches I went to were like, you can’t have communion because
you’re not baptized. Then a long period at which they would talk in sermons and
things about all who are baptized in Christ have this thing. Meanwhile, I’m sitting
there going, well, I’m not baptized, so you’re basically telling me I’m not
involved and I’m invisible.
While he finds the way that many Christians speak of baptism “annoying” and
troublesome for how it unintentionally excludes the unbaptized, he believes that closed
communion, where “only people who fit these criteria can have communion, only people
that are baptized and that hold to the tenants of our church and that believe the Creed” is
the more damaging form of exclusion, particularly since many churches offer
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communion on a weekly basis, “so it’s a constant reminder of you are not meant to be
here, you are not good enough to be here.”
Jordan is clear that the correction to this kind of exclusion is “being, not just nonexcluding but being specifically and intentionally wide open and welcoming.” He is
grateful that Humble Walk embodies this, both at the table (“All are welcome. No
exceptions.”) and beyond.
In Jordan’s story we hear how Humble Walk, much like Light of God and Bloom,
quite literally creates space for LGBT people to appear as their true selves among the
community—and not merely to appear but to be celebrated and sacramentally blessed
precisely in their full, authentic identity. As powerful as that affirmation is, Jordan has
found the safe, gracious space Humble Walk makes for mistakes and imperfections to
appear to be just as powerful an expression of the community’s inclusivity. In their
radical insistence that all are welcome at the table, in their doing things “in a priesthood
of all believers round way,” Humble Walk makes space for everyone to appear, and for
everyone to participate, healing the source of the exclusionary wounding Jordan
experienced in the years before his baptism.
Robert and Ivey’s Story55
Robert and Ivey are a straight, white, married couple, he in his early sixties, she in
her early fifties. Together they have four adult children (they each had two children with
their first spouses), the youngest of whom, Natalie, is mid-twenties and lives with them.
They are both artists, he a musician and documentary filmmaker, she a visual artist whose

55 Robert and Ivey, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 16, 2016. All
quotations within this section are from this interview unless otherwise specified.
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primary mediums are painting and sculpture. They have an incredible story of being
called by the Holy Spirit to move to the West Seventh neighborhood from the outer-ring
suburbs. The call came to them in 2013 and involved “so many multiple things, it was
like God was showing off, it was freaky” and included: multiple conversations, first with
friends, then acquaintances, and then a growing number of strangers, that kept pointing
them to the area and even the street upon which they now live; a fortuitously timed
inheritance that was almost the exact price of the house they purchased; and an equally
serendipitous meeting with a single mother, whose credit was destroyed with the burst
housing bubble, who is now renting-to-own their home in the outer-ring suburbs.
Though already active in two different suburban congregations, they started
looking for churches in the neighborhood in an attempt to discern why God had called
them there. Through a conversation with neighbor Sara Groves, they learned about Beer
and Hymns, which was their introduction to Humble Walk. They met Pastor Jodi in the
doorway to the backroom of the bar and “she asks me about myself,” Ivey recalls. “I tell
her I’m an artist. She says, Oh! We do this thing called Wild Week, would you ever be
interested in doing an art piece to that?” Ivey told Jodi yes, she would be interested in
that. She and Robert loved Beer and Hymns and became regulars at the monthly event,
while Ivey was still wondering to herself, “what am I supposed to do?” in this place that
God had called her to.
At the same time, Robert and Ivey were exploring other neighborhood
congregations and became involved in a church plant from a more conservative
evangelical denomination. This congregation meets in a beautiful old church building and
is intentionally—and successfully—reaching out to Millennials. Robert and Ivey liked
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the pastor, loved the building, and with Millennial-aged children who were “not really
into church” they were curious to learn more about what this group was doing to
successfully appeal to this generation of people.
After they had started to get involved, the congregation held a “discovery” night
for those who were new, to learn more about the church. Ivey attended, and the first topic
they covered was “where do we stand on LGBTQ.” The pastor’s answer “was so
convoluted,” Ivey recalls, and included acknowledgement that they belong to this
conservative evangelical denomination and their “staff is split on what should be done.”
As the pastor spoke, Ivey found herself having a very visceral reaction to his words:
Ivey: I thought I was going to throw up. I felt I was doing this in my chair (she
starts sinking/shrinking down into the chair). I was shocked, I felt like I’d been
socked in the stomach. I had a very physical reaction to what this man, who I’d
heard do some—I really like his sermons, and, I suspect that he’s probably on the
more progressive end of the disagreement stuff.
She was surprised by the strength of her reaction:
Ivey: I just couldn’t believe how ill I felt. I kind of had the spins, I felt nauseous. I
waited until the program was over and as soon as I got out on the street I started
bawling. I felt like my guts had been slit open and I was just bleeding down the
sidewalk all the way home. I just (emulating big deep sobs). It’s not like I haven’t
heard closed-minded churches before, I was shocked at my physical reaction to it.
And I (change of voice, like crying) “God why would you lead me to a church
where I would hear something like that? I’m clearly not supposed to be there!”
(back to normal voice) It was like I could see Jesus running along beside me, kept
jumping in front of me and going, It’s ok, there’s Humble Walk! It’s ok, there’s
Humble Walk! You’re going to hang out with the kids and it’s going to be great!
Not long after this experience Humble Walk hosted a dinner at a local coffee
shop, a Godspeed for Pastor Jodi as she was about to begin a three-month sabbatical. Ivey
attended the dinner, said her goodbyes, and after she walked out, “I felt like somebody
grabbed me by the scruff of the neck and dragged my ass back in the door,” where she
ran into Becca, a seminary graduate awaiting first call who would work part-time for the
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community, handling communications and administrative duties during Jodi’s sabbatical.
Ivey offered to Becca “If there’s anything you need, let me know” and when Becca asked
her what she liked to do, Ivey blurted out “I’m not afraid of teenagers.” Ivey left again,
wondering to herself, “what was that?” but soon she received an invitation to be the
consistent leadership presence of the monthly Humble Walk youth group, which at the
time consisted of upper-elementary and middle-school aged participants who named
themselves the Youthz of America. Ivey accepted the invitation, and she and Robert
started participating more regularly in Sunday evening worship as well.
Ivey appreciates the intimacy of the Humble Walk community, and that through
the prayers of the people, the milestones, and announcements, you “know what’s going
on for the most part in everyone’s life” and “you can talk to people after” the service.56 I
witnessed a particularly beautiful example of this conversation and consolation between
the saints, and how it creates space of mutual appearing, one snowy Sunday in Advent
2015. During worship Ivey shared a milestone that that week they had to make a difficult
choice to pull Natalie out of a day program she had been participating in.
After worship fellow core members Steve and Nancy opened their home to host a
simple soup supper, a Humble Walk Advent tradition intended to “kick loneliness to the
curb” and make space for Sabbath and connection amidst the harried march toward the
Christmas holiday and the deepening dark of Minnesota winters. As with everything at
Humble Walk, all were invited, but on this evening it was mainly the core participants
who gathered to break bread together. A group of us gathered around the coffee table in

56 She also noted the challenge posed whenever a large contingency of seminarians or confirmands
shows up to participate on a Sunday evening, and the impact the sudden doubling of the community, half of
whom are unknown, has on her willingness to share something vulnerable in those spaces.
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the living room, finding seats on the couch, pulling up some chairs, with others sitting on
the floor. While we were visiting, Carolyn, whose five year old son had thrown a tantrum
during the service not an hour before, gently asked Ivey if she wanted to say more about
her milestone. Ivey opened up about Natalie, 57 sharing how she is relatively high
functioning on the autism spectrum, but severely disabled by General Anxiety Disorder,
and the struggle to find the right support systems for that particular combination of
challenges.
Ivey’s opening up made space for Jesse, a senior seminarian sitting with us, to
share his own struggles with General Anxiety Disorder. As they discussed, I sat there
marveling, “what other church community have I been a part of where this kind of
sharing about the deepest, hardest, scariest things in their lives is happening between
people at all, let alone at a church dinner?” 58 Indeed, too often my experience in faith
communities has resonated with Parker Palmer’s observation that “instead of telling our
vulnerable stories, we seek safety in abstractions, speaking to each other about our
opinions, ideas, and beliefs rather than about our lives.”59 My wonderment was
underscored as Jesse continued baring his own authentic self, and the ways that self has
been wounded by the church in particular, sharing how his internship supervisor
discouraged showing vulnerability to others, explicitly instructing Jesse to lie (even to the
supervisor) and say he was generically ill or had a migraine if he had to call in sick due to

57 Natalie identifies as trans, but was not yet out as trans when this interaction took place. I have
nevertheless gendered her here by her preferred pronouns and self-selected pseudonym.
58
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59 Parker J. Palmer, A Hidden Wholeness: The Journey toward an Undivided Life : Welcoming the
Soul and Weaving Community in a Wounded World, 1st ed. (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2004), 123.
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a panic attack. Altogether, the evening was a beautiful experience of what Parker Palmer
calls a “circle of trust,” a “group of people who know how to sit quietly ‘in the woods’
with each other and wait for the shy soul to show up.”60
As an artist herself, Ivey loves that the Humble Walk community includes so
many fellow artists, particularly Christian artists, “because, let’s face it, there’s not that
many of us.” One of the large suburban congregations she and Robert participate in also
has a strong contingency of artists, that had organized themselves to do all kinds of
“amazing things” including book studies and talks on the intersection of their faith and
their art. But they were treated as a special interest subset within the congregation, and
“the pastors never showed up” to any of their gatherings. When the group wanted to hold
a “blessing of the artists” service Ivey had to turn to a pastor friend from another
congregation to conduct the liturgy.
When I asked them to tell me about a meaningful experience with the Humble
Walk community, Robert immediately started talking about Jordan’s renaming ceremony,
which was powerful both because “there was this population of people that came
together, totally accepted him, totally loved on him,” and also because a long-time friend
of theirs had a child that recently came out as trans and was in the early stages of
transitioning from female to male. Their friend, the mother of the child, was full of fear
and confessed to Robert and Ivey, “I don’t know how to do this.” They invited her to join
them at Humble Walk the Sunday of the naming ceremony, and as Robert said, “I don’t
know how many other places in Minneapolis St. Paul would have something like this at

60
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that moment in time, and we just happened to know people that this was precisely the
right thing for them.”
Ivey affirmed the power of Jordan’s naming ceremony and added The Blessing of
All the Things, which she described as “sooo unbelievable to me. Not because my things
got blessed, but to get to hear what people’s intentions were for things in the world. I
loved that.”61 She also named working with the Youthz of America as very meaningful to
her. Having worked with youth for many years in more suburban contexts, Ivey noted
that the Humble Walk youth are “unique.” She attributed this in part to the uniqueness of
their parents, many of whom are artists. She deeply appreciates the kindness and respect
the youth show to each other, and relishes that “it’s really easy to get into a deep
philosophical discussion with them right away.”
In Robert and Ivey’s story we hear multiple ways in which the church
paradoxically wounds people with exclusion and invisibility in the midst of what, on the
surface, appears to be an inclusionary gesture. The “discovery night” at the conservative
evangelical congregation, meant to be an embrace of newcomers, left Ivey feeling
physically ill over the “convoluted” and “closed-minded” discussion of LGBT Christians.
The suburban church had an artists group, which provided a great outlet to explore the

61 For the Blessing of All the Things, Humble Walkers are invited to bring in something you
would like blessed, and share with the community what you use the thing for, and what you hope to do with
the thing in/for the world. On the inaugural Blessing of All the Things the altar was covered with: jars of
paintbrushes, a violin, a couple of guitars, a computer, pens, journals, sketchbooks, a research notebook, a
teddy bear, Transformer toys, a football, a skateboard, sidewalk chalk, a couple of Bibles, a drawing of a
brain, a jar of wheatberries, a pie plate, a Calvin and Hobbes book, a handmixer, a book proposal, and a
hockey stick. The community responded to each sharing with “Bless this (thing).” Field notes, Humble
Walk, St. Paul, MN, May 8, 2016.
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intersection of faith and artistry for those within it, but the group remained disconnected
from and invisible to both the broader congregation and its pastoral leadership.
In contrast, at Humble Walk art and artistry is integrally integrated into the
community’s life together. Recall Ivey’s statement from the beginning of the chapter, that
she loves the sound of people rummaging through the marker box and the unhurried time
Humble Walk gives to artists to find what they need. Broadly speaking, worship weekly
provides space for art-making and art-sharing by participants of all ages and abilities,
while monthly the community hands worship over to a guest artist who might share their
art, talk about their artistic process and its intersection with faith, and/or lead a communal
art-making experience. 62 More specifically, both Robert and Ivey have appeared as guest
artists, he sharing old-timey bluegrass music with his band, she sharing her visual art.63
Robert is also an essential, regular member of the Beer and Hymns pick-up band, while
Ivey’s paintings have served as a meditative prelude to worship in some church seasons.
The Humble Walk community further celebrates and supports this couple in their artistic
vocations in the wider world, not only sharing information about their shows but showing
up to them.
The space that Humble Walk provides for LGBT people to appear is also
important to Robert and Ivey, first and foremost for the ability to deliberately welcome
and unequivocally validate LGBT people as beloved children of God. But also for the
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This practice will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

63 In fact, the night of the Advent soup supper discussed above was the same evening that Robert’s
band was a guest artist in worship.
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way the community models gracious possibilities of “what to do” to support a loved
one’s coming out or transitioning.
As importantly, in Robert and Ivey’s story we see a community developing the
skills to make and hold space for one another’s souls to appear: through prayers, through
milestones, through blessings, through honest questions, through the Youthz of America.
This is a profound gift, both to be able to safely share of your own vulnerable self and to
be entrusted with the vulnerable soul of another.
Steve and Nancy’s Story64
Steve and Nancy are a straight, white, married couple, he in his late thirties, she in
her early forties, with two young children, Sara and Rachel. They were both raised in the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LC-MS), and they met while participating in a panLutheran traveling musical youth ministry immediately after college. Though Nancy was
ready to leave the LC-MS for the ELCA as a young adult, Steve struggled with whether
he could be a force for change from within the denomination, and so remained connected
to that tradition for several years more, even contemplating ordination at one point.65
After completing their service with the musical youth ministry, Steve and Nancy
both started playing in the house band of an ELCA mission start in Minneapolis that was
founded as a deliberate outreach to Generation X. Though belonging to the sought-after
demographic they ironically did not care for the format of the service, but enjoyed being

64 Steve and Nancy, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 31, 2016. All
quotations from this section are from this interview, unless otherwise noted.
65 After making the break to practice his faith among ELCA communities, Steve continued
working for an LC-MS university for many years, departing for a marketing job with an ELCA institution
in early 2017.
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part of the band, and so stayed for several years. Steve and Nancy next spent a few years
with a Baptist-turned-Lutheran mission start in St. Paul, but ultimately did not feel “hip
enough” to be part of that faith community. They were close friends of Pastor Jodi and
her husband Nate, so Steve was actually a participant in Humble Walk’s very first
meeting at a West Seventh coffee shop in 2009. Though their family would sporadically
participate with Humble Walk over the next several years, Steve and Nancy did not fully
commit to Humble Walk as their faith community until the fall of 2015.
There were a variety of reasons for this long courtship. Primary among them was
that Nancy is a church musician at a traditional ELCA congregation in the outer ring
suburbs, and found it difficult to work up the energy to go to church on Sunday evening
after working at a church all of Sunday morning. Furthermore, Steve was looking for “a
very specific church experience” that he described as “high church, organ, smells, bells,
all that” which is decidedly not Humble Walk’s style of worship. Additionally, as a
childless couple in those early years they found Humble Walk to be “overwhelmingly kid
friendly.” Initially the overwhelm was because they didn’t know what to do with the
energetic chaos that came with a lively group of small children in a small worship space,
but eventually the overwhelm took on an additional patina of sorrow as they faced
difficulty conceiving a child of their own.
After Sara was born, Steve and Nancy continued to struggle for many years to
find the right church experience for their entire family. The traditional congregation that
Nancy worked for was far away, adding a layer of challenge to worshipping with an
infant, and then a toddler, by starting Sara’s early morning with a long drive just to arrive
at a service. It was also “not our community at all,” and “not inclusive,” making it a place
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they would not choose to attend if it wasn’t for Nancy’s employment. Steve then tried
bringing Sara to a number of Lutheran churches much closer to home, congregations
especially known for their rich liturgical worship, but these communities always proved
to be “great for me, terrible for her, and as a result, bad for both of us.”
Tired of not having a regular place to land, wanting to have a stable faith
community for Sara, Steve and Nancy realized they needed to commit to some place.
Recognizing that they had been searching rather idealistically and that “nothing’s ever
going to be perfect” they sat down for a big talk one night in 2015 to discern if they
would commit to the suburban congregation Nancy worked for, or Humble Walk.
They decided on Humble Walk, and in embracing Humble Walk as their church
have come to deeply appreciate that it’s an “old school community church,” in the West
Seventh neighborhood, “so the neighborhood is naturally a part of it.” As Steve said,
“that became increasingly important to me, to feel like I’m not just some member of a
church that I drive to, I’m a member of a church that surrounds me.” Steve and Nancy
feel this sense of the church surrounding them for multiple intertwining reasons. First, in
a more obvious way, many of their fellow core Humble Walk participants also live in the
West Seventh neighborhood, so they are regularly encountering each other in their dayto-day lives, not just for an hour on a Sunday. Second, the community very intentionally
owns no property and their gatherings deliberately circulate around the neighborhood, so
any place and every place in the neighborhood holds the potential to be a place where
Humble Walk congregates to do and be church together. Third, Humble Walk has a
radically inclusive and permeable approach to membership, where “nobody’s on the
inside, nobody’s on the outside,” and “there are no hoops to jump through,” but if you are
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present, you are a part of it, wherever you are on your journey of faith at the time. If
every space around you holds the potential to be where the community happens, and if
every one around you is already in, then you are participating in a church that quite
literally surrounds you.
Themes of exclusion and inclusion repeatedly came up in my conversation with
Nancy and Steve. Both of them expressed strong reservations about naming themselves
as Christians, a hesitation grounded in the exclusionary attitudes they feel have been the
public expression of Christianity in America. As Steve said, “What’s perceived as the
beliefs of mainstream church—it’s hard to call yourself a Christian, because there’s such
a stigma around that, and in many cases that’s because what America has co-opted as
Christianity is exclusive rather than inclusive.” He recalled experiencing a deep crisis of
faith after the 2004 election, “when it was announced the Christians won the vote for
Bush” he thought “I don’t know if I can go to church anymore, because that’s not me.”
Part of how Steve described the lack of inclusion he’s witnessed in the church is
“the idea that we all believe the same amount at the exact same time. That we make this
confession even though it’s sort of just read off a page.” Acknowledging that he was
raised to believe “we need to be amongst a group of people who all say this,” he’s come
to the realization that many churches just operate on an assumption that everyone
believes the same thing. Echoing Samuel at Bloom, Steve noted, “In reality, it’s a
continuum of belief. One day I might not believe that, the next day I believe it a little
more.” Steve deeply appreciates the way that Humble Walk “just sort of owns that”
reality, saying “who knows what everyone believes, and let’s not assume or take for
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granted that everyone believes the same thing,” yet we can still be a faith community
together.
Another form of exclusion that came up repeatedly is the treatment of children in
many congregations, where “kids are sort of pushed away,” Nancy said, while “at
Humble Walk they’re brought to the forefront, which is great.” At a different point in our
conversation, Nancy stated that she now understands Humble Walk to be church as
church should be. When I asked her to unpack that “should,” she elaborated, “kids are
very welcome, they’re not shushed, they’re invited to speak. Nobody’s shushed,
everybody’s invited to speak, everybody’s invited to participate.”
When everyone is invited to participate, surprising things can (and often do)
happen. Nancy explicitly contrasted this to her experience with other faith communities.
Nancy: I’m used to a church service that is very scripted, very down to the
minute, like this happens and then this happens and we say this word right before
we do this and we don’t want any dead space. It’s very laid out, very perfect, not
organic. I feel like nothing unexpected ever happens. I feel like at Humble Walk
the unexpected always happens. That’s where I find the most joy happens for me
in worship, and I love that. And I can’t believe I’ve experienced church all this
time without it.
Steve added, “when you’re in [worship planning and leadership], you see the
production, and that causes you to go oh, it’s all production—so where’s the reality of
God?” In contrast, “Humble Walk kind of breaks all that apart. It’s like there’s a rough
sketch and that’s what happens and that leaves a lot of open space for the community of
God to just be themselves.” Nancy responded, “I love that. It feels right. Feels true. Feels
real.”
Echoing Jordan, both Steve and Nancy spoke of Humble Walk as a safe place to
mess up, not only in the context of worship, but also in the context of language and
relationships. As Steve said, “It comes down to this idea of, it’s ok to make mistakes.
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This idea of, how do we talk about things in such a way that it’s ok for us to be wrong
without increasing shame or lack?” Steve noted that he is especially sensitive to this
because he “wasn’t always a liberal person, so I had to come to some understandings and
have people who were able to help me get there,” patiently engaging him even when
“sometimes I said things that were really dumb. But there needs to be safety in order to
help people grow. And healthy debate. Healthy discussion is so missing in our world, and
even more so I think in the entirety of the church.”
Nancy agreed, making a “claws come out” noise and gesture as she noted how the
surrounding culture (especially social media culture) is quick to attack and/or shame
those who make a mistake or say the wrong thing. “We’re missing that sort of gracefilled, open, honest dialogue,” she said, but she feels that Humble Walk makes gracious
space for that kind of growing edge conversation. She referenced a recent sermon by Jodi
as an example, in which Jodi challenged the community with the need to start talking
about race, while at the same time admitting “we’re going to screw up when we do it. But
we’re going to talk about it anyway.” Nancy affirmed that church is precisely “where we
should be talking about things, as opposed to sweeping them under the rug or acting like
they don’t matter or that we don’t have to deal with who people are.” Steve echoed
Nancy’s sentiments, adding, “I think that’s where Jordan’s [renaming] service was so, so
powerful for me, because I didn’t know the church could do that.”
Steve and Nancy have spent much of their life wanting to make their Christian
identity invisible because of the harm perpetrated by exclusionary forms of Christianity
that dominate the public discourse in this country. At Humble Walk they participate in a
faith community that has a strong public presence in their immediate neighborhood and
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they don’t feel the need to hide. They appreciate and articulate multiple layers of
inclusion and visibility among the Humble Walk community, beginning with the
“everyone’s in, no hoops to jump through” approach to membership; expanding to the
space that is made for small children to appear in all of their high energy squirminess and
LGBT people to appear as their true selves; encompassing space for everyone to just be,
to show up as they are (whatever they happen to believe on a given day) and participate.
The radical inclusion of all these differing bodies, beliefs, and abilities in turn opens up
gracious space for the unexpected and the growing edges to appear. As Nancy said, “I
feel like at Humble Walk, they’re intentionally trying to figure it out as they go along,
with open hearts, and I appreciate that.” She would later add, “we all know it’s not
perfect, but we’re all just trying to be messy together.”
Thomas and Amber’s Story66
Thomas and Amber are a straight, white, married couple in their late forties, with
two early adolescent children, daughter Olivia and son Henry. Thomas is an artist, and
Amber works for a small business. They were both raised in Lutheran denominational
bodies that preceded and contributed to the formation of the ELCA, and both attended a
Lutheran college, which is where they met. As young adults they each briefly participated
in what they describe as fundamentalist or born-again forms of Christianity, before
coming back to their Lutheran roots. As young parents in the early to mid-aughts they
were members of a large, wealthy, multi-staff ELCA congregation in the Twin Cities, but
were struggling to find a sense of belonging in that community. As Amber told me, “I

66 Thomas and Amber, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, July 17, 2016. All
quotations in this section are from this interview unless otherwise noted.
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didn’t feel at all needed in that place. We were extra, we were low earners probably
compared to most, I didn’t really feel like we were contributors at all.” They were also
struggling with getting their young children ready and out the door on time, feeling the
pressures of a strong sense of “presenting your family” and “having to show up polished”
among the culture of that congregation. The result was a lot of fighting in their home on
Sunday mornings, “going to church as angry as angry gets” and then “smiling behind
clenched teeth,” trying to fake the façade of a happy young family. Thomas was also
discerning whether to pursue seminary studies at that time and did not have a positive
experience in entering “a more candid conversation and trust” with the pastor from whom
he sought counsel. “If [church] was supposed to provide any sort of new life,” Thomas
noted, it “definitely was not working for us.”
A different pastor in the congregation knew of the family’s struggles, as well as
this new mission start in the synod, and gently suggested they check the new community
out. Thomas resisted at first, because he “was a little afraid of it,” but he kept running
into Jodi at events around the neighborhood and slowly got to know her and Nate. He
started coming to Humble Walk by himself first, when it was meeting at the Pilney
building. The rest of the family soon joined him, making them part of Humble Walk’s
core from almost the very beginning. They are in many respects the core of the core,
having been steadfastly faithful and dedicated to the community through its many moves,
its sundry experiments, and its cycles of growth and attrition.
Both Thomas and Amber spoke at length about the difference in culture between
Humble Walk and their previous congregation. Where they didn’t feel needed in their
previous community, Humble Walk requires all hands on deck to make church happen.
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“The amazing thing,” Amber noted, is that it does happen, even when only a handful of
people show up, and so, “everybody’s needed and it all makes a difference, and it adds to
something good no matter what.” Even when some of the people present “have been
outright adversarial, interruptive, confrontational, boisterous, and disruptive, but that
even still was good,” Amber said.
Further, where they often felt ungenuine and pressured to front a fake, polished
version of themselves in their previous faith community, at Humble Walk, Amber said,
“it’s pretty real, I think people are not working so hard to always have the game face on.
It’s pretty raw at times, which I appreciate. So I think it’s pretty real instead of polished.”
Thomas agreed and elaborated, “But on accident, you know what I mean? Because no
one wants to be purposefully real. (he laughs) You know, you leak out.” In echoes of
Parker Palmer, Thomas finds this ability to leak out, of “just being yourself” however you
happen to be on a given day, “important” but all too often “avoided.” 67
Acknowledging that he could “always pull the anonymity card” in his previous
church experiences, Thomas noted, and Amber quickly agreed, that at Humble Walk
“there is nothing to hide behind,” not physical structures, not a large mass of other
humans, and not a highly structured or scripted liturgy. Being a small group that meets
weekly, and with no place to hide, it is inevitable that the community sometimes catches
each other on bad days, and so, Amber said, you have to be willing to “go there” and be
in communion with people on their bad days (as well as be willing to show up and be in
communion with others on your own bad days). Amber senses at Humble Walk “the
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majority of people are kind of willing to go there constantly.” She feels this has not only
taught her a lot about forgiveness, but also
Amber: there are people I’m not close to but yet I know they care about me. I
know it. And I’ve never experienced that before, I don’t know how else to
describe that, but I value that so deeply. Even though we’re not best friends, even
though we don’t socialize together, I do know they care about me. Because
they’ve either told me or they’ve prayed for me or they’ve checked in with me.
When asked about a powerful experience they’ve had with Humble Walk, Amber
spoke of Olivia and Henry serving communion at Humble Walk, noting “we’re used to it
now but I found that to be a profound experience,” particularly that Olivia was so
interested and has such a strong female role model in Pastor Jodi. Amber elaborated, “I
was really moved by their interest to participate in that way, which would never have
happened anyplace else. I never served communion until I was an adult, and that was
crazy for me, as an adult. So experiencing that for my children, it makes me optimistic
about their futures in general.”
Thomas spoke first of the cumulative layers of meaning that build with each
iteration of a communal tradition (such as each semi-annual retreat to Bay Lake Camp)
then went on to speak of the power of Humble Walk’s transient nature, frequently being
on the move and always “trying to find our groove in a new place.” Amber noted it’s not
just the new places but the frequent turnover of people and the “everything’s met when
we need it” aspect of Humble Walk’s life together, which “isn’t always the most
comfortable, and it might not be what Jodi’s vision of it is, but the beauty of that is very
powerful.” Though Amber admits she “hated” this at first, she has now “grown to like
our nomadic nature.” Echoing Jordan, Steve, and Nancy’s sense of Humble Walk being a
safe place to risk and make mistakes, Amber confessed “I actually have grown fond of
being at the hands of interns who are figuring out how to do a sermon in front of a
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congregation. I really appreciate the risk that they take, the call that they wait for and then
take, willingly, to go be out in the world. I am so impressed by that.”
Amber also shared deep appreciation for the ability to engage her own growing
edges, specifically naming an LGBT ally training Jordan led for the community. “I was
terrified,” Amber said, “not because there was something to be afraid of, but that’s not
my world. Ok, I’m going to take the kids and we’re going to have this discussion?”
Despite her worries, she took the risk, their family participated in the discussion, “and it
was so well done.” She is grateful Humble Walk had the “guts” to hold the training,
helping participants “address current social issues that impact our community,” and
grateful for the safe space to reach deeper understanding and better equip her vocabulary
to express support of LGBT persons.
Much like Steve and Nancy, both Thomas and Amber are hesitant to call
themselves Christian, because of the exclusionary baggage attached to the term. Sharing
that decision theology68 “was cause for great, great distress for a very long time,”
Thomas is clear “that certainly would have caused my leaving, and even completely
abandoning the Christian train of thought on any level” had he not encountered other
lines of theological thought to counteract it. To this day Thomas finds, “leaning on in-orout type theology” wrong. “If there’s a focus on that, or a litmus tests for true
Christianity, or any of those types of things, I believe that does more dividing than
unifying.” Thinking of his peers who are not participating in faith communities, Thomas
believes lack of inclusion is a major factor in why they steer clear of the church. As he
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be saved.

Thomas defined this as needing to personally accept Jesus as your Lord and Savior in order to
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said, “that there’s even a question whether you would accept someone or allow someone
to live their life in a certain way, like, really? If you’re even questioning that, how can
they take that whole structure seriously for a second?”
Much like Stephanie and Jake at Light of God, Thomas and Amber belong to the
demographic that traditional Mainline congregations seem to favor: white, straight,
married, with young children. Yet in their experience with a large traditional church they
both felt invisible (not needed, not contributors), and felt pressure to make their true
selves invisible (having to show up polished, smiling behind clenched teeth). At Humble
Walk, which Thomas has openly described as “the last chance I am giving church,” they
are always needed, the community does not work if those who show up are not
contributing. This includes space for their children Olivia and Henry to appear, to be
needed, and to contribute, which Thomas and Amber highly value. What’s more, at
Humble Walk there is no place to hide, but rather ample space to show up as your true
self, whether that self is in a raw place, or having a bad day, or isn’t sure how to talk
about trans humans. It is healing and humbling to be so known (and to so know others),
to risk growing, to be cared for and accompanied by a community that is willing to “go
there” with you (as well as to “go there” and extend the same care to others).

The No Within the Radical Yes
We began this chapter with the words of Mary McClintock Fulkerson, who
declares that “creative thinking originates at the scene of a wound.”69 Each person’s story
in this chapter testifies to the wounds they have born at the hands of the church, always
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ultimately rooted in what the church either officially or unthinkingly excludes. As we
recall from their origin stories in the previous chapter, Light of God, Bloom, and Humble
Walk each arose in direct response to these exclusionary wounds, through founding
pastors convicted by the ministry they were doing on the fringes of faith, “compelled to
find new connections in thought” and “to search for possibilities of reconciliation,” 70
convinced the church could and should be a co-created community of radical inclusion.
The stories in this chapter witness to the powerful healing individuals have found through
their participation in and co-creation of these communities.
All of that being said, Light of God, Bloom, and Humble Walk are not perfect
(they would actually be the first to tell you that!). 71 For as many ways as they provide
space to appear, for as much healing as they provide, they can and have and do end up
generating their own forms of exclusion. They cannot be all things to all people. Each
community has implicit or explicit “Noes” within their radical, expansive “Yes,” which
surfaces fault lines that each community continues to negotiate in messy, imperfect ways.
Light of God
At Light of God, the fault line of “No” within their profound “Yes” is explicit and
emerges around the organizational structure the community adopted when officially
incorporating as a nonprofit. As we recall from Chapter 2, Light of God was founded on
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Fulkerson, 13.

71 Many of the people I interviewed were clear they did not see these communities as perfect, nor
were they perfectly hitting every quality or practice the individuals were ideally searching for in a church.
Yet there was a sense that each community communally recognized their imperfection (most clearly
articulated by Nancy at Humble Walk, “we all know it’s not perfect, we’re just trying to be messy
together,”) and great appreciation for the honesty inherent to that recognition (in contrast to a sense of
many other churches trying to sell or project themselves as the best/perfect faith community for all).
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the principles of equality, respect, honesty, and transparency. In light of those
commitments, and in response to the hierarchical organization of the Roman Catholic
Church, their earliest organizational structure was radically egalitarian. The Core Team
made all community decisions, anyone and everyone was welcome to participate in it
(indeed, in our interview Lydia recalled a first-time participant at Mass attending the
Core Team meeting that was held right afterward72). Everyone in attendance at the Core
Team meeting had voice, and they worked to make decisions by consensus.
As part of the incorporation process Light of God needed to form a board of
directors. The strategic task force (composed of volunteers) decided on a six-person
board with staggered three year terms (so every year the election is for two positions on
the board). Any participant at Light of God can be nominated (or can self-nominate) for
the board, and every adult participant can vote in the election. 73 In trying to keep with and
communicate Light of God’s commitments to equality, respect, honesty, and
transparency, the board is called the Circle of Servant Leaders.
As the community’s board, the Circle of Servant Leaders has certain legal
obligations, such as ensuring Light of God complies with all laws that affect employers,
tax laws, and the like. As such, decisions around the business of the community are
relegated to the Circle, and only the elected servant leaders discuss and make those
decisions. The Core Team’s name was changed to the Ministry Action Team. This group
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Lydia, interview.

73 Technically every “member” can vote but membership is very loosely defined as: if you are on
the list to receive a giving statement at the end of the year. I was allowed to vote in 2016 though I had not
given a traceable financial contribution.
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continues to operate under the radically open and egalitarian model of the Core Team,
and provides leadership for all of the community’s ministry.
This division of labor is for the good of the order. The Circle of Servant Leaders
is not intended to be a move toward establishing a hierarchical structure, rather the Circle
is entrusted and tasked with certain responsibilities to carry out on behalf of the whole.
As Stephanie (who is one of the servant leaders) said, “I feel like most of us came from
the Roman Catholic Church where we had these specific roles and rules and things you
could and couldn’t do, and now it’s just like ‘Whoo! We’re going to do whatever we
want!’” But, Stephanie noted, “This is not a free-for-all. This is not an anarchy. There is
still a structure to the Old Catholic Church.” She was careful to distinguish it was “not
the same kind of hierarchy” as the one they had left behind, “but we’re still kind of like a
business, with a board, there still has to be a structure. We can’t all just be running
wild.”74
Yet a fault line has emerged with the creation of the Circle of Servant Leaders, as
some Light of God participants “are afraid that we’d get all hierarchical again” 75 or don’t
seem to understand that some decisions are now reserved only for the Circle. Hannah and
Ruth (also both servant leaders) also spoke of this tension, and gave the example of
writing a job description for, interviewing, and ultimately hiring the office administrator
Light of God shares with the Episcopal church. As a personnel matter those
responsibilities fall entirely within the Circle of Servant Leaders’ purview, yet some on
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the Ministry Action Team wanted or thought they should be part of that process, and
were upset they were not included or consulted.
In the spirit of transparency, initially the Circle of Servant Leaders meetings were
entirely open, and occasionally participants would attend to observe. But one night,
within the first year of the Circle’s existence, a participant was observing when the
servant leaders needed to have a discussion around Priest Maureen taking a medical leave
of absence. Given the delicate details that needed to be discussed, the Circle did not feel
comfortable holding a candid conversation in front of the participant. They were not able
to achieve their intended agenda that night, and in the wake of that experience modified
their meeting schedule so that the first twenty minutes are open for anyone to attend,
observe, and ask questions, but the rest of the meeting is a closed session for the servant
leaders and the priests to conduct the business of the congregation.
Light of God is still in process of negotiating this fault line, of trying to organize
themselves in ways that are as egalitarian and transparent as possible, without devolving
into everyone running wild and unfocused. The social ministry team’s development of an
application and process for disbursement of their ministry funds is the most recent
iteration of these ongoing negotiations of the line.
Bloom
At Bloom the “No” is explicitly stated in their tagline: “No judgment. No politics.
Just Jesus.” This no in itself is a response to the overt politicization of faith that is
common among Evangelical culture and has historically been used as another means of
exclusion. Cornelius articulated this best, expressing deep frustration with “how
nationalistic” and “how political” the church has become, feeling like “we lose so much
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of the heart of the gospel” when it comes down to “if you’re not at a certain political
event, or if you’re not nationalistic or whatever, you’re not really seen as a true
Christian.”76 He has personally endured a lot of this political litmus testing from those
who question how he can simultaneously be a Christian and be gay.
The boundary this explicit “No” draws is meant to provide safety, to keep the
community’s focus on Jesus and the heart of the gospel, to signal a clear rejection of this
aspect of Evangelical culture for those who have been on the wounding end of it. Yet this
boundary also exposes a fault line within the community, begging a number of questions,
the most predominant being, who gets to decide what is considered political?
Because the heart of the gospel has political implications. To follow Jesus is to
imitate Jesus’ nonviolent nature as you move through the world, heeding his call to care
for the neighbor, especially the neighbor who is in any way vulnerable or marginalized.
Luke has at times mentioned his desire to do a message or a series on a Christian
response to rampant gun violence in America, only to be dissuaded by the elder board for
fear of the topic being “too political.” 77
I found myself particularly frustrated by this “no politics” boundary in early July
2016. It had been a hell of a week, containing the murder of Alton Sterling in Baton
Rouge, then Philando Castile in nearby Falcon Heights, and the ambush of police officers
at a Black Lives Matter (BLM) rally in Dallas. Tensions were palpably high both
nationally and locally. Myself and other Bloom participants (including Samuel and
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77 Luke reports he was advised to hold the topic for a non-election year, but given the prevalence
of gun violence in our country, I wonder if it will ever not feel like a hot political topic.
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Charlotte) live within two miles of where Mr. Castile was killed, and regularly drive on
Larpenteur Avenue. I had spent the past forty-eight hours fighting with some family
friends on Facebook over the shooting itself and BLM-Minneapolis’ shutdown of
Interstate 94.
Luke’s message that morning was on forgiveness, and how hard it is for some to
embrace the grace of God and believe they are truly forgiven. In my field notes I
recorded my already-agitated state upon arriving at Bloom, and later noted “I am having
a hard time focusing today. I am wishing Luke would talk about, or at least make a
reference to or space for this week and all the crap that has happened in it. I am feeling
upset that he is not doing this.” 78 At the very end of his message Luke finally referenced
the happenings of the week in a very vague way, making a broad comment about the
world being a very broken place, but never specifically addressing the trauma that had
occurred in our own backyard.
Interestingly, my prayer circle did spend most of our time discussing and
processing the events of the week, though I was very conscious of the fact that the
lightest-skinned bodies in the circle dominated the conversation. Samuel and Aliyah, the
two darkest skinned bodies in the circle, were both fairly quiet, neither sharing much on
their turn nor saying much in response to others.
The whole morning illustrated the messiness of negotiating the “No politics”
boundary: was Philando Castile and BLM “too political” to address in the message or
with the whole group? And yet, it was clearly not “too political” to discuss within our
prayer circle (Luke was a part of my circle that morning). I found myself scratching my
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head at the contrast and wondering who gets to decide what is political, and in what
context? And who is potentially marginalized or excluded by the results of those
decisions?
Similarly, my officially sanctioned study period at Bloom occurred during the
incredibly long and contentious 2016 Presidential election season. It was fairly
remarkable how thoroughly the community held to the “No politics” boundary on Sunday
mornings. Yet in late September, the same week as the first Presidential debate, I
attended a dinner/game night at Charlotte and Samuel’s home where those gathered
readily fell into a discussion of the debate in particular and the race overall, making
callbacks to it throughout the evening. On the one hand, it was an event in a private
home, not a gathering at the Middle School or elsewhere in public. On the other hand, it
wasn’t that Charlotte and Samuel happened to invite a handful of Bloom friends over for
dinner, this was created and advertised as an official Bloom hang out. So how did we
know, how did we decide, I wondered, that it was ok to talk politics that night?
As I pondered this I realized, every single person who happened to show up that
night was a minority either by virtue of their skin color or their sexual orientation. The
stakes of a Trump presidency for our lives was high, the prospect of a Trump presidency
terrified us all, and we needed to talk about it. While straight white people can relegate
many things to the realm of “politics” and have the privilege of choosing when and
whether or not to engage them, those of us gathered that night have no such privilege.
The shape of our lives and the possibilities for our futures were on the line.
A strong moment of contrast to the game night emerged several weeks later when
I interviewed Ashley and Alexander, two nights after the election. They invited me to
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their home for dinner, and given the events of the week the three of us—all white—also
spent time in their kitchen discussing politics as Alexander prepared a delicious meal. But
unlike the game night, we did not fall easily into this conversation. Rather, we only
opened this ground after first clearly establishing permission with each other to cross the
“No politics” boundary. This difference between the two evenings was, and remains,
striking to me.
The election itself did cause some to start questioning the limits imposed by the
boundary. On that same Sunday following the election, after Jo left the gathering, I had a
conversation with Mason, a white man married to a Mexican American woman, Holly.
Mason is a tall bear of a man and he pulled me into a gentle bear hug as he asked me how
we were doing. He expressed deep frustration with his conservative Evangelical white
family of origin, wondering what more he could have or should have done to help them
understand the implications of the election for Holly and their toddler son Miles. Then he
said “I know we’re not supposed to talk politics at Bloom, but I think we have to address
this. Especially because it was done in the name of Christ.” Two weeks later Luke and Jo
co-led a candid discussion of the election and Jo’s concerns about what had happened at
Bloom the following Sunday.
Nevertheless, the fault line around “No politics” continues to be a difficult and
messy area for Bloom to negotiate.79 Given my frustrations around what felt like a blatant
ignoring or avoidance of a fresh community trauma in July of 2016, I was honestly quite

79 These next events happened after my official IRB sanctioned period of study was over. I am
aware of them thanks to my ongoing relationship with the Bloom community, and as they are ongoing
instances of Bloom’s trying to figure out this “No” within their expansive “Yes” it feels important to
include them here.
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surprised that Luke’s message on the Sunday after Officer Jeronimo Yanez was acquitted
of Philando Castile’s murder took the subject head on. I was proud of Luke for
addressing it so directly, I think it is the best message I’ve ever heard him give, and I told
him as much after the service.
Seven weeks later, white supremacists converged on Charlottesville, Virginia, for
a “Unite the Right” Rally that turned violent and resulted in three fatalities.80 I was not at
Bloom the following day, but Jo was. And much like the Sunday after the election, Jo
was horrified and terrified by what had happened the previous week. In listening to the
day’s podcast, Luke’s opening prayer was
Luke: We pray for the nation around us this week and those in our country who
have chosen a path of hatred or anger or violence contrary to your peace and your
love and your acceptance. We just ask that your grace, your compassion, your
love would flood into these valleys that we’re experiencing now, and just fill us
with something different, fill us with your goodness. In Jesus’ name we pray,
Amen.
Then Luke began his message, on the discipline of compassion, with an emphasis
on getting beyond ourselves (our selfishness, our busyness) to be the hands and feet of
Jesus to others. It did not reference Charlottesville or engage the racial turmoil engulfing
the country. Jo was frustrated by this, feeling that such an event marks “a time when you
need to go off script.”81 Jo was equally frustrated that none of her fellow participants
were bringing Charlottesville up in the post-message discussion, so Jo spoke to it herself.
Jo reported that no one responded to her comments.

80 Joe Heim, “Recounting a Day of Rage, Hate, Violence, and Death,” Washington Post, accessed
January 26, 2018, https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2017/local/charlottesville-timeline/.
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Jo describes this Sunday as her breaking point. She had already been struggling
for a few months with Bloom’s lack of structure and what she felt was a blurring of the
line between a spiritual gathering and a social club. She was also frustrated that postmessage discussions were frequently circling around the topic of heaven and hell, which
Jo was not particularly interested in. But on this Sunday, Jo felt “silenced,” and like there
was no longer safe or welcome space for her perspective as a queer person of color. In an
email, Jo wrote, “I appreciate the ‘no politics’ boundary Luke has set, but some issues
transcend politics and for me racism is one of those issues that needs to be discussed in
order for healing and reconciliation to occur.”82 Again, the fault line emerges and
requires navigation—what some bodies can quarantine off as the realm of politics, other
bodies have no choice but to deal with as the reality of their lives. Which bodies get to
decide the boundary?
In this case the experience of the explicit “No” drove Jo away. She left that
Sunday with heavy heart and has not been back. In catching up with Jo several months
later, she noted “I can’t blame the people, because they are doing the best they can. But I
also cannot be there anymore.”83
Humble Walk
The “No” within Humble Walk’s expansive “Yes” is more implicit, and the fault
line emerges as a result of their radical commitment to the inclusion of young bodies,
bringing those needs and capacities to the forefront of the community’s life together.
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Steve picked up on this in his comment that he left the very first gathering “sort of
scared” because “it was sooooo overwhelmingly kid friendly. From my own church
experience, I didn’t know how to deal with that, and as a person who didn’t have kids, I
was like whoa! This is chaos!” 84 I remember feeling similarly in my initial encounters
with Humble Walk, particularly on days when things clearly didn’t go according to plan,
or maintain what I considered to be the proper level of reverence. 85
As they became parents themselves and struggled to find a faith home for their
family, Steve and Nancy grew to appreciate Humble Walk’s kid-friendliness. 86 Though I
have not become a parent, through my participation with this community over time I have
also grown to appreciate this, particularly for what it opens up and what becomes
possible through this radical inclusion of young people.
But it still remains a struggle, and there are days when this strategy can foreclose
as much as it can break open. I was especially conscious of this as I departed the Good
Friday service in 2016. In prior years Humble Walk had settled into a groove of a
singer/songwriter’s Good Friday, inviting musicians to select a musical response or
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85 Notably: the Sunday in Lent that the community was to write prayer concerns on strips of cloth
then tie them to a cluster of tree branches in a large vase, but one of the young people drew on every single
piece of cloth during the sermon, leaving none for the rest of the community to write their prayers upon.
Also the chaos following the first Maundy Thursday service I attended: I was accustomed to ending in
darkness and departing in solemn silence. But Humble Walk is always a guest in another’s space, so that
evening ended with children loudly chasing each other around Acme Scenic Arts while the adults quietly
broke camp.
86 His six word story about Humble Walk was, “Comfortable place for my family, seriously.” The
last Sunday of April 2016 put living flesh on this statement: Sara had a meltdown and cried into her
mother’s shoulder for the first half of the worship service. This neither disrupted the flow of the service,
nor solicited any dirty looks or suggestions that the family leave.
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interpretation of one of Jesus’ seven last words. Only the words of Jesus himself were
read aloud, then a musical response, then the young people would take turns
extinguishing candles burning in a large, sand-filled wooden cross on the floor. In 2016
Humble Walk partnered with a neighborhood Presbyterian church for the service and
added 3 activity stations in the front of the sanctuary: a coloring/drawing table, a
labyrinth, and in the very front a giant weaving project. The service felt chaotic through
and through, with an overload of visual and aural stimulation. This is another day in my
own personal piety that is weighted with a level of solemnity that was not at all on
display in the gathering. There was so much additional noise and busyness that it was
sometimes hard to hear the musicians and the speakers. Those participating in the activity
centers seemed entirely disconnected from and ignorant of what was happening with the
readings and the music. A few adults tried to walk the labyrinth mindfully but some of
the young people treated it like a race and kept chasing each other through the pattern,
repeatedly jostling those moving through more carefully.
I did come away from that evening with the insight that, though Good Friday was
earth-shattering for Jesus and his followers, for most of the world it was just another day,
people went about their business completely ignorant of the gravity of what was
transpiring at Golgotha. But I also came away with the recognition, all personal piety
aside, there are people who, for a variety of reasons, simply cannot handle that level of
stimulation. This is an implicit exclusionary “No” within Humble Walk’s inclusive
expansive “Yes.”87
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Humble Walk’s strategy to center the needs and abilities of young people also
means that things are done and explained, songs are chosen, sermons are given, with
consideration to what young people with still-developing vocabularies can understand.
This manifests as a “No” to those who are spiritually fed by or searching for a certain
kind of intellectual or classical theological rigor in their church experience. Robert was
very candid about this in our interview, owning that he’s “fanatical for learning what the
elders have to say about the last part of life, from like fifty-five on, because finally you
start to understand things” and he’s clear he doesn’t find this aspect of what he’s looking
for at Humble Walk. 88 Robert personally participates in four different faith communities,
so he finds that need met elsewhere, but his frankness points to the fault line Humble
Walk needs to navigate. An impromptu conversation with a classically trained theologian
and local professor who has brought their students to Humble Walk several times
registered a related observation, that they do not find Humble Walk to be theologically
deep. Given Humble Walk’s strong theological commitments to incarnation and
inclusion, they are not going to offer theological depth in a classical sense. This is
another “No” within their radical “Yes.”
Humble Walk is aware of this fault line and the continual need to tend it. In
March 2017 Jodi posted the following reflection on growing pains to the Facebook page:
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Figure 1. Screenshot from Humble Walk Facebook Page
In the conversation that ensued, Jodi noted “the conversation we continually
return to is: ‘How do we become more Adult Friendly?’ It’s sincerely our continual
growing edge.”
Particular Bodies with Particular Challenges
Each of these fault lines emerge as a result of unique aspects of each faith
community’s identity. Light of God is the largest of the three congregations, with an
average of sixty people in worship every week, and 245 souls participating in the
community overall. As a collective they have moved beyond Dunbar’s number, 89 which
means Light of God participants can no longer all relate to one another in the highly
informal, care-based manner of primary relationships. They have grown to a size that
unavoidably results in more secondary relationships among the community, which

89 Anthropologist Robin Dunbar posits the average human has a capacity for roughly 150 primary
relationships. See R. I. M. Dunbar, “Neocortex Size as a Constraint on Group Size in Primates,” Journal of
Human Evolution 22, no. 6 (June 1, 1992): 469–93, https://doi.org/10.1016/0047-2484(92)90081-J.
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inherently requires more formalized structure and rules. Thus, as they continually strive
to figure out healthy structures and boundaries for the church from within their broader
theological commitments to equality and transparency, Light of God’s particular
communal growing pains surface around negotiating the grief of losing some level of
intimacy among the community, as well as a post-traumatic fear rooted in previous
experiences of Roman structures and rules being abused or even weaponized.
Bloom, though still majority white, is the most racially diverse of the three
communities I have been studying, and is the only community of the three that has had a
consistent population of persons of color participating. As such, they by necessity have
intercultural dynamics they need to tend to, and intercultural work they need to do. In the
time that I’ve been with them, the “No politics” boundary has become a flashpoint for
that intercultural work. Bloom’s particular communal growing pains thus surface around
negotiating a post-traumatic fear rooted in previous experiences of Evangelical faith
being abused or even weaponized in the political realm, the privilege of majority culture
participants to define and cordon off multiple aspects of life as “politics,” and the lived
reality of minority culture participants who cannot do the same.
Finally, of the three congregations, Humble Walk has the largest contingent of
young participants, both in terms of their raw numbers and in terms of the percentage of
the congregation that is under the age of eighteen. As such, they by necessity have to tend
to the varying developmental capacities and intergenerational dynamics present in their
core. Humble Walk’s communal growing pains thus surface around negotiating their
conscious theological commitment to privileging the needs and abilities of their younger
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participants with their desire to meet (or at least not blatantly ignore) the needs and
abilities of adult participants.
These particular fault lines are not the only challenges that participants within
these three communities need to negotiate, however. For as much healing as my research
partners have found among these congregations, they have also found a confrontation
with many of their inherited beliefs. We turn our attention to this piece of the story next.

CHAPTER 4
DECONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION
None of the three congregations in my study consciously identify as part of the
Emerging Church Movement (ECM). Nevertheless, Humble Walk, Light of God, and
Bloom all share a key characteristic of the ECM identified by researchers Gerardo Marti
and Gladys Ganiel, which is a “religious orientation built on a continual practice of
deconstruction.”1 In each community this practice is not deconstruction for mere
deconstruction’s sake, but a purposeful unlearning of the ways of Pharaoh and Caiaphas
that have infected the Christendom Church and become the source of so much of the
wounding the Church has inflicted upon her people. Though the practice of confronting
and deconstructing inherited beliefs can be quite unsettling, it also foregrounds the
cultural toolkit with which participants can begin to reconstruct their faith.
In the interviews, my research partners frequently spoke to the ways their
participation in these communities was both challenging and changing their ecclesiology
as well as their theology,2 forcing them to consciously wrestle with ideas and practices
long taken for granted (with some aspects of this wrestling more welcome than others).
My own experiences within the communities resonated with my collaborators, as I too

1 Gerardo Marti and Gladys Ganiel, The Deconstructed Church: Understanding Emerging
Christianity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 6.
2

Of holy communion, of the priesthood, of grace, of Scriptural interpretation, and more.
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found myself wrestling with my understanding of good Lutheran worship and my sense
of pastoral authority, among other things. In a very real sense, ongoing participation in
these faith communities incarnates the experience of death and resurrection in relation to
one’s faith. This chapter explores those stories.
Humble Walk
It is mid-August in Minnesota, in the year of our Lord 2016, and I am sitting in
the upper level of Art House North, a former church building that has been turned into a
community arts center. Though there have been steady renovations and upgrades to the
limestone-faced building since Troy and Sara Groves purchased it in 2012, clear echoes
of the building’s original history remain, particularly on the upper level. The cross on the
front wall, the pulpit, and the lectern have been removed, the chancel area has been
converted to a stage, a fancy sound system and air conditioning have been added, but a
stained glass window still adorns the back wall, and on either side of a rose color
carpeted center aisle, nine rows of well worn dark wooden pews sit on the wooden floor,
providing seating for the space.
I have a mild headache and am exhausted from a family birthday party that
included a four hour round trip excursion to my aunt and uncle’s house in rural
Wisconsin earlier in the day. But we left the party before it was finished and scurried
back to St. Paul so that I could be here, sitting in one of those cushioned pews, three rows
from the stage, as Humble Walk Lutheran Church discussed and decided together
whether Art House North should become their new base of operations, after spending the
past two years hosted by a Jewish skilled nursing care facility called Sholom Home East.
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Tonight’s meeting was originally announced two weeks prior on the community’s
Facebook page, which had 547 members as of August 2016:
All community meeting! Sunday, August 14 at 6:30PM at Art House North. To
sing, pray and talk through the opportunity we have to move into Art House North
for our Sunday worship space. Come. Try it on for size. Tell us how you feel
about it. Listen with us. Our worship space matters—where and when and how
we gather are not flippant decisions. We want all you all to come—because if you
are reading this, you are HW and you matter.
The invitation was reiterated a week later by the creation and dissemination of a
Facebook event, the banner photo for which was an image of cowboys attempting to herd
cats:

Figure 2. Screenshot of Humble Walk Event Invitation
Twenty-one souls, including myself, rounded up for the meeting. Six of these
twenty-one were children, thirteen years of age or younger. This is a fairly typical
summer Sunday evening turn out, though during the previous school year the community
averaged closer to thirty to thirty-five people a week in worship. Most of those present
are “core” participants in the community, showing up regularly to weekly worship and
most other events. Start times at Humble Walk are soft; though scheduled to begin at six-
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thirty in the evening, the meeting actually gets underway ten minutes later, shortly after
the last handful of folks walk in the door. We have been utilizing the basement of the
building for a dinner church experiment over the last five Tuesday nights, but are less
familiar with this upper space. Our first act, after Pastor Jodi thanks us all for coming, is
to sing two songs together to get a sense of what that feels like in this space. Jodi’s
husband Nate, a singer-songwriter and baker, first teaches and then leads us in two songs
he has written, accompanying us on acoustic guitar. The first is in a bluesy style, “You’ve
got to move when the Spirit says move,” which elicits laughs after he sings the first line.
The second song is a new setting of the Sanctus. I notice how much louder and more
vibrant the singing feels in this space compared to Sholom Home.
Pastor Jodi then speaks of Humble Walk’s eight years of wandering in the
wilderness, framing this in light of the wilderness wanderings of Israel after the Exodus.
Just as Israel’s wandering was needed to heal from the harms done to them in Egypt and
to kick the ways of Pharaoh out of their individual and communal systems, Jodi tells us,
so too has Humble Walk needed to wander to heal from the harms done to us and to kick
“the old ideas of the institutional church” out of our system. Just as God provided daily
manna to Israel on this journey, Jodi reminds us, so too has God provided Humble Walk
with enough, “we are always on the edge, and then the manna arrives. It’s one miracle
after another.” Just as there came a time for Israel’s wandering to end, so that it might
share the gifts of its wilderness learning more broadly (including the gift of Sabbath, of
that weekly reminder that our worth is not tied to our productivity, but in simply being
ourselves, children of God, created in the image of our Creator), so Jodi wonders if it is
time for Humble Walk’s wanderings to end, so that the community might better share the
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gifts that have developed over these last eight years. She admits that she herself is tired of
wandering, and is running out of energy for the logistical wrangling that constantly
demands her attention under this way of life. 3 Then the floor is opened to discuss the
possibility before us.
Some clarifying questions about the nitty-gritty details of the potential
arrangement are asked and answered. Excitement about the possibilities that Art House
North opens up, as well as concerns about the limitations of the current space at Sholom
Home, are shared. Pastor Jodi acknowledges that as a seven on the enneagram, she has a
high tolerance for risk, change, and chaos, but she is cognizant that not everyone handles
such things with the same aplomb. Then she adds, “We all know that Catrina has been
studying us for her PhD, and a couple of weeks ago I asked her what she was learning
that surprised her, and she said—well, Catrina, do you want to just share what you said?”
Whoa! I had volunteered to be secretary of the meeting because I knew I’d be
taking copious notes anyway, and I thought it might give me an excuse to not speak.
Because I’m an introvert. Because I was tired and headache-y. And especially because
my primary role here is supposed to be as a researcher. But I’m deeply involved and
invested in this community at this point: I’ve been through varying seasons of regular and
sporadic participation in this congregation over the last four years, and have been a
steady presence on Sunday evenings since October 2015; I am an original and regular
member of the Beer and Hymns pick up band; I volunteer to help with set ups and tear
downs, and with bringing or prepping food for events; I’ve rerouted most of my offering

3 Pastor Jodi shared her prepared comments on the Humble Walk blog. Direct quotes are pulled
from there. Jodi Houge, “Wandering Church,” Humble Walk, August 15, 2016, accessed August 22, 2016,
http://www.humblewalkchurch.org/blog/2016/8/15/wandering-church.
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from the congregation to which I officially belong and have been giving it to Humble
Walk instead; I have developed friendships with several “core” participants, and am
Facebook friends with several more; the community has genuinely celebrated with me
and supported me through major milestones, like coming out to my conservative Catholic
and Evangelical extended family members, and receiving a generous dissertation grant
from the Louisville Institute; in January 2016 I started taking the “everybody’s in”
ideology seriously, stopped using “they” and began using “we” when describing the
community to third parties.4
I’m honestly not sure if weighing in on this major decision is part of apprenticing
myself to this congregation5 or is crossing a line that I shouldn’t. Yet here I am being
explicitly invited to say something as a core participant in the community, to share what
I’m learning through my research as a way of helping the others tease out their thinking
and discern a way forward.
I take a deep breath, turn my body toward the group, most of whom are sitting in
the pews either behind or across the aisle from me, and tell them what I had shared with

4 As Natalie Wigg-Stevenson writes, “The reflexive theologian cannot fully work out the norms
for how to handle the mutuality of a theological conversation in advance without denying the interviewee’s
agency in co-shaping the parameters of shared discourse. Responding adequately to the needs and desires
of all conversation partners necessitates that the reflexive theologian negotiate all her relevant roles in the
moment—whatever her own personal admixture of roles might be. She cannot prioritize one to the
exclusion of others, but rather must embody them loosely enough to create space for movement between
them and time to allow individual and integrative performances of each.” See Wigg-Stevenson, “Reflexive
Theology: A Preliminary Proposal,” 14.
5 See Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘from the Body.’” Much like my conversation with Jo at Bloom the
Sunday after the election, this was another key moment in my field research that raises complex questions
about my involvement with my study congregations. In this case I am confident Humble Walk would have
decided to move to Art House North regardless of what I said in this meeting, but that I was an active
participant in the meeting and deliberately invited to speak did influence the conversational dynamic. My
own methodological commitments to theological ethnography, to paying close and holy attention to the
community and partnering with them to surface embedded truth and put language around what is happening
also certainly influenced the conversational dynamic.
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Jodi two weeks prior: when I first started hanging out with Humble Walk four years ago,
I was overwhelmed by the sense of chaos. I’ve come to love and appreciate the chaos of
Humble Walk now, but I struggled with it early on, and I still sometimes struggle with it
even now. I know I do not have a high tolerance for risk, change, and chaos, and
everyone around me in the community seemed to have no problem with it, so I assumed
all this time that was true. The surprise as I started interviewing is that everybody else
struggles with the chaos too, to differing degrees and in differing ways, yet we’ve all
found value in being part of the community that has made that struggle worthwhile. But
it’s still there; it’s still something that we all contend with. I see a few heads nod as I’m
talking. Jodi thanks me, and shares her hopes that this opportunity to move in to Art
House North might tamp down some of the chaos.
Settled and Unsettled Cultures in Action
In her classic essay, “Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies,” sociologist Ann
Swidler introduced an important reframing of the link between culture and action. Rather
than a Parsonian “values paradigm” in which cultures are understood to have essential
values which drive or determine individual or group actions, Swidler proffers “an image
of culture as a ‘tool kit’ of symbols, stories, rituals, and world-views, which people may
use in varying configurations to solve different kinds of problems.” 6 Individuals and
groups draw on these tools when composing what Swidler calls “strategies of action,”
that is, “persistent ways of ordering action through time.” 7

6

Swidler, “Culture in Action,” 273.

7

Swidler, 273.
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As she unpacks this new concept, Swidler also introduces a significant insight,
that culture’s influence is decidedly different among “settled lives” as compared to
“unsettled lives.” In settled lives, the cultural toolkit functions primarily as unconscious
background. Settled cultures “provide the ritual traditions that regulate ordinary patterns
of authority and cooperation, and they so define common sense that alternative ways of
organizing action seem unimaginable, or at least implausible.”8 In unsettled lives, by
contrast, the cultural toolkit does not provide “underlying assumptions of an entire way of
life” but rather moves to the foreground and makes “explicit demands in a contested
cultural arena.”9 What’s more, in unsettled periods, “ideologies—explicit, articulated,
highly organized meaning systems (both political and religious)—establish new styles or
strategies of action.”10
Humble Walk as Unsettling Community
Beyond the long-standing nomadic nature of the community’s physical existence,
there are other obvious ways in which Humble Walk’s life is both unsettled and
unsettling. As I shared in the Art House North discernment meeting, the chaos of the
experience in my initial encounters with the community was truly overwhelming. At that
time, the average size of the group on a given week (fifteen to twenty people) was large
enough to push me into my quiet, observing, introverted impulses, but at the same time it
was too small to be able to hide in a crowd, so I had to engage others. That wasn’t always

8

Swidler, 284.

9

Swidler, 279.

10 Swidler, 278. Emphasis original. For example, as we saw in the last chapter, a strong theology
of radical hospitality (which Swidler would call an ideology of radical hospitality) is establishing new
strategies of action among all three of my study congregations.
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comfortable. More than that, things in worship didn’t always go smoothly or according to
plan, sometimes the kinetic energy of the children was just too much, or one of them
acted out in ways that were annoyingly distracting, or used up resources that were meant
for the whole gathering. As discussed at the end of the last chapter, I had the hardest time
with this during Holy Week, which I have long held as properly observed with a large
amount of somber gravitas marked by deep silences, all of which felt incredibly absent as
children shrieked with delight and chased each other around the room while their parents
cleaned up after the Maundy Thursday service.
As I started interviewing other participants, I came to realize I wasn’t alone in this
reaction. As you recall, Steve and Nancy also spoke of this overwhelm:
Steve: We didn’t have kids yet, and it was sooo overwhelmingly kid friendly.
From my own church experience, I didn’t know how to deal with that (laughs).
And as a person who didn’t have kids, I was like, whoa! This is chaos! Now that
I’m a parent, I’ve come to appreciate it a lot more. But before that, I was a little
bit taken aback by it.
Nancy: Yes, I remember you talking about that, actually. He would come and he
would [say], “I don’t know, it was just so overwhelmingly kid focused,” and
that’s unlike any other church experience. In every other church experience, kids
are sort of pushed away. At Humble Walk they’re brought to the forefront, which
is great. But I think at first it’s like, what’s happening? You know what I mean?
You just don’t expect it.
Steve: I think it was new for Humble Walk too. The space was really awkward,
because we were in a coffee shop where they didn’t really want us touching
anything, and it just wasn’t a comfortable space for the church. So overall there
were multiple levels of discomfort.11
Thomas and Amber had young children when their family started participating in
Humble Walk, but they also spoke of an overwhelm that unsettled them. As Thomas said,
“We were at the Pilney building at that point, and it was a very different way of having

11

Steve and Nancy, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 31, 2016.
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church. It was a little scary but we made it through.” When I asked Thomas what was
scary about it, he and Amber quickly elaborated: “open, and certainly non-traditional,”
“unstructured,” “much more interaction, where an introvert will be like, shoot me in the
face,” and “singing out loud with only six people in the room.” Additionally, they both
noted there was “no hiding,” among the Humble Walk community, and both felt it was
not an option to not participate. Amber expounded, “There was dancing at one—having
to get up, physically do, and it challenged so much for me because I really wanted to go
and kind of sit and listen, because that’s really all I knew. Then, oh! You want me to
shake something? You want me to move around?” Her own impulses, she noted, were
“No. I don’t want to jingle that. I want to just watch or something.” 12
Notice the language that each of them use: “from my own church experience, I
didn’t know how to deal with that” (Steve); “unlike any other church experience”
(Nancy); “it was a very different way of having church, it was a little scary” (Thomas);
“it challenged so much for me because I really wanted to go and kind of sit and listen,
because that’s really all I knew” (Amber). In describing their initial encounters with
Humble Walk, they are communicating more than a surface level discomfort due to
simple stylistic differences from their previous experiences of church. Rather, all four
reveal the beginning of a fundamental confrontation with the strategies of action they
inherited from the traditional church. This theme would come up over and over again.
Steve and Nancy, we recall, were both raised in a more conservative tradition of
Lutheranism in America, the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LC-MS). While Nancy
was ready to leave the denomination by her college years, Steve considered becoming an

12

Thomas and Amber, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, July 17, 2016.
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ordained pastor within the tradition and wrestled for several years with the question of
whether he could “make a difference” as “a voice of reason” within the denomination.
Discussing a female friend who had recently left after decades of trying to be such a
voice of reason in the LC-MS, Nancy agreed with Steve that “it’s hard, because you don’t
want to leave what you think could be better.”13
As we learned in the previous chapter, Steve and Nancy have been present from
Humble Walk’s beginnings at Fresh Grounds in 2008, but they only fully committed to
the community in late 2015, precisely in part because of the challenge that Humble Walk
has presented to their inherited strategies of action:
Steve: I was looking for a very specific church experience. I wanted high church,
organ, smells, bells, all of that. Because I’m really drawn to that idea of the
immanence of God, and Humble Walk is a place that’s so focused on the
transcendence of God14 so that was something that I had to kind of deal with. . . . I
went through a number of occasions of bringing Sara to churches that were great
for me, terrible for her, and as a result, bad for both of us. So that’s when I
realized, maybe this isn’t something that can be forced. It just needs to be a
natural, yeah, this can be church. I think the other thing that I really struggled
with, too, is what was formative for me in my church upbringing was a very
programmatic centered church and Humble Walk is, sort of that, but not [a]
massive youth group and big youth activities and all that. I don’t see that in this
church for Sara, and I think it took me a while to kind of wrap my head around
that. That maybe it’s not being part of the group but being part of the church.
Catrina: Mm-hmm. Is there, was there, an “aha” moment in that for you?
Steve: In a way I think it’s still an “aha,” it’s still happening, it’s still evolving,
because I still do think about that. Sara has got some people that are just a little bit
older than her, and quite a bit younger than her in the congregation, so “when
she’s in high school, what will this group look like?” is sort of the question mark
for me. I don’t know if that’s even a good question. Is that approaching church
from the lens that I grew up with? And kind of wanting to put those constraints
around it? Versus what the church has evolved to become.
13

Steve and Nancy, interview.

14 This is what he actually said. I think he mixed up immanence and transcendence in his speaking.
This interview was conducted before second daughter Rachel was born. Steve and Nancy, interview.
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Nancy: I will say after all of this trying to finally figure out, I feel like my
experience at Humble Walk now very much feels like what church should be.
After letting go of, this is how I grew up, and this is how I was used to it, and
letting go of that expectation for our family and just really embracing Humble
Walk, it feels right for me now. It feels like I would never go anywhere else now.
It feels like the way church should be. 15
As Steve notes above, it wasn’t just the initial shock of the child-focused worship
or the differing aesthetic style of Humble Walk, but life with this faith community has
been an ongoing unfolding of challenges to the strategies of action around “being church”
that he inherited from the LC-MS. This confrontation has helped Steve to consciously
reflect upon and name “what was formative for me in my church upbringing” while also
holding that inheritance at a critical distance, pondering whether it leads him to ask “good
questions” or entices him to put too many “constraints around” his current church
experience. Nancy now enthusiastically embraces Humble Walk’s new strategies of
action as “the way church should be” but articulates that she could only get to that wholehearted embrace by releasing her former strategies of action: “letting go of this is how I
grew up and this is how I was used to it.”
Steve and Nancy’s intensive and intentional re-assessment of their beliefs is
consistent with Swidler’s observation that in unsettled situations, “ritual changes
reorganize taken-for-granted habits and modes of experience.” 16 They witnessed to the
truth of this later in the interview, as they spoke of a particularly powerful experience of
unsettling around Humble Walk’s communion practices:

15

Steve and Nancy, interview.

16 Ann Swidler, “Culture in Action: Symbols and Strategies,” American Sociological Review 51,
no. 2 (1986): 278, https://doi.org/10.2307/2095521.
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Steve: As a result of this belief system that I grew up with, there are still moments
at Humble Walk that I’ve been challenged by. (tearing up a little) I feel like I’m
on the thread of an emotional—
Nancy: Do you want me to talk about the one I know about? Sara taking
communion?
Steve: (said at same time as Nancy) Sara taking communion. Yeah, go for it.
Nancy: Kids are welcome to take communion from the get go at Humble Walk,
and I remember the first time Sara went up to do it. We were there. I was like,
“Yeah! Go for it!” Steve just didn’t know what to do with it. Then I was like,
“Oh! I didn’t realize that this would be a problem.” I just hadn’t thought about it
as being a problem in that way. Then all of a sudden it was happening, and he
couldn’t stop it, and I didn’t want to stop it, and well, it just happened. (all laugh)
So we had to sort of figure out—I don’t know if we really didn’t talk about that
enough, or if you didn’t come to a—
Steve: Oh no, I just wasn’t ready to think about it. So when it happened it was,
“Ohhhh. That’s right, I’ve got to figure this out.” And not that that was a bad
thing. It comes down to reconciling the beliefs that I had as a child, with the faith
that I have today.
Nancy: Yeah. Sometimes that’s a hard thing to figure out.17
Thomas and Amber, we recall, were both raised in Lutheran denominational
bodies that preceded and contributed to formation of the ELCA, and were members of a
large, wealthy, multi-staff ELCA congregation in the Twin Cities metro prior to their
involvement with Humble Walk. Like Steve and Nancy, the ritual changes around
communion practices at Humble Walk unsettled their inherited strategies of action, but
where Steve has experienced this as a confrontation with and reconstruction of his
childhood beliefs, Thomas and Amber described it more in terms of a profound breaking
open of their experience of this ritual:
Amber: Our children received their first communion at Humble Walk. They also
served communion at Humble Walk. Which, we’re used to it now, but I found that
to be a profound experience. . . . I was really moved by their interest to participate
17

Steve and Nancy, interview.
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that way, which would never have happened anyplace else. I never served
communion until I was an adult, and that was crazy for me, as an adult. So then
experiencing that for my children, it makes me optimistic about their futures in
general.
Thomas: The thing about just that alone—probably what we all grew up in,
experiencing communion was a very sterile, non-social, you’d stand in a line,
solemnly, (chuckles) and you knew it was serious, but it was so sterile. So here,
first of all, having real bread. That was a huge deal. Huuuuge deal. (Amber
strongly affirms this both verbally and nonverbally) Having someone tear a
chunk, sometimes a big fat chunk that you just had to chew on, and you’re like
(big chewing motion/sound) omnomnom. It’s so different.
Amber: Absolutely. We’re so used to it now, but it’s absolutely the truth. Real
bread. Communion every week. I love it, and yes that’s huge, the real bread
versus the wafer. We care enough to take the time, when we physically can, to
provide the bread, versus, let’s just order the supplies if we need the dry wafers. It
seems more intentional, and I think the differentiation matters. It’s luxurious. 18
Challenging My Understandings of Lutheran Identity
I resonate with both the challenges and the breaking-open named by these
couples, as my participation with Humble Walk has unsettled my own inherited strategies
of action, particularly around my understanding of what constitutes “good Lutheran
worship.” The last two years, the musical leadership has been provided by Carolyn and
Ethan, an incredibly creative couple who were raised in an evangelical strain of
Christianity and have a strong theater background. They regularly write both the book
and the music for their theater company’s original musicals. In worship this has translated
into a lot of original songs, some of which have been rather self-affirmational and too
individually focused for my personal tastes, many of which have felt to me like they were
being performed for rather than taught to the community. My field notes are riddled with
my frustrations at the absence of hymns and the lack of communal singing, but this

18

Thomas and Amber, interview.
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experience of being unsettled forced me to start reflecting upon my own biases regarding
what worship should look like and what truly defined Lutheran identity. I started asking
myself if I was making an essentialist idol out of something that was really adiaphora.19 I
started wondering what else I might not be seeing or understanding fully because my
inherited strategies of action didn’t know what to make of what Humble Walk was doing.
This broke me open to start reflecting on other pieces of life at Humble Walk that
I was struggling with, notably Guest Artist Sundays. These happen once a month, and
consist of the sermon time and sometimes also the communal singing times being given
over to whoever the guest artist is. Often the artist is a musician or musical group, who
will play a number of their songs and talk about their songwriting. 20 Visual artists have
also been the guest, which has meant showing and talking about their work as well as
their artistic process.
These Guest Artist Sundays are always interesting, but I struggled to consider
them “worship.” Communion is still always celebrated on these days, but preaching and
communal singing, two key pieces to my own understanding of Lutheran identity
markers, are noticeably absent. I was thinking about these Sundays as a way that Humble
Walk pushes back against the heady intellectualism of the Lutheran tradition and tries to
make space for more expressive and embodied engagement of faith—in itself a worthy
goal and important practice, but kind of annoying to me that it seemed to come at the
expense of what I would consider worship. Through my own unsettling and the resultant

19

Permissible but not essential to faith.

20 For example, in between songs one artist, without using these particular words, told a story of
death and resurrection, speaking about their falling into addiction, their battle to get clean and sober, and
how their music has been shaped by that journey.
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examination of my biases and inherited strategies of action, I started to see something
more profound happening on these days. I recalled in my seminary worship class we
were taught to think of the liturgy as “the work of the people.” On a cold January night,
after seeing and hearing core participant and professional artist, Ivey, talk about her
paintings, and her mystic-like process of inspiration, I finally realized: Guest Artist
Sunday is quite literally the work of the people. Shared, sometimes with great
vulnerability; always seen, heard, and received with gratitude by the body of Christ. It is
truly a new strategy of action, one of many practices Humble Walk has adopted, of
pointing to the sacred in the midst of the seemingly secular, of making space for the
children of God to fully appear.
Amber voiced a similar experience of her own unsettling leading to recognition of
the barriers and biases within herself:
Amber: There was an awful lot of pressure, I thought, to engage in these
[unscripted interactions], and so I’ve had a very interesting experience from the
beginning of that to this point, which at the root of it, is all me being in the way.
My ego and my laziness and me, me, me. When I can acknowledge that, and not
be in my own way, then I can have a better experience. It’s not that they were
doing something wrong, it’s that I was kind of fighting. So if you’re going to go,
you don’t have to do anything, but there’s also a social pressure that, because
there’s so few, if you’re just kind of sitting in your pouty self for that day,
everybody knows. Which, that in and of itself, I don’t think they’re bad things, I
think they’re kind of like healthy pressures if you want to not sit in one spot.
Figuratively. And I don’t think we wanted to sit on one spot, ever, really, when
we think about or talk about what our family goals are, as a husband and wife, and
parents. But that doesn’t mean that we aren’t tempted to stay in that spot all the
time (laughs) even though we have aspirations.
Catrina: I hear your discomfort at the beginning, and even maybe still some
through today, so what keeps you at Humble Walk, then?
Amber: Well I’ve gotten much better at being uncomfortable. I’m comfortable
with the discomfort, because I kind of know what’s going to happen, and I’ve
given over to that. And I’ve always been better off for it, so I’m trusting that it’ll
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continue to be an experience, not necessarily good or bad, just it’s helped me
grow.
Thomas: Yeah. The challenges and the benefits are the same. They’re just flip
sides of the same thing. 21
Steve echoed Thomas’ sentiment when he shared that though “the communion
thing was tough, at the same time, in the last the last couple of months, there’ve been
some very powerful moments for me of encountering church in new ways, and I didn’t
think that was possible anymore.” 22 The three things Steve proceeded to name were
Jordan’s LGBT ally training, Jordan’s renaming and remembrance of baptism, and
Becca’s ordination service. 23 Jordan’s renaming ceremony was particularly powerful,
Steve said, “because I didn’t know the church could do that.”
That all of us (Steve, Nancy, Thomas, Amber, and myself), each strongly formed
in some very traditional and settled strategies of Lutheranism, struggled with Humble
Walk’s challenge to our inherited strategies of action, testifies to Swidler’s observation
that people existing in settled cultures “do not readily take advantage of new structural
opportunities which would require them to abandon established ways of life,” primarily
“because they are reluctant to abandon familiar strategies of action for which they have
the cultural equipment.”24 As we heard in their own words, this reluctance to abandon
familiar strategies of being church was a significant source of Steve and Nancy’s long
marginal engagement with Humble Walk before finally committing to the group as their
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Thomas and Amber, interview.
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Steve and Nancy, interview.

23 Becca is a lesbian who shared her pastoral and organizational gifts with Humble Walk for more
than a year while waiting for a call within the ELCA.
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family faith community. It also helps explain some of the turnover of the Humble Walk
core through its history. 25 And yet, as Steve, Nancy, Thomas, Amber, and I have each
discovered over many years, for those who persist in engaging with Humble Walk,
openly wrestling with the great unsettling it provokes within, the community will
ultimately both bless and transform you.
Light of God
It is early evening in early December, and already quite dark outside. I am en
route for my second visit to Light of God (the first was with my friend and colleague
Eileen, a reconnaissance mission back in the spring), but this is the first night I intend to
take field notes on my experience. My original plan to arrive at Mass early was foiled by
a missed turn on the way here, so I am arriving just as the service is about to begin.
Though dark, I can still make out that the general shape of the building I am approaching
is a “T,” and as I walk down a long sidewalk parallel to the trunk of the “T,” heading for
a door at its intersecting center, I am grateful for the white Christmas lights, strung in the
branches of the trees to my right, that accompany me along the path.
A teenage girl sees me approaching the door. She opens and holds it for me as she
smiles brightly and says “Welcome!” I enter the narthex, which is a flurry of preparation
for worship to begin, people coming in and greeting each other, ushers handing out
hymnals and shepherding folks into the sanctuary. An older white man with a thick black

25 Twin Cities Lutheranism is a small world, and a few different friends of mine have participated
with Humble Walk in the past but no longer do so. I have not interviewed these people, but anecdotally I’ve
noticed when speaking of the decision to leave Humble Walk, they generally articulate variations on the
challenge it presented to their inherited strategies of action for being church. Humble Walk itself embraces
this turnover as part of its identity, understanding that for some it serves as a “storm home,” a safe but
temporary refuge while waiting for a stormy point in one’s life or one’s relationship to the church to pass.
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Crayola marker and a small clipboard of nametags greets me and hands me the marker
and clipboard saying “We would like to be able to name you.” He watches as I write my
name down on a nametag, then with some hesitation in both his voice and expression
asks, “Are you new to our community?” I admit I had visited once before, several months
ago. He smiled and said “Ah, so you know who we are, and what we’re about, and where
we’ve been, and where we’re going, and how you will help us get there!”
The opening hymn was beginning, but the presider and deacon were standing at
the entrance to the sanctuary, singing, and effectively blocking the door. A female usher
who I recognized from my first visit helped escort me around the service leaders and
gestured toward some open seats, so I sat down on one of them.
Both service leaders are women tonight. As part of the welcome at the beginning
of the service, Priest Maureen expresses some nervousness, as this will be her first time
presiding at Mass. She is grateful so many people have come to worship and participate
in this with her, and hopes they will forgive any bumps in the road ahead. 26
Deceptively Familiar Unfamiliarity
Light of God is, admittedly, the community in my study that has been the least
challenging to my own inherited strategies of action for being church. Their liturgy is
strikingly similar, in both language and style, to the liturgies utilized by my own tradition
(though their practice is more robustly embodied). The homiletical styles and strategies
of the community’s priests are also quite similar to those employed by myself and my
Lutheran colleagues. Their use of inclusive language for God is more consistent (and
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more consciously deliberate) than most of the congregations I’ve previously participated
in, but it is not a new concept nor a new practice for me to speak of God in this way.
Perhaps most importantly, I was raised in a Christian tradition that has, in the scope of
my lifetime, always allowed women to be ordained; I was fourteen years old when my
home congregation first called a woman to be our solo pastor; and I was a twenty-eight
year old woman when I was first called to be a solo pastor myself. So the possibility of
women on the altar, and only women on the altar, has both objectively and subjectively
long been a part of my social imaginary. 27
At the same time that Light of God feels very familiar to me in many regards, I
am conscious of the reality that I was raised in a different system of belief than most of
the community’s participants, and as a result, their experience of the community may be
radically different from my own. Encounters and decisions that do not feel particularly
challenging or exciting to me (because of the Protestant formation that I can’t help but
bring with me into the space) might actually be quite challenging or exciting for them.
That dark December night in 2012 is a very clear illustration of this to me. At the
time I was still very early in my own skill development for both observant participation
and field note taking, and the quality of my notes reflect those growing edges. But
beyond my novice ethnographic abilities, because of my own previous experiences, as
well as the Lutheran hermeneutic through which I filter the world, there were things
going on that night, excitement and energy that was present, that I am sure I simply failed
to pick up on.

27 This is not to say sexism and foreclosed imaginations do not persist within the ELCA.
Unfortunately not everyone who shares this tradition with me shares this social imaginary, to which the
experiences of my fellow female ELCA clergy can routinely attest.
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I observed and noted there were two women leading the Mass, and that it was
Maureen’s first time presiding over Mass, as her ordination had occurred just the week
before. I managed to capture a few other observations in relation to those facts.28 But it is
only in the past year, as I have been reading and coding my field notes and actively
writing this dissertation, that I have realized what a huge deal this night was for the
community. It was the first time they were seeing a woman in charge of presiding over
the Mass, the first time they were seeing only women on the altar.29 Between my novice
observing and note-taking, and the reality that what was novel for me in the experience
(the community itself, the more embodied aspects of the liturgy) was not the same as
what was novel for the rest of the community (only women on the altar), I am certain that
I missed a tremendous amount of the evening’s richness and significance as it played out
in real time right before my eyes.
Though my ethnographic skills have certainly improved in the intervening years,
and I have done my best to bodily apprentice myself to this community, 30 my Protestant
formation remains something I cannot help but carry with me into this space. I have
striven to remain conscious of that inherent bias, and have always been forthright about
that aspect of my identity in my conversations and interactions with the community. I am

28 Including: the congregation’s applause at the end of Maureen’s sermon, and again during
closing announcements when Priest Sean publicly affirmed her leadership; Helen, an older white woman,
asking me to take a picture with Maureen on her cell phone after Mass, as she said “it was so awesome to
see only women at the altar tonight;” and some table conversation from Maureen about what it felt like to
preside for the first time.
29 Light of God’s common practice at that time was to have a deacon (all of whom were female)
assist with the Eucharist, but Sean, as the only ordained priest in the community to that point, was the only
one who could preside. It speaks both to the community’s practice of making space to appear, and to its
intentional sharing of power, that as soon as it was possible for there to be only women on the altar, Sean
simply got out of the way and made space for there to be only women on the altar.
30

See Scharen, “Ecclesiology ‘from the Body,’” and Wacquant, “Carnal Connections.”
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humbled by the radical hospitality Light of God has continuously offered me in light of
this knowledge. 31 Though I have endeavored to give holy attention to all three of my
study congregations, I try to listen especially closely to how this group describes their
experiences, mindful to minimize the risk of projecting a Protestant interpretation onto
what they say. In this close listening, I have heard Light of God participants speak of two
different kinds of unsettledness: both a growing unsettledness with Roman Catholicism
itself which always preceded their entrée to Light of God, as well as an unsettledness
provoked by their participation in Light of God.
From Settled to Unsettled Roman Catholics
Swidler notes that “people in settled periods can live with great discontinuity
between talk and action,” 32 and so they “profess ideals they do not follow, utter platitudes
without examining their validity, or fall into cynicism or indifference with the assurance
that the world will go on just the same.” 33 They can tolerate “gaps between the explicit
norms, worldviews, and rules of conduct” which they profess and “the ways they
habitually act” because in a settled culture “people naturally ‘know’ how to act.”34 For a
clear example of this phenomenon, recall Hannah’s story in the previous chapter, how
she returned to Roman Catholic practice during graduate school at a diocesan institution,

31 Including me in “the table of radical hospitality for the world, where all are welcome;”
embracing me as one of their own; inviting me to join the choir and serve as a cantor, as well as provide
musical leadership for Sean’s consecration as Bishop; allowing me to vote in the Circle of Servant Leaders
election; even inviting me to preach and co-preside over a Mass.
32

Swidler, “Culture in Action,” 281.

33

Swidler, 280.

34

Swidler, 280.
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while also coming out of the closet. As she said of that experience, though Roman
Catholic teachings on sexuality no longer fit her social construct, though she was not
acting in accordance with official doctrine, “I was still going to Mass, because it was
what I knew. It was part of the community and it was part of the culture, so I would go,
because I knew what to say when.” 35 And yet, in Hannah’s case, the disconnect was
beginning to unsettle her. Her relationship to institutional religion was becoming a
contested cultural space.
Hannah was not alone in this struggle. As I have listened closely to the
participants at Light of God, I have repeatedly heard them speak of the ways in which
participating in Roman Catholicism was increasingly unsettling to them. As described in
Chapter 2 on the community’s origins and evolutions, at least three different streams of
distress have contributed to this unsettling. First, Archbishop Nienstedt’s strong public
stance and campaigning against LGBT people’s right to marry (in conjunction with an
equally vehement stance against LGBT people and publicly identified allies participating
in the sacrament of communion36); second, the recent turnover of priests in area parishes,
with retiring Vatican II era progressive priests being replaced by newer, younger, more
conservative priests (as I have been told time and again, “the new priests are not like the
old priests”); and third, the local media’s unveiling of widespread clergy sexual abuse

35 Hannah and Ruth, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, October 1, 2016. Emphasis
added by author.
36 See French and Helgeson, “Marriage Amendment.”; Dennis Coday, “Pre-Emptive Strike in
Rainbow Sash Clash,” National Catholic Reporter, 11:42am, https://www.ncronline.org/blogs/ncrtoday/pre-emptive-strike-rainbow-sash-clash.; and Madeleine Baran, “Archdiocese: Communion Too
Sacred to Be Used as Protest | Minnesota Public Radio News,” Minnesota Public Radio News, October 6,
2010, https://www.mprnews.org/story/2010/10/06/denied-communion.
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within the Archdiocese of Minneapolis-St. Paul, and the Archdiocese’s decades-long
cover for abusive priests.37
In both group and individual interviews with participants, and even in casual
dinner conversations, a deep discomfort with the Roman Catholic hierarchy has been a
recurring theme throughout my time with Light of God. This was especially true when I
first encountered the community in late 2012.38 Edward, a white, married man in his late
sixties, lifelong Roman Catholic, and father of an adult gay son, expressed it this way,
Edward: The Roman church is changing dramatically . . . discovering that the
Roman church I was hoping it would become, [it] didn’t become, [I] was getting
disillusioned—that’s a mild way to put it. There are stronger words I could use
but we won’t go into those particular ones. . . . The Roman Catholic Church is
such that it’s killing people off in my opinion. 39
In expounding his vexation, Edward spoke at length about the “very welcoming,”
“very liberal” priest who had served his parish for more than thirty years being replaced
by a younger priest who he described as “two-dimensional,” “rigid,” “conservative,” and
“a spokesperson for the Bishop, who I cannot stand.”
Pete articulated a similar level of dismay, focusing on what he felt was a growing
demand to adhere to a particular party line. A white man in his early seventies, Pete was

37

See News, “Betrayed by Silence.”

38 At the time of the focus group interviews in December 2012, Benedict XVI had been Pope for
eight years, and John Nienstedt had been Archbishop of the Archdiocese of Minneapolis-St. Paul for four
years. Minnesota Amendment One, to enshrine the definition of marriage as between one man and one
woman in the state constitution, had failed passage in the general election one month earlier.
39 Focus group 1, Light of God, interview by the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project, St. Paul,
MN, December 8, 2012. Focus Groups 1 and 2 were interviews conducted under the auspices of the
Learning Pastoral Imagination (LPI) Project. As the LPI Project Assistant, I was also a participant in that
evening. I am grateful to the Rev. Drs. Eileen Campbell-Reed and Christian Scharen for their generosity in
allowing me to utilize this data in my dissertation project. Upon reviewing this Edward desired to clarify
that by “killing people” he meant “they are killing the spirit/soulfulness of the congregation/church.”
Edward, clarifying email exchange with author, October 18, 2018.
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born and raised Catholic, became Lutheran through much of his earlier adulthood, then
came back to Roman Catholicism after marrying his second wife, Dorothy. He said, “If I
have to leave my brains at the door, I’m not going to enter that door.” He would later
elaborate,
Pete: We are in church to worship God but we’re not there to worship the minister
or priest or dogma. I don’t believe that you can have faith unless you’re permitted
to, and feel free to, question faith. Because if you just saw off the top of your head
and pour in the faith and give unquestioning assent to faith, like the Roman
Catholic Church is demanding now, that’s not faith, that’s—you’re a robot.
Dorothy: You’re a cult. You’re in a cult then.40
Judith, a white, married woman in her early seventies, is a lifelong Roman
Catholic who nevertheless considered herself “not a very good [Roman] Catholic,” for,
as she said, “The Catholic church is wonderful for putting guilt into a person, and I
always felt kind of guilty because my views didn’t agree with their views.” 41 Her “total
dissatisfaction with the Roman Catholic hierarchy” that “just doesn’t get it” crested as the
Archdiocese of Minneapolis and St. Paul came down very hard and very publicly against
gay marriage, at the same time that the liberal Vatican II-era priest who had served her
parish for many decades was replaced by a new priest who she found very conservative,
rigid, and rule-following.42 As she said,
Judith: I could not stand the Archdiocese. I did not want to be counted as a
Roman Catholic who was against gay rights. I wanted to be a woman who was
respected as a woman. People said well, you ought to be a priest. I said no, I don’t
want to be a priest, but I want some other woman to have the opportunity to be a

40

Focus group 1, interview.

41

Focus Group 2, Light of God, interview by the LPI Project, St. Paul, MN, December 8, 2012.

42

She comes from the same parish as Edward and Louise.
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priest. I did not want to be counted as one of the 1.1 million Catholics in
Minnesota. No, don’t count me in. 43
Lee, a white married man in his fifties, spoke of it as having a “split brain about
Catholicism,” telling himself “it was the community that counted” and “all that other sort
of official stuff I could just let it go and ignore it.” Until the day that he “just couldn’t do
that” anymore, because the outrage he and his wife felt about “the policies and
pronouncements that come out of the hierarchy” and the deep longing to “have a more
integrated spiritual life” became too great to bear. 44
Tabitha, who we met in the previous chapter, also spoke of a growing
unsettledness, a disconnect between her understanding of the call to Christian living and
the priorities of the Roman Catholic leadership. Like Lee, she initially tried to cope by
focusing on the parish community instead of the hierarchy, but the installation of a new
priest and the archdiocese’s aggressive spending on the marriage campaign became too
hard to ignore:
Tabitha: It was a grieving process for me to leave a parish we had been a part of
for thirty years. (crying) We had a change of priest and the new guy is not the last
two guys. He’s certainly a decent person but as we watched the church continue
to make choices that didn’t reflect where we were spiritually, we struggled.
Because we said church is the people, it’s not—(still crying) But we knew,
especially when they went on that campaign [to constitutionally enshrine marriage
as between one man and one woman], our dollars, I don’t care what the
Archbishop said, if you’ve got that kind of money to spend on a campaign, then
you’re not really serving the poor and taking care of the homeless. While they
said it didn’t come out of the coffers of the parish, I used to be on staff at
[suburban parish] and each parish gets assessed something that goes back to the

43

Focus Group 2, interview.

44

Focus Group 2, interview.
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Archdiocese, so don’t tell me that some of all that money that you scrambled to
come up with for that campaign didn’t come out of our pockets.45
Light of God as Unsettling Community
Light of God steps in to this increasingly unsettled, culturally contested space
within Catholicism, making explicit ideological and theological claims for radical
hospitality, transparency, and egalitarianism. In the process of living into these claims,
they alter rituals that do indeed “reorganize taken-for-granted habits and modes of
experience.”46 This confrontation with inherited strategies of Catholicism is immediate
upon walking in the door. Two of their three priests are women, and two of the three are
married. This alone challenges centuries of official Roman Catholic doctrine, teaching,
and practice, blowing down boundaries the Roman hierarchy has put around the
priesthood.47 What’s more, Bishop Sean, one of the married priests and founder of the
community, has been thoroughly excommunicated by the Roman church. The

45

Focus Group 2, interview.

46 Swidler, “Culture in Action,” 279. A full rehearsal of the current state of the Roman Catholic
Church is beyond the scope of this dissertation. However, it should be noted that there are many practicing
Roman Catholics who share in this sense of unsettling but choose to remain within the Roman Catholic
Church and work for its transformation from within. Some of them have adopted new strategies of action
similar to those practiced by Light of God.
47 Both Canon Law (c. 1024) and the Catechism of the Catholic Church (para. 1577) explicitly
limit ordination to men. This doctrine has been continually affirmed and further upheld through
Declarations such as Inter Insigniores, made by the Sacred Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith in 1976,
as well as Apostolic Letters such as Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, written by Pope John Paul II in 1994. Though
celibacy was a contested matter in the earliest centuries of the Roman Church, it has been a requirement of
the priesthood since the Second Lateran Council in 1139. See: “Code of Canon Law” accessed August 7,
2018, http://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG1104/_P3P.HTM; “Catechism of the Catholic Church,” accessed
August 7, 2018, http://www.vatican.va/archive/ccc_css/archive/catechism/p2s2c3a6.htm.; “Declaration on
the Question of Admission of Women to the Ministerial Priesthood,” accessed August 7, 2018,
http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_19761015_interinsigniores_en.html; “Ordinatio Sacerdotalis,” accessed August 7, 2018, https://w2.vatican.va/content/johnpaul-ii/en/apost_letters/1994/documents/hf_jp-ii_apl_22051994_ordinatio-sacerdotalis.html.; and Stefan
Heid, Celibacy in the Early Church: The Beginnings of a Discipline of Obligatory Continence for Clerics
in East and West (San Francisco, CA: Ignatius Press, 2000).
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Archdiocese of St. Paul and Minneapolis released an official announcement denouncing
both Sean and the community, threatening automatic excommunication for any who are
“aware of the schismatic status of the church, minister, or ritual” and choose to support,
attend services, or seek sacraments, regardless.
Thus, for those raised in the Roman tradition, just to show up in this community
entails an act of courage and a willingness to start deconstructing and reconstructing
one’s inherited faith. Light of God’s liturgy expands the challenge to old strategies of
action, making room not only for women serving on the altar but also for the feminine
divine. The community’s intentional use of inclusive language for God is evidenced from
the opening of the Mass to its end, as we both gather and are sent “in the name of our
God who is Creator, Redeemer, and Holy Spirit.” Lectionary readings are from an
inclusive translation. In other places where masculine language or imagery for God is not
de-gendered, feminine language or imagery for God is added. The Eucharistic Prayer is
based on the writings of Saint Hildegard of Bingen and includes speaking of God “as a
mother tenderly gathers her children, you embraced us as a people of your own.” The
presiding priest leads us into the Lord’s Prayer by acknowledging we “pray to our God
who is both Our Mother and Our Father . . ..”
In contrast to the deeply hierarchical structure of the Roman Catholic Church,
Light of God embodies a relatively flat, egalitarian structure, which is communicated
through many of their liturgical practices. The priest giving the day’s homily preaches
from a music stand on the floor, in the midst of the community. The priests who are not
presiding over the Mass sit in the pews with everyone else, sometimes in clerical collars
but often in regular clothes. Perhaps most strikingly, the entire body of worshippers joins
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the presiding priest in speaking the words of consecration during the Eucharistic prayer,
words which in the Roman tradition are reserved for those who have been ontologically
changed through the sacrament of ordination.
The weekly welcome at the beginning of the service declares Light of God is a
community of “radical hospitality,” a pronouncement that will be re-asserted in the
liturgy of the Eucharist and enacted as all are fed at “the table of radical hospitality for
the world” where “all are welcome.” This, too, is a challenge to the official teachings of
Roman Catholicism, as well as the customary Eucharistic practices of many local Roman
parishes.48 This radical hospitality is not enacted merely at the table but pervades the
community’s ethos, and extends, as we noted in the last chapter, to the support and
inclusion of LGBT persons, who are openly present and fully participating.
From Implausible to Plausible Reconstructions of Faith
In a group interview, Dorothy poignantly noted that, to participate in a community
such as Light of God, “You have to be in your life’s journey at a point where you are
ready to make a change, otherwise it doesn’t happen. Apparently we were at that point in
our life.”49 Dorothy’s observation affirms Swidler’s insight that people in settled cultures
“do not readily take advantage of new structural opportunities which would require them
to abandon established ways of life,” 50 not, at least, without being prodded beyond the
constraints that settled culture tends to place upon their strategies of action. Among those

48 For example, the Eucharistic exclusion of non-Catholics, divorced people, LGBT people, and
even straight allies who express their solidarity by certain visible means, such as a rainbow sash or button.
49
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constraints, even as settled cultures are “internally diverse and often contradictory,”
nevertheless “they provide the ritual traditions that regulate ordinary patterns of authority
and cooperation, and they so define common sense that alternative ways of organizing
action seem unimaginable, or at least implausible.” 51
Esther, we recall from the last chapter, spent a lifetime torn between the profound
hurt that she “never felt accepted” by her church because of her sexuality and the
inability to “find anything that compared with the richness of the Roman Catholic Church
for me.” Her self-reported response to Sean’s question, “What if there could be a Catholic
church that was welcoming?” indicates how implausible she found the idea at the time:
Esther: I met Sean about ten years ago. We talked and he said, “What if there
could be a Catholic church that would be welcoming?” I said, “You think so?”
And he said, “Yeah, there’s a possibility.” I said, “In my lifetime?”52
Louise, who is married to Edward, is also a lifelong Catholic and a white woman
in her late sixties who is mother to a gay son. Despite she and Edward’s growing
frustrations with the Roman Catholic Church, they too could not imagine an alternative
form of Catholicism before their exposure to Light of God. Louise describes their
discovery of the community, “so different from the Catholic Church that we knew,” as a
miracle:
Louise: I came here because my friend invited me. I went with her the following
week to the Mass and that’s when I went home and said “You know, Ed, there’s
another Catholic church out there.” Then we went to these informational sessions
and found out the history of the Old Catholic Church and the difference. Sean’s
very good at explaining this. Then we began to meet with the deacons, the female
deacons. The compassion and the stories from them, it’s so different from the
Catholic Church that we knew, hearing what they were talking about. People are
quite restrained in the Roman Catholic Church still it seems, but here they’re very
51
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Esther, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, November 14, 2016.
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willing to hug you and you can see that they are very genuine, so this is how we
ended up here. . . . We’re looking at this as a miracle for us anyway, a real sign. 53
Where participants at Humble Walk articulated the confrontation with their
inherited strategies of action as more of a challenge that they continually need to work
through, many at Light of God readily welcome the ability to deconstruct and reconstruct
their strategies for being Catholic. In both my official interviews and casual
conversations, the reconfiguration of the priesthood was repeatedly named as an
important and valued change in strategies of Catholicism. Stephanie, who we met in the
previous chapter, illustrated this beautifully. A cradle Roman Catholic, she struggled with
the church’s exclusion of women from leadership for many years, and occasionally
considered leaving Roman Catholicism because of it. Like Steve at Humble Walk,
Stephanie is now able to hold her childhood faith at a critical distance, verbalizing the
constraints it placed upon her own (and others) imagination, while expressing gratitude
for the new strategies embodied at Light of God:
Stephanie: I’ve always thought women should be clergy and have a more active
role, so I really like that about [Light of God]. . . . The first Mass we had when it
was all women on the altar I was just, (sounding awed) “Wow! This is awesome!”
It was very awesome to see that. So it’s kind of disappointing that there are a lot
of people who still think that’s improper. But to have married priests or women
priests, I don’t see any big deal about it. As a kid I would have, growing up
Roman I would have thought that was completely ridiculous. But the older I get
the more liberal I am, I think (chuckles). 54
Stephanie’s sentiments regarding women clergy were echoed over and over again
throughout the community, from self-described “women’s libber” Judith, who is adamant
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Stephanie and Jake, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, January 13, 2017.
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that “The Catholic Church is overlooking the talents of half its members” 55 to Edward,
who believes “women priests . . . [are] a needed thing in all churches,” and Pete, who
volunteered “I’m a staunch advocate for women religious or women priests.” 56 Once I
asked my tablemates at the monthly pizza dinner, why Light of God instead of a liberal
Roman parish like St. Joan of Arc or St. Stephen’s? The answer common to everyone at
the table was the lack of full and unconditional acceptance of women in leadership in the
Roman church.57
But Light of God has reconfigured the priesthood beyond who can be a priest.
They have also intentionally reconfigured how the priests relate to the people, adopting a
non-hierarchical culture and style of leadership. This, too, was named as a surprising but
welcome change. Hannah, who we met in the last chapter, spoke to this:
Hannah: I never thought I could have a relationship with a clergy member like I
do. That it’s normal for any one of the three—often times if Ruthie [is] doing the
sacristan thing, I’ll be sitting there playing on my phone or reading a book in the
library—and any one of the three of them, whoever is around will come and sit
down, and I can talk about anything. Even if it’s a check in, if it’s about, how’s
shit? or life? But genuinely happy to see me, and always willing and able and
available to engage. I was raised such that clergy were up here and over here (she
holds her arms out away from her body and waves her hands), and the
relationship that I have [now], not only are they clergy but they’re my friends.
And that’s weird. It surprises me. 58
Jack, a straight white male in his fifties, converted to Roman Catholicism when he
married Tabitha. They have known Bishop Sean since the late eighties, when he served as
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an education director at their former suburban parish. Speaking in a focus group, Jack
also named the notable difference in leadership at Light of God:
Jack: I mean, how weird is it for me to be standing there and he’s giving a homily
and we’re looking at each other eye-to-eye, it’s just very strange. It’s a good
strange and it’s—
Eileen: So his preaching down on the floor actually communicates something.
Jack: Yes, he’s coming down to talk to you.
Judith: Not talk at you.
Jack: Not talk at you, not try to teach me something that I obviously don’t know
but to engage me in the liturgy. They even tell us at the end “Go and live the
liturgy in your life.” Wow, that’s pretty powerful. I think that sets the tone, and
Sean would say “No, no it’s the people, it’s the people.” Of course it’s the people,
because that kind of person draws those kinds of people. 59
Jack’s sister-in-law Brenda (Tabitha’s sister), a white, single woman in her fifties
who has been a cradle Roman Catholic, also spoke to this:
Brenda: I came to the first service and the liturgy, everybody was equal. It wasn’t
the priest is always above you and all of the servants are below. The consecration
was—the community is part of that consecration. It’s not just the priest doing it.
The words, as a mother gathers her children, yes, those are the powerful words of
community and faith. It’s a shared faith and it’s a positive faith and it’s a lifegiving experience. Not a judgmental, or “I’m a God-fearing Christian”—I’m like,
what does that mean? That is not my God.60
Tabitha also spoke of the impact of the liturgy, and the welcome change it
provides for her strategies of being Catholic. Where her husband Jack and her sister
Brenda focused on the deconstruction and reconstruction of power and relationships
between priest and community, Tabitha named her appreciation for the reconstruction of
Catholic anthropology:
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Tabitha: The liturgy here is so, so powerful, I just love liturgy here. I was
reflecting, [knowing] that we would be coming [to this focus group], why had we
chosen this [community]? I thought, in the times that we’ve attended it’s so
positive. There’s just a sense of, we’re all sinners but it’s that feeling that we
move forward with the positive. Where in the Roman Catholic it’s, “Lord I’m not
worthy to receive you.” There’s just that slashing of that guilt and that shame and
that stuff that we just kind of keep reminding ourselves we’re just that human and
I’m thinking, we already know that. It’d sure be nice if we could focus on that
God-life-breathing, and it’s done really well here in this parish. Not just Sean but
by Maureen and Monica, it’s a theology that spans all of them here and it’s liferenewing and that is wonderful. . . . This is a life-giving parish and I love how
they send us off: if we don’t do those acts of kindness, if we don’t do those words
it won’t be done then. That’s just energizing.61
This life-giving, egalitarian communality manifests itself at Light of God beyond
the liturgy, and beyond the priest’s interactions with the people. Lydia, who we met in the
previous chapter, spoke at length about her nearly two years on the strategic planning
committee, where she and other volunteers “debated, talked, dreamed, discussed, and
learned with each other about what could be done” to “create some structure for the
church” and “give it the bones that it needed for basic foundation.” She noted that
previously she “had absolutely no touch or tie to the workings of a church,” that her
“only involvement in church has ever been to go to pray, to go to confession, to go to
communion,” along with the occasional lectoring in high school. Lydia found Light of
God’s deliberate flattening of Catholic polity, giving her the ability to participate and
engage with others in the construction of this new community’s fundamental identity and
strategies for being church together, was not only “really fun” but also “a powerful
experience.”62
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The Harder Things to Leave Behind
Though many of these changes in their inherited strategies of action have been
welcome reconstructions, healing the growing sense of discontinuity people were
experiencing under Roman Catholicism and better aligning their theological convictions
and embodied actions, participants at Light of God also spoke to a number of ways the
congregation has been truly unsettling to them. Much as at Humble Walk, to remain
active with this community of faith requires working through various deconstructions and
reconstructions of belief or practice that participants are not always immediately ready to
receive.
One challenge is leaving behind the people you have known and the communal
faith you have been part of for decades. At the time the LPI Project interviewed them in
2012, both Edward and Louise, as well as Tabitha, Jack, and Brenda, were actively
working through this grief. Tabitha was in tears as she described the decision:
Tabitha: We sat for about a year, struggling with what we should do, and then
made the decision in November that we would leave the parish. (crying) Because
again church is really the people but you can’t get away from the hook that the
Roman Catholic church has on each of those parishes. We just felt like we had to
go because we wanted to financially support a parish whose mission was in direct
line with where we were at spiritually. 63
Edward, noting “it’s hard to give up a community, we’re talking a thirty year
community,” discovered that leaving their former parish proved too difficult for him and
Louise to do in one fell swoop. Over time they slowly, simultaneously transitioned
themselves out of their previous parish and into Light of God. At the time LPI
interviewed them in 2012, Edward was still singing with the previous parish choir, but
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Focus Group 2, interview. Tabitha’s sister Brenda quickly added that this was a “matter of
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was preparing himself to quit: “it’s really tough though because there’s a lot of very, very
good people and I hate to say that [I will quit] because I will miss them, but it’s going to
happen.”64 Today Light of God is their primary worshipping and faith community,
though they have not completely severed their ties with their previous parish. As Louise
told me, “We take Light of God’s final blessing seriously, to go out and serve a hurting
world. So we continue to serve in [previous parish]’s Funeral Ministry when called.”65
A related challenge facing participants at Light of God is the sense of abandoning
one’s family heritage, or in some cases, literally abandoning a family member. Judith had
serendipitously discovered Light of God a full two years before she began participating
regularly, because she didn’t want to leave her recently widowed sister to grieve by
herself in their Roman Catholic parish. Brenda spoke of being ready to leave the Roman
church long before she was ready to negotiate the heartbreak this would cause her and
Tabitha’s parents:
Brenda: I don’t like the hierarchy. I don’t like their position on women. I don’t
like their position on unmarried priests. My experience with my sister when she
had a difficult pregnancy, and the position [that] you should be honored to die for
a child—are you kidding me? Their life experience is not the every day, and this
celibate priest can say that if that’s what he chooses to, but that’s not the reality of
it. . . . So I was unhappy but was not ready to make the break. My parents are
very, very faithful Catholics and that was very difficult. I knew that if I was to
leave that it would be very hurtful, especially for my mom. I think my dad can get
over it a little bit more. I know that my mother is having issues with her two
daughters leaving that typical Catholic piece of it. 66
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Focus Group 1, interview.
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Louise, clarifying email exchange with author, October 17, 2018.
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Focus Group 2, interview.
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An additional challenge presented by Light of God is learning to live into a
different congregational culture. Stephanie spoke to this when she told me, “it took me a
long time to get used to that kind of mentality of, it’s ok however you are, if you have a
noisy kid or your come in jeans or whatever, it doesn’t matter.” She would elaborate on
the strangeness of living into these new strategies, saying, “Here it’s kind of, do whatever
you want. Which is weird to me having grown up Roman Catholic and you do what
everybody does. Here it’s, well, if you want to hold hands, fine. If you don’t, fine. If you
want to take communion, go ahead, fine. All these choices!” 67
In echoes of Steve and Nancy at Humble Walk, Ruth spoke to how Light of God’s
new strategies around the Eucharist strongly challenged, and ultimately led her to
reconstruct, her inherited theology and practice of the Eucharist:
Ruth: That was one of my biggest challenges coming here. (sighs) I don’t want to
sound like I’m somehow smarter than the rest of the world, but I was very well
aware that the words of consecration are for the priest and only the priest. It is not
something the community participates in. That took me a long time to get over
here. In fact, it was really the last thing I bought into. I’ve never been around
inclusive language, I was able to get on board with that before I could get on
board with the congregation speaking the words of consecration. And it wasn’t
until Sean explained that we do that because we take the stance that the
transformation happens because of the prayer of the community, it’s the prayer of
the people that brings about this change. It’s not the prayer of the priest, it’s not
some special power, it’s the prayer of the people. I thought, Oh! Ok. Then I was
fine.68
Along with overcoming the remorse of leaving behind a former community of
people they love, and/or the family who raised them in the Roman Catholic faith, learning

67 Stephanie and Jake, interview. Weird, no doubt, not only because she was enculturated to do
what everybody does, but also because she experienced priests who explicitly dictated how things should
be done (recall her frustrations in the previous chapter with homilies on how to properly address the new
priest, or properly receive the Eucharist).
68

Hannah and Ruth, interview.
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to embody a new congregational culture, and confronting the theology of inherited
practices, participants at Light of God have to overcome deep questions in themselves.
Lydia was not a part of the original meetings that launched Light of God into existence,
but started participating in the community within its first year. She said of those early
days, “sometimes you’d go and there’d be four people, and maybe next week there was
ten, and then the next week it’d be six. It was like that for quite a while.” She admitted
that sometimes when “there was four of us, sitting there listening to the homily, I’m not
going to deny that there were times I would say to myself, who are these people and what
are you doing [here]?”69
This self-questioning was echoed by Helen, a straight, white, woman in her
seventies who is married to a Jewish man. The first night I visited Light of God with the
intention of taking field notes,70 the community happened to be hosting one of their
monthly pizza dinners after Mass. I joined them for dinner and sat at a table with Helen,
who shared she had been participating in the community for about six months at that
point. She told me “she really had to think about it at first, like, is this real or not? She
decided it was real and took the ‘leap of faith’ to leave the Roman Catholic Church and
join the Old Catholics.”71
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Lydia, interview.

70 December 1, 2012, which, as already noted, happened to be one week after Maureen’s
ordination and the first night there were only women on the altar. Helen handed me her smartphone at the
end of the service and asked me to take a picture of her and Maureen.
71

Field notes, Light of God, December 1, 2012.
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Hannah also confirmed, “It’s a big deal, to make the leap to come here. And then
to come back.” Ruth went to on to elaborate the changes one undergoes if you do elect to
come back:
Ruth: I think, at least with me, that brings about a whole different way of thinking
of, I can’t believe that I spent the first thirty-five years of my life being told what
to believe. And being told how to vote, and being told what to eat on Fridays, and
being told what not to eat before Mass, and being told when I have to go to
church. I was just always ok with it, it just was the way it was and it was ok. Now
I look back and I think, I can’t believe I let that be ok. That is not ok. So I wonder
if people hear themselves say, “Is it ok for me to believe this?” It’s your belief.
You tell me if it’s ok for you to believe this or not. That’s not for me to tell you.
And I don’t know if people say these things out loud and think, holy crap! I just
said, is it ok for me to believe this stuff?
Hannah: And clearly they do.
Ruth: Right. All the time. So that’s interesting that people get stuck in this rut of
being told what to do all the time, and that just blows my mind. It’s not a very
human way to behave. But it’s what we were taught was—it’s just the way we
were taught. It’s the way it was. It’s odd now. Wasn’t odd then.
Hannah: No it was not odd at all.
Ruth: No, not at all.
Hannah: Yeah, it can be risky to come here.
Ruth: Sure. Yeah.72
Echoing Steve and Nancy’s experiences at Humble Walk, Ruth’s experiences
with Light of God “reorganize[d] taken-for-granted habits and modes of experience.”73
That which was familiar and felt natural has now become odd. In the process, Ruth has
been empowered to articulate the previously unquestioned shape of her inherited faith
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Hannah and Ruth, interview.
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Swidler, “Culture in Action,” 278.
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while also holding that inheritance at a critical distance, seeing and naming the
constriction and lack of agency within it.
For those who have been raised to believe there is no salvation outside the Roman
Catholic church, the Archdiocese’s official pronouncement of the schismatic nature of the
congregation, the invalidity of the sacraments offered therein, and the threat of automatic
excommunication for knowing participation dramatically raises the stakes of questions
like “what am I doing?,” “is this real?,” and “can I believe this?” The threat of
excommunication is extremely unsettling, and those who continue to participate with
Light of God over time inevitably have to deconstruct their inherited understanding of
what excommunication means. Stephanie and her husband Jake spoke to this at length:
Stephanie: I joke that we were hedging our bets because we would go to
[progressive suburban Roman Catholic congregation] sometimes and Light of
God. Because shortly after we started going to Light of God, Sean got that letter
from the Archdiocese, where they [said] “You’re all going to be
excommunicated!” And I [thought] (very dramatically) “Excommunicated?!
Good Lord! I don’t want to be excommunicated!”
Jake: It’s the inquisition! (chuckles)
Stephanie: It’s horrible! That’s the worst thing that can happen to a Catholic!
Then I thought: well, if I’m going to an Old Catholic church, do I care if the
Roman Catholic Church excommunicates me? No.
Jake: Still Catholic, still Catholicism.
Stephanie: Then finally I decided no. But for a while we were kind of doing both,
and then finally we just made the switch to full time Light of God.74
Stephanie went on later to say:
Stephanie: That was kind of scary, because growing up that’s a big deal. That’s
the end of your faith life if you are excommunicated. It’s not going to heaven or
anything. But when I really thought about it I thought, this doesn’t make sense
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Stephanie and Jake, interview.
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anymore. How come there are all these other faiths who practice and believe in
God? They’re not all going to hell, in my mind.75
More than just the consequences of excommunication fail to “make sense
anymore” to Stephanie. She has also reconstructed her understanding of who holds the
power or agency to excommunicate, referencing a conversation with Priest Brigid that
helped her reframe the meaning of excommunication as something one does to oneself,
“the church can’t do it, you have to.”76 Stephanie notably lives in to this reconstructed
understanding, disregarding the Archdiocese’s official decrees and refusing to
excommunicate herself when visiting her extended family: “I still take communion, when
we’re home for a weekend with my parents, we go to their church. I take communion, I
don’t feel like I have to sit out because I’m an Old Catholic instead of a Roman
Catholic.”77
Ruth, who as an out and partnered lesbian already has to navigate the potential to
be denied communion in a Roman parish, echoed Stephanie when she told me,
“[Excommunication] is a manmade term. People might say it’s designed by God, but I
don’t think it is. It doesn’t match the things that I know about God. Therefore, whatever.
It’s just a word.”78 Brenda, whose mother is upset by her daughters leaving the “typical
Catholic piece of it,” articulates her understanding that “I’m not moving away from the
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Hannah and Ruth, interview.
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Catholic tradition, I’m moving away from the Roman hierarchy tradition. So it was like
coming home.”79
There is a clear consciousness among participants that not everyone who
encounters the congregation is able to make this leap, to endure the mental, emotional, or
relational costs of this cultural and theological re-tooling, and so turn away from the
community as a result. Hannah’s grandmother was part of the founding community at
Light of God but participates very infrequently today, and only by special invitation from
Hannah and Ruth, because “the diocese threatened the folks around [suburban parish] so
badly that she couldn’t bring herself to come here regularly.” Ruth quickly added “She
was afraid of going to hell, because that’s what they told her would happen.” 80 Similarly
Stephanie acknowledged some who only participate on very special occasions,
specifically recalling a woman who worked for the Roman Catholic Church who “was
super nervous to be there. She didn’t want people to know she was going to the Old
Catholic Church because it wouldn’t be good for her.”
As Hannah said, “It can be risky to come here.” As interview after interview has
testified: those who not only take the risk to show up at Light of God initially, but
continue to live into the risk of reconstructing their understanding and practice of
Catholicism, repeatedly find themselves, paradoxically, filled with a sense of coming
home.

79 Focus Group 2, interview. Similar to Brenda’s sense of consciously moving away from the
Roman hierarchy tradition, not the Catholic tradition, I’ve noticed Hannah and Ruth are very particular in
their language, never using “Catholic” as shorthand for Roman Catholicism. Rather, they will specify if
they are speaking about a Roman church, the Roman tradition, or utilizing a Roman resource. Also, note
once again the prevalence of homecoming language among Light of God participants.
80

Hannah and Ruth, interview.
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Bloom
I parked on the street in front of the stucco bungalow on the corner, walked up the
short sidewalk, then the cement porch steps, and knocked on the front door. Luke
answered with a grin and a hearty “Hey, Catrina!” as he welcomed me into his home. A
small entrance vestibule led directly into the living room, where those who arrived before
me had already gathered. Intern Pastor Kevin and his girlfriend Carly (both white college
students in their early twenties), and a middle aged white woman I’d not yet met were all
sitting on a beige couch across the room, facing the front entrance. A brown upright
piano was immediately to my right, a brick fireplace made up most of the front wall of
the house to my left, and two brown leather club chairs sat open, one in front of the
fireplace, the other on the far side of the room, across from the piano.
I took the open chair on the far side of the room, while Luke fetched a folding
chair for himself and set it in front of the fireplace. The room was cozy and comfortable,
with a record player on a table in the corner to my left, and a small flat-screen TV on a
cabinet in the corner to my right. In the center, on top of a yellowish rectangular coffee
table with scrolled legs, sat a cigar box, a bowl of Chex mix, and a dish of chocolatedipped butter cookies. Beyond the large open archway that demarcated the living room
from the dining room, I could see Luke’s teenage daughter Chloe, her hair a new and
vibrant shade of hot pink, sitting at the dining room table, two large bookshelves full of
books along the wall behind her. Married couple Elliot and Erin, white professionals in
their mid-to-late thirties, arrived shortly after I did and sat next to each other on the piano
bench. After Luke had offered and distributed any requested drinks, he sat down on the
folding chair and we began.
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We were all gathered for the second ever Bloom “Roundtable,” an evening of
discussion around a pre-selected topic. The first roundtable a few weeks earlier had been
on heaven and hell. Tonight we would take a crack at the theme of salvation. We began
by introducing ourselves (I learned the woman I didn’t know was named Sally) and
sharing communion together, using the Chex mix in place of bread, drinking red wine
from little green Dixie cups that Luke had poured and passed around.
Then Kevin set the ground rules and explained the logistics of the evening. We
would take turns talking for three minutes each. He would use the timer on his phone to
keep track of this for us. We did not have to use the entirety of our three minutes, we
were welcome to pass, but he assured us that every opinion and insight was both valued
and welcomed, and we could also use our time to just ask questions that we have around
this topic. We would have two rounds of going around the room in order, giving
everyone three minutes to speak on what salvation means to them or what it makes them
think of. Then—in a new addition to the roundtable format—there would be a “lightening
round” of more direct engagement with each other, as during that time we could ask a
question of a particular person and invite them to answer.
Luke reminded us that “theology” might sound like a scary word, but it’s really
just talking about God, and that’s what we were doing here tonight, sharing our thoughts
about God. He reiterated a metaphor I had heard him employ before, referencing a
rabbinical insight that a perfect diamond has eighty-six facets, and what we will see of
the diamond will be based upon the angle at which we are viewing it. Just so, God and
divine truth are equally multifaceted, and we will see God, and understand truth, based on
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the angle from which we encounter them, but we can achieve a fuller vision of God and a
deeper understanding of truth if we talk with each other about what we are seeing.
We proceeded with the first two rounds of sharing our thoughts out loud, and I
was impressed by how egalitarian it was. Everyone took their turn when it came and
spoke for a fairly equal amount of time (usually just about all of their allotted three
minutes). By the end of the second round Chloe, who was clearly listening to the
conversation from the beginning 81 migrated from the kitchen table to the other empty
club chair in front of the fireplace, and officially joined the conversation. Particularly
compared to my own previous experiences as a pastor, of trying to lead participationdriven Bible studies, struggling to get people to share their thoughts out loud and not
defer constantly to my opinion on a text or a topic, I found this group’s willingness to
engage each other around their differences (including their differences with Luke) to be
both notable and refreshing.
But as I sat there, I was also extremely self-conscious about my own presence in
the room. I outed myself as both a Lutheran and a pastor early on, and as I spoke I was
conscious that I was interjecting a lot of Lutheran theology into the conversation. Was
this bodily apprenticing myself to the community, showing up as my full self and sharing
my particular view of truth and the divine, as requested? Or was this “tampering” with
the system in some way, to introduce non-native theologies to the space? Further, as
someone who has a lot of training in matters of the Bible, religion, and theology, who
was trained in such a way as to function as the resident expert on these matters in a
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She looked at me and smiled at something I said in my first three minutes of sharing.
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congregation, I was conscious of my strong impulse to dispense pastoral advice 82 and my
even stronger impulse to take on the role of the “expert” in the room, “correcting” the
theology I disagreed with instead of engaging in a respectful and constructive dialogue
around it. Occasionally when someone would ask a point of information question Luke
would defer to me to answer it, which was admittedly not helping me fight off the
temptation to fall into the role of either “pastor” or “expert.”
The wheels finally came off during the lightening round, which did not proceed
exactly according to plan.83 My Lutheran hackles had already been raised by some of the
things that Erin and Elliot had said earlier in the evening. 84 When the lightening round
turned into a discussion of the book of Revelation, and Erin started to talk about the
rapture as if it were part and parcel of Revelation, I fell face first into both of the roles I
had been trying to avoid. With a decisive tone to my voice, I interjected “There is no
rapture in the book of Revelation,” and started shifting into know-it-all, fix-your-wrongideas lecture mode. I internally cringed as I realized what I was doing and quickly tried to
downshift myself. Erin was gracious in her response and treated it like I’d offered another
facet of the diamond. The conversation continued across the group until it was time to
call it a night.

82 Such as when Sally shared a desire to start reading the Bible and I wanted to advise her on
where to begin and how to approach such an undertaking.
83 It was supposed to be a time where you could ask a question of a particular person and invite
them to respond. It rather quickly turned into open conversation across the group.
84 They were struggling with the concept of grace, and articulating concerns about the idea of “too
much grace” enabling self-destructive behavior. Pastorally I knew there were particular loved ones on a
self-destructive journey who they had in mind as they spoke, but I was nevertheless irritated by what felt to
me like a rejection or qualification of the radical scope of God’s grace in the ultimate concern of salvation.
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Unsettling by Design
Though the format of the Roundtable was a little more formalized than what
happens at Bloom on a Sunday morning, its spirit, and Luke’s framing of the evening as
we began, is a means of expressing Bloom’s intentional commitment to open discussion,
full of the many voices and perspectives of the community. This strategy of action was
born of Luke’s observation that there weren’t “a lot of spaces for people to safely
wrestle” with their beliefs, as well as his deep discomfort with the more traditional
strategy of action that “my [the pastor’s] answers are the only answers” being presented
to the community. Acknowledging the ongoing deconstruction and reconstruction of his
own beliefs over time (“my answers have completely changed over ten years and are
continuing to grow and evolve,”), Luke deliberately sought to create a safe space for
others to actively engage one another and confront their inherited and operational beliefs:
Luke: The discussion element was such a big thing. Even if you’re not answering
the question, you’re asking yourself the question. You’re taking time to have to
think through it, or you’re freaking out like maybe should I be answering it,
because I haven’t answered, and it’s causing you to wrestle. Or you’re realizing
you don’t believe that, then what do you believe? So it’s causing this deeper, I’m
not just listening and getting zoned out, I’m getting a little more engaged in the
process, which we really like.85
Much like the participants at Humble Walk, Bloom participants often named ways
that Bloom’s strategies of being church were significantly different, sometimes
shockingly so, from their previous experiences of church. But much like the participants
at Light of God, the Bloom folks also frequently spoke of this as a welcome

85 Pastor Luke Dusek, Bloom, interview by author St. Paul, MN, May 5, 2016. Bloom intuitively
understands and intentionally lives out Katherine Tanner’s observation that, “Human judgment is fallible
and therefore the chance for correction by others who disagree with one is a valuable thing. True
discipleship is more likely to come out of a wrangling with others about its nature than it is to spring simply
from one’s own head and heart fully realized.” Tanner, Theories of Culture, 174–75.
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deconstruction and reconstruction of their faith and their understanding of what the
church is or could be. From the ways that they talk about it, there are multiple strategies
and layers of reconstruction happening in the same moment: the use of a discussionbased format in itself; the way that Luke holds the space and holds his pastoral authority
within that discussion-based format; and the content of the discussion, which makes
space for questions and doubts and reconfigures inherited understandings of scripture and
theology. Different participants lifted up different aspects of these interwoven strands.
Both Ashley and Charlotte, who we met in the previous chapter, echoed Luke in
their valuing of the discussion format itself. As Ashley told me, “I like that [Bloom] isn’t
a place where you can just sneak in and sneak out. You do have to participate, you do
have to give it some of you, and I’ve always appreciated that.”86 Charlotte, who meets
with a lot of traditional congregations through her work in social justice advocacy,
framed it as “a greater ownership of personal agency than folks who are just part of the
rank and file,” who are often, she noted, “on autopilot” doing things because “it’s been
this way.”87 Charlotte went on to elaborate her appreciation for how Luke holds the
preaching and conversational space, naming how radically different this strategy is from
the way she grew up:
Charlotte: [The first time we visited], Luke was talking about heaven and hell,
like is hell a real place? Which is a really heavy topic! I don’t necessarily agree
with what I heard from him, but he welcomed questions. To me that was huge. He
welcomed questions, and we had a conversation about it after the fact. And I felt
comfortable enough with him to offer feedback, and he seemed receptive. That
was mind-blowing to me. Because growing up in the tradition that I grew up, this
86

Ashley and Alexander, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, November 10, 2016.

87 Charlotte and Samuel, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, December 28, 2016. Both
Ashley and Charlotte’s ability to name this affirms Swidler’s observation that commitment to ideology
among unsettled cultures “is more conscious than is the embeddedness of individuals in settled cultures,
representing a break with some alternative way of life.” Swidler, “Culture in Action,” 279.
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is, “THUS SAITH THE LORD,” you know? Like, this is the word of the Lord,
not necessarily people projecting themselves as God, but there was but one
interpretation of these finite scriptures, and this is it, and here’s how you should
think about it, was how I was raised. So I was like, I grow when I have the ability
to challenge and hear from others. I really appreciated that.88
Notably, the format of Bloom is something Charlotte struggles with to this day, to
the point that she told me “I don’t call it church. I say church community. But I don’t
consider it church.” She also noted “it’s hard for me to even refer to Luke as the pastor,”
often defaulting instead to “the guy who leads our church community” (even as she
laughs at herself for how “super wordy” and roundabout that is). Instead of fitting her
inherited understandings of church, Charlotte says “Bloom feels like a bible study to me,
because the structure is way less formal. I think that’s why it comes across that way to
me.” And yet, the reconstruction of pastoral authority and engagement of scriptures was
“mind-blowing” and intriguing enough to her that once the community settled back into a
weekly rhythm of meeting on Sunday mornings, Charlotte decided the format was
something “I could learn to figure out.”89
Jo, who we met in the previous chapter, expressed a similar appreciation, not only
for the strategy of group discussion itself, but also for the way that Luke holds the space
for the discussion to be genuinely mutual and not dominated by one voice of pastoral
authority.
Jo: The discussion piece was kind of the clincher for me, where it’s a two-way
dialogue, not just one voice being heard but everybody’s voice…I think Luke has
been really influential. He probably is the person who most keeps me coming
there, because I think he’s an excellent teacher, in the sense that he really poses
questions that you wouldn’t think about. And is open to different interpretations
of his views. He doesn’t present it like I’m right, you guys are supposed to listen
88

Charlotte and Samuel, interview.
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Charlotte and Samuel, interview.
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to me and live the way I tell you to live, but is very honest in his own questioning
and doubting about things.90
Will, who was being interviewed by Luke on the first day I ever visited Bloom, 91
is a white, straight, married British immigrant in his early forties. He was raised in a
secular home in Britain, participating minimally in the Church of England for the sake of
maintaining enrollment in the good Anglican school in his hometown, but not actually
coming to faith until his mid-twenties via participation in the Free Methodist tradition,
where he met his ex-wife. One of Will’s own early visits to Bloom happened to be on the
day Cornelius spoke on a panel. In both smaller private and larger public discussions,
Will has repeatedly shared the deep impression the experience of that panel made on him
and his American wife Claire, and how it compelled them to want to deepen their
participation with Bloom. On a Sunday in which he himself was a panelist Will
articulated:
Will: It struck both Claire and I that people don’t talk like that in church.
Everything’s meant to be good. You don’t talk about the struggles that you have
and your fears and your doubts, why would you doubt in church? And that was so
refreshing for us, that there’s this different way of approaching church. 92
Cornelius, who we met in the previous chapter, echoed this sentiment:
Cornelius: [The church I grew up in] was very structured. There wasn’t room for
questioning. It was looked down upon, you didn’t question authority. So that was
really kind of refreshing to me, this person disagrees but we can all talk about it. It
really helps me kind of keep that message that he talked about throughout the
week, rather than just hear it.93
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Jo, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, September 21, 2016.
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See Chapter 2 Origins and Evolutions for this story.
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Will, Bloom, Panel Discussion, St. Paul, MN, May 7, 2017.
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Cornelius, Bloom, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, January 23, 2017.
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In addition to the ability to share one’s own doubts and struggles and to push back
against pastoral authority, Bloom participants frequently lifted up the ability to
interrogate the scriptures as another welcome reconstruction of their inherited faith. We
already heard Charlotte speak to this above. Her husband Samuel (who, we recall, has a
BA in Catholic theology) further noted that Bloom’s handling of scriptures is what
convinced him “this could really work,” particularly “the acknowledgment that the
scriptures have a checkered past,” having been written, interpreted, and reinterpreted by
humans who have used and abused them “to justify all kinds of things.” 94 Cornelius also
welcomes Bloom’s strategies around scripture, noting the contrast to the practices that
originally formed him:
Cornelius: The church I grew up in was very, the Bible is concrete. You can’t go
outside of that. What it says is what it says. Which didn’t make sense in a way,
because how do you interpret anything? But it was hard coming out of that. I’m
still friends with people from that church, but they almost think I’m heretical for
saying I believe in the Bible, but I don’t believe it word for word. I can’t. You
have to look contextually. Because looking back I think a lot of the interpretation
of the church I went to was really culturally biased. Like this is how we [as
Americans] view it, so this is how we interpret the Bible. Once I started seeing
people talk about it as in the culture of the time back then, it’s like, oh my gosh,
that makes so much more sense, instead of through our lens, which is vastly
different than when the Bible was written. So it was cool in that way.95
For Cornelius, more than the ability to share questions and doubts, and more than
new strategies for engaging with the scriptures, perhaps the most profound and most
welcome reconstruction has been in his understanding of grace. He shared that “My
whole life I was always on myself, I need to ask forgiveness, forgiveness, forgiveness,
forgiveness, constantly,” because “the church I grew up in was very legalistic even
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though we preached grace.” There was still a clear sense that “you could lose your
salvation,” so “you needed to do the Lord’s Prayer over and over, accepting Christ over
and over again,” lest “somehow you can lose [your salvation] because you screwed up.” 96
At Bloom Cornelius has encountered grace “in a way that I had never heard it
before, and it kind of blew me wide open.” The day he first heard this message, “I just
remember weeping in the chair,” he said, asking himself “what is going on?” then
wanting to jump up in the middle of the message and shout “What?! This is crazy! What
are you saying?!” In echoes of Tabitha at Light of God, Cornelius has found it freeing to
move beyond a soteriology that keeps him fixated on his failings as a human being and
fearful of how they damage his relationship to God, instead trusting that Christ has
indeed forgiven him once and for all, so he can “move on from it, learn from it” when he
messes up. He expressed astonishment that he was well into his thirties, having “been to
church forever” and “thought I’ve heard it all,” before this revelation that revolutionized
his understanding of grace.97
Challenging My Understandings of Pastoral Identity
Of the three congregations I’ve been researching, Bloom has in many respects
been the most different experience of church for me. Given my own formation in a
liturgical Christian tradition, I empathize with Charlotte’s struggle to call Bloom church,
as the Sunday morning gathering and Luke’s homiletical strategies often feel more like a
bible study to me as well. However, I knew Bloom would be different in this way going
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in, and strove to bodily apprentice myself to the community, experiencing and evaluating
it on its own terms, not in juxtaposition to my inherited strategies of Lutheranism. As
such, the format itself was not where Bloom challenged me. Rather, it has been the way
Luke holds and shares pastoral authority that has caused me the most discomfort and
forced me to confront my own inherited strategies of action.
Luke acts like a pastor in a way that explicitly invites the rest of the community to
also act like pastors, both in terms of sharing their wisdom and experience in making
sense of scripture and the walk of discipleship, and in terms of sharing in the work of
pastorally caring for one another. This cuts against the grain of my formation in multiple
ways, both because it is such a radical dispossession of the way I was taught to hold
pastoral authority, and because it invites me to act pastorally in a context where I am not
the called pastor (in my tradition, a boundary violation)—but to do so in a way that still
holds space for others to act pastorally too. Intellectually I can understand this, and even
find it an appealing new strategy of leading. In actual practice, however, I struggle with
how to do it.
As such, the night of the roundtable discussion at Luke’s house was neither the
first nor the last time I wrestled with how I was showing up in the Bloom community.
Rather, this has been an ongoing concern for me through the course of my field research.
When I make a contribution to discussion, especially if it’s in response to something I
disagree with, am I speaking to offer a different facet of the diamond? Or am I trying to
play the expert and correct what I consider bad theology? Given my pastoral background
and training, I step into the sharing of pastoral care quite naturally, for example, tracking
concerns shared in prayer circles and following up with people over time. But through the
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duration of my study I have noticed that not everybody in the community steps into this
communal care so readily, which has led me to question: when I do it, is it me showing
up as who I am, with my particular giftedness contributing to the community? Is it me
bodily apprenticing myself to the community and adopting this professed strategy of
action for being church together? In good Lutheran fashion, is it both of these things
simultaneously—a dovetailing of my skills and giftedness with one of the community’s
desired strategies of being church together? Or, as I secretly fear, is it me stepping into
pastoral roles and actions where I shouldn’t?98
Like Steve from Humble Walk, I ask myself if these are even good questions,
because from Bloom’s perspective, I don’t think there is a “shouldn’t” here—and fellow
scholar Natalie Wigg-Stevenson both reminds and advises me that the reflexive
theologian is always fluidly navigating multiple roles in a situation. 99 But my inherited
strategies of action persist and create this anxiety all the same. The process of being
deconstructed and reconstructed is a long and fraught journey, and in this case I am still
very much on the way. 100
Reconstruction in Process
Though the look and feel of life in all three of my research congregations has
shifted over their eight to nine years of existence, though all three are marked by a

98 For example, my encounter with Jo on the Sunday after the 2016 Election, discussed in the
previous chapter.
99

Wigg-Stevenson, “Reflexive Theology: A Preliminary Proposal.”

100 It is not lost on me that given my explicitly articulated theological commitments to
perichoresis, this is living into a mutual indwelling between myself and the Bloom community, and as such
something I should hypothetically embrace without anxiety. Yet formative strategies of action run deep,
and my bodily experience testifies to the cost of this re-tooling.
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willingness to experiment, to try something new and risk failing at it, as well as a
willingness to let go and move on from practices or programs that are no longer lifegiving to the community, Bloom has undergone the most radical changes since its
inception, increasingly aligning communal practices with communal theological
commitments. In this sense, it is not merely the individual participants at Bloom who find
their own inherited theologies and strategies of action deconstructed and reconstructed by
their participation, but as a community Bloom has been actively deconstructing and
reconstructing its strategies for being church, living into their third iteration by the time I
started apprenticing myself to them.
Though Luke and Timmy set out with a desire to do church differently, “the
church planting organizations really frowned upon discussion-based teaching, having
small circles of people.” Those church planting organizations threatened the founding
team that “your church isn’t going to make it more than six months if you do this. So we
started a little more traditional looking.”101 Cornelius, who was present from the first
gathering, affirmed that “how they set up and the order of service” was very similar to the
large nondenominational church he had been going to.102
But the format in this initial iteration “just did not feel right, and it didn’t look
right” according to Luke, so after a few months, they started tinkering, first by adding
occasional panel discussions consisting of three Bloom participants. Luke would ask the
panelists questions during the first half of the message time, then fellow participants
could ask the panelists questions during the second half. “That was really good,” Luke
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said, but “at the end of a service, it really bothered me how many questions I’d find out
people had that they didn’t have an answer to. It still bothered me that we couldn’t have
large group discussion.”103 So Bloom next added a Question and Answer series:
collecting questions from people over the course of four weeks, then on Sunday morning
Luke would spend three quarters of the message time on previously submitted questions,
with the last quarter of the time for spontaneous questions from the gathered assembly.
Luke was clear with the community that he was not offering the answer but rather
a perspective on these questions, and he strove to provide multiple perspectives on the
questions as he spoke. Still, he was bothered by the fact that he was the only one up front
talking during these sessions. So he began to invite two or three members of the
community (one elder and, very intentionally, one non-elder, “someone just from the
congregation”) to join him after the teaching time for a Question and Answer with three
differing perspectives being voiced. Though this became a staple of the gathering and
“went really well,” Luke continued to feel “I’m still in this quite a bit, is there a way we
can dialogue different?” So they experimented further, introducing full group discussion
before introducing the organic church experiment, “because I wanted to find out if people
were ok with doing that.” As part of discussion, Bloom “started dialoging more on how
to do church, the process of church,” and asked themselves, “can the church meet this
way? Can we see this in Scripture?” They realized “we’re not breaking anything here,
this is obviously going back to roots,” so continued with discussion in the large group
gatherings. 104
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The switch to organic church in 2012 was a radical change in Bloom’s strategies
of action for being church. Under this second iteration, people were expected to sort
themselves into smaller groups that would meet in homes or local establishments for a
discussion-based house church kind of format every other week, while continuing to
gather as they had been doing in a larger group on the non-house-church weeks. By all
accounts of those who I interviewed, it was a challenging experiment from the beginning.
It was initially presented over a dinner at Luke’s house and Ashley recalled a sense of
collective surprise, feeling it was presented as “we’ve made this decision and this is what
we’re going to do.”
Ashley: It didn’t seem like they had really sought counsel—not that they hadn’t
sought counsel but they hadn’t really talked to the people who were part of the
church. [A friend] was on the strategic leadership team didn’t know anything
about it until we were sitting around that table. So it was just a strange, very
awkward presentation of it and then the execution also just kind of fell apart. 105
Part of the awkwardness in the execution was in a lack of guidance in how to
form groups, which was “left to the masses to figure it out.”106 This caused a lot of hurt
feelings and turmoil, as people were either unsure of which group to join, or formed a
group with others only to discover they had differing expectations of what the group was
for and how it should function. Cornelius told me “it was confusing and I really didn’t
know if you should go to any, if you were welcome at all of them . . . I think a lot of
people thought it was like a popularity club.”107 He never did join a house church, but
only participated on the Sundays that the whole community was gathered. Alexander and
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Ashley were clear that they did not really want to do house church, so they banded
together with two other couples who also didn’t want to do house church and went out to
eat together on those Sunday mornings. They were reluctant to add any additional people
for fear of introducing differing expectations for the group’s time together. Charlotte and
Samuel started visiting Bloom during the organic church experiment but also had no
desire to join a group, so would use the house church Sundays to continue their sojourn
of Twin Cities congregations.
Another aspect to the awkwardness of the organic church roll out was a lack of
direction regarding what to do within the house church groups. As Alexander told me,
“Every other week you’re supposed to just go out with your friends, so ok, is there an
agenda? But there wasn’t. Are we supposed to talk about the Bible? We’re in the middle
of a restaurant and I’m still not ok with that.” Ashley added “It was required
intentionality. You had to be intentional, no one was going to tell you when or how to do
it. I think that was not the right—(she pauses and takes a deep breath) we have a hard
enough time being intentional meeting on Sundays let alone trying to do it amongst
yourselves.”
Luke noted the original intention was for a little more guidance and support from
the church leadership, but his co-pastor Cara was having a crisis of faith and “getting
really disconnected with God and I didn’t realize that.”108 They had split responsibility
for tending to the house church communities and they got rather deep into the experiment
before Luke discovered that Cara had not been relating to her groups. Some of those
groups were really struggling, as were some of Luke’s, and he was discovering “it was a
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lot of work for me to try to keep it going.” He also noted the difficulty of incorporating
newcomers and the important but difficult lesson that “It was harder than we thought to
invite someone into your house for something like this. And that wasn’t going to be
sustainable then if there was no way to invite friends, that’s why we started in the first
place, is a place to invite friends, and to question and do things.” 109 After eighteen
months of giving organic church a go, it was once again time for Bloom to consider,
“maybe we need to do this differently.” 110
As we learned in Chapter 2, about twenty-five participants from the struggling
house church groups decided to abandon the model and start over from scratch. They met
for six months as just this team of twenty-five, working together to come up with a
format for Sunday morning gatherings, testing out different ideas and practices. They also
found a new gathering space at the middle school, and this marked the official re-launch
of the Bloom community under its third iteration, the format they currently have today:
thirty minutes of teaching time followed by thirty minutes of large group discussion, then
brief announcements before what they call the worship time, two or three songs led by
live musicians while communion is available on a table in the back (or in the front when
at the park), then breaking into groups of six to eight people for prayer circles. Children
can sit with their parents, play on a quilt spread on the floor in the back of the gathering
space, or be watched by a paid caregiver in a gym across the hallway.
At the same time that organic church was a challenge, and several noted that
Bloom lost a number of participants during the eighteen months of the experiment (along
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with struggling to incorporate any newcomers who arrived in this time), Alexander told
me that it “was really good bonding time and that’s what was awesome about it. Because
out of everybody in the church, I still don’t think I’ve ever gotten as close to anybody as
those two groups of people.” 111 Ashley further elaborated
Ashley: I think it was a good learning experience. I think it was really a come to
Jesus moment at the park a year later, [associate pastor] Cara had since left, and
Luke just kind of laid it out there and [asked] should we really be doing this? I
think it was what led us to the format that we have today, starting to take what the
intention was for the organic church and applying it to a Sunday morning. It kind
of changed the whole dynamic of, let’s not just get to know a couple of people,
let’s get to know one another. I think that’s where those prayer circles became
their own make shift organic church on a Sunday morning, and the discussion was
like organic church too, where you’re opening this up for people to actually voice
an opinion and not just sit and observe or consume. You’re actually asking for
dialogue and for people to engage with it. So, I know Will would say, it’s almost
like you kind of had to go through it to get to a healthier place. 112
As Ashley also told me, “It’s completely different people who are there now than
were there when I first started going [in 2011]. . . . It was very different then, but, I like
where it is now, honestly. I think it’s kind of evolved into what it probably wanted to be
all along. It just took a while to get there.”113
Swidler notes that while an unsettled cultural period “makes possible new
strategies of action—constructing entities that can act (selves, families, corporations),
shaping the styles and skills with which they act, and modeling forms of authority and
cooperation,”114 that does not mean that all new strategies of action born in unsettled
lives will ultimately survive. Rather, “it is . . . the concrete situations in which these
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cultural models are enacted that determine which take root and thrive, and which wither
and die.”115 Bloom’s experiment with organic church testifies to the truth of this. The
concrete circumstances of inviting people into one’s home, of discussing scripture and
discipleship in a public setting like a restaurant, of the required intentionality of designing
your own agenda, pushed too hard (and too abruptly) on participants’ inherited
understandings of church, and many of the house communities floundered, and
individuals fled the community, as a result. But similar tools and strategies (mutual
exploration of a topic through discussion; mutual sharing and supportive care for one
another) employed under the concrete circumstances of a whole group Sunday morning
gathering in a designated location, with a designated structure and point person for
determining the thematic agenda, have been quite successful for Bloom.
Walking in Newness of Life
To participate in Humble Walk, Light of God, or Bloom in any ongoing way
means a confrontation with one’s inherited beliefs is inevitable. Some of those
confrontations happen immediately, while others unfold through ever deepening
involvement and participation with these communities. Some of these challenges are not
very challenging at all, but are actually welcome resolutions to problems participants
were having with their formative beliefs and traditions. Other challenges are truly
experienced as a kind of death, with all the attendant pain and grief of loss that needs to
be processed by both body and mind before one is able to move forward. Yet participants
also repeatedly spoke of new life found on the other side of those deaths, life so abundant
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and dramatically new, they can now hardly fathom how they spent decades of their lives
living any other way.

CHAPTER 5
PRACTICING RESURRECTION
Do not be afraid; I know that you are looking for Jesus who was crucified. He is
not here; for he has been raised, as he said. Come, see the place where he lay.
Then go quickly and tell his disciples, “He has been raised from the dead, and
indeed he is going ahead of you to Galilee; there you will see him.”1
We are an Easter people. As Christians we confess that the story of Jesus’ life,
death, and resurrection is the heart of God’s work in the world. In Jesus’ life he taught his
followers they must deny themselves and take up their cross, losing their lives for the
sake of finding their lives in him. Jesus led the way with his own body. From the forty
days he was tempted in the wilderness to his final breath on the cross, Jesus was dying to
himself, relinquishing the need to maintain power and control over the situation.
Simultaneously, Jesus died at the hands of others, his human body deeply wounded and
broken to the point of death by the powers around him that brooked no space for his
existence from the very beginning. Yet the Holy Spirit raised Jesus from these deaths to
new and abundant life.
So too the body of Christ, the church, continues this cruciform pattern of life,
called to follow Christ, to die to itself and relinquish the need to maintain power and
control, while, in some places, also dying at the hands of itself, its members deeply
wounded and broken to the point of death by the powers within the body that brook no

1 Matthew 28:5b-7a. All scripture citations in this chapter are from the Lutheran Study Bible: New
Revised Standard Version (Minneapolis, MN: Augsburg Fortress, 2009).
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space for their existence. Here too, thanks be to God, the Holy Spirit is not content to
leave us sealed up in these tombs, but perpetually raises the body of Christ from these
deaths to new and abundant life.
In Chapter 1 we saw the contours of a corporate theology of death that is
overwhelming White Christian America in this time. It is a story full of anxiety and fear
of death, fixated on sheer numerical decline as well as the loss of power and cultural
influence the church long enjoyed under Constantinian Christendom. This dissertation
seeks to offer a corrective to this death-dealing theology so dominating the Christendom
Church in this day, to heed the angel’s words and not be afraid, to look for Jesus raised
from the dead and out ahead of us in Galilee, to offer a grounded theology, or more
precisely a grounded ecclesiology, of resurrection.
It is important to remember that Jesus’ resurrection was not a magic restoration to
whatever life looked like before death, nor was it an undoing of the death he experienced.
Rather, resurrection is the new life that rises up out of, on the other side of, death. The
three faith communities in my study have come through death in multiple ways. As we
heard in story after story in Chapter 3, the people participating in these faith communities
have been wounded by the various forms of exclusion they have experienced and have
witnessed others experience at the hands of the Christendom Church. As such they have
been through their own individual journeys of death in relationship to the church. These
participants have come through that experience of death and found new life among these
new faith communities, who do not exclude them but provide them with the space to
appear among the body of Christ, to live the journey of discipleship among a community
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where they can be more whole rather than less whole. 2 Just as in Jesus’ resurrection, this
resurrection to new life, this restoration to the community of disciples, is not a return to
the life they had before the death, nor is it an undoing of the death they have experienced.
Rather, like Jesus, it is a new life of healing and wholeness on the other side of death.
Like Jesus, these participants appear with their scars bearing witness to their
woundedness, but also like Jesus they appear alive and reconciled to the community,
even to some who had previously harmed them. 3
As we heard repeatedly in Chapter 4, the participants have undergone another
kind of death precisely by means of their participation in these communities of
resurrection. The death in this case is of some of the participants’ inherited theologies and
ecclesiologies; they undergo this death, and come into new life on the other side of it, by
living into the new strategies of action adopted by Humble Walk, Light of God, and
Bloom, respectively. Through their ongoing participation participants come to embody
new theologies and new modes of being church together.
Having heard this testimony and taken a finer grained look at the fruits of new life
being born among these communities, in this chapter we turn our attention to the ecclesial
practices that ground and nurture this new life’s emergence. What are the communal

2 As we also learned in Chapter 3, these communities are not perfect. We further know that
complete wholeness on this side of the eschaton is not possible. Nevertheless the research partners in
Chapter 3 repeatedly testified to the ways these communities healed wounds sustained by the church and
made a more whole and more integrated life possible.
3 This is especially evident at Light of God, where research partners like Esther, Lydia, Stephanie,
and Jake have been resurrected into new relationships with one another and with other participants coming
out of the suburban Roman parish they had experienced as wounding and exclusive.
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contours of this new life, specifically? What does it look like, concretely, for these
communities to be practicing resurrection?4
I take my guidance for the structure of this chapter from Roman Catholic scholar
Kathleen Cahalan. In her own work to construct a theology of ministry, sorting out what
is essential to the practice of ministry within the contested space of the early twenty-first
century church, Cahalan does three important things. First, she defines ministry as a
combination of six practices, each of which is firmly grounded in the life of Jesus and the
charisms of the Holy Spirit. Second, she is clear her definition “is not meant to define
once and for all or exactly what ministry is, but rather to describe and identify its primary
characteristics.”5 Third, Cahalan sees this work as “an invitation to think about what
ministry is and in doing so to invite further considerations, amendments, and
clarifications.”6
So, too, in this chapter I am working toward a constructive ecclesiology, sorting
out some essentials of the body of Christ as I have witnessed it being resurrected by the
power of the Holy Spirit in the contested space of the early twenty-first century church. I
will sketch out the contours of the resurrected body as being constituted by three broad
fields of practice, all of which can find their origin in the life of Jesus: dwelling in the

4 A full rehearsal of the history and variety of theories of practice is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. For a helpful summary see Ted A. Smith, “Theories of Practice,” in The Wiley-Blackwell
Companion to Practical Theology, ed. Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing
Ltd, 2012), 244–54. My own use of practice in this chapter most closely aligns with the “systems of durable
transposable dispositions” and “values given body, made body” in Bourdieu’s understanding of habitus.
See Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice, 72, 94.
5

Kathleen A. Cahalan, Introducing the Practice of Ministry (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press,

2010), 56.
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margins; pouring the body out and giving it away; and dismantling the hierarchies. Like
Cahalan I dare not claim these as a definitive description of the church for all times and
places, but am rather lifting up some primary characteristics of the resurrecting church in
this time and place, with a similar hope that doing so will break open our thoughts and
conversations and invite further ecclesiological discourse.
Christ Lives in the Margins
The Word became flesh and dwelled among us, entering the world not as a fully
grown human, not in the centers of power and culture, not as a King or High Priest, but as
a vulnerable infant born to the peasant class of a marginalized people living under foreign
occupation. In his earliest years Jesus was further marginalized, forced to become a
refugee to another country to escape the violent persecution of the powerful leaders of his
own. When his family returned to Israel they settled far to the north in the region of
Galilee, in the town of Nazareth (which, as Nathaneal informs us, is a place of
questionable value).
By the witness of the synoptic gospels, the majority of Jesus’ adult ministry takes
place throughout his home region of Galilee, far from the cultural and religious centers of
power in Jerusalem. He teaches and preaches in the local synagogues (local centers of
religious authority) but also in public open-air environments, healing infirmities and
casting out demons wherever he goes. Jesus not only lives in the marginal spaces of his
culture but frequently keeps company with those on the margins of his society, including
fishermen, tax collectors, women of both respected and ill repute, and sundry sorts of
sinners. He tells stories like the parable of the “Good Samaritan” that unexpectedly center
and praise an ethnicity held suspect by the Israelites while simultaneously criticizing the
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respected and powerful of his own culture. In his ever-circulating ministry Jesus is
constantly meeting wounded people who are kept at the edge of their communities, from
the Gerasene demoniac living among the tombs outside of town, to the Samaritan woman
in Cana drawing her water alone at the height of the midday sun, to Blind Bartemaus
begging on the side of the road.
Jesus lives and moves among all of these people on the margins, bringing
profound healing to them. His presence in all these marginal spaces makes it possible for
wounded, marginalized people to appear to him, and for him to appear to them. If Jesus
had chosen to remain in the synagogue preaching and teaching, these encounters would
not have happened. His constant movement in marginal spaces and among marginalized
people is what makes the possibility of healing accessible, such as when the
hemorrhaging woman found relief from her ailment after grasping the fringe of Jesus’
cloak when he passed by. Though Jesus is tried and crucified in Jerusalem, even his death
happens in a marginal space, on the outer edge of the city. After his resurrection he goes
ahead of the disciples back to Galilee.
Ecclesial Practices of Marginality
As we learned in Chapter 2, Humble Walk, Light of God, and Bloom were each
founded by pastors who were continually running into people who existed, for various
reasons, on the margins of the church, or even beyond the margins of the church. These
pastors were increasingly compelled to be in communion with these marginalized people,
convicted there must be a way to do church and be church that would center on, and bring
healing to, the margins, making space for those living there to appear.
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In pursuing new practices of being church, all three communities have
deliberately chosen to operate out of the physical marginality of owning no property.
Pastor Jodi speaks most eloquently to the Biblical and theological underpinning of this
decision. Drawing on the story of the hemorrhaging woman as told in the Gospel of
Mark, Jodi notes
that healing wouldn't have been possible for that very desperate woman if Jesus
hadn't been present in the public court. I wanted us to be in the middle of life
because there's so much life happening in this neighborhood, versus a church
building on a hill that you hope people are drawn to. People are already gathered
in this coffee shop. That led us to thinking: What other spaces are available?”7
This physical marginality opens each community into a more exposed life and the
practice of greater presence to and with the world around them, 8 though this manifests to
differing degrees in each place. Priest Brigid leads a weekly gathering in a local coffee
shop,9 but most of the other activities at Light of God take place within the building they
share with the Episcopal congregation. Bloom connects with the weekday life of the
middle school through the Sheridan Story, spends summers gathering in a city park, and
any gathering outside of Sunday morning occurs in other venues, often at a public event
or facility. Humble Walk is the most present and most exposed in this regard, being
highly committed to circulating around their neighborhood much as Jesus circulated

7 Adrienne Green, “Why Church Hymns Are Best Sung in Bars,” The Atlantic, accessed October
9, 2017, https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2016/08/lady-clergy-beer/497489/.
8 Recall MacKinnon’s critique of the Constantinian Church, that “too often Establishment has
been a ground for boasting rather than an opportunity for presence; a status ensuring a counterfeit security
rather than a way of assuring that there shall be no withdrawal from the actualities of human life.” In
contrast, he admonished, “to be a Christian in the world today is necessarily to live an exposed life; it is to
be stripped of the kind of security that tradition, whether ecclesiological or institutional, easily bestows.”
See MacKinnon, The Stripping of the Altars, 26.
9
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around Galilee, showing up in public spaces where the neighborhood already gathers (a
coffee shop, a bus stop, a bar, a variety of parks, etc.). One contour of an ecclesiology of
resurrection, then, is that the body of Christ circulates around to multiple kinds of spaces,
some more and some less marginal, making itself accessible to the marginalized people
existing therein.
Another practice of ecclesial marginality is expressed in how these three
congregations create and hold the boundaries of their own communities. All three have
extremely porous and permeable understandings of membership. Officially, an ELCA
Lutheran can ask to have their membership transferred to Humble Walk. Hannah and
Ruth filled out membership forms for Light of God when they wanted to make a deeper
commitment and volunteer more, only to find out the idea of membership was “an
anomaly here.”10 Bloom offers a calendar where you can enter your birthday or
anniversary, and in very recent months began an online directory for those who would
like to share more information about themselves with the community. But none of the
three congregations have anything resembling a membership class, nor days when they
officially recognize or welcome people who are new to the community. Culturally, there
is no way to “join” these faith communities, because if you have shown up and
participated, however peripheral your participation may be, you are considered a part of
the community.

10 Hannah and Ruth, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, October 1, 2016. Since
incorporating as a 501(c)3, for the purposes of voting for the Circle of Servant Leaders, Light of God
defines a voting member as someone who has contributed financially to the community in the past year.
Ruth noted that’s still “a pretty loose definition,” and I would add its enforcement is very lax. As a regular
participant with the community I was allowed to cast a vote, even though I was not a financial contributor
at that point.
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Pastor Luke spoke eloquently to the theological underpinnings of this decision,
grounding it in Jesus’ own life and example:
Luke: It seems like when Jesus was on the earth, people could be on the fringes
just kind of listening. In church today it seems like we remove that space of that
fringe to listen, because you’re either in or your out, we try to make sure right
away, are you new? Do you want in? Or are you an outsider and this isn’t for
you? . . . I wanted to make a bigger space for people to start following before they
maybe even realize.11
Though Luke was the most verbally articulate about this commitment to creating
and holding porous space on the edges of the community, all three of the congregations
embody this practice. This, in combination with a thorough lack of possessiveness about
their participants, is what created space for Steve and Nancy to float between Humble
Walk and other Lutheran congregations over several years, as they worked through the
challenges Humble Walk presented to their inherited ecclesiology; for Stephanie and Jake
to “hedge their bets” between Light of God and the progressive Roman Catholic
community near their home, while they worked out their beliefs about excommunication;
for Charlotte and Samuel to stay “on tour” during the organic church Sundays at Bloom;
and for Cornelius to “just be there in the pew for the moment” while he sussed out
Bloom’s actual attitudes and treatment of LGBT Christians. Thus, a second contour of an
ecclesiology of resurrection is that the body of Christ holds the space at the edge of their
communities loosely and accessibly.
Humble Walk, Light of God, and Bloom understand that people who exist on the
margins of church and/or society have often been shunned or rejected, to greater and
lesser extents, for some aspect of their identity. As we explored in Chapter 3, this
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exclusion or shunning can render people voluntarily and/or involuntarily invisible. But
each of these faith communities have a number of practices unique to their gatherings
which create and hold healing space to appear. One such practice is how the pastoral
leaders in all three of these communities communicate, with both their language and their
bodies, the safety to appear as one’s full authentic self, precisely by showing up among
the communities as their full authentic selves. What this looks like, concretely, with each:
Pastor Jodi never vests in an alb and stole, but always wears a cleric. 12 They are
often short-sleeved, leaving visible the five black-line tattoos on her forearms (one of
which, she will happily tell you, is the pattern for her grandma’s krumkake iron). She is
just as apt to wear the clerics with a skirt and tights, a jumper and leggings, or a zip-up
hoodie and jeans. Her footwear is either a pair of heavy black Doc Marten boots or a pair
of black cowboy boots covered in red fiery flames. Her light brown hair is often styled in
bleached dreadlocks and her pierced ears habitually hold large dangling earrings. Jodi is
particularly gifted at seeing and naming the hard things in life, infusing them with grace
as she does so. She is vulnerable in sharing embarrassing and awkward moments from
her own life. She struggles with administrative details and is open about this weakness,
publicly admitting when balls get dropped.13 She acknowledges community failures as

12 The clerical shirts she owns are made of material with a better drape for a female body and more
stylish cut than the typical boxy button down cotton clerics that mimic men’s dress shirts.
13 Like forgetting to order palms for Palm Sunday, or forgetting to receive an offering throughout
Holy Week.
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well as successes. 14 In confessing such errors, she is good humored and gracious to both
herself and the community. 15
Bishop Sean, Priests Maureen, Brigid, and Monica always vest in an alb with a
stole if they are preaching, and a chasuble if they are presiding over the Eucharist.
Though more formally and traditionally dressed for worship, they are showing up as
themselves (a married man, a divorced woman, a single woman, and a married woman in
an interfaith marriage) in this priestly garb. If neither preaching nor presiding, Sean still
usually wears a cleric and dress pants, and Brigid and Monica will also often wear a
cleric but occasionally wear regular clothes. Brigid always wears pants, while Monica
will often wear a skirt. All of them can curse like a sailor and do so in conversation with
parishioners. Sean and Brigid are known for their salty sense of humor, and along with
Monica (who is a master of the deadpan line) have a playful rapport with the community.
Sean is very open about the fact that he is in recovery for addiction; Brigid is open about
some painful brokenness in her family of origin; and Monica is open about her struggles
with body image. Sean frequently shows emotion when preaching or leading the Mass,
his voice will choke up and his eyes will brim with tears as he shares a moving story,
prays for someone who is unwell, or is simply overcome by a moment of beauty in the
liturgy.

14 Jodi Houge, “We Bombed.,” Humble Walk, accessed December 12, 2017,
http://www.humblewalkchurch.org/blog/2013/11/12/we-bombed.
15 This helps to create the “safe to make mistakes” culture that Steve, Nancy, Jordan, and others
have repeatedly named as something they deeply appreciate about Humble Walk.
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Pastor Luke dresses casually, often wearing either a t-shirt or a plaid button down,
accompanied by a cardigan in cooler weather.16 He almost always wears a hat of some
kind, frequently a baseball cap, alternating with a grey newsboy cap. Through the winter
he wears dark wash jeans and chuck style sneakers, but during the summer at the park he
usually wears shorts and sandals. His dark brown hair is shorter on the sides and back of
his head and longer on top, and he almost always has a beard, which is starting to grey in
the chin. He curses in face-to-face conversation (noting that in his house growing up
“shit” was not considered a swear word), though is careful to catch himself and substitute
less offensive expletives during a message that will be posted on the community website.
He is open about his additional employment as a bartender, and often describes himself
as the black sheep of his fifty-plus cousins. His messages always open with a personal
story, often sharing a way that he has messed up or been struggling in recent weeks.
Each of these leaders is unapologetically themselves, and this not only establishes
a tone of genuineness and authenticity, but it communicates that others are also free to be
unapologetically themselves as well. This is one practice of creating and holding space to
appear that is common across all three of these communities. Other practices, while being
grounded in this same embodied commitment to dwelling in and making space for the
margins, are particular to each of the communities.
At Humble Walk, as we noted in Chapter 2, there is always a pile of blank white
copy paper and a box of markers available at any time, though Jodi issues a specific
invitation just before the gospel, “If you are someone who likes to draw while you listen,
there are paper and markers on the altar, you can come and get these now.” She is always

16

He does dress up in a button-down with a tie for Easter.
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clear that “this is an all-ages invitation,” then provides a thematic prompt for those who
would like guidance. The community waits for the draw-ers to rummage through the box
of markers, not proceeding until all have found what they need. 17 After the sermon there
is always another invitation for the sketchers to share their drawings with the rest of the
gathered community, and on any given week, several artists of varying ages do. This
practice makes space for much to appear within the gathered body, including a more
robust bodily engagement of worship; kinesthetic learning styles; the creativity of artists;
and the energy of children. It affirms the value and validity of embodied engagement
with and reflection upon the scriptures and the divine, communicating there is room for a
multiplicity of gifts and expressions of spirituality in this space. 18
Another practice by which Humble Walk curates deliberate space to appear are
the prayers of the people, “which belong to the people” as Jodi always says in introducing
them. She opens the space with an invocation, then holds a silence into which the
community can speak their prayers aloud. The community does regularly name their
prayers audibly, at a minimum five or six petitions are offered, a mixture of
thanksgivings and intercessions, some spoken with a heartfelt hesitation born out of an
earnest searching for words in a difficult situation. When it seems no further petitions are
forthcoming, Jodi speaks a concluding petition entrusting all these concerns to God.

17 Recall in Chapter 3, Ivey’s love of the sound of rumbling markers and the kairos time the
community gives to this ritual.
18 As a stark contrast, and an example of how easily the profundity of this practice is
misunderstood, when Jodi was on sabbatical I noticed the pastors providing coverage consistently invited
the children to come forward to gather markers and paper. On the Sundays the invitation was issued in this
way, only the children did come forward for drawing supplies. Without realizing or intending it, the
sabbatical pastors shut down space to appear, communicating that drawing in church is a children’s
activity, to keep young people quiet and busy while the grown ups talk.
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Yet a third practice by which Humble Walk deliberately breaks open and holds
space to appear is the sharing of Milestones. We recall from Chapter 2, this is a
designated time where participants can speak aloud to the community, in the context of
worship, things that are happening in their lives. The things shared are wide ranging,
sometimes silly and sometimes deeply serious. 19 Each is imparted with vulnerability and
trust, received by a community that rejoices with those who rejoice and weeps with those
who weep.
Beyond these regular weekly practices, Humble Walk also has more occasional
practices designed to constructively hold space to appear. These include the monthly
Guest Artist Sundays, the quarterly Storytelling nights at Shamrock’s, and the annual All
Saints Show and Tell20 and Blessing of All the Things.21
At Light of God, the prayers of the people function as a practice of appearing
(much as they do at Humble Walk). A designated lay leader will pray several pre-written
petitions from the lectern, then the presiding priest will ask “what else do we pray for
tonight, people of God?” Much as at Humble Walk, regularly a minimum of five or six,
and more often eight to twelve petitions are spoken aloud, both thanksgivings and

19 As an example, Milestones might include: a visit from Grandma and Grandpa; newly pierced
ears; the launch of new art or a new business in the world; the arrival of a puppy; the death of a goldfish;
pending surgeries; the struggles and victories of recovery from addiction; completion of a big school
project; and on and on. Perhaps the most memorable milestone I have personally shared was the relief and
freedom I felt after coming out to my conservative Roman Catholic and Evangelical relatives (functionally
coming out to the whole of the Humble Walk core in the process). This elicited not only loud shouts of
“MILESTONE!” but a round of applause, and many supportive hugs and conversations after worship.
20 Bring in an item that reminds you of a saint you would like to remember and tell the community
about them. The community responds to each story with “We remember (saint).”
21 Bring in something you would like blessed, and share with the community what you use it for
and what you hope to do with the thing in and for the world. The community responds to each with “Bless
this (thing).”
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intercessions, with varying degrees of detail proffered. The sharing of the peace at Light
of God is a more robustly embodied practice of nurturing space to appear, as many of the
participants depart from their seats and circulate around the sanctuary to share a sign of
peace with as many others as they can. Those who stay in the vicinity of their seats,
whether due to limited mobility or a simple desire to stay put, share peace with those
immediately around them as well as everyone who comes by. No one’s physical presence
goes unnoticed or unwelcomed in this part of the liturgy.
Monthly community dinners are another practice by which Light of God creates
and holds space for appearing. I have been part of table conversations where people
shared serious health concerns; have opened up about hopes, dreams, and struggles
regarding a young adult child on the autism spectrum; have enthusiastically geeked out
about their passions, whether that be running marathons or hosting house concerts for
independent musicians; and have discovered their respective grandchildren were born
with similar genetic disorders, which in turn broke open mutual conversation and
consolation around all that it is to be part of the village helping to raise a special needs
child.
At Bloom, more than half of the weekly gathering time is devoted to practices
which create and encourage the possibility to appear to one another. The twenty minutes
of discussion that always follows the day’s message is one of the practices that makes
this space, as people inevitably share things about themselves and their life experience as
they reflect with one another on the scripture and theme of the day. To make sure even
strong introverts have an opportunity to appear in the discussion, Luke projects his cell
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phone number on the screen behind him and invites people to text comments and
questions that he can read to the group if they are too shy to speak them out loud.
The prayer circles that close out Bloom’s gathering every week provide a more
intimate space to appear. While the discussion is with the entire gathered body (which
might be twenty to thirty-five people), a prayer circle consists of six to eight people.
Within it you are invited to share what is going on in your life, especially things that are
going particularly well and/or are particularly difficult, that the community may rejoice
with those who rejoice and weep with those who weep. Always there is the freedom to
pass. After all who desire to have spoken, a volunteer facilitator closes the group in
prayer. Some do this in a general fashion while others rehearse the specific joys and
concerns lifted up among the circle that day.
While discussion and prayer circles are weekly practices, Bloom’s practice of
quarterly panels are another way the community curates space for appearing. On panel
Sundays three and sometimes four people are invited to speak about their faith journey to
date. Luke has some standard questions he provides to panelists to reflect upon ahead of
time, and he asks some of them as prompts to the panel after everyone has shared about
their religious upbringing. Then the floor is open for questions from the gathered body.
Seasonal small groups and community dinners, game nights, or hang outs are another
intermittent practice at Bloom, deliberately designed to create and hold a more intimate
space for appearing.
Thus another contour of an ecclesiology of resurrection is the intentional
formation and holding of communal space to allow authentic selves to appear, along with
the development of some particular practices that break open space for the authentic self
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to emerge from hiding. 22 This space allows people to appear within the body more whole
rather than less whole, more healed rather than less healed.
Christ Pours Himself Out and Gives Himself Away
In the Gospel according to Luke, Jesus opens his public ministry by quoting from
the prophet Isaiah, “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to
bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and
recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the
Lord’s favor.”23 Jesus tells the gathered community the scripture has been fulfilled in
their hearing of it, then proceeds to further fulfill these words by his living of them.
Jesus roams throughout the Galilean countryside teaching, healing, and breaking
bread with all kinds of people: sinners, tax collectors, lepers, fellow peasants, leaders of
synagogues like Jairus, and Pharisees like Nicodemus and Simon. He does not merely
work alone but recruits others to amplify his grace, sending first the twelve, and then
seventy others, out in pairs to share the good news and heal people in his name.
Jesus is indiscriminate in the sharing of his gifts, bringing good news and healing
even to Samaritans, Gentiles, Canaanites, Greeks, and Roman Centurians. 24 He gives
freely regardless of what he knows or what others perceive as the receivers’ merit. On the
night in which he is betrayed, Jesus washes the feet and shares the institution of his
supper with those he knows will betray and deny him. Jesus is equally indiscriminate

22

Palmer, A Hidden Wholeness.

23

Luke 4:18-19.

24 The one documented time Jesus tries to say no and put a limit on to whom the gift can be given,
the Syrophoenician woman challenges him, refusing to let go until he blesses her with the healing of her
daughter. See Mark 7:24-30.
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about the timing of the gifts, frequently healing on the Sabbath, to the consternation of
the religious authorities who want to put strong boundaries around how and when God’s
grace is allowed to show up in the world. Jesus chastises these scribes and Pharisees,
admonishing them to learn what it means for God to desire mercy, not sacrifice.
Jesus pushes back against his own disciples’ desire to limit the abundant life he
has come to share. In the feeding of the 5,000 the disciples want to send the crowd away
to fend for themselves for dinner but Jesus admonishes “You give them something to
eat.”25 When the disciples still resist and insist on the impossibility given their scant
resources, Jesus transforms what they have into an extravagantly abundant gift, far more
than enough to satisfy the need before them. When the disciples speak sternly to parents
and try to restrict children from approaching their Master, Jesus chastises them,
instructing “Let the little children come to me, and do not stop them; for it is to such as
these that the kingdom of heaven belongs.” 26 When the disciples tattle on a rogue exorcist
casting out demons in Jesus’ name, Jesus says not to stop the person, for “no one who has
done a deed of power in my name will be able soon afterword to speak evil of me” and as
such “whoever is not against us is for us.”27
Jesus’ teachings further underscore this life of pouring out and giving away. He
tells a parable about a prodigal son who is welcomed home with the fatted calf, against
the protestations of his hyper-responsible older brother. He tells another parable about a
profligate sower who scatters seed anywhere and everywhere he goes: along the path,

25

Mark 6:37, emphasis added.

26

Matthew 19:13-14.

27

Mark 9:39-40.
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along the rocky ground, among the thorns, as well as onto good soil. He tells yet another
parable about a landowner who keeps coming back to town to give employment to more
and more laborers for his vineyard. In the Sermon on the Plain, Jesus instructs his
followers to love even their enemies, and to do good, expecting nothing in return. At a
dinner party, he admonishes the host to invite not merely those who can return an
invitation, but especially those who have no possibility to repay in kind.
Ecclesial Practices of Pouring Out and Giving Away
As Michael Jinkins succinctly stated, “God is the one who gives Godself away in
the most outrageous extravagance and who calls together a community to worship and to
follow God in precisely this same lavish way.” 28 One of the most stunning similarities
across my three study congregations is their commitment to following God in this lavish
self-giving, understanding their purpose as giving Christ and the goods of the church
away.
Humble Walk, Light of God, and Bloom all quite literally give the gift of Christ
away in their weekly practice of Holy Communion. The distinctive outline of this
practice in each community was already discussed in Chapter 2. Here we name this
practice as another contour of a resurrection ecclesiology. Like Jesus breaking the rules
about the practice of Sabbath, each congregation uniquely breaks open the customs or
constraints their tradition’s religious authorities place around the practice of communion.
Like Jesus, they do this so that grace and mercy may abound.

28

Jinkins, The Church Faces Death, 47.
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While weekly communion is fairly common among Twin Cities ELCA
congregations, as is a moderately open table (any baptized Christian who has received
appropriate instruction, with the age of when that instruction is provided trending
downward), Humble Walk’s practice is unusual among ELCA Lutherans both for how
radically open its table is (anyone, regardless of baptismal status, age, or previous
instruction), and for how frequently children help to serve the elements (commonly a role
reserved for adults). Humble Walk communicates this welcome in the liturgy through the
invitation, “All are welcome, no exceptions.”
Similarly, though weekly celebration of the Eucharist is obligatory in Roman
Catholic congregations, Light of God’s practice is unusual among Catholic communities
for how radically open its own table is. They communicate this welcome in the liturgy
with the invitation, “If you have been at this table often, away for a while, or are joining
us for the first time, you are invited to receive. For this is the table of radical hospitality
for the world, and to this table all are welcome.”
Bloom’s practice is unusual among Nondenominational congregations in that they
offer communion weekly, and again it is open to all. Their sacramental piety is that of a
meal of remembrance rather than real presence, but the practice is nevertheless about
sharing the life and grace of Jesus freely. The invitation varies from week to week, but
the words are always something on the theme of our life of faith is not about us but about
Jesus, what he has done and is doing in our lives and in the world, and we practice
communion every week as a needed reminder of that grace, that we are part of this thing
that is much bigger than ourselves.
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This extravagantly kenotic practice of communion pours out from the communion
table and pervades the ethos of other practices within each congregation. In some cases
the way this theological commitment takes on flesh in their respective communities is
quite similar. For example, these communities are all conscious of the ways the
specialized language of the church has often functioned as an exclusionary barrier to full
participation in or reception of the church’s gifts. Thus the pastoral leaders of Humble
Walk, Light of God, and Bloom do not assume people understand church speak or
shorthand. They all practice avoiding specialist or insider language. On the rare occasions
that they do employ such words or concepts, they are quick to explain what the word or
concept means in simple everyday terms. Thus another contour of a resurrection
ecclesiology is the conscientious removal of human-made barriers to receiving Christ and
his gifts.
In other cases, this shared theological conviction becomes embodied in differing
practices particular to each of the three communities. For example, Humble Walk says at
the beginning of any gathering “We believe that wherever you are on your journey of
faith, God meets you here.” Everything the community does, whether at Sholom Home or
Art House North, or in a park, or at Shamrock’s bar, is to point to the sacred and holy
right in the midst of the allegedly secular and profane, to create and hold the space such
that those gathered see, hear, and feel God meeting them here.
Pastor Jodi articulated well both how this works and the impact it has in a blog
post about the storytelling nights:
The best way to describe this event is that it’s an open-hearted thing. When you
stand up in public and tell the truth about your life, not only are the listeners right
there with you—but they are also making connections with their own lives. It
opens up the room in a raw, insightful, humorous way. The listeners feel as if they
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have received a gift. And then, we have the bonus of a guest singer/songwriter
who gives us stories and truth crafted into song. Sigh. It’s all so good. A few
people commented as they left, “This is the most Spirit-filled experience I have
had in months.” Another said, “I feel like this unfroze my heart.” Ultimately, we
leave the bar feeling not quite so alone in the world. I love that my role as the
pastor is to walk alongside it all. It is not to correct or control or to tidy-up the
theology. It’s incredibly freeing.29
Humble Walk shows up in public spaces like Shamrock’s to give these gifts of the
church away in places where people are already gathered, that those on the margins might
be able to grasp at the fringe of Jesus’ cloak. They do not care if the hemorrhaging
woman or the leaders of the synagogue30 simply receive the gift and never become part of
the core worshipping community, 31 it is enough to give the gift of making a thin place of
this gathering now, for everyone to experience God meeting them here. To refer back to
the metaphor from Jessicah Krey Duckworth introduced in Chapter 1, Humble Walk
builds the sandcastle for the pure joy of building the sandcastle, with whoever has shown
up to do so on a given day. Grounded in a kenotic disposition, they understand and are
fine with the reality that they will pour themselves into this work and the tide will
inevitably wash the castle away. They can and will build another sandcastle tomorrow,
maybe at a different spot on the beach, likely with a slightly different group of people.
Thus another contour of a resurrection ecclesiology emerges: it is the process and the gift

29 Jodi Houge, “Storytelling Magic,” Humble Walk, accessed December 12, 2017,
http://www.humblewalkchurch.org/blog/2013/11/05/storytelling-magic.
30 Over time Beer and Hymns has become a bit colonized by very churched suburbanites hungry
for alternative ways to hold and express their faith.
31 Jesus certainly didn’t seem to expect the hemorrhaging woman and Jairus to become part of the
twelve. He gave them the gifts of healing anyway.
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of building the castle together that is important, not attempting to preserve either the
structure or the people. 32
Light of God is not as publicly present as a gathered community about town as
Humble Walk is, but they too operate out of this kenotic calling to give the gifts of Christ
away. As Bishop Sean explained, “we’re best being church when we’re making other
people know that God does care, that God does love them, no matter what, no matter
what they’ve gone through, where they’re at, or what they’ve encountered.” 33 Light of
God’s practice is less like Jesus walking through the marketplace and more like Jesus’
sending of the twelve and the seventy, empowering participants to go forth proclaiming
the good news and committing acts of compassion and healing in Christ’s name. Priest
Brigid frequently tells participants either in her homilies or tucked somewhere into the
Mass that “You are the breath of God that God is still breathing.” Light of God further
explicitly commissions participants at the end of every Mass to think of their entire lives
as an act of worship and service, pouring themselves out and giving themselves away for
the sake of the world:
Go now and know how much a tired and a hurting world needs our strength and
gladness. For there are deeds of compassion and courage that will never be done
unless we do them and words of hope and healing that will never be spoken
unless we speak them. So this liturgy is ended but the liturgy of our lives
continues in the days ahead. Let us go forth in the Love, Joy, and Peace of Jesus
the Christ to serve God.34
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Bishop Sean, Light of God, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, May 8, 2016.
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These are not words that fall on deaf ears but practices that participants lifted up
as significantly impacting their lives. Tabitha spoke to how “life-giving” the “God-lifebreathing” theology pervading the parish is, especially noting “I love how they send us
off: if we don’t do those acts of kindness, if we don’t do those words, it won’t be done.
That’s just energizing.”35 Edward, speaking in a different focus group, zeroed in on the
importance of this charge “to go out and join outside and share with them your talents,
your acknowledgments . . . to share with people your growth, your faith, your examples
of how we can as individuals share with each other and help each other to grow.”36 His
wife Louise specifically connected the charges in this benediction to her and Edward’s
continued involvement with the funeral ministry of their former parish. 37 Here another
contour of a resurrection ecclesiology emerges: the body of Christ pours itself out and
gives itself away for the sake of the world not only in its collective gatherings but also as
it disperses back into the world.
Bloom’s gatherings are centered around providing “spaces for people to safely
wrestle” and “be on the fringes just kind of listening.”38 Whether on a Sunday morning at
the Middle School or the park, or a midweek hang out in a restaurant, community venue,

35 Focus Group 2, Light of God, interview by the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project, St. Paul,
MN, December 8, 2012.
36 Focus Group 1, Light of God, interview by the Learning Pastoral Imagination Project, St. Paul,
MN, December 8, 2012. Edward specifically contrasted this with the rote traditional ending of the Roman
Mass: “the Lord be with you, the Mass is ended, go in peace.” He also observed that what “a lot of
traditional churches are missing is that they get caught up in their religious rules, religious trappings, what
is needed as a Lutheran, what is needed as a Methodist, what is needed as a Roman Catholic,” while
nontraditional churches like Light of God are less concerned with rule-minding and more concerned with
encouraging and empowering participants to share themselves with the world.
37

Louise, clarifying email exchange with the author, October 17, 2018.
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Pastor Luke Dusek, interview.
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or private home, Bloom structures gatherings so that Nicodemus has a place to come ask
questions, and Zaccheus has a tree branch to climb to catch a glimpse of Jesus passing by.
As such, Bloom understands the very act of showing up in community as a practice of
pouring out and giving away. Madison spoke directly to this on the Sunday she and Nick
announced their imminent departure, stating frankly that church is not about meeting
one’s own needs, but for the sake of others who need the gifts you bring to the
community. You never know when your listening ear, your perspective or insight, or your
words of comfort and hope might be the very thing that someone else needs to get
through the next week, so it’s important to show up regularly and share yourself freely. 39
Bloom’s practice of holding the gathering itself as a gift freely given becomes
evident in their relationship to Charlie, a white, fifty-something homeless man who
participates in Bloom on Sunday mornings about every other month. Charlie is known
and welcomed by name. He usually arrives after the message has started. He always
grabs a cup of coffee and some food from the table in the back of the room. I’ve never
seen him speak during the post-message discussion but sometimes he will participate in
the prayer circles at the close of the gathering. Conversely, sometimes he just sits in the
back of the room and takes a nap. Most congregations I have been a part of would see
Charlie as a problem to be fixed, 40 his very presence would ignite anxiety in the
congregational system. Bloom non-anxiously welcomes Charlie as a contributing
participant in whatever capacity he is capable of on a given day. They are equally content
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Field notes, Bloom, January 31, 2016.

40 That fixing could go a multiplicity of directions, from trying to fix Charlie himself or his
situation, to fixing their own policies and procedures to make it impossible for a homeless person to nap in
the back of the gathering.
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to provide a climate-controlled space where he can hang out and overhear the gospel,
reliably get some food, and trust he is safe to catch forty winks, as they are to share with
him in the mutual conversation and consolation of the saints in a prayer circle.
Pastor Luke echoed Madison when I asked him, “What is church to you?”
answering
Luke: I think it’s those of us who have chosen this lifestyle pattern of following
Jesus, where we come together to inspire each other to greater works and deeds,
to meet each other’s needs, but to also [go] further together. It’s really this getting
rid of self and coming together as a cohesive unit where we all do our part to be
the hands and feet of Jesus, to bring a part [of] the kingdom of heaven. 41
Christ Dismantles the Hierarchies
The world of first century Palestine was dominated by hierarchical power
structures in both the religious and the political spheres. In taking on human flesh and
dwelling among us, the Word could have presumably chosen to be born into any kind of
family, including the priestly and politically powerful families of the day. But instead,
God chose an unmarried peasant woman, so powerless she is at the mercy of her
betrothed as to whether he will accept her story of the angel’s visit or discharge their
engagement to her great shame. Mary sings of God’s great reversals, bringing down the
powerful from their thrones and lifting up the lowly, yet together she and Joseph are so
powerless they are forced to travel across country very late in the pregnancy to satisfy the
accounting whims of an Emperor across the sea; after the birth they are forced to flee to
Egypt to protect their son from the murderous anger and fear of the local Israeli king,
Herod.
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This deliberate yet unexpected entry into the bottom of the world’s power
structures was only the beginning of Jesus’ work to dismantle the world’s hierarchies.
When he finds his disciples arguing about which of them will be the greatest, Jesus
admonishes “Whoever wants to be first must be last of all and servant of all.” 42 When
they ask Jesus who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven, Jesus surprisingly puts a
child in their midst and says “Whoever becomes humble like this child is the greatest in
the kingdom of heaven.”43 When another fight breaks out later, after James and John
approach Jesus about sitting at his right and left hand in glory, Jesus admonishes the
disciples again, this time specifically critiquing the ways of the world, noting how
“among the Gentiles those they recognize as their rulers lord it over them, and their great
ones are tyrants over them.” Jesus goes on to insist “it is not so among you; but whoever
wishes to become great among you must become your servant.”44
Jesus did not merely speak but lived out this life of servanthood as he circulated
through the countryside healing, teaching, and preaching. Notably, on the night that he
was betrayed, knowing that death was near, Jesus got up in the middle of supper and
washed his disciples’ feet, explicitly demonstrating the practice of servant leadership and
explicitly declaring his desire that the disciples follow his example, giving them a new
commandment to practice loving and serving each other as he had loved and served
them.45
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Jesus shared his power with his disciples and sent them out to use this power to
bring new life in his name, first in the sending of the twelve, then the sending of the
seventy, ultimately gifting and equipping the entire body with the power of the Holy
Spirit. On the same night that he washed the disciples’ feet, Jesus spoke of his
relationship to the Father, revealing that life among the Trinity is co-equal and co-eternal
that “I am in the Father and the Father is in me.”46
Ecclesial Practices of Dismantling Hierarchies
Lutheran scholar Gary Simpson rightly calls a thing what it is when he states “the
internal way of life of the Western church has been highly monarchical, patriarchal, and
sovereignty-oriented. Likewise, externally, the mission of the Western church has too
often readily adopted colonial sovereignty patterns.”47 Unfortunately, Simpson argues,
the missional church of the early twenty-first century has not fared much better, being
“susceptible to, if not just plain defenseless against, hierarchical models of ecclesial
leadership.”48 Simpson compellingly makes the case that the revitalization of Trinitarian
scholarship, and subsequent reclamation of Trinitarian theological concepts, provides a
fruitful resource for amending these wounding ways. In particular, Simpson calls for “a
social transformation of ecclesial leadership around the dynamics of perichoretic power,”
as well as an increasing flow of “mutual influence” between the work of the academic
theologians and the life of the church, for “we dare not underestimate the reciprocal

46

John 14:11.

47

Simpson, “The Missional Church in Context,” 81.

48

Simpson, 83.
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contribution that an emerging missional church might make to communio ecclesiology.”49
Though none of my three study congregations are consciously aware of Simpson’s
invitation, they nevertheless answer his call in their life together.
Humble Walk, beloved by Jordan for doing things “in a more priesthood of all
believers round way,”50 dismantles these hierarchies in their worship gatherings through
the extensive participation of the body in the creation of the worship. As we learned in
Chapter 2, Pastor Jodi performs the Word and the Sacrament ministry of the gathering,
preaching the sermon and presiding over communion,51 Carolyn plans and leads the
music, but the gathered assembly does the rest, assuming roles to speak or assist with
worship when they walk in the door. This practice includes intergenerational sharing of
power, with heavy participation from the young people of the community, who speak
parts of the liturgy aloud and help to serve communion. Similarly, seasonal worship
planning happens at meetings that are open to all, and again children in the community
often participate in these meetings.
This sharing of power extends beyond the weekly worship gathering to the rest of
the community’s life together. Humble Walk has a “if you can dream it, do it” approach
to activities. When Becca, a seminary graduate awaiting her first call, developed and
wanted to try out an interactive, discussion-driven sermon series during Lent, Jodi let her
take the lead on planning the season and the community was gamely on board to give it a
go for six weeks. When Jordan wanted to lead a book study on Deborah Jian Lee’s

49

Simpson, 82.

50

Jordan, Humble Walk, interview by author, St. Paul, MN, June 20, 2016.

51 On Sundays where there is a guest preacher, often a seminarian, then Jodi merely presides over
Holy Communion.
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Rescuing Jesus, he just had to announce it. A Humble Walker who lives in the Schmidt
Artist Lofts helped him secure their common room for a meeting space, he communicated
dates and times over the Facebook group and in worship (Milestone time is also for
announcements), and those who were interested showed up for the discussions. When
participants new to the “core” since the move to Art House North wanted a midweek
Bible study, they just started one up, organizing topics, locations, and schedules on their
own, again communicating those details through the Facebook group and in worship so
that any who desired could join in.
As we noted in Chapter 2, Humble Walk has no formal council or governing
structure. For smaller decisions and particular projects (like the bar schedule, the Wild
Week plans, or the dinner church experiment), small ad hoc committees are formed
and/or point people determined, based upon who in the community has the time and the
energy for the task at hand. Large decisions (like relocating to Art House North) are made
by calling an open meeting, to which every participant is invited. Everyone who shows
up to the meeting has voice and vote, including the young people. 52
Light of God does the most work around dismantling hierarchies, perhaps not
surprising as, of the three, they are responding to the wounding ways of the strongest
institutional hierarchy. In the previous chapters we have already named a number of
practices that are all efforts to dismantle hierarchical thinking and relationships within the
church. In worship that looks like: preaching from the floor; the entire body speaking the
words of institution in the Eucharistic liturgy; and First Communicants standing at the

52 Though different opinions and concerns were discussed throughout the Art House North
relocation meeting, in the end the vote to relocate was unanimous.
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altar assisting with the Eucharistic liturgy. In governance that looks like: Sean and the
dozen founding members working together to create a different way to be a Catholic
community; anyone and everyone having voice and vote in the Core Team (even
including a first time participant in the community); a group of lay volunteers, including
Lydia, working with the priests to create the structure of the congregation for its official
incorporation; when more structured governance was required both by the state and the
growing size of the community, structuring and naming the Circle of Servant Leaders in
alignment with community values of equality and transparency; and semi-annual
congregational meetings. In pastoral authority that looks like the Saturday after
Maureen’s ordination (the first opportunity to have only women on the altar), Bishop
Sean got out of the way so that only his female colleagues were serving on the altar.
Cognizant that it is hard to kick the ways of Pharaoh out of communal systems,
another practice of dismantling hierarchies at Light of God is the conscious choice for all
three priests to co-preside on high holy days and other occasions (such as congregational
meeting days). On these days the priests vest the same and share equally in the
Eucharistic liturgy. Not content to simply embody this strong visual symbol of
egalitarianism, the priests make a point of verbally communicating the deliberateness of
what they are doing and why. Further, in congregational meetings the priests present
themselves as having differing areas of responsibility in terms of work done for the good
of the whole body, at the same time they stress the interdependency of these
responsibilities (none is more glamorous or important than another) and their equality in
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sharing the office of priesthood for the community (what is shared with one is shared
with all).53
Bloom’s worship practices are also mindfully working to dismantle hierarchical
modes of being church. From the beginning, Luke and Timmy were firmly committed to
co-pastoring the community, insisting on that model of leadership despite pressure from
ARC to adopt a more hierarchical model. Further, Luke is very sensitive to the reality
that in most congregations the pastor’s voice is the only voice teaching or holding
authority in a worship gathering. The weekly post-message discussions are a deliberate
practice to share interpretive power across the community and bring many different
voices to the table. Inviting participants to give a message individually and/or speak on a
quarterly panel are additional practices to further this same end. Coming from a tradition
that does not follow the lectionary but leaves scripture selection and sermon series
development to the pastor, Bloom communally brainstorms the topics they’d like Luke or
other message-givers to address.54
As with the other communities, this dismantling of hierarchy extends beyond
worship and into the community’s life with each other. As at Humble Walk, Bloom has
an “if you can dream it, do it” ethos, which is how many of the ad hoc community service

53 They do this for themselves and their own efforts at deconstructing and reconstructing strategies
of Catholicism, but one of the parish meetings happened to be the Saturday after Trump’s inauguration as
President. On that day their very deliberate dismantling of hierarchy and sharing of power felt to me like a
profound witness to the kindom of God in the face of the hierarchical, power-hoarding principalities of this
world that had been on egregious display the day before.
54 Every three to six months there is an open invitation to be part of this planning session, where
participants free-associate a large list of topics they’d like to discuss or scriptures they’d like to delve into.
After generating the list the group works collaboratively to determine which ideas have overlap and hold
potential to work as a series, which have the most interest undergirding them, and which feel most urgent to
tackle in the coming months.
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projects and some of the social gatherings have emerged, based on the passions and
organizational capacity of individual Bloom participants. The discussion nights were
instigated by Luke and student-turned-assistant pastor Kevin, but as we learned in
Chapter 4, their structure was designed to be radically egalitarian. So too the seasonal
small groups during Lent were working from a curriculum written by Kevin, conceived to
be a community of equal peers facilitated by fellow Bloom participants. Similarly, the
organic church experiment, though ironically initiated through a top-down decision, was
intended to further empower Bloom participants, inviting them into a more perichoretic
life with one another (with the unforeseen effect of overwhelming most of them instead).
When this experiment fizzled, the launch of Bloom’s third (and current) iteration came
out of the collaboration of the group of twenty-five who spent several months figuring
out together what they wanted this faith community to be.
We Come to Know Our Rising from the Dead
I noted at the beginning of this chapter, my aim here is not to provide an
exhaustive or definitive description of the resurrected church for all times and places, but
to sketch the primary characteristics of the resurrecting church that I have witnessed
among these three congregations with whom I have spent so many years in
apprenticeship. Through these ecclesial practices of dwelling in the margins (an
expression of incarnation), pouring themselves out and giving themselves away (an
expression of kenosis), and dismantling the hierarchies (an expression of perichoresis),
these communities both follow in the life-giving ways that Jesus lived on earth, and, by
the power of the Spirit, break open possibilities for new and abundant life on the other
side of death within the Church.

CHAPTER 6
BENEDICTIONS
As I said at the end of Chapter 1, these faith communities are ever on the way, as
are we all. As such, rather than offer conclusions in this space it feels more appropriate to
offer benedictions to carry with us through the next leg of the journey. Much like the
witness of my collaborators in this work, I can testify that my own years of sojourn
among these communities have been rather like Jacob wrestling with the angel by the
river Jabbok. These congregations have simultaneously displaced my metaphorical hip
and richly blessed me with a new identity in relationship to the Church.
When I began the earliest of these apprenticeships back in the spring of 2012, I
was not closeted to myself but I was closeted to the vast majority of the rest of the world,
and especially closeted within the world of the Church. Part of the reason is because,
while I thankfully was raised in a congregation that did not teach me either that I should
hate myself or that God hated me for my sexuality, my tradition also never affirmed or
assured me that the Church would love me if it knew who I really am. My three study
congregations are the first faith communities that I came out to as communities, and the
space that they have given me to appear, the support and freedom they have given me to
be my most integrated self within the Church, is a healing gift that continues to unfold in
my life and my leadership over time.
This is a grace that I am living into so gradually that it is hard to notice or
describe on a day-to-day basis. But this past summer, when covering for a friend who
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was on vacation (the first time I had done such in more than a year), I was overcome in
the middle of worship with a very visceral sense of a difference in myself. It was so
striking that I wrote to some dear friends about it later that same day, sharing a sense that
“I am simultaneously the same old me and yet a different me in the doing of this work,
having learned so much in the time I’ve been away from it and having changed in my
approach to it as a result of that learning, and that there is room for me to be my fullest
truest self in the doing of this work.”1 I trust that the blessings these communities have
bestowed upon me will continue to develop and reveal themselves as I live into the
newness of life in the Church which they have granted me.
Limitations and Suggestions for Further Study
Naturally no one dissertation can do or be all things to all problematics. An
obvious limitation to this research is that it was conducted among only three
predominantly white congregations in St. Paul, Minnesota. I am heartened and intrigued
that fellow scholars who are researching relatively new Christian communities are
finding similar characteristics among the people and places they are researching. 2 The
resonance across our various research partners and contexts suggests to me that a larger
movement of the Spirit is afoot and indeed a new ecclesiology of resurrection is

1

Catrina Ciccone, email to friends, July 30, 2018.

2 Most notably, the excellent research Gerardo Marti and Gladys Ganiel have conducted on the
Emerging Church (particularly in the United States and Northern Ireland), Christopher James has
conducted on new congregations in Seattle, and Christine Dutton has conducted on various “Fresh
Expressions” communities in Great Britain. See Marti and Ganiel, The Deconstructed Church.; Christopher
B. James, Church Planting in Post-Christian Soil: Theology and Practice (New York, NY: Oxford
University Press, 2018).; Christine Dutton’s research on Liverpool’s Somewhere Else community was
presented at the 2016 Ecclesiology and Ethnography Conference in Durham, England, but is not yet
published.
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emerging. Nevertheless, ever more research is welcome, particularly among newer
congregations that are truly multiethnic and multiracial (where no one race or ethnicity
has a majority share of participants), newer congregations whose majority culture is not
white, and newer congregations in differing geographical contexts of the United States. 3
Do the contours of resurrection that I’ve named and noticed here hold up across such
other cultural contexts? What additional contours of resurrection emerge within these
places? What additional growing edges are they wrestling with?
Another interesting and related research avenue to pursue would be to conduct a
theological ethnographic study among congregations undergoing an intentional process
of redevelopment, to explore what experiences of church and what kind of embodied
theology is present, as well as what kind of practices develop, among a group that is not
creating a community from scratch but is seeking resurrection from within the habitus of
an already established faith community. What additional contours of a resurrection
ecclesiology can be found in these contexts? What are the challenges and growing edges
for these communities?
A third possible avenue of further research building off of my own work would be
an exploration of the “settled” church in relation to the three “unsettled” congregations of
my study. My own hypothesis is that leaders and participants in established
congregations (as well as the leaders of established ecclesial authority structures),
habitually misinterpret congregations like those in my study through their own settled
lenses. The result is treating these congregations like a blank screen onto which the

3 For example, in the South or New England, which are very different cultures than the Upper
Midwest. Also, in small town and rural areas as opposed to the urban areas that I and many others have
been studying.
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settled church projects its own hopes and fears, instead of closely attending to who these
congregations actually are and what they are actually doing. These misinterpretations and
projections mean the established church isn’t able to recognize the resurrection occurring
in its midst, and denies itself the fruitful opportunity to learn from and with its unsettled
siblings. I originally attempted to explore this aspect of the situation within my
dissertation, but abandoned this avenue for now because my data from the settled church
was mostly anecdotal. Further research is needed to either confirm or disprove my
hypothesis. The data collected would provide a fuller picture of the spiritual ecology in
which these new faith communities are developing, and hold potential to open pathways
for better understanding between the settled and the unsettled church.
A fourth avenue of further research would be an exploration of what kind of
theological education and formation best supports and prepares the leaders of such faith
communities. The pastors in my study were educated in a diversity of fashions and
contexts. Luke’s formation occurred in the context of a large congregation’s selfdesigned program, while Jodi, Sean, Brigid, and Monica were formed by Masters
programs at differing seminaries and in differing eras. Interviewing these five, as well as
pastors of comparable faith communities, specifically around matters of their educational
formation, could yield a fruitful treasury in the ongoing work of reforming theological
education for the sake of faithful ministry in the twenty-first century North American
context.
On Our Way Rejoicing
Much as Jesus performed many more signs in the presence of his disciples than
John could record within his Gospel, after three to five years of dwelling with and
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attending to these three faith communities, there are many more stories that I could tell
and much more embodied theology that I could articulate, more than could ever possibly
fit into this or any other book. I have told these stories that you may come to believe the
Holy Spirit is calling and gathering the body of Christ out of white North American
Christendom’s institutional and morphological death, reshaping, healing, and resurrecting
the body of Christ right before our eyes, and in so believing may come to experience new
life in the Church in Christ’s name.

APPENDIX A
CONGREGATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE1
Bloom Congregational Survey
Your answers to this survey are confidential. The hard copies of this survey will be kept
in a locked box to which only the researcher, the Rev. Catrina Ciccone, will have access.
Upon completion of this dissertation, the hard copies will be shredded and your name (if
provided) will be scrubbed from association with your answers.
What is your name? (answering this question is optional)
What is your current zip code?
What is your current age?
Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?
What best describes your race?
What best describes your gender identity?
What best describes your sexual orientation?
What is your current marital status?
1 The Bloom and Humble Walk questionnaires were the same. Two questions were modified for
Light of God. Given the age of many of Light of God’s participants, I included a follow up to the
occupation question, “If retired, what was your occupation?” The final question was also phrased slightly
differently, “Please tell me something about Light of God in six words or less,” as that phrasing worked
better for that community.
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If married, does your spouse also participate in this congregation?
Do you have any children?
If yes, what is(are) their age(s)?
If yes, do they also participate in this congregation?
What is the highest level of education you have attained?
What is your occupation?

How long have you been affiliated with Bloom?

What aspects of life in Bloom do you participate in?

How often do you participate in the life of Bloom (through worship or other events)?

Do you maintain a relationship or membership with another congregation, in addition to
Bloom?

If yes, what is the name and denominational affiliation of this other congregation?

Please tell me a six word story about Bloom.

APPENDIX B
INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW SCHEDULE1

1. Tell me the story of how you came to [congregation].
Probe: Can you tell me some more about your experiences of church prior to
[congregation].

2. Tell me a story about a really meaningful or powerful experience you’ve had with
[congregation].
Probe: a. Thinking about your experiences with this congregation or any other,
tell me a story about when a congregation you were a part of really got being the
church right.
Probe: b. Thinking about your experiences with this congregation or any other,
tell me a story about when a congregation you were part of really got being the
church wrong.

3. Is there an image or a metaphor that sums up this church for you? (ex: healing balm,
people who are seeking, etc.)

1 These are the questions I prepared ahead of time and asked of every research partner. Other
questions were asked in the course of each interview, varying by collaborator, as they flowed with the
particularities that arose in each conversation.
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APPENDIX C
FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (LPI)
1. How did you come to Light of God?
2. Can you think of, and share specific instances of, when a priest or a pastor
either got it right, did something that was meaningful and important for you that
you think a priest or pastor ought to do, or got it wrong?
3. Thinking about the full stretch of your experience in the church, what would
you say matters to you most about your relationship with your pastor?
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